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FOREWORD

Turbulence - chaotic disordered motion of volumes of air on

radically different scales is one of the characteristic properties

of atmospheric air flows, and its study is necessary for solution of

a number of theoretical and applied problems. Knowledge of the

characteristics of turbulence at least over the entire troposphere and

stratosphere is of great significance for many practical purposes.

However, until recently experimental difficulties confined the study

of turbulence mainly to the lower portion of the planetary boundary

layer. Naturally, theoretical studies were also mainly based on

these data.

The rapid development of aviation and the numerous cases of

aircraft finding themselves in dangerous turbulent zones which have

been observed in recent years made it necessary to take measures to

sharply intensify study of the turbulence first in the atmospheric

Slayer up to 10-12 km, and subsequently at greater altitudes. In the

initial period such studies were limited to obtaining the simplest

characteristics of the recurrence of gusts with different velocities

and studying its dependence on altitude, geographic conditions, time

of day and season of year, etc. Only since the end of the 1950's,

following the development of the required measuring equipment and

experimental methodology, was the attention of scientists drawn to

more complete statistical characteristics of turbulence such as

spectral densities of air flow velocity pulsations, structural functions,

etc. In particular, when these data were obtained it became possible

FTD-MT-241-939-71 vi



to further develop theory with consideration of s:peci1'ic condItions

of the free atmosphere.

Monograph literature on turbu]ence in thQ free atmosphere has not

been published either in the USSh or abroad, if wv do riot count the

small book edited by N. Z. Pinup, "Atmosýphcrlc Turbulence Ca.using

BEumpliig of Aircraft," published In 1962.

This monograph is concerned mainly with outlining the results of
experimental Investigations. Along with these, thu authors discu.;s

those questions in the theory of turbulence without which physical

analysis of the presented data is difficult. Tht: book al.so contains

a description of Instrumentr for measuring various parameters of

turbulence in the free atmosphere. Since the majority of the instru

ments used in scientific research work ,indergo rapid modification,

the authors did not feel it advisable Lc dcscr'BL tLh•,ýi construction

in detail and limited themselves merely to outlining the,- phyysical

principles of instrui,.ent operation and the furictioral diagranr;
required for an understaiiding of their. operation. Aircraft methods

of investigating turbulence are described in the greatest detail,

since the overwhelming majority of' experimental data were obtained

in this manner.

XA special chapter is dedicated to outlining methods for statisti-

cal processing of measurement re'mults, evaluation of theLr accuracy,

and description of instruments for statistical analyoss. The

ne-e:;sity for this section in the booi< was dictateid by the absence

of literature in the Russian language which describes procedures for

such treatment with realizations of finIte length.

In several chapters problems of the origin of turbulencc in the

free atmosphere, dependence of its structure on the stratification

of the atmosphere, and also the connection of turbulence with such

quasi-ordered mesoscalar motions an waves and convection are discussed.

These motions are given substantial attention, s•Ince they are

important not only as one of the sources-, of turbulence energy, but
are, in particular, important in connection with seir ,ffout. on

flight vehicles.

F 'TD-MT-214 -939- 71 vii



When outlining experimental data thu author:; have att,-nptk.d
wherever possible to give a phys-iical analysis ofC the prInciplel;
determinlng one or another peculiarity of tht:. s;tructure- of turbulence:.
Along with thu general charactoristiLcs of turbulence, pecu l tar'tlet.
of' its structure and snuch phyvstcal meteorololgical hIJcct:s ,i:; cilouds,

i.ft Vlows , the tropopause , etc , are uxamlr ed. Qu,-:;t.;iors cjtir(ru: ted
witl tih effect of turbulence on aircraft arc examined in a :;epai'atcý

chapter.

Naturally, the authors paid particular attention to those

aspects of the problem connected with their personal :;clentific

interests and their experience In sdientific research work. In
particular, therefore, the book does not contain refiections of data
on tho,.e microscalar turbulent motions which in'luence the propagation
of radio waves, light, and sound In the atmosphere. While the authors
attempted during the writing of the text to use all data published
and known to them on turbulent motions in a free atmosphere with a
.scale o" several meters up to several tens of kilometers;, those
rteiults whIch were obtained by the authors themselvus are outlined
most fully. These materials; were obtained mainly in the course of
numerous flight expedition-; carried out by T:iAG [Central Aerologlcal
SObservatory] and the CAO together with tihe GOS NII [State Scientific

Research Institute] of' Civil Aviation, and particularly from data
on free and captive baloons obtained at the CAC.

The authors recognize the fact that much of the materlal in
thl;• book, which represents a fIrst effort at systematic outlining
).' data on atmo.;pheric turbulence In the free atmosphere, is incom-

plete and must bc refined in the future. The authors t'hank, in

advance, all readers who assist them in their future work on the

study of turbulence by advancing comradely crlticlsm,

* Thu authors; consider it their pleasant duty to express their

profound gratitude to Scientific I'ditor L. 3. Gandin for his valuable
, critical remark:; and advice, anI also to V. D. Litvinov, V. 1. Silayeva,

and the other colleagues of tie Laboratory of the Dynamics of the

PVrD-f'jT-24- 9 39-71 viii
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CHAPTER 1

SOME QUESTIONS OF THE THEORY OF
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

S 1. THE NATURE OF ATMOSPHERIC
TURBULENCE

The m-2ority of processos iu the aumonphere, such as transfer

of water vapor and atmospheric dust, heat exchange, arid the formation

of clouds and precipitation, are extremely closely tied to the tuirbu-

lent nature of motion in the atmosphere. Atmospheric turbulence
render- an essential influence on the propagation of s;ound, light,
and radio waves. Finally, atmospheric turbulence Influences flight

conditions foi aircraft.

In contrast to a laminar fluid, the turbulent motion of a

viscouz, fluid is characterized by a 4cncnonstarnt velocity field and

U:by tl,e presence of nonuniformities or the so-callea turbulent eddies,

which lead to mixing of the jets. By the teriu "turbulent eddy" we
"understand an element of turbulent flow with a certain characteristic

dimension (eddy scale).

The instantaneous value of velocity in a turbulent flow, u, can

itself represent the result of the imposition of ;mall vibrations on
an average motion. If we designate the average value of velocity as

u, then u - U + u', where u' is the so-called pulýsation or eddy

vreloc;ty. If u' 0, the motion ýs laminar.

FTt)-1`T-211-9 39- 71 1wi



If we deiignate the characteristic dimension of' a f'low of' viscoun

fluid a,.- L, and the characteristic velocity of flow as U, then f'romi

L, U, arid v (v Is the kinematic viscosity of th~e fluid) it iSi poooible

to comnpilIe a dt.nenzionless combination known as the Reynolds number:

Re- J 11

Lamliiar. miotion becomesc turbulent only wheim the Reynold!; rrimber

exceedo a ceetain critical value Reer i.e.,

Ctp - cr1

The following is the phy.3ical. concept of' Re .r Forces of

inertia lead to the approach of volume-., of liquid which are initially

far removed from one another and which possess different rates of

motion; at the same time thuce forces facilitate a situation in which

velocities at Qlose points aice change~l sharply. The forces of

viccosity, on the other han3, luad to a leveling of velocities at

close points -I.e. , to the -smoothing of small nonuniforrrities of

* flow. At small fie values, when the fornes of viscosity predominate

* over the force-- of Inertia, the flow has a laminar character.

With an Increase In fie tble 1'moothing actlon of the forces of.

viscosiity Is weaKened and the flow Is turbulized, i.e., disordered

pulsations of' velority Re crappear in i., exactly corresponding to

the con~ditions wlhen the L~orces of inertia becorne so great in compari-

son with the fo-Poes of viscosity that a stable turbulent regime is

* formed.

Experimental studies in tunnels showed that laminar flow converts

to turbulceut flow at Re equaling 2500-5000.

With applic~ation to the atmosphere the Reynolds number becomes

* ind,ýtermi..ate to a sub:;tantial degree be -ause of the difficulty inl

dcterrnining the scale of the flow as a %.noile. The Indeterminate

FTD-MT-2t-9 39-712



geometry of atmospheric flows makes it neces"sa'y to Introduce ••Qw

concepts thus, fCr example, the distance Irom thoe s-uofacc oI' the
- earth to the level of maximum wind speed or the altitude of' tihe

tropopause are sometimes introduced as the char'acteristic dimension.

If the value of Re is calculated formally f'or the atmosphere, it
turns out that it exceeds the critical by many timnýo and, consequently,

* motion in the atmosphere I.s always turbul(nt . Actually, I C a

-;iufficiently sensitive and low-ine.rtia instrument Ji used to measure
wind velocity it is .always posslble to detect disordervd fluctuations
or velocity around a stable average value.

However, in certait, cases thvsse flue tatlotio become so small

that it is possitble to consJcter motion iin the atniosphore to be quasi-

laminar.

The principal causes of turbuliza•l on of aul. flows in the
atmosphere are contrast 3 in the t,;mperaturc arid wind-velocity

fields which arise for one or another rcason.

The atmosprieric i,.-ocesseo which shape these contrasts include

the following.
<

a) Frictlorn of the air flow over, tI,., surface of the eurth and
the formatior in its lower portion of a wilnd veiocty profilc with
larpte vcrt:..crtl gradients.

b ) U equal hIeating of diffe fe t nr,,i erntc of t.hc u:!.dC rlyinIg
surface o' the earth and the deve Lopinent of thermial cornvfcLion In
this sorc.'ect ion,

c) Processes of cloud formaticin, dur'inL whIoh there is liberation

of heat of condensation and ciyst].tllzatiorn and also a c'hange in the
nature of the temperature and wind-velocit., fields.

d) The approach arid interaction of air masses wi;th different
characteristicn, along atmos.pheric frornts and altitude fronta] cones,
where there arc great horizontal c(ntrasts in ttý oraturc and wind

speed.I'TD-K,1T-24-939-71 3



e) Los'� of stability by waves which fou'i In Inver:;ion layers,

on the tropopause, and clos- t.o oth-r atmrnospherlc interface.

r) Deformat on of air flows by iliountalijous obstacles and the

S appt:ar'ame of wave pertutrbations and rotor motions on thIr lee sides.

The indicated proces;s;es. ca:n operate sirnultaneousl., and thus

Intens;ify or weaken u anothu-r, and thus can wfakej or tntern'iJfy

turbulization of the air flow.

The existence of visco:;Ity of the air causes a continuouu con-

version of thle kineLic energy of turbulunt air l'ow'; Into heat. It

oIs obvlou:s that ICU there, ii; no externa." source of the eneriy required

for continuous excitation of turbulent motion, this: motion will

soon0er or later degenerate.

A particular property o(" turbulent, tootio is the disordered

, •atur2 of the velocity field In timc and space; therefore the

c]assical problem of hIydromeehiurrh cs conce-rnud with discovering the

po•iAtion of all particles of a fluid at any moment of time t according

to the given position dnd velocLties of particles at the moment of

time to and by the boundary eondttiorns for turbulent motion becomes

meanirngie , s

Even with a constant field of external forces and constant

boundavy conditions, durint, a turbulent flow the velocity at a

given point wil I undergo substantial changes -;:ithI time. This circum-

stance gives rise to the need for applying statistical methods to

the investigation of turbulent flows.

As was already indicated, the deve] opment of atmospheric

turbulence is conditloned by the effect of not only dynamic, but also

thermal factor,; as a cori:'equence of thils the Re number turns out to

be inadequate for describing I to appearance even In those cases; when

it is possible to evaluate the scale of the flow.

4I



'TIAL dr,)b1cm waný cxamiriud thcor-tAICI, cmii 1w . V'. ilu wr

(1920) , who gave a criterlun fox' the growth and d~mi rýitnnlig, of

kinetic r-ncrgy .o1' turbulent motiorni in a thermally stratifuied medium..

Richardoon propoLsed that loo3 of turbulent ejjcer-y tdur, to wrirk counter

to a stable vertical .otrati~flat~on (agarinst the fucr'c: of gravity)

siptiificant~ly exceeds the I osi of' oneiugy Out! to MOL-ecuLar v.I.-cos Ity

which convert.:; tux'bu).erit, kinetic energy into ho~it. Thieretforeý HIfohard-

sun limited himself to examinning only turhulent discmlpatiun.

Richardoon obtained his cr1 tei-on of stahil fly of the. .'ctrnompherc

f rom the equation of the balance of turbulenttneT'

tit fz .( 3

where E' ishe ki netic 1ensergy ()I' turbul- mt: nu?ý:; tios du/dzi h

vertical gradient of averare wind :;peedi; 0 1:; toee pc.ýointtal t empe ra.-

ture; g i., the acceleration of gravity; K !.;- tie . :oelVIcic~nt of'

turbulent exchanige of' momentum; K Tin; time cuoffIici ent oF turtu_,Llent

1teat exnhange; c is the rate of di'iptcmof tuirbultent enerGy into

heat; and i, is the diffuoion of tut-bulent enrigry in Lhe prenience of

a Lgradient of the enerry of' turbulunce.

if dis;sipa,.tion ard turbulenit dI t'FuLA) i ,rm nx , §n': Ihe inflow

of kinOtic c-nery of turtulenceý :!qu,.I

dE' Id2K, R d#
KT (. J;; ))

TPhe quantity

is ualled the 8lchardc:on numLter.-. I dO i I Xp,'eSJ On

(1.5) can be written in the form



kI

where ya to the adiabatic and y is the actual vertie1al temperature

gradient.

The quantity

d)R.I ".] (1.7)

is; called the dynamic Richardson number. In (1.7) ,-'---. From

(1.6) and (1.7) it follows that

RI1 - Ri.f (1.8)

The dynamic Richard:lon number defines the role of thermal

convection In the generation of turbulent energy, a,; compared with

dynanilc factors which cause the transfer of energy of turbulence

from averaged motion, since the quantity R1 can be interpreted as the

ratio of Archimedean forcs,: to the forces of inertia.

From (i.10) and (1.7) it follows; that

d"K�u- (1.9)

and, consequently, stationary (nonattenuating) turbulence is possible

only when Rf - 1, or with account taken of the dissipation of the

energy of turbulence, when Rf ": I

The effect of Archimnedean forces on the turbulent regime depends

on the vertical gradient of potential temperature. With a positive

value of dO/dz (stable thermmal sf-ratificatlon) Archimedean forces

countc-ract the development of turbulence; a portion of' the turbulent

energy is expended on overcnjilri-; the act in of Archimedean forces.

At negative values of dO/dz (unstable thermal stratification,

facilitating the development of convection), Archirmedean forces

• I.
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fac 11itate the appearance arid dotvt loprrierilt jf i 1' [1 c Lcme "IIlual

inst,,bility lo of' v.~mentlal ::tgrnliczincu In) CLOLtuf; an~d aim, at low

alt ttudc-. ti the ulo.udleL;m trop~oLphci~e . f i t 1,1!iidd ii all(] uppe~r
troosperewlthout cloud~i vei~tlcal :Aii t cit tic2 avevajewr( vel (,itY

apparently playc; a major rol)e In the exc ltatlon oF tui'Lulencu. On
.loiudlcL. days with s t Iori hecat ring of' thu. und I -yrq In,ý;21'f~ice , u Up I, I,

ad aba t ic tomripcijat-ue grde:: r biV~ IKXI. u r'face o trn h
oart h up toA 50-l0 n cn' rje~ rI;~ .i. h h alt itudc."

a;Uch temnperaturxe fg,!adlen ts can be- cbsurvcd rily, din vu.ry thiin Jayur.,,

havIng th ic!(ne.n:e o' a few tetw or hiundred:; ()C m L.

Fi nal.ly , alu. of I CO W/PdO/t w)i I ci ai;u[2Ut .(nt a

the'rmal c tirt LfIcailon ) ,Avchlmdedan 1*u-i-fcw;- do r-t tnt' [uullcc. thu

turbulert reg~rim.

Ao the Iiiveotigattol, Lrm ,'I. F.; :11: P?0 .- jchItc tlUrbU-

1 1zl' nk-, act ion ofI' the vu:rtlIcal 1:alLk 0' r. ~~~ v; b d vujloc cit~y Inr

thle atmodsphere is comrpeonO1A LO~ tk a U ignJ fl tnt hb2c y tiroý

ý;;.ab~ll zing of' itL; thermal ctvatlt'icat ion.

In the gencoral caoe turbulucrik- In a thermalliy nonunil'orin

atmozphcroý call ho duveloprzcd when thet Xi nmmboIý 1,; lott,' !hiar a certuali

crItical valuuc ahich, a-, 1ollow.m from (A1.9) , -tiiiotild be loss than

ci K/K T The critical v aIu,:ue f' tbe- Ri ciavu.zo;ýnuriunben oharacit,ýrize..s

conditions of the devel.cpnent arnd aftt omiatierr of ! ui:,3t1!2nce Inl u

s~r'inr1lly 1;iAt i r lcd a tro 1p hc I, A I iihcýric~y tovwarli ý,.owtn of
turb~u -wuvc tv'hcri 1% < E:1 3tilold, prnly, bc ma ';tl ,ri

lc:-,. oharply, jurt ats In the tate. Uf excýIt"at I c! Ar 01 turi 10;ik asa

I'unctiori Ž I' Re numuer, in conditiono whon Arch] ~mci1rir 1`7'rck!z hive ±0o

Iriflucno,_e.

''i;value of the cr1 tical R [cbardoon wimh~er iis Lon cvaltiated

by v wny inv-sti.Cators ,, mainly on the ba:sir; o'f thrn'c~tl.c-al collsldera-U

t io0 .),- Thc rnagýni tudov of' HI dc'pend-s, in;Ii[.ot''vow;( 9 on the,cr
-atL lo aken `o- K arid K As tV known, inr thio ofa: I ± her

t'nŽ'bulence it [ci pýnttulateii that tho sui;;,tanc,'s carrp Cd 1 in-'~[~

i .e.*, its addti ton to tho all, doe6 nut 1 nflucti'e ticti iLirwr±!ne

M-.7



E'ruor this It follown that the magnitude of the coeffictent of'

tur1bulence~ docil not depend on the type or C uhz~tance and, conoc;qucently,
4 K K , wh ý.ch means thal. R1 I.

T ~ C 1

Tn actuaility, the exchange of' nomente.m between two miaL;:3u of' air

(.,an ocýcur thanks to dynamic tnteraction without. sub.ýrntial mitixifil;

* of' tho ass-I.e., with dt:sruption of the pO-s-tuLa;.te of IndestAruct-
aolI Ity urL he inc r, the nature of thQ te-mpL* it ure C Ist r ibi ii. orn a

- - have an eft'ect, such that the poitulate of passivity Is violated.

F(or example, in an isothermi' Žr of the atmosphere In which a

vertical gradient of wind vel. y, Is observed, apparently K # K
T

In a thermally ---table atmosphere exchange of' momnentumn occurs more

rapidly than tnat of the. quantLty of' heat (0bukhov, 195Iý. Therefore

there io no basir, to assert that RI I for conditions of a free

* atmosphere.

In thýý meteorologinal literature 2requent use Is made of the

* aL;sumption that the coefficient.s of turbulence for different substances

(fo r heat and momentum) ;are. proportional to one another and that the

ratio) betwoeen their valuies is a constant quantity. Meanwhile

laboratory Investigations; (I.IL 1lison anid Turner, 1960) and als;o studies

In teLowsset atmosph'-ric layer (,see Priestley, 19614; iMonin and

Ya-glo-);n, 19%r)) showed that u dlepends significantly on the thermal and

wind stratification. In particular, with a reduction in Ri the

value of' a I'nriclases; this increase Is particularl.i sharp in the

region of valuco, !i <1. U;nder convective conditions; a > , while

In case.ý of teriperature. I nver.s; on ot- 1 . According to data from.

Proudmen (1957), a =0.03-0.05 at r <Ri < 10. We will note that

the dynamic Richardson number TRf for these conditions Is zubstantially

less than unity. Thus, tur'bulenicc can be f.xcited also with compara-

tively large Ri numbers. This mnust be kept In mind when studying

turbulence, espucially in the upper troposphere and in the stratospherc,

where stable thermal stratlficatlon rules.

We will now examine the role of diffusion of turbulent energy.
It is possible to consider that the magniltude of diffusion transfer

of' turbulent energy, D, depends on the coefficient of tuirbulence K

8



and oni the vradient o0f eddy energy dFt/dr. HI' we cori::ld'r the

dirmcnnionality )f these quantities, the diffusion consumption of

turbulent energy can be determined with an accuracy to a constant

factor by the following exple3fon:

1 4

D K"3 A(-. h)

Thus, LD depend- on the coefficient of' turbulence K to a smallr

degree and io determined in significant measure by the degree of'

nonruniformity of the turbulencv fNeld.

-n of ( .0 ,a laL-o a;;m n K 14W
With consideration of (!.i0), and a[so asutming ihat Ke

obtain

4I _•l

[Lp = cr]

From (1.11) It follows that the critical lichard.son number

depends, other conditions being equal, on the dogree of nonuniformity

Cu f the turbulence field, i .e , dE'/dr, which in turn depenuo on-the

condition,; of turbulization of the flow. From (1.11.) it also follows

that the critical Ri number cannot be Li constant quantity for a

ncnunlform field of turbulence.

The Richardson numh-ur cha:'aoterizes cOnditlon:• o" jar.:;fcx'mation

of kinetic energy of avwrage motion and the eneigy of instability

into the kinetic energy of turbulent motion; hov,-ver, i,, does not

p rovide the pos-,bllity of evaluating such important uharacterIstic.;

ci" turbulence as the magnitude of pulsation velocitie:s and the

thicy:ness of the turbulized layer of' the atmosphere.

The intensity of turbulcnce dep--ndn. not on Lhu RA number alone,

though It is a function of this number. Lf Ri < R1 cr, th!n fact can

serve as a qualitative indication that, first, development ,',f

•. 9



turbulence is proceeding and, second, that the smaller In R1 the

greater the quantity of accumulated turbulent energy that can be

obrcrved under jtcady-statc conditions,

§ 2. STRUCTURE AND ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS
OF A TURBULENT FLOW

Frum hydrodynamics it ts known that as the Reynold:3 number

Increa-.e8.;, large-:;cale pul.satlons are manife.,ted flr;t.. At very

large Reynolds numbers pul3ation:; exist In a turbulent flow with

scales which are comparable to the characteristic lengths which

determine the dimensions of the flow as a wholu and with the scales

at which turbulent energy dissipates into heat due to molecular

viscosity. According to A. N. Kolmogorov (19111), turbulent motion

tn the atmosphere may be vioualized a., follows. Since Reynolds numbers.

are very great in the atmoupheru, the average flow is unstable and

perturbattons arise in it - "turbulent eddies of the first order" -

characterized by disordered displacement with respect to one another

of individual volumes of the fluid with diameters on the order of

the characteristic dimensions of the flow. The rate of these

relative displacements is less than the average velocity of the flow.

Since the Reynolds numbers are still very great for eddies of the

first order and since such eddie3 are also unstable, "eddies of the

second order" with even smaller characteristic dimensions-and

velocities will arise.

The process of the successive reduction in size of turbulent

eddies will continue until the Reynolds number

Re ( N)_(/•L(R)
ReM (1.12)

for eddies of some sufficiently great order n becomes so small that

the influence of viscosity on uddies of the order n will be perceptible

and will prevent the formation of eddies of the (n + l)-th order.

The problem of energy characteristl cs of turbulent motion

deserves special attention. Contemporary hydrodynamics gives the

10
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following presentation on the disuipation of ertiel-y durin. turbulent

motion.

From eddies with large scales, whinh derive tthc r entx'gy from

the main flow, energy transfers to oddie with :nnalier seouLes; there

is virtually no dissipation during thti proces.. Thusi, the kinutlc
energy of turbulence transfers continually 'ro, large eddlie:, to small

ones - I.e., from small frequencies to high. Thl! Clow of enetr.y
dissipates (kinetic energy convert-; to heat) In edd,.;s of the very

smallest scales. Since the transfer of encrgy from Iar'ge-scale to
small-scale eddies occurs without losses, th-! quantity of' neorgy

which dissipates under the actlon of visco.-Ity Into heat can he
determined (with respect to ordtr of magnitudce) by means ot thu

characteristics of the basli flow.

Maintenance of the "st.atlonary.I. stal;. o,,quirevx eztc rnal sourcP2

which continually transmit energýy to thf! basic larPge-scale motion.

And, on the other hand, if the external source of eriergy ceases to
operate turbulent flows will be attenuated. It Is oWir.ous that along

with stationary sources of turbulent energy which are cons,.ant or
which operate over a fairly long. period, it is po:7-,lhle to ,encounter

in the atmosphere comparatively shcrt-turm siource o0 this. energy.

When studying the energy properties of a turvb'lont flow it is

necessary first of all to clarify the method by whtch turbulent eddy

motions are maintained in the air flow, the source from which energy
of fluutuating motlon; is taken, and Just how It is; :;onsunvwd. in

the work of A. M. Obukhov (1954) use wasn made of* the basU e equation
of the energy balance of turbulence in the form

V

W, V . 1 ,', -

Aid-- jlll

z .

oli-l

V.2*, 1j l
,. k4-41 (1-13



Equation (1.13) has the same physical concept as equation (1.3),

but it is written under somewhat different assumptions.

The left side of equation (1.13) contains the individual incre-

mient of fluctuation energy

d/.' OE' .i.. OE'';- -""7W""- -. th -Do.v •

The first term on the right side represents the quantity of

kinetic energy of average motion which is convurted per unit time

knto Kinetic energy of fluctuation motion. A. M. Obukhov called thLis

quantity the transformation energy:

The oecond component of the right side represents the rate of

dissipation of energy of fluctuation motion, c:

V~ \ hI2V • .;W Ad Q') , I : o '
-T •.~xA 'I-•T) "(~

The third component is the average power of all fluctuations of

surface forces (pressure, viscous and turbulent stresses) during

displacement with the fluctuation velocity:

7. "7 -.- /, . d (1.16)

Thus,

,dE'

" T -. *.- A, (1.17)
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i.e * tho inztability of average mot ion leads to an I nicIn Wtb'

encevgy cf fluctuation motion, while th~e majfr';oi, of' c'L i:1

dissination of' fluctuation energy Into he.at. The work of ý-.urfucc.

1 rces is- not of' zpec Lal oigniftcano In the ujluermt.:; picturc of' the

turbulent flow; theveforeý

Her- it should b; rnoted that Out;; I doe thL tbounds''-,f lay:r' of tho2

atmosphere uizoipatlon into heat io the ba-, lc, k)h turhju .1rit

*energy only In a limited interval o:f Bsrilc;w j ow itw 1.1 i h

demon.-tratecJ that in a free atmcuphýir.,o ;i ;o ;il 'ra ct, hor)

kinetic energy of t uibuierit viot ons can he -x pcnd,,d nn ao o:

in potential energy.

As was alruady poýinted out , turliu~ ct-, trtotion:s havy': a ver-x' hroad

jpectruir of scales ranging 1'rac primary eddles , which ;'i;y bho uiM1-di';h

or oven thousands of' kilomreter.; In diarnoter, o'mto c-rldlej in Ohich

mrolecular viscos~ity is nmant~feted. At pOu-Scrit a'Jequat-,: theoretical

.;tudles have been made of the properties-7 of' ituihulun--f' -hoe -cScale

.1, rnoch les;.; than the m,.ajor scale andI at the sýawo time much greater

than those, ncales in which dls:,ioatlon of tlurbu) ernt energy lrioto heat

ocur.En thiis region of scales, which haLs COtw! 1,c noý calle'd tho

InertI-il Intcrval, the prope;-ty of' !.!etropy as..h't~oturlbulence -

i~.,Independence Of the prc'xrle f turbuL)ent- motion ['rcm th(.

Oclected direct ion.

The theory of locally isotroupic turb~ultence h''spdy

* ~~A. Nl. Kol:nogorov (1941) makv!en It poos,,Ible to obtal. va~uai-le suo

E ~~on the local properties of turbulence In the,. inu.-ialaYhti

direotly 1'ron. consideratIGns of dimen:tlona~l ty.

Local properties of turbulen~ce cannot be (hetev:fihrio.3 ,,' .'ircosity,

since it,- Influence lo, substantlal onlY in tho, verv 1(2I ~ t-cb

motions. The characteris~tic 1Imeunsion and rate ot' inc-ton asý a wI

aloo cannot Inftluenice the properties of turbule-nce in 'oini

i n t eval. I According to thu Kolmogorov hylot.hess,; a c'mt~ont o flow,

3<:3



of energy cxists from the very largest (primary) eddies down to the

very smallest. In the inertial interval energy in transmitted from

eddy to eddy without losses and, consequently, the r'ate of energy

transfer should be numerically equal to the rate of dissipation c.

Changes in the rate of turbulent motion u at a distance on the

- order L should be determined only by c and by the actual value of 1.

lUtJilizing the theory of dimenlJonality, Kolmogorcv obtained the

expression

u1 _ 3 (1.19)

I.e., the change in speed over the extent of distance Z is proportional

to the cube root of this distance. A. M. Obukhov arr.ved at this

same result simultaneously, but by a different method (9'41),

The quantity ut can be examined qualitatively "s the speed of a

turbulent eddy having a characteristic scale on the order of 1.

Since E = const in the inertial interval, from (1.19) the conclusion

of self-similarity of turbulent eddies follows directly. This means

thaU eddies of all scales included in the inertial interval exist in

the development of turbulent flow.. Each eddy, decaying, generates

eddies similar to itself - i.e., also subordinate to (1.19) - but

having smaller dimensions.

5 3. STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF
THE FIELD OF TURBULENCE

Despite the complexity and disordered nature of the field of

velocities in a turbulent flow, turbulent motion should obh -,he

basJ.c equations of hydrodynamics:

INavier-Stokes equation

da T

t P - - -VP (1.20)
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continuity ecjuatiion

V 0 (1.21)

The equation of continuity is written fur an incompressible. fluid,

which is true under the condition

!--a- I. (1 .22)

where a is the speed of sound, since in this case, azs .1. ,nown,

density pulsations can be ignored.

The system o' equations (1.20) and (1.21) is, sufficient forx

determination of u as a function of x and t if thle initial and
boundary conditions are given. Tlus, for example, in the case o1'
uniform turbulence the boundary conditions :.,with respec;t to x :,re

determined b.y the presence of statistical uniformity in space. The

Initial conditions consist in the fact that at a certain moment of

time to speed is a random function of a point and the probability

laws characterizing this function are given.

It is obvious that if the initial conditions are given in

probability form, at subsequent moments of time the field uf velocities

may be determined only in probability form. One of the basic

* characteristics of a randoni quantity is lts: distribution furction I
P(u). Interpretation of u as a random function relates to Uach

F -0o1nt X, t. In this case, gecnerally speaking, a statistical connection

* shoald exist between the random values at different space-time points.

-fhe function of consistent distribution of probabllities-, for the
values of u at several given space-time points can serve af,, the

S 6 characteristic of this Btatistical connection.

A turbulence field of infinite extent is defined statistically

by the total set of consistent d!.s'erlbutions of proiahbi tie: for

values of the velocity vector u(x, c) at any n space-time points.

In this case one must take into account the fact that the stat1.'tical
characteristJcs of the turbulence field at var'lous value-. c" are '

, 15
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uniiquely connected with one another by the hydrodynamic equationo

(i.20) and (1.21).

Ordinarily during de.cription of a turbulence field we are

limited by average values, which correspond to small n. Among these

average values with small n, the following are of particular value In

the thý(ui'y of' turbulence: the correlation tensor of the velocity

I'ýeld (i.e., a two-point moment of the second order) and the tensor

obtained from it as a result of Fourier transformation.

The correlation tensor of a field or velocities for two points

connected by the vector r has the form

R,, kr) ujixax+r), (1.23)

where u(x) is a continuous function of x in view of the fact that

discontinuities under the action of viscous forces cannot be retained

in time. From this it follows that RJk(r) Is continuous at all

values of r. When j k • we have

R,, (r) < R, (0. (1.2 4)

A theory developed by A. Ya. Khinchin.(1938) exists for the

entire class of randoi prcoesses which are called stationary.

A random proce3s which Is defined by the totality of variables

Y (t) is called stationary in the case when the laws of distribution

of probabilities o± two groups of values of these variables

Jr(t,), Y'(1),.... Y(IJ)I and
I0Y+.:+-)--' (U.+).

are identical to one another, where n, t and T can be selected

completely arbitrarily.

On the basis of Khinchin's theory (1938), G. Kramer (1948)

arrived at the following conclusion. In order for the tensor Rjk(r)

16



* to be a correlation tensor for a continuous stationary random process
it is necessary and sufficient that this tensor allow presentation in

the form

Rj.(r)- iSfe A, (1.25)

where 0 is the wave vecztor and IýV-1, under the condlt on that

i(Q) < :-(1.26)

From the Fourier transform which is the recIprocal of (1.25),

it also follows that

s -.4- R,.(r)e-"rdr. ( 1.27)

When r = 0 formula (1.25) takes the form

-• ~~R j,,(O) === (.)•uj(x)- A - ýSja(Q )dg . (1i.28 )
-"

From formiula (1.28) it is clear that S&k(Q) represents the den:qty

of the quantity u uh in a wave space.

SThe tensor u,(x)u,.(x) determines the energy per linit mass of fluid

and Is called the energy tenser.

The tensor S4A(fl) describe"t the distribution of energy with
respect to different wave numbers in expansion of the vt!locity field

into harmonic components and is called the spectral tmn,;or of' energy.

Thanks to its explicit physical concept, the tensor Rj&(r), and

also the tensor Sh(f), which connects it with the Fouriep transform,
represent the most important quantitles describint; the field of
turbulence.
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The spectral and correlation tensors are functions of vector

arguments. In a real experiment it is most frequently necessary

to carry out measurements of only one of the velocity components.

The correlation and spectral functions, depending on one scalar,

argument, can be obtained by averaging RjA (r) and Sj& (0) over all

directions of the vector arguments r and 0. In the case of isotropic

turbulence these tensor, functions of the vector modulus play an

important role.

Besides the correlation and spectral functions, the structural

functions introduced by A. N. Kolmogorov are applied as characteristics

of the external properties of a locally isotropic and uniform

turbulent flow:

D,(r)-_'1(x,+r1 . .+r. X 3 .. , O+u.. '..(Xa, V 9sM$. (1.29)

where u is the velocity component in the direction J.

Thus, D(r) is the mean square of the difference in the values of

u at two points located at the distance r:

SV,- + +12 , " i

That is, in terms of structural functions the dependence of the

velocity of fluctuating motions on the scales of the fluctuations

has become widely known as the "law of two-thirds" of Kolmogorov-

Obukhov:

S~D, (r) -A (8j), ar. ( 1-•3 0)

where A(6j) is a dimensionless coefficient dependent upon the angle

between xj and r.

If a studied random process satisfies the condition of station-

arity, the statistical oharactcristics which characterize this

process turn out to be uniquely connected with one another:

18



Iif
D(r)-21JR(O)-.R(r)I. (1 .31)

and, since R(ao)=O, and, consequently, D(oo)=2R(O), then

0 .

SRlr)--•[O(,.o) - O(r)I. ( 1.3?•)

The correlation function can be expressed az t'ollow3 on the

basis of (1.25):

Rgr)- JS(9)e . (I. 133)

From the determination of uniformity R(r) = R(-r); consequently,

Rlr)--P S(G)cos(2r) d. (1.34)

We can obtain an expression for the spectral furictIon from (1.33):

R ()- R(r) e-•'w " dr ]•3 5)

The spectral function S(fl) represents the spustr'al density of
energy of a unit of mass. In the literature on turbulence S(fn) is

frequently called the energy spectrum of turbulence. The structural

function and energy spectrum are connected with one another by the

relationship

This connection is valid also when a random proce.ss has a linearly
varying average value (Tatarakiy, 1967).

*It was already pointed out above that Ln a rca] . xperiment, a-

a rule, only one component of velocity ts mneasiui'eJ; thl, refor' the

statistical characteristics which are obtained as th,. re:sult of

processing experimental data characterize the tot.ality of pr'.-jitions
of the velozity vector to a Eelected dlrectl.on.
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The development of the energy spectrum of turbulence from

experimental data is frequently hampered by the impossibility of]
realizing a sufficiently extensive series of independent measurements,

and also by equipment difficulties. In this case it is necessary to

limit oneself to the simpler statistical characteristics of turbulence,

such as the dispersion of velocities ua' and the mean square value of

the velocity ,=.Vu'a. The latter quantity is frequently used for

quantitative evaluation of the integral Intensity of turbulence.

For a quantitative description of the relative intensity of turbulence,

the t urbulence literature uses the relationship

which is sometimes called the gustiness of velocity. The quantities

u" and cu can, in particular, be obtained from the energy spectrum,

where in this case the intervals of scales (frequencies) for which
the corresponding characteristics are calculated will be given. Thus,

for example, the dispersion of velocities is determined as

The quantity obtained as the result of such calculation charac-

terizes the intensity of fluctuations which have fully defined scales.

It is necessary that the interval of scales for which one or another

integral characteristic of turbulence intensity is determined must

be known when comparing data obtained by different investigators.

As will be shown in Chapter 2, each experimental method of investiga-

tion permits measurement of only a limited segment of the turbulence

spectrum. For comparison of turbulence intensities in regions of
different scales it is more convenient to use not the integral

characteristics, but the rate of energy transfer in the turbulence

spectrum. This problem will be considered below.

An essential peculiarity of experimental investigations of the

structure of the turbulence field in the atmosphere is the fact that
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r:i-asuru'nitort are conducted Mhepr' at one poi.t [In spac over( aVfl

pro1lii'>d pero1'J of tMe or' hy fTI'v1il( thQ mcn"iamtrineri Iliotf'LIIi;l lIn

pp'oo at a c~onpan'atIvey MdI Aii puen. Tr' a 2 iii' it. i iupc(munflI

WkI iumuwnt Io. uslad th" result uIf the' (ŽxpuplIilnncin alwrk'ays the

i-val I at on of a vandorn p rocess mliaru0120 in the' c'Jur:c of sumoc

itntvu1 of' tail howevur, this I tine rituivv"L h as; n. ififilu(tuI

I'Ir'ret. muani[.q ['01 '3;ch n.an.; . " the f'Iirst '.a:;' LhW. !P thu t ime

duinr1Ig which tho atudl'd p12:2 unup , wh iu ~in thle nnonndI fla2u It

LA; the time of "instantaneous"' monu..;iiemrnt 1' the' sp~at al plctiurtý

aur1~; ea particual ar> diiIcu i on.

In the fir'st; oa:se tLie mrcas.;iing MLl:trutient in; movud Puiluti vQ

to the flow wi th the avyva.e vulo2 ity 0' the flow. In oi'dci' to

.ranscfur from time conceplo to spatial , It j; pkuo31b11 to u'.e the

hVI'uthecols of. J. Taylor ( 1'1 B) an the esi-cal I ud frozen IurbhuIericl-

L .e ., Lh heiypothes is that th sh2i'pe or' pclt urbatoi 101: an be retained

wi thout ejcc11tia1 changes in apptXaianna dun'l rmotit oin or' thoee

pertupiba t luns together' wit an: al ir ri'low at tn-o average vp] icity of' the

V'low. Tb I hype t~heu I , pu on irwaI'( und I' the ass aumpt ion that the

*leag~'ie velocilty of the N~ow is g uf't'cienl great in o rpa['t oo wi th

ye ico'i n uctuatbona , hao been axpov'i mplntal ly confirlmed for turbulent

,LTLul'UUtlcns from compapatlvel y smiall scaie2 up to scallso of several

k:] orieoura . lIt has not been vermfbd for pel'tuphati ons of larger

:;cO icu. One mna' iassume that for ocaleo; which urr cle-e to the

synop;J)tic, the Taylor )iyno~not;lz 01n Fr[ozen tur'bui~lece may not toc

riii illed. In par'ticular, substant ia err'or's can he tolerated in the

.';o hun thina hypothow.! is upp)'le1 to tuiihi.I nh mrot~io )2~w.12 till-

trio' y or1 turt olu:t, pulolatin inh. 1 comcurno-1Lr'atu "wi.th th un eerly of

ovNor age io t-loun. TPhus, numeric '1eal I an:; iti 'VI f'oir t rime p lwoent;at IOln:a

to liatial Is; no t p02nib& Ac all cozen'.;c Fin the opinion oF A. S. '101111,

hoevr such a 1r;1Ui2it In orn) th Wi is to01I' Milyijothwcn I:; F ren

tLuQLylece is per'mt::::Ilu 'or "MiI lha.inti: with Y piliet up Yu fOur

:122 das * 'h-s;o ques tions willii X~ to xawiwdr 1in lior dethaIi~l lit' in thet

appr'oprilate :;ect lor; or' the book.

irt the rrauc;. r jg wrltvr'uii';hi In M iLp~ic'a Kt a Mo]rivy man

Li. nw0; Fveat'r' thinr the aveua''.:;' lee y or tLhn 'i e:, tuan;; lo ['corn
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I 11:11 c I Ia i-Lf. t,''r-.1 . I(:;, to [);11, 1 I (I tu;; Io I ~ lI I ' uh IIlt (I ti

I 1./ 1)0 Lt ) 12 : o I ý F C ',Z Ln L Lur-bl I Ll I; it 1: rr I I uot Lo k i I, 'i Ly thf

ý1p e,(I ) cf, [I(I t, 1Ion If I~ rI:LI lltu , 1,u11 WO !hIolLW d oIliy 1at t;1)l I 'd ~ 'Ii

)Xy III t.1; ;~: it', t-1 a I t, I ""ait i r " ~b i It u d I ri t.I I J i a W I' :; 'I

1C1I I 1: 0 C r'hii I H, it :. V.l LV i.i i .i I t~ d I I Ll Ii I ':1 L

§4. ENERGY SPECTRUM OF TURBULENCE

A:;ý wa;~ ;,i ieudy. ;lIutatuJ In 9! 3, ý !h leg ;pect eurr r'epru:.ieflts t~i

'i~ii::iii o kiir2 ii .:v I:Lb Iru e IILýj''/d I .In tt-rre:: ol, Uithe

wav n mhe.: 07 - . Lit (Ju l )l, VWi-iii: S(Q)dfl I: Lith (IudrltitVl- 01

kinet ic e-nuvgy calritOtted wi- drti . ria:::real nud oi, Lran.,ferrable

by eddie:; .-i lt dl mner:: Iorl: :h eb.k(cwibIctuiJ2zcd tlay wavu riumbevLn

hin 2Lu p2 + dih.

Thu;,

it I: i; Imip] I'Pt 'ce d to nI':itre t~iite exp re:3F r~f o O n th 1e ien1ergy

p cp' t; r'un ofI c L-U 1 (2 n I' n L;,! ~i; I'u I or w~iv(O riurriben'L ,-.hurc turbulence

ac~-~: lc~tit(, 1ILof tif i;'IiL and locul IuL~'ot-op-. Acco:'dlnrj,

to thu '1u ii ltoi0 N'. 0I (II:iIuV(i~J)111, In ýtilz; reglun (called

'-the Lnertllal lr';v: L, :-'.ItV,;un1 on the ;:~avo r.Lniber 12

.;,pc trurn uci I e vebec Lv .1,2 Lo 1. 1 '1 itor Ll nt 'ýrval canl uc

Ubtalrieut'Crumi o'rmlahcdr'at I I;;1r1d2 me rIi:;('I I O-lI 1l

In Vhic i Ilklt LH.l I nitl-1'Va h"' t-rpei;:e:;oni 1t'tr'um~ of'

U IL i 'LU.e I i~ U ,r I, [;11 i I' I I. e ,, 111( 1;ŽUii'1 lOLl -rieotri; of the

c npo(D -e rtu 3 (a tnc Li '' n ~ a I v1 o. , iV a cn -~ 1( acc Ina In C1lo;
aue (ui;crih-,oarv :Aff: I vI'lud



CI

For the ooefficients c, c 1 and c 3which have the nature of

universal constants, the following rvlationhi~po are fulfilled:)

C;( 4 r1.

According to cont mporary data (cjurvJ n ot al . 1967) , the coofficlent.

0.1equals 0.11c)' 0 .0 with an accuracy to 20-15% I f 2. 1 meaourud in

radians per Unit lvngth.

Relationship (1.38) can alao(: bc obtAinft1 from t~he "twu/thirds

law" for a structural func L~ie. !-xprtn;.sior (1.38) has found the name

Kolmororov opectrum or "s:pectral law mInus3 flve/thirds." 'he "mninus

fivc/thi rds" law I.; valid only for~ the iner~tail interval - i.e.*, for

the region of wave numbers which are gix'oatcr than thone at whi c~l the

energy of the main flow reaches the tnrhulr.nnt-, spectrum due to

3tability and. smaller than tho:;e. where the "consumut-" of' turbulent

energy - di.s~ipatlon into heat under tie act~ion of inolecular vizcosity-

is operative. only a siingle mechianIsm for ener-gy tranisfer exists

wi thin the ine-rtial interval - inertial trans Per( from eddie~s .- ith

lsc-Q to eddles, with greater Q.. ?rocne,11ng f'rom precisecly these

cons loerat I ns-, Es lmogorov an~d Obuk'w" eqon t-, ed thre i-at eD of nc rgy

tran-sfer tinrough po)int Q 1 n the 11ct'ir to the dl I-',atio-. rate r-

Thus, the spectrum of the f'ield of' wlnd vcloci tifesý An the

Initial Interval L3 uninu2ý.ly '..term-Ined 6,y the quanti~ E ,,ntd hy
sirq;le unique univers~al ccn:ýtlant c . i'h, quanilt, ty cm11 1,0 cal culatod

on the bazis of %1.39) , It' t~hf, snectrani densit l ny weve number

..elonr_'nr, to the i-nertial Interval i:s xrnnw-n.

1 lbetWeen the univer!,u! constAants A for :structural f'unc-
E ~tions, Li ,v and v: in expr-2s.; An (1.30) and trie uni v.-rsal constAants. for

tho nuectrum the following -clatA'cn.*htp,3 are ,:Jirmecid: A 1 =ýc 1 , and
: 4,
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lie i.eribe-g, (L911 8), pIoeln ['vorn the Idea til Vth;J.: C. P

* I ~~energy tlranifer' ti'?U .1 ;wir'ge Va ; iia itt!l c;,; hi; id. 1 art' o tho pro(ict:;:¶

of trans fovmatirf;i of' rittiiicleeg nto hea; tider ' the iRut torl (A'
molecultar' met lone, itrtroduco-1 [Lnt) the .'iquatlun fo' c'r'r'g-y (bee ldm;ý-
a term des;cribirýni mlec,.u lar il I ei:iV Iotal) ;t teiril t!;, vnrit1 ltrig !Ji

tv'arri te'o or' tnergy front 1ttm, tort:; u C icrrr),t-,cal o:; ti m rot tor:; tul' ;mna Ii

0 0

ISQ j 21'I L - Q, -
*~~2 djeS?;'jf~ e;~tt i;;ia o ;.i

ktrart; Vnrl, itt);: Aet OttD ItV U1 11, tio It i trtOV one ;q~rt; ih iv

r~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~a j11<~o rhnL*,llII - rl'Irltt 8ý t I(_ coatain:1 termslý witl oh

dcscri ,be dti -L t t''r!r rnrIhit;; *:r.ý Co' 'I, :;11,; I u tlrr a ii cu'rt':iv lor i ou f

en.rg~y.

mele~j~ t(Žif.-'utr 2ý' 8 k'4, ti' dj---jj[2' j :'iite tfc d 21p t 0 1 Ir t1

vnery dl :'y i ly Ie 'tt.'r'ie tratf !S aý Iueeue oa rn oleuite

* corre~atit on tire uý-derol)J u:rl I.:i) oi:'I'iC Li k.rr tn of kinet-i c

energ-y from iration:; r'ltr ;l.:to te:I'n'0" .;ritilI enr ae

Phi:;- tr-ansitLlon 1::, actual r :,,, ta•:~r'sW etr of turtcuence.

Sine ieroc~' ' ~l ; it ) ai~otOf tLŽlengt Of 'Gcie freec

pathtimc, Vrietn;vel1oc.1ty (fJ ~;ae I ~ r ttcc' rLI' t. the r,.urneri cal

Lao ta', by anolor.-..y 11trrt'ol' litt t;:;L;Irett'eCc'nal Vt

The trati;; Err ot' enri;*; t.%, it' 'L[io: n Li.cao. re.r' V lar. L

to motions; w'.th e;nallurn ', .';; -r, cmi1:7: ct, a:;-, !;':t'~'

prQ[)osed , by ;rll I AidIe:;; wrAth ::cai a.; m~ra ii or thtrar L. , itr-r'ct'o r'

turbulent '1 10:r 1- Cii''>i 1ý p'-XiL''



The solution of the lleisenberc equatloon (1Batcehlor, 19ý35) has

Wh e I~ I. u We at cormparativcely arnall ~2 where visooo ity

hat: rio Influence, the expr(aal;on (1-113) oonvcrts t~o the spectral

law "'miriua five/thJ twin." 'When 0 >ý -. 92.) where mol ecular diu:;ipation

plays a significant vole, the e~xpi tailorti fur the enorgy Spectrum

at the limit takes tho Form

The phye7Ical Idea at thu ba.Liaý of' theŽ lcIO~:,aflbcrg formula 1.3

mrp re suitable for, the eaane of -L.xchange of cnergy between widely spaced

qave nulibllnel' than for thc niorc iinpeltant. caae of' o-nergy exchangeo

between wravo numbers of' one and the -Imnc order of' magni tudc-. lExperi-

ijenta 1. d~ado riot cart' Ir m rol atlIurinli I p (14~ oeeon the banIsi

Qf thit! reiatlor.tship) It itpoe il to dram: ccrtuAn qualitative can-

cluolorro . In parti cul or, t!he lntroduct .ot of' an) addltianal "consiumerlt

-f' enurr,%' at lai-ge a I~t ion 'into he,%t - 'Leads to arn Inc reane

in the fliodli'lu- -)", 0 1' Th i-XflIrlC'i1. ' Q i n nr~ s;hoct-rurn it:

tcxpr,.-::el, b~y a powcc furmetLur) elI S' lr the fr ()~-

Vrorn thte outli~ncd pretnentat tone- It. Vollows tnat a turbulent

'l ow rcprc-.ent,, tho supurprctitionr of eddie:;-- of' di fferent, dl-mero;,onn

IV) if: a C12rtain n~rititimiti- tomr InL lip Vteden:Ion whichi
I:. comparabl ic Ina'i' 1he thu low .. wII thn tote

infLuence uf' vi coLa iI~y 'tic !z~e of" the odt.' oarot be rc-duceni

CI n initei. G~ ' erio)a y !1peaik: n;-, the - ito lev t ho ,-dýdy the gae

the gradient (if' veioar - leo ac ro. the curl.,; I-ethe freatler the

Vrý'eon stiour tý,rens-se which 'ocmtilerar:-t bi: dd motlon. Thu.,; L11

any turfulent. flc1 ow t:hi: re t:Iioukid'X ex ýt. a :;ttI Itlower 1 1ml t of



the size or' the srnallest eddy. In the region of turbulent :;cale:i

where Ig l, d .irect , cl I patlon of' kinetic ,-nergy or tuL rbuLence Into

heat will occur.

F'igure I1i shown| L•e curve o1 npecitral density of turbulent

energy (the energy :'pectium) Por a flow IN, whl.:t h . ',r,:.:; ..o'

iravity can L- ignored. ini the roil atmooph pu Lbhi n.orr,,:pur.d:; to

Lthe Ca:; o r:eutral tI- ma l 8 .. t. L A Cat. Ion. 'be T 'im! r I i H )ra on Q

figure is the region or. Ianp (un otrup i:) udli I n inl which .ner'y

o0' turbulunce arriveo Crom thL enurgy (J' the oIc mot ion, ard.L ther'.

I; also transf er of er.'rgFrv om lar,(.. ,,ddlue:; to ,;mall M:dId eu. Regltori

b in; a region of dissipation oF" turbuilerit uruiryy to v'Il.csity; this:;

. -, the so-called ','iocuun I , :irval-. The tr,th urme liate r'uglon c 1,

the so-called Inertial Int:r'val. IN thi:; reqion the appearance and

dissipation of energy of" turbuleince ar smrall In compariso:;on witlt the

arrival and con:;umnption riof ernergy connected wth the transfer of

energy ovter the spoetrum du ping thie "cruc •hing" of eddies.

The lower, tIghl- 'req io in,'y boundary o' t , Ie iert ia'l .Interval Is

the region where tihe spectra should h. h lel'ined by the pate of energy

dissipation c aid by tIe inagiiltude of kintmat.c vi:scos;Ity v. Oin the

basis of.dlrmensli• nial. Ity conir leratloni;, It I; I ,p0:;n lIe to eonstruct
from thene quiantlt]es a linear ucale of tu•rbulence in the region of

which dissipation of tuirbul.ent energy I:n acompilshd:

\661

((Li

i'igt,]. " ~. ;ecLtri I ,.ir-
l; v f., '~ t u;'ho ,wiLt onleeg]'.

[A



Dt-L;L3ipab ori 10' gieCitilonc i~l: 12 ca1(, (., cl]t .r'Klio'u

III 1C oia I u Lb'th vl.I~of ()I' 2(aj1c3 whii avl ;'ý i~i than, Z t h
0

cur~vt, of' .;poctru [ d'nm'1 I y droprm mopl I('atllý of' V hcIcIo'; djL1'f.onc'at1 oil

()I' the oddtoI cm Thi' quarit I ty IA ap'p r( K iflO 1ly urn order1 of' nia,ýn1 t de

la Igo than Lthe Ko I noj.gov IOViiCQ2 a1 lot 1- a!!11:~ the0 'lovWU ý

bounda-.v )t' thte iri'i'ti;-il ~ntwva1 oVc llf

* I P. ~0O~i (1-1, V (1. fy "C'' I~ i ' ' . 'tich ci uarttity L i t in 'h

o IUWL t at ino: phic I-1 0 1ayIt e --uI.n apji:,'A JIPX!I IUaL~ l~ki :Ai.h.; Wi..; h)rHri

:0lowri bj uxpcerimnt.ntal Jt. C I'n tfic rtu-girt 0]* 3lI~i '0 4ZL< , t

rnaj r fac to r I 1rikd'Ij t, a 'm 'P'o h uetic-ie'F;y IUVe; UIIC

O pe'2-t1urn wat tout lchý2c:Cl fIt 211001i V.)(- iiot',,(I that In the U1rn atino1-

phlef't [1'0o' 111iCh l;IU'-L 1(e mfllit0ýP anU hr'c'L;1"? ~h: all'cally

been polntcd( ou~t) , the I nwvtI ýt I I Iltc'I-! a I (II uo'. Ier t.. ThIJ:; 1:;

coni'1 roud by expvrt rin'l,;.x r~l-Oua

' lvcry t tt h an.O L'V ' :i.;;IoVito t l'c, d i~xhcen-e

aa ea cric'g'1 1.20; 0.: toa (12; .;iI<i!,o loot-t amid o'Li-t-i Vactol%;;

T1 the trinergy 2ourc,,Q cLoi2(2: to;I) 'praite t, tju;'iiu e nc, i;; do genera td.

r!1hir; canec the degrtneu;;;ir of' t'i-u.1h 01 ti'M CUri hr!ilokcfl down Inuto

Itr e o t ai~: I j miif 1 1 I al v earle 1',ionc 'rid r'! i-a (J E;* c !!o Y

I!' tne:'rvmt ;.) ralftcti s1 not. cualker I ,to ac- mmirt., the chaiinge

t.:V li11Pe "Li ch c U U L,:; tI.rf~ 1 ri l' p'I4 (u'oC!. I Ilow.v; c v I n e

Utin ::oicu kA' L~uru: fl'i01, D2'', 1oIw~m r~ i 3 og n the 2Ia

Illl ift i'l '.u::; ':it'm II;OLlr,,ilnni W~t '1 ' l I CI.' (I' :1 ': 0,o l~C l

r;At' 1)['0 1i I:;: wta I~ ;At :.ec,: I i I Ii': . c I2 I ,n u 7 ; It, 1

I (I ; , .- i A C! 0 i P 2II jo C ol0 Ii. Ie.' *' I' he

c.OmI p r')cic2t:;



TPho flow ha' iail'eaLdy !a;d to lju ,iiiliietii, Ini '.!I-- 4)i-di I.tr'

* 111iiiC' ll l (iii f' Llii ý i w di *. tilriuto le t iflc) lei In A ii: t iI 1 I A

U I Id t I 10~ VU I IIýly a LIU I Ut ILi. "lam lar P" 11,tU ItnIoiitli 0 ft 1 tit! li. dual.- 1. ar'gt:L

.~a It. p( tu I' Lti t ,-1;, icLL t II Cne fr -in th e t tIInc W hi(1 UILucr wan; de2V(!loped
Ii.rl I -I <ii i ri t h(- lin (Mo'i I n, Y ,t ,,-oIno, 1'p(I

1. i ' 1), t -l L1n yr t' t ur'bu -i 'c r wh i c:h i:; 'lev e I uped for.

o tb:: Ii uO~il I , 1 ) te I en.: ýler'3' ,r dn i Ih I., na 1

Lie Ci d ( j- .Iiwir.i t I on I J. Ic I, lo d 1)y tire .ipie:1r

1L2 re- t, i c I sal:*; u f tii~. :rIi., ItiL o ri o FI I I;eIii:ef I ly rf IIriib u Incc 03

cxmpren: ed t), Iil tI ( Lab t, oIL ; I I

-A1 i~houiiI Lie Lp i c t, i i t y '1, Liih e 1-la-bin t , ,,h ), to eaio-

pier iilli::i~iii;ic~'li.: Iarid vxe'icin1 'r'i ;icat~un , it I.;

UDiVicU.- di11al1 14) %LHhe IýaI. i.,, hIi thc ecliLln;Lte.d n0

oýmlr I ccalo:; ;I .1 iLi-iil, rn;'idlye le bart jc d~Ie. Ipr-ived of

LiA ;I o 'Ii Iy to. ti.m I . liIii cr-w I- eýnc-tv I.o 3m~a i Fr acdd en,, Ina y uxlhýt

i5. INTERACTION Or AVERAGED AND
TUPSULENTI FIELDS OF TEMPERATUJRE
AND WIND VELOCITY

A:-, wac. al ready rebu;cict ,t he bý IU OQUICC of' tlurbulent energy

tne ciiL-i%' cf tie [;,itr1 Pl Iow~. Th e 1 riten.- I ty o F tutr"u I lance arid the

tahueitt~a; ol ,rilmninc;tiw )Ii of an'. coi:-aervati yet add i ive:!; in

*.. aia pir dLrc' iciitrrlii.o' riobi oWi yt by the, vclýc itv Lracilunts cif

the I-.ain Ii ow ( vort" ic i ) v it, -i 'c s )y tho-.ý no tuor of' the interact ion

~tre~l k~oca iiI, ii ii iL Vi i (I ll,:i 1 ir. aluig, the
liar Ino ntal1a:1;yp:on Lto :i al n 1ow) I defined by the
formula cur] V ~ii/,tz - ll/dx). 11J! n- L' the .e eorid t e rm In si-
rilfiearitl',:;r~iallur thatn tLie t, I I U t , V:L O I>, aiii du/dz (wInd
".h~ear) i.; !eliŽtl eri Ž .'' I



MI
o1f Vt.)rtic 1.ty (d u/dv.) of thu mal In Plow witIth thIui vor't I c7It y f' t.,irbulI.unt.

mout 1 oruý (d to /d'n

C Vchen JL()5~'3) on tiIedi c out. t. he cti:; whon the o't I city of' th11

mia Iiin, mot ion I; nt iia I I compared wl I:1 the vort, I t ty of' turbul orre In tbuc
2( n:-; Liured L'arjtt'; of' Ct (ILiente 2c; (or ;olen1 ) , at lic owe tf.; h" they
al',: tot LMa I iy iir~h i I i !Aie I' t r-:3t .0:a:( a bare Lv nolt i .ut) tL

Intc!-uaction i, ;juldi t- ob.;tr'-'cd ar~d 'inrt Itc1L,'_, (A' !A, itaiti It)ýLoti0i

lou I-I. n!l o jthe function of'"uptg of' kinul1c, ciwrgy ol' avuragv

mot ion Into eneiv:!; of' turbo tence 'it' the vorltictics u U thei m I tn

antd turulment mo t on:;, are c' U ýtu 1.1 y torrlpmat Tllo, Very' ;; trong., In U* rac t on

he tvwee n theum I:n p o s11 1i Ln lUridr (cita Itu orri rwdt n3 th. h n Lnte rci I o n0

aoco cdln og to T17010t1, c'an I(1: 1J It I app~a rat;' or t1rum-g r :;,o nanflu.

We will nloteý that;oirgIn att c~an rue obouervud 1in the vegi or Ft
fra ut ure of i ve rtL ca] pr) o f'i I of win :;pte(d:; I in tec

atmronpiu cc t.Q be t'[ect t f'ntit', i rtit ur'actic-n ( wCaiI or ,-t rorip ) 18- dtor' npllucd

nouk only by voýrt ical giaudLiAento '* averisgue rind b;'cu ut clno y

vortical Lgrudieittto of i ' i~r C ttJper'itAurL

We wi1ll oxaniire ' th I): Opel (! ral chavac Lei-ILit, Le Cos t urbul onice '1ltrt

-o mtlderat) on of the influenicri of' the deg-ree of' ti Int~t.?'acti on of'

V'ii't it; ti CO1 0!' tha. M.'1 Ir andi tur-bulent. tot Ions. Proceedinog on. the 1
Italoof thce work o. F. A. Gistrin (1966) , wc w.Ill o-n; for' deter'mtnat ion

a! -.00Cctual clitai:i(terI utlc;.; -)f' tur'bulnceic( an cquittlon obandfrom

t uE, teiUationuw 01, mtiton 100 :-rti cet 1nul ty by meaw-s of' averat7gin;- and'

'-xpatn-lor I a n Ikt ir'lr ('Iceri On t he' ann onpt ion f' local. or ilfn'tri; ty

t.;' 1 deti-iecO , thln 1 ti Is nan . iho P:;o LI w Iing f'crrn. for' tito ti1brun

(.48)

* ':Iuc~1('2) 1-a the o e :-trcrumu of1' tui'buletitt 3irensL otf fri t ion; F'(P.) i.,,

a fwclnwhidcharctt th(? tr:-nsfe fof' (ievrg o' tu!rhulc onrce
rn thIe rag ',, of'a' u, n from. 0 to Q I e *to pu1 sat lons, wý thI

nigrher wave numbuv's; 11 L~ )I; tooc .' peetrun of thle Ver't 1 (l"11 ' fo

20 I'1.1



After Heisenberg (1948), one can assume that

I

()-- 2(1.49)
0

wheve

1 3

is the coefficient of turbulent, viscosity, and a is a numerical

coefficient,

In the case of weak interaction of the main and turbulent

motions In the region of wave numbers Q>Lt

d"
i "(2')dQ' == -- K(Q) -'-" (1.51)

and

H H(2') d2 - zK () (ET_ 4 ( 1.52)

where a is the ratio of the coefficients of turbulent mixing for heat

arid momentum.

In the case of strong interaction of the main and turbulent

motions,

Hl(2')d2'='--aK2). I '2*C(2)dW' •, (.

Lb

and

2 K(2))-FaK(), (9 .5I 4)

where C(Q) is the spectrum of temperature pulsations.
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BY ,lul-i'.Itutiiv, the 2ps o (1. 119) , 1 .51) and ( 152) 1 ritu

(1 .118 ) kqeý'I~ailu the, Lopteti'a] cq(uut ton fCov t hu -. asc uf wrcaI( Intexract ion

o11' Zhu ma*ilri anid to rbului it mo tiono:

- 2

So ~vI9 V.1 I 5~ lj,'1 U I ~u);di'Iat. 1,'n (. ''n n (1.50) gives

22 IS 4

A., w~ ~ee in ol' cAs r1Wa(Inieiu ,Ie the ria tune of£ the

ener.gy-ipec ti-iiin L:- 1-;iu-Scvih~t by th) uL "trihioni, Ilvc/ t~h rda ' law. The~

[nfluernce: u' tionurtfit',%ittl(-;uC cIuttý flcnid; ui. 'average tenipcr'ature, and

ave2'i-ur,',winci rpr'd , ucP Aby thce qualitit:; aI v , l3 manif ested In a

aiiein the imajri Wue of r':1 1; p n t Lori 0V thCe eneregy C) r turbulence.

TI giadl I I'll. t ; of U nniijiUn' d uLvorage --i. ;id S-pe ý (2 ciPcatc an

"t t(1( C i anal 1 nr c, o2 V, c2 -I -r-:, .

I i UC i'a 1 '. 1, '1' I, :iia~ r i and t. j ', I rit ;iot L n cLin b)ec

.,'~illy 11 "cis t',;i oil O Litrbih-~i ae)2;wilc re commensurate

sc'J's a' tl':naire 1-h(2ve'a flolrd:; of ternper'aturcn and

11 (1 ::iwced 01';,b Ic reir('le'. 1'r'1,e t posi.;ýble to limit

1 .;2 V.;LO (51 :'aIIon0 ithe i n! ('Ivv a]a ' iwave monU ci':;L;4- ai

FHat, !b I; wa%-* int;Lr lt('val !6 s :,5.tC in 1 .) ~;loI'r(? the

nV 11!t Ce j f c,-''L itto~g xxt:son 11) it) and

inIno 1.'), o:c br-a Inr

K ~A(!2) 2$ f2~(~Ž)'Ž +F- K(L-)123'2"S(!2)dQI-

3)



rI
Assuraing that in the region of wave numbers indicated above *1

interaction between the main and turbulent motion:s plays a greater I
role than interaction between eddies of different scales, we can

ignore the function F(P). Solution of (1.57) under the indicated

assumptions and with consideration of (1.50) givuL the following

expression for the energy spectrum:

- iN

where N is the rate at which t -perature nonuniformities are leveled

(see 3. Chaptcvj 4). This assumption li; fulfilled for the wave

numbers

I

:idz du d V (1.59)1

From (1.58) it follow,; that strong interaction of the main and

turbulent fields of temperature and of wind speeds will lead to a

change in the form of the energy spectrum as compared with the form

of the spectrum for conditions when the "minu.5 five/thirds" law is

fulfilled. We will note that the assumption made above concerning

local uniformity is, as F. A. Gisina showed, applicable also in the

case when vertical gradients of wind speed are changed with alt..tude.

i

" I

I

J
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CHAPTER 2

MlETHODS OF EXPER[MENTAL INVEST16AT1ON
OF TURBULENCE IN THE FREE ATM1OSPIIERF

9 AIRCRAFT METHODS OF INVES~TIGATING
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

A Vhatr 0t' 1cl!ur i itid. f:lUdiyng, turbulurice in

ulhe iow'20;t layer, off Ulf: 'ie;1i:i in the in;tailiation of mvasuring!,

in ~ll1 1 2on po'I(ieu2, .,i; iut, tc.) which aru

immniAhll wIth 1'tlIe Lul ui aeliu - i..o., niiolonn,; of' air munaý;ured by

CUch il 11 rninnIo ;:two jld k iie e with the(- ground
IwILii be ahz~olut(e. i Or t- ,tIe handv, mnieanui'euont~ of the speed--( of

211' at hirgh 'u1t 11I IAC-ý 1,:; vge.;t h'~urty:~ ml:le y ballo1on

-iiihn ,hi ch Lt-e cu:;, I Ly miovel. af'ouL theo a1.r' flow, 13y measuMring

u Ire s;peed of' dL; L ,p1 c 2 une, r) t. c) C thC hil a! 001: ow uMi the Lurnand by r ada r
an other' xmthodn I it nnI! e'Itý'nn the( -,peod of'ipacnn

o',.he auLr'lo si.

n)l Q an .] Lt 2ari a.e aiI '. uur' h arrangr,-ement of

rnean-Ur~ji o- I rntruorf,t..,i ird om Liie o', i:ý irn thedI!j, ai -'craft 1:: carvied

th c a I '' VIthe.ar t ri i (I I ni h J e i I n I ri 1 t,;el I V a w'e a,;urlIn i

f'- 11 (, c ira .-j a o i iE fIn i Ve Y
a: ll i ~'i~ Ji iI. !ie '' ir Air Ia ý o f.'' e :n;n'e iŽXanni ,w i

1l COO: 1ff r, rof ix, 1 :)- m -,0XI" i l (Ii m c



Atmospheric turbulence is characterized by the ex1i-t'-nee of

unordered motions of very diffecctnt scales, some of' which move the

aircraft vasily while others; have virtually no effect on the aircraft

as u whole.

Aircraft Inve:;tigations of turbulence are extremely complex and

Oxperslve procedures; therelPore It 1s advisablo that such cxperliments

be made multipurpo:se - i.e., that, the aircraft, be u:;,ed both a:" a

;iensor and as a pl;itform.

The majority of experimental data on turbulence in the free

atmus|phere have been obtained by means of -,pccially equipped aircraft -

flying laboratories. In ordUr to measure the average values of the

basic meteorological parameter., the aircraft (flying laboratories)

are equipped with electrometeorographs - instrumenLs which make it

pos:rIble to obtain quantitative thermal and dynamic characteristic,-,

o(" tile iiiedium In which turlu] nt motoloris exlst. An alirborne electro-

meteorograplh Is described in the work by ". M. Shmeter and G. N. Shur

(1957).

Tn the following paragraphs of thi.- section aircraft methods of

measuringthe characteristicst inherent to turbulence will be examined.

As a rule, unique equipment i.: used during 1ýhe measurements.

During the outline of atruraft method-, of Investigating turbulence

we will use the system of coordinates connected with the center of

gravity of the aircraft which Is accepted in aerodynamics. The x-axis

coincides with the direction of flight and is called the longitudinal

axis of the aircraft; for an aircraft In horizontal flight, the y-axis

coincides with the direction of the force of gravity and the z-axis

(tran.sverse) is p,.rpendlcu-lar to the p]anre xoy.

a. Method Utilizing the Reaction of
tire Aircraft to an Atmosphcric Gust
(Overload Method)

Upon reaching a zone with developed turbulence thle aircraft is

subjected to action by a perturbed flow and begins3 to neic llate,



txi'ntzga change vin '.)v(lt'ttjadirlI, (bump l:)l . Th vervy f"'w't of'

tht-u i pL. ;IJ U I' nnct- o C burInn!p ,,d Iui'¶ Iril 1'.1 ji It 01 :ii ;t.i rcr'a!'t 111 a pct-t1'tri)'I'

Ie o iq u Ih e,'c' Ii '1ý Inn(j &hitaU un it:; I nIIt':r2tIiý y to eV aLit ,tit

the t rntI'U-!iL; ity L a L mu:nle I : t'lc ii c . h cP~ tinal ril tud t. oF a Ircria Ft

0oveloa 1 d 1s me('A:n'r I tl in tin 1, 3i( 11y 1 JUt Yiviti~nr :itccoilti'om-

Hi'~ ~~~~~~~~~~1- 111 10.i: .; 14 " tI: ('-2:nrolini't.:,~ij 'd 0.';c

1, ij i ' 11'ii. i nIIert inu IIn :;l:;;'r led' I eI :; 1) I rill, Lt,, tI.nI h-- c rig U 0'

tie: I flt'iirt.The ;icc(: lenunictr'I', crinipp'-d A [Lh daImper, A. hi

nI' t!iw I rL;t xunnunt wil t b a i'or-rcc ../Ii1i cl 12 1 I-pn'in; knal to tie :, Lpec-l o f

U s dl: :.r 1 ~ .) ':i,. nna r In t' loll Joit m tln ol tii': ;Oc~eierUlllO.LuI'l

in-~ -ID,1Kx.-O(2)

wIi'ui't ) t2 ithe Va('luiiin I a Lo' a c: 2 r' I r' r I gi 1 y ; 1 ýi th I lip ILact

oi f a' thle ite'ennd o", th i piI; 'r'cnn :1 nio:itoion corn'cspo~ndJing to

lit . 'ih: ste m Lit.-;cn'Ib cd hy equait l orn (? Is . n. 0:301 . 1 :a to ry

..Iif-hn wtin amping -arid wh~nit In s n'rnnvunl mi'oi tlii cqnilihrilum :;tate

'ni1. at'unnt t :'tu'n, t TtheP~ niutxin' ti' L'attenuati~ni-

ci;1 1l iattrrr will1 va r,% a.- fj'inct tern of' sic: d-fgree( of' d~annpuing. In a

rc sI cl I;, 11 n~np1 -1sIf ya t'n 11.'1':r 1) ;;i at' tnri n w. on vi 1 be aperiud i c
Dhn = 0i nin;viitaii r't.lit : h' :tt a i':c-picncy ailas.

'oa riO a, Ci n) o c, nCiJ~~r~.' t,: te i' ibr~a t ;ri s

1' n0 !'Jiji'JiQ It'l'n ' f l: :2 C:.'-;tn I' 1 Qn a ion C;' i

ri'-', X> pH~ In pi'4c' u, i L; Io Ie f'n'n VCL oih let C It ot c ln i t,

a~s in a t c.t ci rer -t' illt. a vnn u' x on 1-te;;Na

c~bvic~u.; that ini nnri inK ;c z 1c~] i'lIi-, iht :nt 'c ,i.Aa;,1t s-peed n
'x-dlioni J c':n'Wn'~nt-n0 inP 1inuŽi :'n.;netlcn; Of, a fcra~vitly,



,~of acceler'ometer.

Xv

Ax

Dluring vertical motlicr of' the acceleroimeter with con,,;tant,

acceicration a we will have

xý x,+Ax-M(g+a). (2.3)

"LInct. the accelut'omnettur rpr'ezcnts; an os;cilla~ory sytein with

attenuatIon wihoL~e motion, 1i Ieý;cribed by A linear differential

cequat~ion, .4hent an rextc 1 nnai eriodic for'ce acts; on it forced oiscilla-

tions will appear Iii It W¶.LP , fi'j'Uency equal to the frequenicy of

t~ieý acti on of the external Icvoýc. The £ zeqUfenCx; characteristic of

the accelerometer is uniifor,,; dt feucisfrom (0 to wo) and then

ircpo . The accelceromet,-er "clg"fre.,uencien; whic!: arcý greater than

t.he freq-uency of its natura~ oý-;c1ll~it lens

In contempoi-ary aircýr'aft. ac!el(2rom,-tQL'_' the natural frequencies

lie within the limit-. 8-01i liz, Aircraft aocelerometer's have an

electri cal output: dj.ýplacornent of inassý rr, i:- converted I rita dis-

placement of the po~inter c a potentiornctev,. Methods; and instruments

for neasurini: arcceeeratI or. wecre uu'fllinrc In dletall Iin ,-he work by

N. K. Kobriuiskiy' (1914.).

B,2.sides; mechanical an. urmlesplezoeleutric lný,trumeýnts

exis3t. They huve a hi gher naurl requctncy and posfnessýý Food
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oen.1tii v. .V.I 3 A.,;1 (1957) do violopd :1 lZ. i a v r;i~

i'10C ! O 11Cu -1- 12 V and ap pIiedi c I t- to f t vud 1 1., c F th i''rrr1 im t I tu0mtnc'u u atI

alIt, Ltudc:3

-2 id'y o f atit i c)p Iiroeic twhiu cnce hV i m aw,; clIi' u J i,(:tH can 1)

i i i e ; d rr diC ~i I f n i a -/.ti t, ' ot (- tI :ii V I, It hi to

CL.I cr(-aft.eHI:~Q;h'~r i'c.fi-i i U. 1 wtitin ofrx o~

f Ii e:;o :,onec , the I v Iorru: tol wi Ii 'ChC I dJo ot ;V ul']ged IictcoroZluf I "Lt

I ar allit~t.2t1,:,, et c Car I :'h tui tILd.( Wi h :iu-;i Li na'irooicople'' appiroac±h

to the Luy ol tui'bu1Ql -.i , I : ritcn: .1t,.v li o tý k a., t-qual- to thQ

n eiiO.I ty ( fn'n hnt LIN t tI t.; :ti o vIi1 ;iio1 mac, rk~ii. (ce Capter( i

b rtLCk l n , i n IW. o iiii l. id iw2 nii 2 ;,;-k . rt; -r) t i~,e e I ri t, u i r': c-lo o af)tir

ttea I, rvc' t L 1aI o n oot:; w I rb ii L 3' r I it c. L)' I r i t rk iiu LI o r t;a. 1

0 Q C011d ly I It I: Jooi bo I o L)t w I,;:U i ii Ie.r-,,ot r u ct 11 eo of turb ii-

lrtc Enr thli. ca:;e th 1o,jc~ci: of :,tudy L,; Lhe quauutiLbat le char'ac-

tit C: nf tur'hul cot Uu 11:;at I; tvil in 1:1 iC a1,Tmos pli c awl , cOn-o;qcucnt ly

Li12 no :;ax t o ace onp . 1 .10 th l I. e ; oic Cw IC t rci:,;A I~ Cil Li raii.;1 It L un f'ro m

t!)k. -ra c I; I on 1 tu ,:ý a ireralft Lo o Liurtuleril. 1.iit 1,l thec palramcflcti-

of' Ohe L~u:,t li.coij f-) Ln o)tlie- worito- , In thidi; c t~ho aiircraft be-come-:7

a ;i-: Uer Cor ue: ' r' uLui ic

:c ri: 0 :t of mi ;.o -cr :',' 1'.1i it, r: ''r,. 1h: w-trumunt h.%.":

a -comrnaicte1: detorniluied p~.o.iniIn t~..0. "ho w colon of' pelrturt-a-

'u ri, eI atI reQI raft p or10e iv eJ:-, t h1e Tt:'o c Io u uc to nr c r t1; , i t-1. on r.oý0f

di'Fr'ii ;la i:1; :o t .. lne- cf d'It trouit ilf r,'o'uuonc I o. hefr.eituency

of Ct' ht act Io.n:.: J ,; detturr.v .inw !o; the :c ie ho p .... c'' 11 cha,. ric ;uc

tith: 'li-fht 15pved of the alircraft't .. W :c v.Ii nct-o tat 1,.y ing ~i
a Ire raft. un a turhulouic,- meter' li Ic po::i A tie to study a :o~-rt of'

t he :3 (, * lI C:l ; :I tho ui.1 it L 1 tvc' lt n n . c' 1m

nec1- t!" ;Im F~j :;fo t riC e; 0 Im~ed r

w ':;:e il~t]Oj h::or''c pv he o 'a crP' r'a Or 11-:-,he F) r'
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veerime. In ordler tou judge'I the true miagnitudus 01' Luv!ulen~t wind

gust velocitiles in terins. of' aircraft ove-rloads- It. is; nuecý,.aary to

have Lorirn method3 of cojive -in f ig lorn ovcr c(ad:; uf Uhe conter Uf

gravity or another' poinU i n the al rcral't. tructLurc where the2 linstrumnent

is 1 no.alleil Lo gus;t ped-i.e. *, to uhil~ain an arjialytlccal ,graphic,

oip tAbulAr viclat torn.h! c )nnectingtij se two bn i2e.by ca~l culthion

oi, tixpeii! mevnta I n oonsi

The s;trictest :±rialyti-n-al Metflocd of converting from reaction of

the aircraft to a gusAt i. llheý char'actevts.tl1 us of the! gust it:seI f is

thle use of' equations; of the dynarnico of' the, aircraft, by moans. of

whichi It is; poss,,Ible to C(Jliflc~e tthc ru~dlng-.; of a mneasuring Iri:;trument

(aucccleronetur') Instal-ljed of) theý ul icrcft, wilth a turbulent gust

acting on the aircraft, Ct' cior::o, !-he oy:-;ter o f dlytinur. equati eno

should Inulude the equat Inn of the ace':lor-rrieter.

B~y u7,ing the miethod L)! small povtsr-batlukn:; It .1.: prossible to

des;cribe the belmavjl-i.1 : ILfl e i h) inoons- oC) iiroar dirfcr'ent-l-a

e~quat Ion:; ILit I: known thiat':it' any dynamnic s-ystem can be described

by a di fferenL lal equat; AOnr , amidi also-,( .11f thke act Ion on thu ;y stern c an

bc: written analy'tically , lie~n 6,Y, solvling t~hlo equation (whosec right

s;ide 1.!clides, the action) we btarin a complete picture of the behavior

of' the sys~tem. fiowe-ver',, atnaLyrical. sol-ution ci ofsuLch an o-qs.atlorl Is,

riot niayvr~ s poil.; Iblc. '-;verm i! the- s-,'sem .is de-s c~r`Ahed lby a linear

di Ffe rent jl ecu anton w it h ost~tc d .l. 1ert.- mrid vi' t a simple

righ,-t S 'dj, :; aot i on nt :uci ;ii arm e u :l'JOln at. ;- )A~e r aba 'ic the fourt;h

requires- very I ahoriossca1 iiatii;

Nethod,,: exist in the tli.(:fory of harmnonic anialys,ýls which permit

rnakt r.6 judg.vernerits about thn' behavl or of a .;ystc-m without solving the

differentlal equation (SCSldviv 9~) A I'unct~on which

connect.; thu r-action uf -t linear dynamric sýytern to an action with

the action lt:;cif Is called ;.tran:sfer fuancticn and can be defined

as the ralI o of the ore ti-':nsformn x(w) (where w is the angular

frt-qrency ) for the uot von t~he sýy tern output toU the Fcurier

tran- fr,,r "()or the acl-ion: ft( on lt: Jnpu!; J.1- this, case- the

transfer function C(w) o r,a L t- n:.,tlie callIed, the compl~lex

1911MED
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94in factor, takes on a comlet.ly defined irdeypundent physical

MnarN I nog Its ModuluO L,- none other than the amp] I tude gain factor

for t:ach Ind vidual harinonJ c component

Determination oF trans ter functions of :iysturis with a lar•,e

;il'mbcr -r Aogecs of F'reedom re.juIreus vry laborious calcoulacln.s';

ard Is possibl1e only ', usAng electronic comnputer:;.

UAMAn. the methods of harmonic analys;is, It is poo:;Ibl] to solve

the reverse problem - I.e., If' the reaction oM the :ystem to any

disturbance Is known, it in posslble to find the disturbaneu itceIl'.

Ourinq rLnvestigation uf atmnusphur.lc tur'bulency the prublum Is:; Statod

in preoI:;,,,ly thLn toN'm; howuve r', in this ca:w c the actual efI',ect of

turbulent gusts on the a.! rcrat't and, c)nsequently, the ruaction of
the aircraft to the gusts (overioid increment) represent random

Fuenct iorn oI time.

it is possible to lmpo.:e certain limitin, ansurupt;lon:; or; these

randem function:;. We will consider that the investigated procezss

atrmospl.ric turbulence) is a quasi-stationary' random proce.ss; in

ethier words, the shape o6' the probability distr ibution function dous
no%. depend on dsuplacement of the readout u;Igir; along tho time axis.

.A5 .:s a Lready ,ndicated, the spectral theory of .:4ti•ta1r';

random processes developed oy A. Ya. KiRcohin (1938) make:; it

pos-,Jule t-o extend the metLhod or" harmonic analyi:is tu cover tke stud:.,
"of vanoom processes. in this case the ohject of study Is rot an

MIn MI, completely determined oscil]atcry process, but the a'w

o)' dlst,'butlorn of probabi] Iti-s of different possible variants oi'

the flo',w of such a proce;s.

M resuls of experimental Iri'.'etot ifitlon of atorpsher'i
turbuunc- to solve many problems, both theoretical and applied, can

;.e preseated most conveniently in the form of correlation and

.:tru'oural Cunctions or energy spactra (see Chapter 1). H' a
stauionar' random procec, NQt) acts on a 1Incur dynamtc sYs/tcm,

the: i.' tLh- nr•nr', :;pect!u'u , of th[i• proce ss S.h ) :,ndi the tr :::'(r'

i-n



function of ' lle L2Yý'ten!J tv(w) 1rvu kI(Ilow r I t 1. pos:; Qt to u:1t I a

the erergy opt.cctvurm o C' tho rcactl Oil of' h L: ;ya1t(m ito t~lit a'tl"-w

T1O solve ttiL'le V I L.((11 (!I) 11(A(2 tt1'IIUýW' tri, .A2 V

duriolt ILLY ervr':y %pectrurn) o1' LIh. nticton, I t 1:3 po:;:il Icl t,.0 Mi- 1 to,

iTnilo very Irrpo--tant :00. Iw Ion or theo t~huvry o C Aat~ilonary

ranldomi proc-oof_ wao w;;cd a:-, a ha:;, t, ['or thi_ !!ttAhud o 1 obtuain ng, th~e

e noIgy op'lctr'uiit of tur b ulIorioc by incani;, of' anj Si i rcr a lt . The quariti ty

1(1C)(w)1 for cacti 3 pee I' u) C e LCvw OPIc pro:. e tht3 nbefumio i c ul

factolr C()n1:.cqUtnt~y,

Calcul~al;] o of thuton4~ t'utict Ion o)f iuch acompileK System

a;an airo. ral- iý cttrv~v, 1 e jt. iwiev certain i Inft iný- a:;-.,umtpt iort,;.

The ft rot oC these Cj 12 o u00:>Atnpt tori 0 U the ofa 1 e : D oe illJat toll-.

of "lhe ai rcra ft around a~tn hoi t~io ionL3 I t i-: cg;n; 1: make,;;

po~ls 1bl tco :;O,,uV :2. 1 ~wiv~ pro.* ic--

if, tlhe o~Tiatlc propert. '*:,- oth arIrr I ,roIte;ie not,

taken into ae'!ou~it cr'd '!'tte oo-:: 1hint Io(n;; of the aircraft are

-onidr d to be illcalculL-.Ioni of the tvaru:rifc- [Function can be

carried oat by u51 nC a ryotrm o f lir.e a r ý(Iu a t I o ri,1 de2rI v ?d by M. 1. Yud-lri

1942 ~ L r dccn lnton.-,Ij t~j-ai ;),--sI I )slllat Ion6 -I)I, t hk at.rcraft. in a

4I irl U .



where IL; the pulinatiun ai' the horizontal velocity (if thu alver'at'll

ceniter of 6gravity , refevired to the avct~aý,, 1li i~ht :;pced V ; Vb. ];; Itheo

pul ,tation of tho vertical velocilty cf' the centerv (if _cavi ty, r'; Ixzod

to V; Is the pulsation of' the pitch angle; u~ tht- pulo)at ori 01"

the horizontal wind 3ipeed, r~eferred to v; u2 I:;ý th111 pu.i:atior of' thec

vt;rt~ical wind vuloet ty , ruferried to V ; -L, kr L iJImen P: i on I e ;.;L;cufi -

cl!ent~s. which leptr;J on the :ici'eart ~ticuoajil the fll),iht rgf

During the derivation of t10 It~a 1m. wZ):j ai;o tnmed th~at 1 Itirhl
occur- without intervent ~on -,f the pilot; In coiiti'el )f* the aircra't.

and that the undistur-Led flIpht retlime J:; Iiovlz oftal.

We wll con-.n ide -' thei duvc Qopmnt of t, hit t-I Pit i,; Fu v funec t ion (I~i' thel

air~craft from the M. 1. Yudiri -o:;n.lr A'no qoa.. n by thL. A. S. DUU'bJ, V

method. Considering that the Ifollowling 11 0 1.1"(2d a.: charactellctAlc

quantl Itin i (! n trit4 synitern of' -quat Iori;; w-'tt IIn Lit tinn:; 1 otilr-c formi;
m rhrcerat claatrmti -n-i3,wc,.

chrcersi time arid chrcer;te nie hn

b I., the mean :ierodyn~amtc ehrrd , Dubov in troduIccL.; thce do:; griciat i eri

W o r e a=~-~ __ Here he assumcns that deflcctloný, Of t hu fl1ih.11L

~''nthe hortizontal are .1mal 1 and, c on:; .ýuhonit ly , th2 (V vort ' C a 'I X I

of the aocelcrograpn Lt deflect~ed very li~tlte f tom the troe %ert Cal.

T'lie a Ircraft is considered to be an oc. aov vte 1h.,,'x

dogn~eovs of freedom. and itý .1 ansumed thlat 1-1, i~ ~nusccJ lto;

aaa r-igId Lody.

Usitio these, reiationnhI~ps , it I.n po:nsi'lo Ce to litr: ,;y:Ac, "A'

.cjuatinns_ (2.8) to tine form

14).



~vln•, the zeact ri,,. ol tlc alpczat't (to overload) in the form

"V Fourler oertcu

S, - . ,I , ( 2. 0)

N

N

'we . I~i find the solution ulI t~L' ysy:tuth In the form

* u-•'A e''v"' (2.12)

Y3 -- 2 (2.13)

Subsequently the t'ollowing, assit:mption is made. We will present
A2, .n the form of the sum of two componentr " A(?)

2N2N causing vertical

overloads of the aircraft, arid A causing longitudinal overloads,

Conoldering that a ve;,tical gust will cause mainly vertical overloads,

we arrive at the r'lation:thip

"V V""'0 CV•4 I,; + .. I ( . 5

where

6a4b , - bia,,.
C, ý--ro a,, (b. + b) + 64al..

1: 6= all,

c, ý- 61 +• aiall'

CS =" 441 ' + a, (a1 1  - 'a) + ba 44,. ~~~~bl -=-•-a_,n .- - n i

b. -- (a,, + a) +. ± a2,a,

b a-(a,, + a3 .+ a).

To evaluate the error which arises because longitAdinal accelera-

t.ons ara Ignored, Dubov proposes the formula

A~k

.2

2.v



3' Then

C' MJ2Q2- (cs cN2u2*

(CJ rA- 7 rW)j J- fCl + rCjVd~?j ANO

where

CJ (711- C4 C-' V71 C5 a&1 -- c.,a,

Iriopection of a large quantity of recordings of vurtical arnd.

longitudinal overloads during flights In zoneis of tuirbulence showed

that on the average the longitudinal components of acceleration are

an order of magnitude smaller than the vertical components.

From formula (2.15) we-can obtain thle square of' the modulus of

the aircraft transfer- function:

I's (teI' 2,I (ra + bNLV 2ý + (,W (2.18)
A (eg+ tIN24Ol)

2 + VS~ - - V6n2P)JN2W2

The transfer function for an elastic aircraf't was calculated by

0., A. K-uzn~etsov. Aircraft oscillations, simulated by a system of

elastibe~bams, were expanded in series with respect to a 3ystem of

orthogonal functions, which represent the shapes of natural vibrations

of tile aiLrcraft In a void. With the given forms, using the hypothesis

of :-tationarity, the aerod,,..2mic forces and coefficients of the

equations of motion of the aircraft are determined. The motion of

the aircraft is considered d~uring the actlo:r, of a vertical gust of

wind whose intensity varies in space by a sinusoidal law with a

wavelength equal to ). The frequency of the action w of such a gust

* * on an aircraft flying at speed v is determined aL3

(2.19)

The .teady-state motion of the aircraft is determined during the

action of a gust of the given frequency with amplitude A; in this case

the maximum amplitudeo of overloads are determined, Figure 2.2 1,-J\'es

!,(? transfer function for overloads In various sections of the
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fusevlage of un elaotic alrcraft. The curreopondintr uect Ions_ are

saow KEY the drwarioft/ irrat

Fig Tyaifrfntosu
vaiurf-to.,o ~efslC

OWo'"neani icat
I2

; 0 '.0 60. 0w 6CWoad/ceR.

Fromn FiC. ~.'it 1is Ui,ýaly evident that the aircraft will

react quite differently to gustis of different fr.r!quencies (scales).

Ao to known, an aircraft tis carried along weil by moticons of. large

scales anid, connequent 1y, does not react to these motion-s wi th any

noticeab~le overload. .Ai, the maximum during, fli?,ht of a-1 aircraft

in a flow which has a vertical component of' velocity wit~h zero

frequency the aircraft will have a corresponding vertical component

of velocity anid will not experitence any overloadi. The transfer

fUnction C(O) wv~ill thereforte equal zero. As the frequency of' the

action increases the aircraf't reacts ever better and better- to a

gust with an overloaid, which corresponds to a smooth growth in the

value of the transfer function In the frequency intlerval 1fromt 0 to u1.

In th-,e region of high fre-quencies the transfer function of a rigid

aircraft is virtually invariable.

The figurce show,.s thej Iransfer fun.etion of the inotantaneous;

center or gravity (curve 3) - a certain fictitiOUs point which is not

-onnecteu ,Nith the structure of theý aircraft and for Which Its elastic

properties are not essential. Therefore it Is possible to consider-

the transfer' function uf the rinstantaneous eente;r of gravity to be

the trans fev function of an i-u Ivalcrt rtgid air-craft.

filli
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In contrast to a rigid aircraft, an east•.c aircraft has a wholeI ,vrios of natural resonance frequencies, where the resonance propert1e-

*: are different In different sections of the aircraft. As 's evident

from the figure, this leads to a very complex shape of transfer

* function:;, differing substantially from O(w) for the equivalent rIglIJ

aJrceaft. -But In the rgion of higrh frequencies the alrcrdft" will

not react to gusts a3 a -hcle, since there is an influence of' its

]•lnear dlmensions and, In addition, of the inertial properties of t;r.

measuring Instrument - the accelerometer, which should react to

overload by displacement of a certain-mais. Naturally, such dis-

placement cannot occur instantaneously and the measuring instrument

wi2l "clog up" the high frequencies.

All of the above means that the aircraft/accelerometer system

will react with a noticeable overload only to gusts of a certain

range of frequencies (scales).

By using the transfer function It is possible, as it were, to
"restore" the real distribution of gusts in terms of frequencies

also in the region of small frequencies, down to a certain frequency

Wmin for which the value oi' the transfer function can also be

determined correctly- In the region of large frequencies one should

limit oneself to the frequency wmax' corresponding to the horizontal

dimension of tho aircraft itself:

2tv
(2.20)

AmacG maxj

t.;here v is the speed and L is the horizontal dimension of the

aircraft.

Transfer functions can be obtained experimentall.'. For electrical

Ssystems the problem of experimental determination of transfer function:;

is solved comparatively simiply: a sinusoidal input signal Is, supplied

to the system input and after attenuation of the transient

the amplitude and phase of the voltage on the output are measured.

i, 14 5



* Such nea:;u'cmerit; art !U~Id~l.ti,It2 Fori the Oentire ratit>j( A,.ivj I,;tu

* fe-urwrw Los. The exi)erj neiti .i I iotevi'ni nat.I on o L' the- ait CC'crf't trun:;e

Curict I01 reP.(l uiLi'U.; Co111)le0X I, s Ie Uta i eqo pIne nl and th Ipl'c týpa r'alJ t io ofI a
dYnam IQ tnode L of tI w alit 'alnt. Sfuo': rLt thenmugile i :'I(flp

*)Ver'Iradz Mt var'louu:; poI itil:; of" the tiueor' , u i;: ii. 'r:iiiii

* mor~eiul:: , ''Le. - it'iŽ 11.tii l~ui W il on 11 i; ;ic'E1 . T'F n ' i : ip it'

* 'o'i I -1. ;f- stctýlion o' f:t intI! tuitn1el arid Ite.;ted IIi: th iva. tetic

'iThen by rteari& ol' a s;pectal tiu:vi.ce n;iuoIa ti;riuLv::'se pert jib at ion;;

810' xlilpOOI:d ull the mLarin mC]e tUe 1'reqiiency ol' he e pc'turbvt, J t
can be~ varied. litXactly ai;; in the. caseo 01o leriaf y er: after'

attenuation of the translient process; the armipi itutides of' ose(l ILlattorn;

(:1f theC In1Vet I g~at(!d pn'oe.'' r esmi.If' 1;i': ela;-t Ic propertle:;

*of the al imeaft arc .on.1d i' sad It1 is" Improse; lb it' to hfe limitecl to thec

s studly of the, milootin of' a ;si'i' olnti - the al.ecral~t '20ent21' o1

gray II ty .Analas c .y o; at! h(o 11 ore ed t- aL 1110 t 1 OIL'- wi.thI a

sing-le Input. and, riumneton:. sps. ,I.e , d1.ff'c'1'cnt p IntsI behave

dift'erentlv unider'Y *sfl aald the- camoe set i~on. Dliini :sv cx;; rimetal

determnlriatIon oft i1,h(_ tiams let tot Iomis, pjhasesirts a:; a viiO'. are

not rmseasiire~d - 1.e !., a model sf the turait;; fr fitrict:u 1 ;;i obtualrsed as;

t~he re:ult, of' the. exe'1wet ; wa:; :;.huwn above, to study thec

I structure o tUi'isojLleltCt iit I;uc:;;a' to have ý oi:el the rrijditI U;;

Us .ng the miodf, I It (sA.: bI u'20iO'tepolno the

beta vi- of' I an atr. re a t intwir t~h e eVfs>; t of an1 :ic t; IiOn .'lb eve 1 s

only a :ilngle II :uiltat w 01: tI;oses:.r that riur-Iijr, any

* ~actilon the rat tural 0;c a n~of' t fir :;,y.s tlen be at terSUttl(t with

*time . 'In tUii Isý c as j t(he a c tojai bieh av 1 leer 1' the aIre a f't will be the
* s~;olut lof to the pr-oh lert.

There exl;;t other experv ,nso.nta) rrietii'Au tot' deterolni 'rlJTran f

functions of air~craft WIIb(10 riot rvi'0'ire tihe preparat Lon of a

dynamic model. If' independvnt- soa:;upf;'.nen.eý are( w:sgel to obtai n the

energy spect r'um of' the ye Ln I iti.s of torIi'ii -nt L:: t n Li eenergy

spectrum of o~verload:: of !-u ise§1rrenift rýcenter of igsa vlty, hi ratio,

as fol luws, from (,2.6) :Lti e q ual th I q~r of L' ' CtIew mode to; of' the

airc raft t cans -fee2 functio~n. 11. 11. Kop rw; (96)'carrinod out. Plight:;
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vn an aLrcraft equipped with instruments permitting dfterminatlonI of

the -'pcctrum of vertical overload on the level and clo'se to a towur'
on which anemometers measuring the vertical componternt of velocitl,:;

had been Installed. Considering turbulencu to be frozen and calculatInrg
the average velocity, Kuprov calculated thIc :spatlal ertiezgy spectrum
of th>, vertical component ot turbulent fgu.;t::. Dlvidli n the ',pectrunli
of jguat:ý tny the spectrum of the overlo ads , Koprov oolal ned trhe va I uo

of the square of the modulus of the tt'in-;fer function,

I. N. Thur (1959) developed a method which makes it po.'sIbla: a>u

obtain automatically the energy -spectrum of the vertical component

of velcbity puls-ations. The method 1., based on the following limiting
assumptioen3:

1) turbulence in the atmos;phere ti a stat]ounary random: process;

2) turbulence is uniform and Frozen and therefore by considering
the speed of the aircraft v in the period of the measurement regime

to be constant, It Is possible to convert from the scale of time to

the scale of length (from angular f requency w to wave number Q = W/v) '

3) the aircraft with an accelerator installed on Jt is a linear

,ystem and therefore the relationship

S. (u) = I (2)- I-' S. (12). ( 2.21 )

w;ich to ea:ily obtainel from formula (2.6), Is applicable.

The equipment for this method consists (;f two sets: airborne
ar.d ground. Al3 procossing Is carried out on the ground under

stationary conditions.

Figure 2.3 shows the functional diagram of the method.

-Durint aircraft In'veoti-ations th': reluilrement that the

tturbulence] be frozen Is appauenr.tiy too strong, since the great
,e ed of the aircraft nermits making a virtually instantaneous,, cross

section,
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K 'I ) Clucwlumeoio laEyumM u gam;

veo rmeLtCoi rg fic~Iordi. nfr.

(10) (1 ) Reaout

expf~~v~eri -{ýd pb y the O'tJ'.;P4dY Z11 h vng a

ofntp t atn(n LiL- Iode .NIy a ;putoe-fr ekine of ;iLItiOand

veaouernon ;n (af(-~ 3)Coing;clillerdng t h

1'uoldilf, IL Heproduc L on; (6) Dolvcod Inru a (7):; kxpac; e an ond tooh
Input 01,r~c~ a3 Th(, U-la C~ltOf do2 LhnIC Insride
tnclul.ýi, :3.vormod, !ig; the quilLp~ aL rit by vei'(w) ca Iu hesqui;
of ~ 1 )h mcc u 3 w of L t e i vg; C unc)tlaori l' h

T.enectrica ou pu t, arl a -i wicodel.-y arc p 1, cu htrci Ion L d t rmod ~lao aqund

tOo ad le tron Thprdu., w, cA'' lcrd i a puiavroti ieride cry rdfd t h

makL; t fa pco;t)x';r t.-.yz ri, Thocicuit an to Triat~i cra Istrumenty

of thel nof' lu 01e _nv!tul-Le l ptt'L ,es-, aonc 't her .;pel ral Jicrait/a elet m tr

ineteriod d eý.c te 1a LIn0 i t 1 a IL. 11 ito r I Ullt-IpE led by~l

Itti~~~~~ aplctino2)~2o

makelu-o I o ti o h .In c Aicrit of'i i! i up thlfe. irnqu his

niazurcIna! Vidua L I' i ipa-.i. II Ii t '' U irolarI iige i.l r o r ,l I tat ' .uder

cannot. be mniari eo Led f'rwri th I: Fi nal :-i!;ult.
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A.,; follows from thu above descripti oni of' thu miethoud, the ,ýJ gria I

iont1a,1n lni Informat ion on the overl.oad 13i:uh ct to~i~iPU

coniverAotu and to copectral proce:;_I rile; ai:;e , miii bipi:, Lu by ;I Vfacitor

Whilch with the riag'u i tude of!' the ronniprocal of tho ý-qai- no rf the t rariv~-

- ~~f'or furoictor moduilus,, dctermrined n tcalyit cea jallWfO3

lot intVc(h ,' d 'l nt. o 1,1e caleci at Ion z c! erie, IThore fore the bal; ic

*;onco: oferrr nth'' ru~tliudj ai e Lt~;1 he unit.:: o f thro m~eam',urino

*convertinG, andi proc#',;ning equipment and st-condly the ,Actu;ll transiAtion

t'rLom overload tfo gust - i. e. i ' lie trari:-f'er furnction of, the aircraft/'

acceleronleter oýystolrr. Besidt!.s this, 3.ince the' trans-fer l'unction 1Is

calculatud, for horizontal 'lJ.ght without pi lot In,.erverut.on In

aircraft ,ontra]l., Interventioni oC thic type Js an additional sotircu

of errorI.

Tl-e mean square rulzitivv error of mea-ure-ment of verti cal over-

load amplitude equals +.0.01.

Frequency dl.storticns introduced by th!e ove-rload uretep have a

s;ystematic nature and are takun into accouni, by t,)e transfeor funrtion

of the aircraft/accfelerometer sys3temt.

Tht; magnetic memory syntem, consisting of' a pukse-frequency

modulator, a recording malenctograph, a ruproduc~inc. maagnetograph,
and a d1emodulator, intro !,ces; a relatUIve mean --iuare ervor equal to
+0.06; basically this err-or Iz; 6otertriried b-y the nonunifor-mity in the

rateý of' travel of' the mag),netic tape in the !,,agnei.ot-,raphso (Zo-cal] ed

"deI-onra t Ion")

The s;pe.ctral equipment used for statistical process;,,ing a
aubs;onic frequency spectroneter (siee Chapter' 3, § 4) - Co~n.ist., of'

units which carry cut a niumber of'sce:;Iy o-seratiorns w ith I
sImrllar .J~nai: amplification, expansion to harmonIcs, square-law

detectloiC,, and averaging. The averaginG t~ine Is icienticai for aIl
channel.-; however, It ,,, oc cn::t'Jcr that the am-plitude of eaelh esc~lla1

t trsi .~edout by% the f ilter In anm indepemmdent ncasuremnert , "t

turn:3 j',; th1at averarling .w th 10spect to the quant~ty of t"hese
measuremient.; xi l depunl cnri the avterage p;a:ss frequencey of ttr(
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co I,'ru ýpond Irt [rC 1 Leo v. VPIf r' Vo 1(. thi., moz'tn z ri vo , rvoe ''iio Aie

..pecl; rumr , w J th ol' cuiicriii ()[ (A' vor':; J r~tI'(duc''l bh tliC uv'.ýfJ )ad

llilAer uIldc the regit cmmuy2;Li,ý L;Iati 1,110'1m U!, Ul-equlricV

On thIIe :111IL1e1 L rcZ , (I'X'cq~eify It cqu (I u , 0.8I whI I Ic Ifý!or t II( max I mum

Cr i., quc :. L,,I(, I, (1 . 0A..

IkT.h:c I crej fui':t 'I Jcl (o ;tc' I ;1 al 1,:; !i !fterent t'rom the

theoreti~Icaly cal CulIAteýd (IIi I It I Ly . Vtu Iii 11,:; detcrmiinut I onl are

cornnc c ud V1 i t I I h fatc 1, .Jwl I; (,t A Io lati Ln L.; c n rr L ud uut i; dt eh r c a itoa- fii

.;ImiplifI inK a-cc ,urpt Lunc; . 'P() l at the abtainewd erurscr , mncac lire-.

ment;, were carriud out, at two point.:; of the, al rcraft" for Whitch thu

aia ly tical ly ca.c ulutt!(I Lain r I'.- Cu~ [owI Odi2 (A.r £ I'ub:Aant ! ally .AO

nilght I)(-0eXpc~tFed, thIm.' f'V( T.I nad ;pcIr.U ohtailwmd expel- m1entally

diff~er i;trongly Cromi on'ý; icuthf.. ; howeveýr al c~risA d'ýratl lon of

ti-rin- fer func tion-.; u P thfi; cur In:;pondl~ ni; -po I nt :; -. , HIie f; Lunite Luehe

re lat ive dL ffureiice I ii thU ''' ) ta i ed valtw!id; ( Id not C ,c xecd +0 .2-0-3.

Thu Lror; -rtrDJucl I' 1:, )1 tot I riturver~t Ion 1 11 at vrealL. controlI

are nuI. :-u'j ec t to analy t Icti] ' ln ~Kn;tn 'renau'rin

are carried out U. .I acril e .i"11 tic a L rL Ia it e~ ; locke(d . f

th e I-1 lo t no ne t iwe le!; a- Vi t4;i I II, o e y it c.,L i turve ie icn al rc ra ft

coWnt rol duriln; fligh t in a ' Othie.', lie~i when tic nicu:3rement data

are being prcccenst'd Cliv'i_ j oiit 01' e crd ciud'., Aur'I, the

time whndata Cc-tram Jn:t2r>,T,rn6 ic IP' io the oir-'rraft In.rihtcte

6dvviat.'or. of th'e lcae I'" 'a'v one :iiejce ar'e excluded.

A I rnf* . h -,he( n3 tt : iic: L( imL i : ', I c ; Ion 01 tn bu-Lc, c

meac uremnent.-; '')ii anl alirc r~alt mawkf.' it pcna IA Ple IL- flind tu .i~cc c(.ee)f'

individual wind gu.c;t. DuotinV 1,hic aicul-atlllor nu-n 1, rcade. of the

ratioc)ý b etween tLC h. tpe1 ed -)C'k I,, c~u;; t and' thti ,:. iact iho:; t-1 the aircraft

to It ; these rat to,": air fnd f*ramn 'Clic ejuat,1G1I!; 01' d itcynamiic-c

Tha.c, A. 1`. Loba'' ( iAOl 1ice' 13.V'n,:7t fllm ',I' e',IjU tJ0IV- .81 ) to

obtain the Clo Mlowtg, Vor;!; il: Cur Je(rrIiii WO.i tri oV ;,11( crdOf Et

vertical Cgunt w:

2G.Jlt

an d--- . 3



Here w is given in tn/s ; the overioad Increment An in - 1 i,

1 1.vy n In fi-actioii;-5 of a 1grav Ity; t hv equil vui', -t rt I ,;puc!d ( ..c.,

reduced to a pressure of 760 mm Hg) v iu g1lv,.n nrl km/h; the

def]ection of' the pitch angle 6' I:1 gJvun in degrees; aircraft wuight

(3, in k logram:; wing avea Sp in :square meters; c~q = -Oc-C in, the
Y, dc&

dou r vativ,:, ,F the lilft. c'oc ff1ci t c wI L.h I't?:ije t to arplj. of' attack

(; PO anid j are the dens- ty of air' at the .i6' m!, iilg iv l and at

the altitude of flight. The necond ter-rn l it formula (2.23,) equal- the:
vortlcal veloclty imparted to the airciaft a:; a result of its being

pulled along bN a gou;-

ts A. S. Dubov T.howed, formula (2.23) can al:so be used in thtoe

case. when thie pilot intervcries In control of the aircraft. This

makes It very convenient, :sinoe it is, tmrpoi;Jble to carry out a

fi iht in a zone of' strong bumpIng with locked control:;.

During dor'ivat;ion of formula (2.23) a number of .- implifying

aŽLsumptiuts were made; to be precis;e, It wa:. co!"w'idered that there

are no horizontal air gusts he, a1rcraft is absolutely rigid, and

FIrially that the aerodyjnamici factors entering into (2.23, are

mnchang,.d duzInL, flight in a zone whore vertical flowsl exist.

The largest errors are introduced by ignor-in[g horizontal wind

gustS. We will carry out an approximate evaluation of these erro,

Sassuning ti,' aircraft to 1!e rig.•d.

A.Arcrai't L1 ft is;

A ',2-2.4

'.,hile aircraft overload is

A S ý0 (2.25)

: r, [n 3 -a function only ;1' t iid v, ,h,- change in th,e overlýoadi c:n

be d(escribeci .1; the formula
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Lt I.; utIV LOU:; Wt;11, Iutt-iivilk 1.. *j VýtIjl (1 21i I:i 1utdo' lie

An ~ a- Y~ Li(w 2CYAIJ).

I rt ; 13 orivto .U8 hut the I' i-;i l.,Žrmt In for-rtn IL ( P.7) CQvI:r(ý;ý;N-aIi

Lij the overload alle; In). O1 i itt:, I 112u 1 t 11 u Lci. u I U I V 1I' it~ 1-C gU:, w,

w h I le. tho2 c('ut npih;;i. ove rl,Ad U ; t imdeir r t~hu In f I u''rni2u

a'I ri Chanw,g Jn a I i:;, rwed Av F or oxampln t ::,uc-l ml,, rnIIt be cai.:,eii by

;i ut hm-I tt L~i vwL;L i U 1 ;i Lv I i rat.L I i~ o th' LI1 ov ettIoad c au 2 iJUK'bt

toi (ittti~o;twith .:.pouii A v(Ait ) il 1itW overlA-1d IN .I VUrti Oat

I ii 2jj,20( w (Ari ) (!'Ilia I

An, CY IDim~ ;
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'te qu u L pmiunt. u:;d t'u t, enaiii L: csb vii:IL.i-ut-~ n
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The p v rnc ip I ei, a nd di! v.1 Lu us for I ritui-at' Iiw vI le c L ) cal :;ignal:;

are vjldely knoIwn) and are balud on thv Ilritt~fTratimlg propertie2i of

Cv'rLaJ Ii C I 1i'cul ts . An e j~ctron IIc overloud integrator ba~ed on an

ainpli. Pier wi Lh feedback in torrliw of' the dvr vtit.Lv, was uu~cd by

Gi. N. Shur, (-'),'7 ) to i~tudy turbule nce Iii :notnrtalI ictuo reglow_ A

::Pecia] +IVicc whiich 1i:Ioa 11Qth Duluv f'onrmula wa:; Clrtu:* ed In

Lite 20 t udy. of £ .ehIi I fnCv Ii ",vontal. vcnv. (S~hlr , I~ S ) . A func tioi ana

*diagram 01' this ina;trunent t, ; clown- on Fi g. 7.. Overload of thie

aircraft ceýnter of' gravity Isu mrei:;ur'cd andi e;oiverted into an electrIcal

L .,,-,ignal b.y an electrical acctclt~rornetVT' (incide the brokon line on thc

c ilagram). Then a voltage proportional to the overload pasu:es to the

Indicuator urnd to a unit. for multipilicatimi,:, tLhe coe Cricient 11. TIc

CO(effic lent 1h.1, *.(:'Ut manually in a(:rordanecs -with readings of the

InotrumeritL which meuau-ure thc alt~itude anid u;peed of the aircraft and

als-o the flighu; wel ght (VCue I cunv;unipt Ion . ';Izicu according to formula

(2. 23) Lhe calculation cif w vls ucjuir;..: cein-lderation oU' toe

ou i. lt onof the. pitch angle , the :set o a C borne (so-called

ovorload),equipmeýnt leld: agiuo iL ith and rQ.1 deflection

cenISOrI (vortical g~yi;'oacopt) (.;ec '1 1, pt. g)..

I ~ m~-u- gfndI
I osam~t

Figr. 2. 4 1un; lona i :ILi~~n atL V~s lie, thod
of ob;tain~in '*i gc ýovdinfg t,, t1C Dubec

"~OrMI LLa ( 2 . 2

KEY : . eo rzze f' An ; ( 2) n eg
* ~~~~~~tion; (3) Ad,~ln )~~~p ci oib

b. let-.hd UInirg f~ea "reniont of' the
* A0sojute and Reolativc Speed of ',he

Aircraft (Doppior Miethod)

An airtcraft in fl ight vo. i thý'n ai current of air which Itsell

¶ u ma vi er rul~Lt I% V( o tlhe- grvokinil. Afhn2 uyI ga asp; r obu ne
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in Order' tou detulx'ijiue wind ;;ptLdc and tLtcf fu tit11;1L Iut i ~etr
- onital comiporient of turbulent jtulnat laa it t: a u.(noc:,:.-y to know

thc I ti!t tart itrl oi v-Alur-.ý oA' L I Ie :;p ed %t d -II Ir:: ton ol V iot uij c) f' thv

,I I c ra ft viIt h r, e:;pLct to 1 th rc UI It I, 1II' Qn :11) ape d Cof' filltItUori 01V the

rUP* a I'ci t Wi th N2 IDpQCt Q 1 tS Lit -'2'(o ntt 1r (I 1 I r.

c ooirdlrI n a L u L to trniu catit l aCC0ufipll aI II. I u c.I n F I r 1,,,1;u1u [ft,,iIt:; v: i Ic 1

u L, 1 1 !z c t he Do pp11cr c- f f'ec- t .The Doppl er ci Feet I. fha rufame g VenItr

to the pheriomierion of' a ehian,%c Ill I'rettioncy of' oa ;(II l latore; vril ttedI by

a LipeiCIc ;i ource and pI cokd up) b.1, U x'Cý.:e'ven doming ImUtual. r(lative

dlaplacemcit. of' the iao;ircu Land the recelvem'. Thef- Dopple-r' eIf'c'ct. will

also he ob a er''rd woh n the. .ýIAPoUie n rec yr a)ý T--CeVL1 M- o a ted I n the
;ame place, but theLý r'tcel '.er pcK tIpl a1 iUN.'Cfi f-ete itIL Itta

direct s irnal. Heroc thin Dooppler a ffot l.11 I be obtevved during

rho t L,1 reh± LIVU II3p i 'i~n (A o' thu 'taclvr antd i; hi: rVu Ic t iri L

CAbj c t. Al ucral't lDoppltu'' ;ta .l on-; em.11. usc-lliat ion; In a L ll

dl rvet1Olnal beam. toward 1 r'VO ih] ; t Licy (let e erni te thtl :;pued of

mo0t ion of the airecraft. re Lai .Lvu Lo I the tgroun tlii t e nin of' the change

In fre~quency o V the r'efli'Žclted air

In a V :itein of coo hiuLilt-o:ý Li-ýL 1- L Lfiet O:o~ itil-,; -apcd i.:the

absolute speed of' the al-rc-a'at~.Tf thu dtrtecti~on 1-u the reflecting

obj ect ýthe ground ) coJlnclde.- -.'!Ith the rilrect. Ion o ') fi ght of' the

aircraft , the fremi,.'army fio wI1;dtn p1c up b)y the rece--iver'

I' ..,Uul-i Uoi dote no I ned by !iA re t oa o

Whe~re. I0 is the frequency oPf Qemiltted osc ili~rt lore;; v il theý Clih

s~peed of the ai rcr'aft (obsoelut-) ; c 1-:- 11he l do'Iilrht ; P., h te
* Doppler froquency,

2t'. '2t-,

whert?~ is thc trnriV or;a''c' Lrngtht



Ini uctua lliy MIe ill oct ion (t Lihe heACi cnnupriaoa car:TtaltI Suigi.&

L tl~i the iP~roetlon oir i'ighl; of tie: a! iciati. andi, (:rl:;equenUIi

F, )- CosT7. 23

11" nQ.32) oontun,- h riW.~ on, ApS Mi

Varu. Athog~nva!cav th Lv'iI'n or! Nig:htw 'u:: th F 0 Li (

do-s not coincide w ith the (lilIJL Ion Vf the AIN:d Ibia leads Lo a

situ i oin Ai which the din'eettc of the :tbso lue moiebon or' tie

airecraft dues nut culc iLOde with Its lunqil Lden1.ax Ia but Yr~e. I't Y

at Ct21ta~in angi'. R, calls'. the OrinA aninMF. In 'fldev Lu IuLct'flili(

iL N5 iueoua:'y thast, It be puss ihic Lo ciaiig¶ ithe direction C' I ith

bMum or', inure exactly, Li' dtn'ctlorn or t pra 'ujuctton in the hori-

zonLai plane. When tic icrI zunittl piojeutlunti thu bi':uaml coinclides

withi the dMecton ci absclutL im.,i;n r;' the aircraft , Sho Doppler'

t'n'qucriey V A will ho naxtmrurri Expression (2. 2) is morn: correctly

Pr'Ienri Led I n ithe Anor

iThe sangleo i'tweerl the horizontal p;'oj 120t10 at'hLe beam arnd tieý

I onil tudl-nal axisa of tho alrccraft will equal tiP d~rIL an gle B . TI'

the dli'cb on or the longILust al axis or' t';e tipci'ct'! In acme system

of' ,zov:Iinateoz - for' examiploe, r-eog:apAWI - Q >:ncwni, e'xsplete

doterminat ci of! the v';etopnV 'as Unlto &rr n oA vel sciny', In Lb 1

vs~am o?.c~ coordinarwit' ir tess Iii

>;ut'o 2. 5 shown; Liie l''.nc tnal dInoram o a a irc-Inea; Dopplecr

* :1:0' i' fr :iisu:'I'rinq ih: Leouuni vpeed and dy1 !t; sigc af the alircrat.

'i t'answtsiLtex gIieTattc: vuI la to1j ~Li0:i11dat I2,f; of t'rcquennc &

-d Lh *,-!; * tvonqi the antuni'' SM M : l t'i( nt ~ i ari a'k1 ' t'<:;ii"ttt

-q U, :i: *ir *i e nrtulle '1 it ie'n; rc'' te fvc Ir uiar'li.s

r;n, LYit, w''a'i, is'' Lie, 'aui nK himpiu *I i it :''n' Pn' In , arc pieat

ewi L v e m i x e r O U L / ' it A e c o cl t i n r it ' I h n, , % v i'n rive

WILK~~~~~~~~~~~~~I Uqec i t oj~- oM io ~oq h nn

2A



:.ich. 1u; a r-'cmruIt -I) t I I--, rite['viut 1o I Io t h,;o :;(2 1 Iat~r: a

d It, florencce vuoItage I' Iý Criowd w o' I It! m Ixe I otp Ilt L t Io I e lopp I ('I

Vt0 ie rie c.Y F whilch 1:" then p:uj A f 1 ed by aill 411113]1 Y) el'.

( r) epeocjm - V

" U/t (s)Cf" -c -

1'arne,7 Mfib IreAb iC/76

Fir- unctlm iari diti-iamn of a Dopp I Qr

K1 !ýe ii im nV~atlion :ly:; jin; (?) [eari i-ota-
ti o; 0mg] II' '4 ; ( ) TvwL):2rlimi ter; (11I) Tr'nr'.;Urrvi

~ toi; 49 r.*nna:w]Lb (6) rMix-11; (7)

L I'LAk JI ;-, yg r1:8 t Ill -,- L(ni I Ll hh a a1:t1 1 t. :~m rol.: i~r i o ''3 Inl Ouch a
wyLý:.at, the De;1im Il I ui'3iI te hurl"-ont"al planc riomig, the uirecti eii

Of :.hLý i:ra)Und-zp:e 'ao(,r. r.- ti1,ca in' Poppiuýr CreqLuerly IF

41 bt .. ax!1m: I' '.e'c:m? r >i.crzi nto a ;Igrinal

3~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~, !Ac2 _ _mim~i;3'~cxhIJ' 3. em ruatri 'r angJe ri.ter

e,ými J a :; I -r." . oh 31 al pr. p t 13 onn t 1 tl i.ri i7e 1-tw of,-n 11he hox T-

zontal [ji'0Jecu.2 j iinIat tio .z':mIvr 11h.- t 1-'lc~gitu iri(lr4 txl.-, of the

Th e p v :,, 1ci.. t0 J1 c'i . :Iv 'r r a.'mirm .II-v 1n1 i 1 p:, anor C. o

a !;!nGie h'n ~ uýn I'!;m r.i nI >'mmiid pmnccal appli catlon due to the

luOý. accuraicy in !namr ,-~'r:md:):1rd dIri ". angle. At present

rnultli cail Dooo' !e n-Al Ir Ift" mut.-! (i (1: S4 are a pr]ld

cpcrcatinj pvricl-pin 03i H~Ui,-rm -].:;..-~ oil th'- fact ht h

coiponnent:n of the 'roer -(ace vi.-etor- inr a 1 1,,iear' of'tr c 0111ot:

C~ifhl wiLe lh L tiv 'lCal -cr.t"I. Avmr'-temm and a-,. urincd for automatic

1',6



computation of the modulusi of the ground speed ':ct;or v and drift.

an,.i 6. A d-takled decription o" the operating principle and thn

,;trucu•ur, r' a Voppler speed i.nd drift meter wha; given In the work by

G. K. Dudko and G. B. Reznlkov (1964)

In aviation Doppler speed and drlft meters (DTr3), as a rule,

arc u(ed i n combinumtion with; navigation ,umputers and course :ysttms;

- it ,•Iin thi qs.:e they make up Doppler iaviyCation system;s (I1)N ). The

hasic mIs.ion 3ccomprf 3 L;hed by the navl rat or co:purcr of the DNS i:n

computation of the path traveled by the aircraft.

At present a largu number of types of DIOS and DWh have been

developed; t h,.t differ from one :notihur In the numeor of beams,

their type, radiation regfLme.;, method.- of me:;nuring Doppler frequencies,

etc. Table 2.1 gives scomc basic characteri-li.'s ef a number of

non-Soviet Dopplur matur: arnd Doppler navigolzaon .ystems. The table

was cnowpu•6]e~ friom, materials given In the works of N. V. Sytina (1907),

P. B. Berger (19359) , i J W H;ilahan 1957)

Of particular Int'vrest are !he data gi';cn in this table on the

iccuraicvy of determining Cr,:und specs of the aircraft (op, for certain

•y",terno, tlhe components of the ground-speed vector) and In determining

irlft angle. For conten~morary, fairly perfectd DISS the probable

relat-ive error in determtr .hng ground speed during flight over dr:,

lani may be <-±0.002 of ;te maximum value. Errors in deterviming

aircraft drift angle lie within the 1• mi t. +±.1.

In order to Innv-stir~te tLhe .tati:. ;."cal characteristics of the

hori zontal component of wind speecd It Is nccesnary that it be possible

to measure the Instantaneums v'alue of the wind vector. For this,

be5 •li: ground sp.',d and drift angle oF the airc raftt, it is ohbvIou:sLY

ncessary to mea:;sre thm. ;mairs'p-ned of the ailrcr'af;t v and the ireoction

of the nongitudinni axis of th. aircrift in the geographic system of

courdInAts. Manometric spe.ncd phck,]p3 are "set to mfoanuru the air-

speed of the aircraft; Woose utiltl, the relat.o:sh'" .etween the'

"apeed of air'craft motion w•,ih r-spoet to the air and the vaesuotant

dynrmic impact pros.sure:

4a
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* where Ap 13 the iniPUCt. e;urI. *,¶Io'i Ler~ 'tc h

* dynamic arid ýýattc pre Co'11.1`0; P .1ý the lkIun:ý ty oV Ithuf -L.-IosphlI2ve at

I thle al t itude of a iirdr-altL V1Cl i t v t o the vt: Iat I ye (,'ii) F Llfflit C;PoLd

of' the air~cvrat.

F or, thi.- puvpoa;e Intforiiratien on~ the ;;tat.1 c pt(~cp and external

al ar temper~aturc. , --up 1i 1i~ Ii d 11Q thu, a Ii :pe iiwt.(r' al orip wl th

* information on Lhe Imfpi:; iA ;ii Ap. Ph'l (Jilunti ly V cliliut by the

aii,:poed melter (ocrisoui) ( [)V,) I-,; oqwil I ii iI. ituValOII: Lo the .;peed

* of' aircraft motion w~I 1i r:pc o tle :iir zi oil 1:;, dIlvooted along the

lorigitudlInal axi.- of' t~he al Pu r'a~t'

F-1g-ure 2. dlcp.1 :1 tilt vect'i" ;. trianle of ye Iecity . The eiEpriCriti-

ofl' 1; ~i lU angrgi (which 1 :;~ic u. i r thii: ;u;!v I -iLiwc u ag

ar(: ao vulw 11 1 ueho icatr'Iu !-ha o;

wJ-nduup-ed; .6 iu ircin ';td I ii':; V3  a~ vT.etof

gircurid ;peed ; ,rn~ 13C iI ta~

vel.ci ty .



T1he ha.slc re~It i.ci ij hi po bctwc.,u Ql 2ieiii.ii .)I' theflLI I ",.io~tl .)

tri rigl: ii,, uxprei;.,eu1 aci fullown;

v) v 2(2. 3')

vzh cn'v'n

vi." aIca; l'C / I Ii-II.-'L t, ed 'IbuVe ,I a I~oppci, p,--A anfd d r' ft met r

ST S, arý"- a; Ii '.ýp'd .~ u Jr -I VA , 1O 1 11 b .ii -a t I o ri :It a gy r o:ýu o)1 c

I ~~ U , V Iip K Knvideltim ipailt w:ia I oLi po.32;ib] u

i,~ ilvŽt l, i-iavi ý;alioii0 triatiiI:]e ;h Il I'P L t) the W-,rid vtfcuov

)armolc-- rid 6.- In tic(ý ''i'2 riA:;L i c .2n~ qu" i umet fVv1

:lltin~utl nC u~o ;QL oFOf t .-hl Lf~r I~2~ IL ~'L2fjun( tou b- ;ruconvc~nicnt

-a -orj,v'rr. i1,I~2If2 ( . 6)( .111) 0r aI foivii ccnvt.,nicrrt ilo j

c al ~:,e Iy IT'fif C2f ;iLI UtOIILLI. tC :tV 1

u V. t ~ os '

t*si, 1) v ~ 7

uosin FUsn CON 14 p

v. s* sii n: v - sin



1]rII t L'p 2. 7 1ho10W hL I W UflL: L toria I d I tLL~VuI;1 ;I (] L:V t. >

"(11 IUOLI:l IIt2X;U1crflI2Lf 0!' cutiurit '/aiIL:. (A' w ldV~AI iIt I ndn.,'v

ofl i'III, pVi' icip~lu oh, Ulu ()vc. ~ hi e. I*wl'.in; (2 6 arid

(~2. ) ~ i ot requlhie(2l ii ' III!h. L~xh1;;Af~t h wil, ;I 2 :il1 -)1' lJ,h.~ il.- it t:

t ;euIII ft.; in~ cvlti-nL.t Ivi-im 1,!w2 I'l I ct, lIi o I a I ig U , I.'i;; 1)f) I't. 101

avi; l"U 1'L 11 'jd by III i'a r I f Iiiniit; L O I -iitj] 1ii ,;; A1101o carr1y oiut UAi it L [c

w;it'.ra(;t Lon) and :; I rw-oon; i r;, c0;/iv( :; tonji ri L h uloiail un i t; ()I* !:h I

t [t;:, arc . ;;t '.da anid a~ IL U: Lid in wal a ± o Comrn)Uto Lu:; ( Liza I:oV , IJ
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;r c, quantity1 (1.1A f'e rorit f'romn zei'o :p e'io (n h )t~ 0111h.1.LL~u l'l i 12.
±,iL '4 un t n o ' ui t; L con~ 1 ý' i 4 n Uhan&ýr lj q, Itir I I- 1 i',. a'' (-, I

th tirInpul. of' rigrll 121 necie .qual to zecro, I c.e*, ajnt I trqu;±ll;uf

1;w4)) m2 ,g)[' cl~tlr ofquation (2 'L andi (2.1.)9) 1,; clear'

r orn Clxe' II.:t onal Atagrari. vitro l¶1 elcmIm1 (1.'10

trne mulethou IAU1 1(iC abiove a'e tr~
U) 0 IOL o:pouti "Ind it:-, flueturrt ions, usitri; i,c~;1i'iili. ol tire Vi.-ct~oi:;

of, "at so Iuti:ý and rel~ative ,)V d o the sal reraft . Wt.- :shortd als;o aidd

th Iat I r prat ic s I F-.ever al r:r'c1 f.'ip iX ;:y:' tlerIll; ire oft] i zý;) I; eA hoojcer

*tic wind vector, theset. pursalt. 1--Luin! nr UA tocmnponent:: Ili the, a IreraftL

o ~temofco;ordinate:;. & El;; 1:5 ~ro~ ; I ncess1:ary (Li~lirg eOMPriar-

:;n wi th data ori fliuctriato.; of 11-iFtie burr sari tal coniprieroret of' aircraft

-ti r'spced %as me a:; ure d by v r%9thud;; wh ich In p' ipesIrinp;L Luout. the

Ioi cl ItIto n lral (II th I i,-J rutrail. eocr'dlwri.e, t.;ytiin) corripi oewnt (:ct §

i'uiatirrsIn the; Vuibei2ty cfI Lire

Tphe nIajex' ']i'f';r'Ilere heF:er LI',eu.* pmlert and t-hat. -itertbcy-LF

abov-et Ino icrhe fUat that. here the- aLI:crntft is; 'rood riot as a -sEns3Or

Lhut ana plit t'o Ku for' the rs r a!o o'eq u,( cnr t . C) P cour1:; 0', 11n

th~ cne 12) I: oris'o~a; o ctcr ae arefuiby, th(- nat11:jxP'a

02'.'1 Uneon conveted !'I :)I-, a:i ; Lc -) Ic o- s d Int a, 'r'u 'n d i uor!' irsI

ueof t h- ( - ITthd: c: rr li the ai'ert a f't p]'I nVic r'nie of' a

iiair'riojt Ldt Purerm i:- Lirew t:;Ir ariei'onretr'c iThrti;i.Oe'

Pit atc~rorrc~e' h: 1 ;ago) L':I. l -iin e iw:192 .1d." w itip Usu 2:tldt'

C.rt~i out., u ~. Irn wtr~d 'rn.!I I;,L r rl, ot;'cU., iiJ 11rm 1,t,

cot lo~e' 01 Ii:Lr~flii:)l:OUK' 1: Isr': Y :-I;-e' ~ii
ri. * 'U-,% .I Cv~ n i Li'':? n,: t i o r-n t A t 1. a ]. At ý' : iK



ineot rum(ýrnet o . T1 iL-; Pi O urocdut I w .va.; 'Iv-lie La1 1i)pl (I :1i' on ul zv tu i v a ik I.,t!i tIJ

1-0 lzit t vu Ly reee n lIIly ( VI rinit 11 ! iirilo ,a U II; hii ' if i ii , ')06)

rIi l. opI-oe;'a t Lin1 p1) ri cip 11 1 t t 1.! Ioc-) . al-s i f,(-. tii orite Ii )iCl W

tue itii t n rt th(. I! I i t rum'' va 1 [I'ou; :I Iw J( .d, 'ii 111 :I! Lxi a ) Isi:d: I ¶n t

QI (T. TI0) (K ± - k~7. ?~c

Anore QI3 the !1 lameint heat, Lou;; .nt' rAL L Ilie; 1 G he li:tro

the £11arent ; d U-, tire Clkifi irt Ii ari': Luvr; L-,1 the "I Lamenit temperai-

turt ; T0 I i L ii fh.ýlow tt'iirpu'1:1 Ir'llti(; K Is; 'Utin Lt.celulirt Ul heat

conidu~cti.lvty of' Lite li10'.; p 1:; tir hu rst oF' -L the mudIWi; c1 1:; the

hoat cupaclty uC the med turi; v I:- Liii:- 01"i o the C1 tow. In all1

hot-wire circuitt; or;cil Int ) rc L1c tIc2 h Ft l ,,C11ýme nt I,; t ,ed U y a n

electric cuxrrenit arid, thu u ;!( 1:1ý rurinect hg I'11wiiurrt !i'Žat l6;4! Q)
wqLLIth cut-ren t I o)1' v') I ;' -w, I ;ipp.i V-a C Lo' i Jiflnl it I.:; posf l

613 A t t] L Kin' I'I aw LI I Fi: I'mjr

LmAj Bjv o250

qheie 1.~ c fc If t; and K ;;i''' ý;iA.t'VriiIlwdiO i., tie h liriit p;ran

otez's (lengthi, i ee', tt:1m' i: i iiII ],. ' ii)L00

of' thu'tio'~tr: i: t~:Ioi: t

nrn~rpci.ýnrt o! wslr':i se (Jari1 c Ii 11;1.j I.! [,li rhJ r'euec Lon jh~ditwi'.

[ll,1 fity ey 3 ' lenton Lv cr S I uii'' i- t I i 0; 1-:: - ' 1 mr'r ..rv I., r .3, fu i

ruic', tunrobilie. clt'n'::'ai Iy o.i'r ~.a.ac LiWw1anlhont

I UI ,' UV
n I'LinleiLrt cannot I n pr' r I u It,:iva ':~ ; ;': fill ' i (t

trro'icm 1i,; sol :d y tLin:i::r'' i' e::L'' a-:' u



only miua-3urt: Lill. avcrago atrupeo-d oci tilli iti P :1 rldil nl81ol:

t. 1: as:;umit:!d Lhat, thui f 1 1aviriiur I. Iu a id 1,!p I~ id iuti ja r, to the

lori,;i tud 1 nul ux~io of' the ail c 2al-L

I \!t'I , . t can ht. -,hownI that I i n : (-I' li in rep;i P :rl:: ti

[JO I; (-)I in of t~he a i 1crTa I' a I r- ,f) uod j,; o ~Io c pi Aptucrir'. ned by

1i~ a F o! i: .he -or'! : tIi curnrorcin ' iw rid; :p A I. htiu i a1.

i'vorn anjalo Lfs t lhe cquation; 1n (2. 8) whi ch de~ocrihE tliQ longir-

tudirial motion .,-f' thu atr'cra Ct ,t fod 11i thutl larjro,- nicalv pul:,at] orw

Of the wind "pull aloniL;" thu aircol'aH., cIaitsI ts. guotnd ;pee~l

(::peed with 'ejipect to the Lw~ound ) vii a i r:;[)cel n'oir.rii; cono ;tait.

On the othe;' ij;,rii, smral 1-LOca c puiaat!.wri: )fi -L,- wind ,ciamiot p.ull1 t~hf

al rora Vt a long be cauu--` ofl' it.; tricioti a, am ,' Liwiy 1. i iercfVOVU cr eat e

puloatlono. of thle f.]L~rii dirT -opeccd . luý 'jiJ thc a ir'c Falt, Ic characuc . -

I zed by a. certain funet ui ni vlr.! el: :1'' tli v'act rni of tilL aircraft

to the' ac tlo,: of ho ri zuri ta] lL ;j ý 1. 1 i;' th. wiu t, ce(loIidld .1 u4Ipon

t h-L ii oca e. Theý LLU'Ve Luf a uCh :i Cance 1. cc , c;alled t he loiigl taud I al

t Parc;;fo~ 'Urlanetitlr 01'th aj Irciaft;, I. Lchow vi- ,)n Fig. -ev Olea v

V';12 iftapuLS at Ionts of l i r- -a ýeii t, u te;; t-aIonLi tud inal ainld

o Ior" c while L it; thv spatial scab Ic rX thlo puhla-I~ons Tt I,-

ilzre foro ciob viuci. thLet, tic al.-cruaft ht-1.0aricrnOTmc cr, can mefias ure,

%-ithout di.,, ort lons , horizontaJ pulaatu-owi; of); wind s;ped wi th s-caIQs

ra-,g-,njL Ifri'o;-~ to a 'crrinK thlA!;, for the aircrif't, 'U- IC~4

AV

r- J' m iý :-i; A

In' au: I: aV an :'e cr F

a av'Jet.*t;)p::e:u:aimn:tc.i,::1':t :



fiot-wlhe i1.fefloflubul will flictiulC onily foio1zuruia Pwill ::iu 1: whLichj av('

1oniý;Itudintti with respect toi the LI Iphi diretou. or. I I tin: tot-wlpru

anechmomte~r filament In :urarri'eud ;uir':-iI l Lu thu tr'iuruVp~u1' nXIS Z of'

the a Ircraft. , theInnlr:lr'urueritw Ill moa~n"ar'u Lhe mun;gI Lcd': or' any

Veloci~ty VeCtor' V located In Lho planel xoy - I .u.*, jur-puruitC W):itu'L

i''1, filament. It. Js ohv lout; thaL the crimpuonent v, or Vetowr' V :n W2u

I CALI~ttCCŽO;0l':~uitOr ilhl':a 0rrael't I, while Iv C'rr'C''5DC)l'I: to

verti cal gums.:r windt u (Iit .; .C;;;IMO cii:rv Ma i a B sOlr.alt in :;in a

steady-s;tate ijorizout~al LI <U regime). 'Ipoop Iv (±01j M ~~d ~:
x

averxage al P8pecd , whlet &v I", gueneraclly vi S ii J, uCqual to zero.C
y

Nlow let thu aiurcarl-L-1' subjucean to IhI I Žc:L or a lunt~i tad] al

(along the' x-a'AA S) guat wit ainr armplUd I W~it +v . k~ Irr the IntrLVCJJIe;

will m~easureC a quanti ty~ or' WpUtIcy ('(ft:1 to 0v7 + AY . Iir the

aircraft a neoun to's a vertleaL qur1:;t wit thILie rragr ILade Av = A vs

a spueof equj~ai to

[ +)'i (AV)] C2.5)

will be mieasuared.

Obviously, fl th fdi'r CtS non Lh-' rmat; i tCCe orL rrvClri'.d \'ulcity<

puisatiort will Cqutni AV , sI;lit inl Lii' si.coCI( iiC.Y It. eunk- I

and( ;Oes to zonu whCen t'-\' 'co. ':hisr, at- a ;;ur&flcin! Ly souat.

aveI'trag alrpU~ecl V a hot-"'y I'' renomoCytp C'W11 i, lit' pipi'ctl c.

parpo~es, measure only the (' Cr IofMnal pulra'
3
C v A", arc- w]ill

virtually not rveu= to verinr -usti QV "o ?5examclu, whotŽ:

v =150 in/u, wlun cnrynd'. Ian W UI' C7r:pet'i: or' zippt W %W.afLof

TU-i'0I type, a vertleui Wntd gusLo witharn ml iulc a)' 0 i/s W)11 Wn.

'OC'UVUcd as a pulahlu. 0 wL~hI ni ýiCEiiCIul of ' VC1.0"W. We wilI nut':ý

aloo that if thOi aCCI VVe' W I'asI v fllI al~ I u ni~ '01' a fl I iii'ctay'i

parallel tc thu y-axis;, in p'a-.t' it Yallo Vs lu :acnt the F1ilamnut,

10t=l11Y~ a]C10i5 thy 'A-Nx L: nS" in.~ W5 'I anhiQ' Lo'n8iC;: n aI noCt ions: W.



tile aircraftt In tht. rj tch plant. xoy wl~l not afI'ee-t thu qualilty of'

mea.3ureinent

Actual ciLrcuit-. of hot-wire anýýmcinefors at,- evey 'livo.rso. I t I.:

ho,.wever, poos~ibiv to divide them into two bazsio types: direct Curr(.1,I

"I r'cult and conLstant-t#:inpo'raLure cilrcuit. In thC NVrnt CLULI th'!

ftlament iL: hete y urrent whose niafgnil 1ude 1:; !nJe2pmfldort

speed, and the tempurature of tile filament or thle filament cIsam

uniquely connected with It, Is meas.ured. In the s3econid ca-nu the
t emperature itelf11 (o' tile resir1tance) remainLs constant, while 16he(

hovating curr!cnt requiried to maintain t.ho fi lamunt tcinporaturr- coln:;turil.

is measured as. a function of snpeed. Tht. entrtt-prtr.htw '

anemometer has- a numb~er of. zdanlesa; coinnarud wilth thoe direct

current circuit. The greatent; of thu.-o 1, the extremely good frequency

characteristic , which is; par'tlcul:.n'ily impo:'tait, in Ztudy tri6 flowsi

wi.th large veo!c tt ieon Since a hnt.-wi rv irLttiiioteter I n:-J.ailled on a

mnoeirn atircraft will ab%,ays operate In a hlijh-sipeed I'lo:w (v > 101)/a

It A:" better to use the c onn;tant- tennpratuWre :;utop . PA gore 2.9

howea blck diagram o~f s;uch an Instruisent.

R, R,

F'iL. 2.9. lokdia.gram ,)f acnsat
temneraturv hot-~,,,ire anemorneteor.

KEY: (1) IJPT; (2)~ To reeorcdlnt!.

Ph s ratr~, rincipie of' the rta-tnpatoit-te
anemoe~'. , asfailwn .At a certrlln consýtar~t 9pudof i-,

be Ln c;'a r e . This ineanso that the iol talye U whic.1 s upp'i en, Vi ge

en", ireý maniudeofcur~e,ýthrouilh the f ilamieirt s-uch that,
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between points a and b of the bridge. With a change In speed v

resistance R of the filament is changed and an "error" voltage uppe•r.,

on the input of the controllable d-c amplifler (UPT), :;inc. hridgre M

ts disbalanced and a voltage difference appears between points a and

b. Thi.-n entails a change in output voltage U of amplifier UPT and,

connequcntl:y, a change in the current passing through the Ifilamurlt.

The F larment changtes; itn temperature and, as a result, it,; rusl i tance

sufficlently ,o restore balance to the bridge. Controllable ru. istur

R serves to assign the required temperature (resistance) of the

filament, which I- automatically maintainod by thp devIce in the

course of the entire, experiment.

One of the major feature,Žs in the utlllzatlun of a hot-wire

anemometer on an aircraft is the fact that the thermal and dynamic

characteristics of the investigated flow are not constant. Actually,
with a change in flight altitude from zero Lo 10-12 km the temperature

and density of the air are essentially changed, a fac't which must be

taken into account during measurement. Generally speaking, by

calibrating a given filament on the ground at constant temperature Tr0 ,

,. cons;tant air density p, and different v, [t is I.s-,le to determine

the coefficients A and B in formula (2.50); then, knowing the

dependence of these coefficientr on T and p (Krechmcr, 1954), it iL;

-oss L-le to calculate corrections to A and B in terms of the measured

T and o at a given flight altitude. Such a procedure is very teiptini-,

. ir!,e f'rst of all the In'trument becomes ani at:solute and, :secon•dly,

an Independent meth-sd of meutsuring ther average airspeed of the alr-

cra f,;. liowever, at pre...eret this procedure is virtually lnapp]icab Ie.

1 .rst of all, the functional dependence of A and B on T and ps

quLie complex and therct'ore the introduction of corrections wlthout

the use of autonatic computers is extremely laborious . Secondly,

tihe accuracy of contemporary aircraft methodsJ of measur!ng TO and p

17 .:ompletely inadequate for accurate calculation of the correction.

Thirdly, the hot-wire anemome.ter filament is usually so short-lived

that. the time spent on ground calihration frequently exceeds its

"lifetime." Theref'ore whern a hot-wire •inemometer is used on an

aircraft it is necessary to take the followinin approach. We will

notf first of all th-at the magnitude of' average air-eifJ • in ltself
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L nce'.niyony for deteinination r a the "working pulit' on W.h

Qflnmnrrotar' chrractuArl:t¶c ( foirnula (2.5f0) ) and 1n, In thin :;ennui

an atux1i lary q~uanrtity. Study of pulsatla ns ruqiLriVC knowl'edg( only

W Jstrunrunt snsnitivity , which In detur'mlnuo by' Ura uxprunLm on

wnhich givc.3 the %angornt or %he s lope or 1,1, lu.;ir'rMar~ Iaraictui~e'at.

V ~at working point DIfferentiating (2. 29 ) with respact to v, we I rind

4U Vi,2

At the s~ame tline , it Vol lna3. Promi ( 2.509) Uth B- WU MY!

niot;e that A coqua In a ce rtai n U"< whon 2 = 0. M atly , wp have

t- 4L't(2 55

F 1 ~~~hus , determinat ion or' ai ieq ni rn know ledqu or Vt he rilamenrt
suppl iutage U LL a certain avuragE fli it upved.1 rI' mn supply

votage U 0at zero ai rspeerd, and tMr quantity v.The qun~yU WA

;e-aaured by the not-wiro anemomrfeteor, whil e T .1 de(ltermin red with

a a li-m ent accuracy by mecanrs u standarid al rera I It Qsrumrrrrtn Q

1 , pt. b). 'PIW ALtUMIC/r with voqaHt to tKQ juantvt', a.i <c
compl~ex, ulnee it lo of courac lrrrn~;iU to uutain a zor& ailrcraft

I alrWord. Th ere fr., durinEI rnatalijat h;:, i. ict-wlceco.

on an alr~:on Lt it iv ro cenzaary to I: I we the'1 anonat. in ~p a spua
nt rut ( Vinnii nheko , 106h4) , whrich: makes Ah pzLble to v'rovo W!lt

* LI liamntn fran the workinj poA.:1t Ic an womr'r'v' or the oxpp'r'l.inter'

vnd plane i.t. In a pro toiv a t owcn nq wan;: a I urW: in s:uch: a way Ul rat,
t, alirspeed. K t equals scro. T7re du~nribe '( OouWi'e ;nakrz. it

* r~posa, icU to an nauc t un que r.l it ratIan of th irnst rum _n direct!,:

Wn tire air at a givenr altit rio (anrd, uons' nur~ly, .t givan T1. and r),
which 0 vup coerloort

NEW -0 - -- u-



The airborne hot -wire anemometer can be used only tor :ItUdyingV

turbulpence in clear air, :;ince thie mechanical strengrth of the
i'I aterts us•ed does not permit conducting measurements; in cloud:;,

lDe'.spitt thi.,n serious limitatlon, the hot-wire anemometer alLows

obtalining valuable informatlon on the mmicrostructure of the wind

t' Id, , thank., to the good frequency charactorL:;1;.Ji and hitjLh r#):;oLutior,

III t ()I, r ' :;calo:;. It J-* a natural supplement ['or time Doppler

e';,pmnl. , ,t, ;senbt. al ] y oxpanding the spectrum oft hori.Lontal sulsatio ni

Df tihe wind field which can be studied. The use of the hot-wire

unemomete.r as an auxiliary apparatus during measui-ements of pulsations

ol tmempu~rature on high-;,pecd aircraft is apparently very pro mis'ing,

Jnrice only highly accurate measurements of velocity pulsat.ons make

It possible to UliminatV the influence of the dynamic pressure on the

temperature setisors,

The aircraft hot-wire anemometer developed by N. K. Vinnichenko

(1960) has the following basic characterlstics. The sensor is a j
platinum wire 20 pm In diameter (or platinum-plated tungsten 18 pm

in diameter); filament length i.; 2 mm and the working temperature is

L50-'i000 C. The sensor' operates at flight speeds up to 200 m/s at

altitudes of 0 to 12 km in a clear sky. The upper limit of the

frequency characteristic _I:.s ro less than 1 kHz. The scales of

pul.;ations which can be meas;ured range from 50 cm to 1-2 km (for

aircraft of the TU-10 type). Sensitivity (in the range of flight

:-peeds 100-200 m/s) is 50-70 mV/m/s. Accuracy in measu-ing veloci'-

palsatks, (using standard aircraft sensors for measuring average

airsneerl) ti about 10%. The instrument i-s equIpped with an automatic

stand for deploysment of the sensor; this stand can he installed on

any pressurized subsonic aircraft.

d. Method Using Measuremnent of
Pressure at Different Points, of the
body in the Flow (Anemoclinometer
Method)

Measurement of the spe(ýd of' motion t'i the aircraft in aIr (air-

speed) is aacomplished with manometric gauges in combination with the

Pitont tube. A,; is known, the Ilitot tube has an opening directed
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para]cal tu the lon.ltudinal axLs or the airraft and against the

oocomirin air flow. Another opening (or :;sytem of openrIng.) Is,

located along the side of the tube where the pressure is equal to the

;tatic prunnure. The difference in the dynamic and static puon= ; Lo

proportional to the square of the velocity of the oncomi•rg flow (u._

(2. 1 ) . The Fitot tube i: uoel to meas'n'e the pzrojection or vela.- v

In th: llroctJon of flight. Measurement of the velocilty vector in

wind tunnels is accomplished wiLh spherical fittlng:; with a Eystem of'

dynamic openings on the hemisphere which !a directed againnt the main

flow - so-called anemnoclinometers.

14. A. Pakhormov (1962) used an anemoclinraniotjI iin meauring the

vector of airspeed on an airervaft in cloud:;. A simi:lar apparatu:"

w:as used by A. Burns (19614) tu study turbulence In clear air at

altitude3 up to 300 meters abnve Greet Britain and North Africa. The

eunor of the aircraft anomel.inlnetur 1:3 aL:Uo a sphupt cal f Ittnlg

with a :;ysten of openings on tie hemisphere directed igainsi; the

oncoming flow.

The aircraft anemoclinomcter has two pal:: of openings arranged

in the vertical and horizontal planes; they are arranged syrmmetrically

with respect to a central opening which, liiko the dynamic opening of

the Pitot tube, perceives the pressure of the total dynamic head.

Figure 2.10 gives a schematic s-otion of a f~tvIru, in the p.]ne

xoy, wherv x Is the longitudinal axWr of the air'craft and y ic the

ve;'tical axis. The pressure p on the Inl-t of the opening wiil W,

determined by the expression

p=-p14+.-41- l -- Sh- , . (2.56)

wiere p , is static pressure; o is air den;isty; v Is the speed of the

oncoming flcw; %0 + A) Is the angle between the radius-vector connect-

ing tie c(e-tcr of the openin; with the center of the sphere and the

vector of the velucity of the oncoming flow. The longitudinal

component of airspeed is measured irn thc usual way ir" teems of Lhe

diffcrerno: bit,.on the total headl ,r,.d by the cenral;'al opening and
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Vig. 2.10. Schematic cro:; s
section of an anemocliorometer
fitting in the plane xoy (x -
lIngitudirlal aircraft axis;
y - vertical axis).

the static pressure. If formula (2.56) 1:s used, with uubstltution

of 0 and A= 0 in It, u known relationship 1s obtained:

A P0 P - _p • . ( 2 .3 4 )

In order, for the condition A• Z 0 to be fulfilled, before the

beginning of measurement the entire fitting is oriented along the

direction of the velocity of the oncoming flow. It can be shown

(see § 1) that at an average velocity of the oncoming flow equal to

200 r/s (corresponding, to the airspeed of the TY-104) the presence

of a gust which Is perpendicuilar to ,his velocity arid which has a

magral tude of 10 rn/s will deflect the Instantaneous vector of airspeed

by an angle of less than 30. In this case the error in determining

the longitudinal component of alrspeed does not exceed 0.5%. As wa:

shown in the work by L. A. Pakhomov (1962), the difference in

pressures on the inlet of' the vertical and horizontal pairs of

openings is proportional, respectively, to the corresponding vertical

and zransvei.se cou.,;onerit. of the airspeed vector. A differential

manometer with an elefctrlcal output, is used to measure the pressure

difference. The aircraft anemoclinoometer developed by Pakhomnov (1962)

is equipped with a computer which introduces corrections for air

density, change in pitch angle, and the effect of carrying the
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aLivraft. aiong by a guý1. o1' air. The true, value.; ulP the conporiento

A,1 01Fh. ajyr:;ýpeed vector ave obtaiLned On Uhe Q0oriiulter' oUtp)Ut. The

rncaaIUretyiW;l rve;ult,; are rcecorded 1by aU: optical autlomatic rcco±'der.

AccOX-dirir, to the dalta of A. Burrit; (196'!) , the instrumurit accuracy uf'

* na surini-, lonritud i ia arid vturt ical pul3 a.tion-;; )f w rid;-peed coinpriao,(;

abo(Du t 1,0% o. OwIni to th,2 natural t;oriv' : eu;c Iillatlo ns or thc

1 - c:, :a ft 1 ', I.:; Impoo :1 I le -.o inc aaure t runc ye r: 1 [ ti 1 aat on;;l 01..,iind

ve1lc,( Ity by inoalean of thL anemroclincmetei-.

* . Metho I jr til izing M'easurceinc-nt:; of
LeAnt~1e of' Attack (Anomo:acope

Met hod)

Somet-Imeo an ang ,Le of)' at tack :'cm~cp 2UfOi,( t.-. fle :"IE' 11ie

pulsat.ionc-. of the vertical coirporien, of* wiifd velocit~y on an air~craft

(fLdlard , 1964) The esoenec. )I' thi:; inethoI uon:;ists inl the fact

thIat ju-itiual pulLsatlono of witnda:pecdi':d to pulo~ationu3 in the

angl ofattack o2' the, alircraft.

In-atantLaneoul.; vaIlUeO Of t,-e angl.e of -attack are riiea:;ured by
;weaiu; of a special anornoccope, which IL; ti!salltv iris tailed on an

-~xteriýiori rod at a distanct. of' 1.5~-2.0 ni ahoad of the aircraft nose.
Tacsto its low Inertia, the anomoscope cur, rf.act tox comnparativel~y

smal-scle ustc- whoLse amplituaes are Lso .-mall th1at their action

dIoe- not lerad to humppring ol the a'rcraft.

It 1,; ouvi"'~U that fo'cuiculat-1r.,: the n;peed` oýf vert ical Cuoat:;-

fror he 'edi~a : heanrionaa-copf- , rt, it I:-, n zaar'y to pay

act sentLeLn to the motion of' tho --itrcvaft I tsoll along the verticall.

Fir:;t of all, It I.- necessary to cal'.culutc the lnstantancoito pooiti on

cf 1-h alr-,raft, - i.e. I t.; pitch angle 0 . ecura-ily , It is neces.sary

to corveet the readings of the unornioscope to the, verýiticaj velocity

,0heairc ;'aft vif it 1:3 c-arried a2.o(ng by Thei gust . Th I rdly

i t it nc-'ayto consider the possibte ro-tatilon of the aircraft;.

arcund ti r'or::vas axio, hihw ll lad tilte appearance (Af

a f! Atituoars vlct



Finally, ini order to calculate pulsat loris of thu vu It t I Q-1

*connponiert or' wind speed u It Is pos~sible to uiie thu lorwinu~l; (Ri diarid,

U, t~i) v - v ~

*w!t v h: ie LVL:e UVQ Pi~l -> a Lr,; puueii I tu I fro) Hin t

change of the pitch angle (ungurJlax' veloci-ty ol' uixc~pu£1 ztrtirr

Thtu quanitity v_ , Is determined hy Integration of' the vui't~IcaJ
J

u veýrload of the a:ircr-aft (-,! 9e 1). Ordinary andm( differentia

gyroucopes arc used to obtua] 6le n 0' It I orLa h ie

formula takeo into: account all, corrections !'or anyl ac IIons, nf the

pi lot With reopect to corit jul of the airc~raf't. 'LIi'h is; es~pecta1lly

s i ni.ficarit , :;ince the p1.lol- or-diri-arily v!i1 l ntexfcr rcetel>

ri the behavlor of' the al r'cpatt whlen In Lens:; I ye ump lng 1:.1 efloun Lured.

Tt should be noted that the pr'actical applilcat ion of th e

* deacr~ibed,( mutiiod can he siuces:A'ul only when the proccuss of calculatInc,

[A J:; automated, since In thu oppco.;1te case the treatmecnth1 c omes

1 ;npermflossbly l1rrgthyv

The accuracy of rnuJrgver~tical ui t o: of ;-.irol velocity

hy ri '1 o:tz an :A;,,glIe o V a~t lck a iwiu:io pe ()wnpr I:-, I2s ýcc)rln

* to Ridlaund.

f. Mlethod Ut~lI zi rig ;Taurrintof
* the Speed of Sound (Av!ou:-tle, Method)

The acoust~Ic riwtnod I:;IS aloused for, aiyrcrf ret~ gatio0ns of

* the f'ine structure- of atmos~pherl.c turbulence .I1t I :- knrouwr t h at the

s peed o f propagat ion of t'1.U Lnd Iin a flow -vi : 1 lquild or gas.u depends on

it..- s;peed. Thsphy:; !cal a:-. I the -a; f' the ;rsjtrumr.-'n',whichk

arc. cai led ultra.-on'o(rvoite) ref-~~r vsouu::tic anemometerc,

have been use;d to o3btain Impor)rtant res3ults- touching on thec properties

of tui-!bulence2 In the lowc:; t luver -f' 1, i: -Oluiospherc, (ko',sevei-ov

I7
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et al., 1959). Comparatively recently 13. M. Koprov and L. H. Tsvang
(1965) and B. M. Koprov (1965) succeeded in applying the acouLtic

anemometer to the study of pulsatiuni- of wind veLocity on an aircraft.

Tihe sen,;or of the aircraft acou.,tic anemometer coonsists of an

ownidlrcfLonal tmitter of ultrasonic jcilllationL and two pairs of

microphone,3 located •ynmetrically with reopect to the -;iiitter along

veritcal aKIt y aid transve:-se axis v of the a.rc;aft. Hy measur'ng
the pulsation6 in the propiation ratc of svund from the emitter to
the microphone It Ip possilbe to determine pul~ationL; arid windspeed
along the respectyive axes.

In the coordinate .iystl.m xy: , with the emitter located in its
center, the x-axis corresponds to the longitudinal axis of the air-
craft, the y-axis to the vertical, arid the z-axis to the transverse;

the vector of the velocity of the flow encountered by the aircraft

can be broken down into the component;s vx, vy and vz. The quantity

v Is the instantaneous airspeed of the aircraft, while vy and vz
correspond to the vertical and traniverse puloations in -iind velocity,

respectively. We will designate the coordinates of the i.eceiving j
microphones as (0, Z, 0) and (0, -. , 0) for pairs which are arranged
along the vertical axis y, and as (0, 0, Z) and (0, 0, -1) for pairs
which are located along the horizontal axis z. The propagation time

for sound frum the emitter to the microphone (0, Z, C) equals

Ik where 0 2--+ + . Anal -ously, the time t2 required

"for a suund wave to propagate to symmetrical microphone, (0, -L, 0)
uqualvJ ]

t2 C, - V ' ((259)
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r
'hIa difference between the tlrms t and t 2 witl, obvious1ly, ciaracter-

izu the vertical pulsationn in windup•ed (along the y-uxls), since I

1(2, . 60

fIomlI whIlch

C3-L (2.61)
v Y :(2 -- fl) 2--1 .;

The same relationship is .valtd 'or a pair of' microphcnes located

along the transverse z-axis; consequently, these will measure the

transver:e pulsations of wind speed. Unfo±'tunately, an acoustic I
anemometer installed on an a a'cra't doue not permit measurement of

longitudinal pulsations of windspeud, ii noe a microphone located In

front of the emitter (along the x-axLs) will "shade" it, while the

turbulent noiae arising In the wake beh•]nd the microphone and emitter I
will disrupt operutlon o1' the socond micrnphonee.

Tuu acoustic anemometer is used successfully oan aircraft of the

LI-2 and IL-14 types to study tur'bulenco at altitudes of 50 to 4000
meters. The Instrument includes a device which automatically inserts

corrections for osocI11atlonr o' the aircraft In the pitch plane xoy
and for pulling along of the aircraft by vertical gusts.

The instrument has the following characteristic:: the ultrascnic

reIei'envce frequency equals 100 kHz; the upper limit of the frequency

characteristic is 0.5 kHz; the scales of measurable pulsations range

from 30 cm: to I km (for tie IL-14 type aircraft). Accuracy in

measuring vertical pulsations of windopeed is about lO0. Owing to

the strong distorting influence of aircraft yawing, transverse
pulsations of the wind cannot he correctiy measured by the acoustic

method.

At present there lo n1ot yet any', ex}peri~ence in using3 acoustic

anemometers on high-speed h1 1 ;n-altItude aircraft, and the technical

and procedural difficultLes which might arise in this case are as yet

uncLear.
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i 32. RADIOSONDE METHOD OF STUDYING
* ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
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14JFig. 2.13. L~lock diagram of the method
., .of measurink overloads of a radiosonde.

aa I'i KEY: ( O) Overload attachment; (2) Radio
transmitter; (1) Radiosonde; (4) POM;

I •i1e I(5) Radiotheodolite; (6) Automatic
L / recordur.

[Pad d0i

probe overload meter converts the change in video signal duty cycle

Into a change In current force. An automatic recorder records the
current, -hich is proportional to the duty cycle of the video signal

and, consequently, to the acceleration of the balloon probe.

The method developed by Belyayev and Shur permits measurement

with high accuracy of the g-forces on a balloon probe In flight;
however, transition from acceleration of the balloon to acceleration

of the flow is ,2onnected with substantial difficulties. First of

all, a balloon with a radiosonde suspended from it is not a sphere,
but has a complex and usually Irregular shape; therefore the analytical

formulas proposed by Shmeter cannot be used for quantitative

description of the behavior of the balloon in an accelerated air

flow. Besides this, as kinotheodolite observations have shown,

during ascent a balloon accomplishes unordered rc.tational oscillations

caused, It is assumed, by nonuniform stretching of the elastic shell

during ascernt. These oscillations can act on the suspension and

can be picked up by the instrument az vertical accelerations. Theodo-

lite observations al. have ;hown that the radiosonde swings on the

suspension, describing complex curves. In this case forces arise

which act on the Instrument in the same way as acceleration of the

flow.

All of the above indic:ates that as yet the sounding method cannot
be used for quantitative measurements of accelerations and velocities

of turbulent pulsations in windspeed.
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lHowever, despite this the method made it possible to obtain a

large quantity of interesting data on the turbulent stratification

of the atmosphere up to altitudes of 25-30 km - i.e., at those

altitudes at which measurements of turbulence are not carried out

by aircraft, radar, or other methods. Special compariso.is of data -

obtained bv the radiosonde method with results of meaaureiein~s by

.;penially equipped aircraft (as described in the work by V. P. Belyayev

et al., 1965) showed good coincidence In the altitudes and thicknensve;

of detected turbulent layers. Despite the present impossibility of

constructing any sort of strict theory of the method, all of this

permits us to consider it an extremely useful tool during the study

of turbulent stratil'iatiuni of the atmosphere up to altitudes of

25-30 km.

1 3. RADAR METHODS OF STUDYING
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

The application of radar deviues to the measurement of movements

In the atmosphere was undertaken comparatively receintly, and the

obtained results relate mainly to the lowest layer of the atmosphere.

flowever, the promise in radar methods is extremely great and in the

future these methods will make it possible to obtain data on the

structure of turbulence in the free atmosphere as well.

The basic distinction between radar methods and aircraft methods

lies in the fact that while an aircraft acting as a measuring

instrument is located directly in the flow, the radar is located on

the ground and particles which will reflect the radar signal are

intrcouced into the turbulent flow.

During investigation of turbulence in clouds and precipitation,

drops and crystals are used as passive radar signal reflectors. The

further development of radar technology, accompanied by a rapid

growth in radar set potentials, will undoubtedly permit using

!articles of atmospheric dust, zones characterized by sharp changes

in the coefficient of refraction, etc., as reflecting and scattering

objecta.



Several methods exist for measuring the motions of scatterittg

objects; all of them are based on analysis of the characteristics of
the signal reflected from a certain volume filled with scattering
objects whicn are easily carried along by motions of the ambient

air.

The first method is the so-called method of pulse-by-pulse
analysis proposed by A. 0. Gorelik, V. V. Kostarev, and A. A.

Chernikov (1958).
-

The transmitter of a pulse incoherent station emits electromag-

netic waves in a narrow beam, which penetrates a cloud of scattering
objects. Radio waves which are reflected by the objects are recovered

by the set antenna; however, the radar receiver is switched on only

for a brief time segment - in the interval between packets of sounding

pulses. The volume which is singled out during observation is
limited by beam diameter and the duration of receiver on-time. In
the period between successive sounding pulses the mutual position of
the scattering objects within the selected volume changes. In this
connection the phase ratio in the received signal is changed and,
consequently, there is a change in its magnitude on the receiver
output. Fluctuations in the amplitude of the output signal are
determined by the relative rates of motion of the scattering objects
within the selected volume, where the frequency of the output signal

fluctuations grows with an increase in relative velocity.

A'ter isolating the envelope of the output zignial it is possible
to use the number of maxima n in observation period At for approxi-
mate determination of the rate of relative motion of the scattering

objects, u s :

A).
')-• (2,66)

where X is the transmitter wavelength. This, of course, requires
that the transmitter frequency be adequately stable. If the scatter-
ing objects are carried along by the flow so easily that their rate
of gravitational fall can be ignored, the spectrum of radar signal
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intensity fluctuations will be determined by the relationship

G(IP)Prf) (2.67)

where A is the average power of the signal reflected from the

totality of objects; F Is the frequency of signal intensity fluctua-

tions on the radar, receiver output;-P(1=P(1. is the distribution

of projections of relative velocitieo oCl the scattaring objects in

the direction of the beam.

The use of roppler stations made It possible to obtain data on

the absolute velocities of the scattering objects. Using a pulse

Doppler radar, it is possible to measure both the average wind speed

(from the average Doppler frequency) and also its fluctuations (from

the nature of the signal spectrum on the output of the Doppler radar

set phase detector). Certainly, all of this is valid only in the

case when the scattering objects are easily carried along by the flow.

Yu. V. Mel'nichuk (1964) showed that the spectrum of Doppler

frequencies is connected with the distribution of projections of

absolute velocities of scattering objects in the direction of the

beam by the relationship

O0 (F) APr (4 (2.68)

where P,,(u) is the distribution of radial components of absolute

velocity of scattering objects in the selected volume.

Along with their unquestioned advantages, radar methods of

investigating turbulence po3sesz a whole series of deficiencies.

Thus, for example, duc to the low potentials of contemporary radar

the correct measurement of turbulent motions requires scattering

objectb with high reflectivity and, consvquently, comparatively large

dimensions. Such objects are poorly carried along by an airflow and

their motion will be determined mainly by gravitational fall. Another

substantial drawback of radar, methods L6 the fact that the method

Itself is based on averaging over a ,;cattering volume. Thi.s, lead3 to
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a very complex connection between the statistical characteristics ij
of the Uoppler signal and tho statistical characteristics of turbu-
lent pulsations of velocity.

In the work by A. 0. Uorelik and A. A. Chernikov (1964), and
also In that by A. 0. 3orelik (1965), an attempt was made to measure
the strucrure of turbulent pulsations of wind velocity in clouds.
Aý regardo invesLigation3 of turbulence in the free atmosphere in

clear air, works published in the Soviet Union and abroad at present

show only the possibility, in principle, of such measurements.

When speaking of the study of clear-air turbuience by means of
radar, one should emphasize that the most promising approach is the

application of lidara - laser locaters. Already several approaches
have been outlined for solution of the problem of measuring turbulent

motions in clear air by this method. The work by Collis (1 9 64)

presents data onthe detection of two turbulent layers in the clear

air by means of a lidar. The application of modulated laser emission

for studying atmospheric turbulence holds vast possibilities. It is
obvious that the procedure for measuring the structure of turbulence
which has been developed with application to radar methods may be
used also du•iing the study of clear-air turbulence by means of lidars.
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CHAPTER 3

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF MEASUREMENTS

In recent years statistSal analysis has i ,.aen used ever more

frequently for proces3ing observation materials. The statistical

nature of many phenomena in the atmosphere makes such analysis

necessary, while the appearance of a variety of computer equipment

(analog and digital) create.i a real poosibIlity for carrying it out.

Therefore it is necessary to panse, howcver briefly, cr, methods of

statistical -iualysiv and, no loos important, on the accuracy of tbhe 'A

obtained results. It must be noted that while the actual methods of

statistical analysis are comparatively well known, the question of

thie accuracy cf the obtained staziztlcal characterivtics is repre-

-ented in meteorological literature comparatively weakly. This,

in itb turn, hampers (and frequently makes simply impossible)

comparison cf experimental data of different types and in addition

can lead to erroneous concluý-ions on the nature of pbenomena._

The most frequent resultz of statistical processing are aisper-

uions, -.tructural end correlation functions, and also spectral

denzities, which are simple and at the same time the most Important

characteristics of meteorological fields.

This chapter will outline methods of calculating spectra of

meteorological parameters and also will point out errors arising during

these calculations. The preference which the authors have assigned 4

to spectra is explained by the ease of nhysica. interpretation of

spectral characteristics and the somparatlve -implicity of spectral

converzions, a very important factor for practical applicationo.
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We will also note that the r•cope of this book does not permit us

to :3top to consider the derivations of the majority of the formulas

which will be introduced. Readors can find them in special monographs

(:see, for example, Blackman and Tukey, 1958).

j 1. CALCULATION OF SPECTRA FROM
CONTINUOUS RECORDINGS OF FINITE
LENGTH

a. Some Definitions

Although the basic concepts of the statistical characteristics
which describe the field of random velocities in a turbulent flow
were already formulated in Chapter 1, It will be useful to repeat

here certain of these while, generally speaking, digressing from the

connection of these characteristics with tu!.eulence.

The function u(t) is called a random function of time If its

value at any moment of time is a random quantity characterized by a

certain probability distribution. Virtually everywhere below we will

consider that the random proct.s• which generates u(t) is Gaussian -

i.e., for any set ti, t 2 , .. ., tn the combined distribution of

probability u(t 2 ), ... , u(t ) is an n-dimensional Gaussian (normal)
distribution. Each such distribution is completely defined by the

average values of 757,7 and by covariances

( 0 (,,)- (,,j. (ti) -a*Qi ,] )

The line over the top indicates averaging in terms of the

statistical ensemble, i.e., over an infinite set of functions u(t),

each of which is a particular manifestation of a single random process.

For convenience we shall assume that all u(t)JO. Besides this,

It will be assumed everywher-Ž below that the process is stationary

(i.e., uniform with respect to time). 'T'hen

Ril - "(I,).- a(td)• l- R Y ),d
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Thus, a stationary random process is completely determined by
a unique function of a single variable T - tI- tj.

However, it is obvious that during experimental study of random
processes in the atmosphere it is most frequently necessary to deal
with a unique function of time and not with a group of functions.

This is precisely why it is extremuly important that averaging over

the group (the so-called ergodicity) is equivalent to averaging in

time under the condition that the process Is otationary and Gaussian

and has a zero average value and a continuous energy spectrum. In

other worts, we can write

Rltl•-•ltau(f+:)-IIm .- Uj (u1)U(1+ fit.rjem "/ _

A. Ya. Khinchin (1938) showed that R(T) can he presented in the

form of a Fourier transform' from a certain function S(f):

wnere

Here and throughout this chapter f - w/2n. rhe function of frequency

S(f) is called the energy spectrum of the stationary random process

being considered. The quantity S(f)df is tne contribution to dis-

persion of the process from frequencies between f and (f + dr).

BesIdes (3.1), there extsto the Inverse Fourier transform, which

makes it Pos-;ible to express the energy spectrum through the auto-

correlation function

s(m)= R("w)e-•'I'dý. (3.2)

'Under the term "Fourier transform" we understand a function
obtained as the result of a Fourier transformation.
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Since R(¶) and S(f) are even funotion6, formulas (3.1) and (3.2)
can be written in ths form

R(,),-' S()cos2v/i/, (3,3)

SOL)- R,1cos2,ud, (3.4 )

or, even more simply,

R(.-) ---2 S(/)co,•2'fW. (3.5)

sCI)-2J R 0)Cos 2wf.fdt. (3.6)

h. Calculation Procedure

In ar. actual experiment it is possible to obtain only a limited

number of realizations of the function u(t), each of which has a

finIte length. Therefore it io possible to obtain from available

data only estimates (i.e., approximate values) of the autocorrelation

function and the energy spectrum.

Actually, with a continuous recording of finite length it is
impossible to estimate the values of R(T) for i which are greater

than the length of the recording. Besides this, as will be shown
below, it Is usually undesirable to use r which are greater than

5-10% of the length of the recording.

Thus, instead of

+ r/2ROO =lim-. t- . 9 -, isO ,(9 + ,t)di.

where R(U) is meaningful for all t, it is necessary to write

ROO (I
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where R(00() is meaningful only for IIj-< T.. where Tn is the length
of the revqrding and tm Is the maximum shift in time which it is

desirable to utilize.

Tn view of the fact that the experimental autocorrelation function

R 00 (T) Is known unly for I1T < r, generally speaking it is not
S~~poos;ible to use one of' the form~ulaz (3.2), (3.4), or (3.6) for

calculation of S(Q), since thes•e ftormulas require valuej of R(T) for

all r. in thl5 ease it in most natural Lo consider that when
JTJ >T m, "00 (T) "0, i.e., to assign a certain function Ri(T) such

that

R, 0)- 0 'PH > (3-8)

[npw = when]

The symbol i is inserted in order to avoid entangling the obtained

autocerrelation function with eitber the true R() or with the

experimental RO 0 (1) function.

The function fI (T) is called a modified experimental autocorre-

lation function. Conversion from RO 0 (1) to Ri(T) is accomplished

very simply; however, ab will be shown below, It is reflected in a

fairly complex manner in the' form of the energy spectrum obtained

from RI(T) by means of the Fourier transform.

Actually, formula (3.8) is equivalent to the notation

S~~R,: D, 0,() Rw( ( 3.9 )

where

I .p. I'•.
Do,0)-• 0 rp.I > -. (3.10)

Since N 0) to known for all i, it is possible to fulfill the

Four!,'r transform and to obtain
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(311

so W- QI Mt *OO, (A 3.1 '.-

where Qi(f) is the Fourier transform from Di(t); S0 0 (f) is the

Fourier transform from RO0(T), while the asterisk designates the

mathematical operation of convolutionk.

Despite the fact that Soo(f) is not determined (since R0 0 (-0) is

known only for Iti < in), we can write (irl view of urgodicity)

K(3.12)

where R(T) is the true autocorrelation function. Prom (3.12) it

follows immediately that

SIO--'Qf0)*S(I). (3.13)

where 3(f) is now the true energy spectrum.

By interpreting the symbolism of convolution, it is possible to

rewrite (3.13) in the form

--l)= Q-. ,- f) S(f) df.

As is evident from (3.13), the average value of 3,(fl) is

obtained by means of smoothing (averaging in terms of frequencies)

t.he true energy spectrum close to f with weights which are propoi'tional

to Qi(fl - f). It is therefore natural to call QI(f) a spectral

window, and to call the function D I(T) a time window.

It Is clear that the quality of' evaluations of the energy

spectrum obtained by means of (3.13) depends to a great degree on thv

type of weighting lunction (or the spectral window) Q,(f), and

'If the functions €i and 02 are given, the operation of convolu-
tion of these functions is described in the form yi:*9,-4 1-S q~gz--V),(u)dv.
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consequently on the L~elocticn or thie timu winidow D (t)c Thus,, It Iz '

ncce,;sary to .t~rtvc !lot toward %1irnplicity" of D (T), but toward a

poo;ttlon In -which the Fourier tl'oantoforrn fi-om a certain spclally

selected D i(-r) will be cono.-:ntieate6 3-lroe to f = C) and w-ould have

simall zido maximurnum* (ao com~pared with the maximum on the rrequency

W(-! k-il eXam: se 1 vlr'' .;DOC i.iC txairpleC2 of 'n tir.: ¾(c) d

tile Q1 (f) uorre.-.potiding; to theni. Let the time window tie given by
formula (3. 10):

D , ( C 1 0 ,

SThe symbol I is replac:ed heve by I in order' to show that the first

pair' of' windows I:; being con:;ider'ed.

rhen

Figure 3. 1 shows, thlt curves of the. function3 (T) and %f
Fomthe flugure it isclear tha the nemnl ipe-n natural

Lelectiun of D (T) leads to a comipaýratively complex function Q,(f)
in wh~cn, moreove-r, the firstn side extrenium is ne,,ativt! and comprises

aliloitl1/5 of the height of the main maximurr.

Dlifereiit authori; haveý proposcd several types of tlmo windows

DI(T) which have Fourier trarisfIori Qjjf) atL; factory, for practical

purposes.

We wilpls ntTreeal acpe um;c aý;signing D (C

*r.-t
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FI.3 - •tim idoD(

nm• a)

t,) 9,121,.

-7." "~ -L4 --" 2/ ,,itjI.
Waal

Fit. 3.1.. 2±- time window, DI('t);

b - upectral window, Q (f).

The corresponding spectral window Q2 (f) is then written as

fol. ;ws:

+Cos
D,(• 2= ( 3.17 )

And, 'inally, the time window proposed by R. V. Hamming,

[ 0.5+o.46 .cosSD3 (,c) - ( 3.18 )
0 ,

thas a spectral window Qf the type

; ~ ~inm 2. l:, r! -- O.01k (2rf%.,)2
Q, (f) - -. . -•0 , " ..-- - O. ...OA -- . (3.19 )

Curves of the functions D2 , D3 and Q2, Q3 are shown on Fig. 3.2.
Comparing the curves of Q and Q with the curve of Q (see Fig. 3.1),

We note first of all that the side maxima for Q2 and Q3 are somewhat
smaller than that for Q1. The magnitude of these maxima does not

exceed 2% of the height of the main maximum, while for Q1 the first

side maximum is almost 10 times greater than that shown on Fig. 3.2.
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a)hu~~

P 4

*.~j is[eq] 1.25 ?,s IJ f

Fig. 3.2. a - time windows D2 (T) and

D D(); b - opectial windowz Q2 (f) and

Q (f).

The difference between Q and Qio. ie-z noticeable and not so

significant. We will only point out that the height of the side
maxima for Q diminishes more rapidly than that for Q Below during2 3'
calculations of energy spectra we will use precisely these pairs

(D2, Q2) and (D3 , Q3 ). We must turn our attention to the following

circumstance. As a result of multiplication of' the experimental
Sautocorrelation function Ro(T) by the appropriate even function

Co
(let uz zay, by D2 or D3 ) the moilfied experimental autocorrelation

function Ri(¶" was obtained; this function, certainly, is far from

the true autocorrelaticn function. However, the Fourier transform

from. thi:'; modified function will yield a very satisfactory evaluation
of the smoothed values of the tr-ue energy spe,-trum.

c. Stability of Energy Spectrum
S - Evaluations

The method of calculating energy spectra and of deriving the

formulas which make it possible to obtain average (smoothed) values

of energy spectrum evaluations from experimental data were outlined

above in general terms. Since the number of' experimental data is

limited, generally speaking the obtained evaluations will differ from

the true values of energy spectrum by a certain quantity, called
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the selective fluctuations. It is therefore necessary to know the

magnitude of these fluctuations - i.e., the stability of the experi-

mrnrtal spectrum. In the final accounting the accuracy of thc obtained

results can be evaluated if the limits at which the energy spectrum

will be located with a certain probability are known.

before moving on to quantitative analysis of the stability of

energy spectrum evaluaticns, we will note that everything that has

been and will be said concerning the average values of the energy

spectrum is valid if the studied process is stationary and does not

depend on whether or not the process is Gaussian. Strictly speaking,

evaluations are valid only for Gaussian processes, although they are

also approximately true for processes which are not precisely Gaussian.

The stability or certain fluctuating quantities (for example,

S 1 (fI)) is determined most sinmply by the ratio of their dispersion
2

a to the square of the average value.

It can be shown that the stability of spectral evaluation is

determined by the formula

(3.20)

ihere T==(T,--'/,,.~)is the so-called effective length of recording,

wh I le

WQs -' -M ] 11
. -t- (3.21)

S I _j (f, --. f)$S(f) 1I.df

is called the equivalent width of the function Qi(fl - r)S(f).I I
Formula (3.20) is derived on the assumption that the true spectrum

varies slowly as compared with I/T'.
n'

Formula (3.21) has a simple meaning. We will assume that

S(f) a const. Then, obviously, W [W Neq will represent the equiva-

lent width of the spectral window Q (f). In particular:
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1) if Q is a rectangle of widti W, then Weq - W;

2) if Qi s a triangle with baoe W, then W - 0.,15 W;i eq

3) if Q, = Q (oee formula (3.10)), then W - 0.5 W, where W Js
the width of the main maximum;

* 4) when Q, E Q2 (see formula (3.16)), Weq 0.67 W, where W !

the width of the main maximum (when f,

5) if Q - (see formula (3.18)), then W - 0.63 W, where W 1s
93 eq

the width of the main maximum (when f I i/Tin)

Values of W for the spectral windows Q1 , Q and are given
eq2 3

on Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.

Thus, formula (3.20) shows that the greater the length of

recording T. and the greater the equivalent width of the spectral
window, the more stable Is the evaluation of the energy spectrum.

It should be remembered, however, that an increase in W leads to aeq
situation in which the obtained evaluation is related to a broader
band of frequencies.

It is obvious that unless the true form of S(f) ia known, exact
determination of the value of Weq by formula (3.21) is impossible.

However, by assuming that S(f) varies slowly along Q1 (f), without
i7great crror it is i.t)ssible to set

(3.22)

Then (3.20) is rewritten in the following form:

0 I S , ( A( 3 . 2 3 )

Thus if, for example, It i½ necersary that the mean square devia-
tion (a) in the value! of the energy spectrum comprise no more than
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1/3 of its average value, it is necessary that Tm/TA be less than 1/9.

Consequently, in order to guarantee stability of energy spectrum
evaluations within the limits +30-40% of the average value, It IS

necessary to obtain an experimental autocorrelation function up to

the quantitiEý Tm which comprise no more than 10% of the entlie

length of recording Tn.

Below It will be convenient to examine the .tability of spectral

evaluations on the basis of the assumption that the distribution of

values of the energy spectrum follows the so-called X2-distribution.
It is known (Fisher, 1958) that if yI' Y2 0 ".'' y. are independent
normally distributed random quantities with zero averages and a
unique dispersion, the quantity

which is obviously positive, follows, by definition, the x2 -distribution
with k degrees of freedom. The stability of the quantity xk,
determined as the ratio of its dispersion to the square of its

average value, equals 2/1. Thus, with an increase in the number of

degrees of freedom k the quantity Xk becomes relatively more stable,

since its scatter with reopect to the average value is reduced. This
assertion is valid also for any square from Xk"

It is therefore convenient to regard stability of the evaluation

of any positive quantity (and the energy spectrum is positive in its
physical essence) in terms of the equivalent number of degrees of

freedom. Here we understand the number of degrees of freedom of
such a Xk distribution for which a certain multiple coincides with

the evaluation being considered (with respect to its average value

and dispersion).

The equivalent number of degrees of freedom is easily found by

proceeding from Its deflnilton and from formula (3.20):

k = 2r,' ,,. (3.24)
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or, taking (3.23) into account, wu obtain

27,!
k (3.25)

Table 3.1 shows how, if the number of degreos of freedom is

known, on-ý can determine with a certain given reliability the stabibtty

of a spectratl evaluation - i.e., how to find those boundaries within
which our evaluation of the magnitude of the energy spectrum will lic

with a certain given probability. Table 3.1 is easy to use. We
shall give several examples.

Example 1. If the average value of the energy spectrum of wind
velocity pulsations is obtainud a. equal to 10 m2 /s 3 over a prolonged
period of time, among the evaluations with 15 degrees of freedom 5% of'

the values will be less than 4.8 1,i/2-, whil,' 50 will exceed
2 316.6 m Is . Thus, the individual values of the ehergy spectrum will

lie within the limits 4.8-16.6 m2/s3 with a reliability of 90%. If

the reliability of determining stability limits Is reduced to 80%,I the individual values will lie within narrower limits - from 5.7 to

111.9 m2 /83

Example 2. If the individual value of the energy spectrum
possessing 30 degrees of freedom is obtained as equalling 5 mris3. we¾

can state with 90% reliability that the true average value will lie
2 -3within the limits 5/1.46 - 3.42 m2/o to 5/0.62 - 8.07 3j/S if

the reliability is reduced to 80%, the true average ralue will now

fall wit.in the 11mits 5/1.34 - 3.74 m 2/ 3 to 5/0.69 w 7.25 m2/S

,xample 3. We will assume that tntrr• is continuous recordings o'

wind velocity pulsations for a period c' ten minutes. It is necessary

to calculate the values of energy snectrum, where it is dezirable to
obtain sufficiently stable evaluations which will fall within the

limits +25% of the true valun with a reliability of 80%. From Table

3.1 qe find that in .rder so obtain such. a stability it is necessary

to have evaluations with at least 50 degrees of freedom. From
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Table 3.1. Stability (scatter) or
spectral evaluations as a function of
the equivalent number of degrees of
freedom and the reliability of
determining the stability boundaries.

3 13,ja9 C I,&3 3 ( 0.2 seesm13ag,(me1W 401m -M4M O m
OIAMw eeuwil NIP#HUW*VV OpCUUU.Y ap"WO&ST

nW.," AIMUO U .0 A OU.s

o0,00"9 3,6 o0.016 2
0,23 22 0,32 1,"6

10 o.n4 1.46 & .1 9,0
i 0,4" !0" o.f U 1:00.53 .5 0, W , 1]
2?, U."9 1 30 0.66 I.U
40 0:66- 1,46- 0.63 1,30

so141 00 V 6 2
TOU 0.740 1-25 0,0 0 11-20

IOU 0:7.' 1,26- 0,82W II

KEY: (1) reliability; (2) Degrees of
freedom; (3) of -.11 values exceed thegiven.

Remark. We obtain thu values marked
with asterisks by extrapolation of
standard data tables (see, for example,

Fisher, 1958).

this, we can use formula (3.25) to determine the maximum shift 'm tom
which it is necessary to calculate the autocorrelation function of

wJ.nd pulsations:

-2T•, 2. 600 ce€,t. '2

For simplicity we consider here that Tn Tn

Thus, in the given case T m comprises a total of only 4% of the

entire length of the recording.

2
An important property ofl the x distribution is the fact that

If we have a quantity X2 wtth k degrees of freedom and a quantity

X with p degrees of freedom, their sum (z,+xl,) will possess (k + p)
degrees of freedom. This property must be remembered during calcula-

tions of stability of an averaged energy spectrum, when several
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individual evaluations possessing different numbers of degrees of
freedom enter into the averaging.

£ 2. CALCULATION OF SPECTRA
* ACCORDING TO POINT EQUIDISTANT

RECORDINGS OF FINITE LENGTH WITH
THE USE OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS

Everything, said above concerning methods of calculating energy

spectra from continuoun finite recordirngs can be realized in practice

only by means of the appropriate analog computer equipment (correloir-
eters and spectral analyzers). Below we will describe certain
similar instruments and tht principles involved in working with them.
However, In meteorology very few measurements are processed by means
of analog devices. First of all, in the overwhelming majority of
cases standard meteorological measurements ave of the "point" type,
and not continuous. Secondly, even when continuous measurements are

made we normally deal with very low-frequency processes; this pernits
F accurate conversion of the analog code and proceising of information

in digital form by means of electronic digital computers (EDC).
Therefore it is advisable to give special consideration here to the
procedure of calculating spectra from recordings which represent a
series of disorete pninta which are at equal distances from one

another (equidistant). Although all of the formulat presented in

V 1 for continuous recordings have their discrete analogs, digital
calculation of energy ipectra from point recordings possesses a

number of specific features which require special examination.

U. The "Substitution" of Frequencles

Let the random proces; tt(t) be not a continuous l'unction of

time, but a set of discrete equidistant values arranged along the

time axis at the points

1-0, ±M. +Ag

in such a way that H(-0 can he caloulated only for tho values

I -. O. At , t .... nag.
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Moving for the moment away from the finite nature of the

recording (i.e., considering n w -), we can write the discrete analog

of the Fourier transform [compare with (3.2)]:

I Sh-- • R(,AO-ta I (3.26)

where

r.--O + 1, - 2,

First of all, b,' 11bstituting f = 1/At into (3.26) it it pous-iblt

to verify that SA(f , , the perlcd At, and .3ince the spectrum Is

symmetrical we can vt fy that its major, portion is included within

the frequency band from f w 0 to fN l 1/2At, with the values of the

opectrum being subsequently 3imply repeated with frequency f - 1/At

(Fig. 3.3). Thus, the highe:-t frequency (the so-called Nyquist

frequency) on which it is po,'.",,%ible to obtain an evaluation of the

energy spectrum with selection at intervals At will equal fN * l/2At.

At

Fig. 3.3. Periodicity of the spectrum
SA(f).

In addition, it is exiremely important that we know whether or

not the true spectrum S(f) of the real process oontain6 frequencies

which are greater than f1'" If so, thr problem of "substitution" of
N,

frequencies arises. Thi3 consists in the fact that if frequencies
in the band [0, f.1 are easily distinguished from one another, any

frequency greater than f N will be indistinguishable from a certain
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frequency in the band [0, fN]. This leads to a situation in which

the calculation of the energy spectrum SA(f) will contain errors in

all its values; those errors will be greater, the greater the energy

of the process on frequencies higher than f The nature of this

phenomenon (which unfortunately cannot be avoided if S(f > fN) f 0) -

can bo explained by means of Fig. 3.4.

-,; Ih. ilz INz

t2AW IS(lg4

IIN,
Fig. 3.4. Equldi.tan. zu•lectlori from
sinusoido, of differcnt frequency.

Thus, for example, from Fig. 3.4 it is evident that with the

beat interval At - 0.2 s it is impossible to stato with confidence from

the 3inusoid of which frcequency the selection it actually made: 1,

4, or 6 Hz. Therefore, It is natural that if it is necessary to

calculate the value of SA (1 Hz) and if the true sipectrum of the

process extends, for example, up to 10 Hz, during selection with an

interval At a 0.2 s the energy of the proceso on t•,e frequenciesz

4, 6 and 9 Hz will be added to the true value S (1 Hz) and a false

presentation of thc form of the energy spectrum w•ill be obtaine4.

The given figure also show,; the derivation of the term "substitution"-

frequencies greater than IN will, as it were, ,iubstitute themselves

for frequencies in tne band [0, fN]. The phenomenon of subatitution

of frequencies is written analytically in the form (Blackman arid

Tukey, 1958)

SA(f)-SI) +S(21.v -) +S(2, +f) + S(4,f-,+
+S(4$N+-)+--. (3.27)
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where S A(f) is the spectrum of the process calculated from a discrete

recording, while S(f) is the true spectrum.

Fur the example shown on Fig. 3.4, formula (3.27) givea
2 --0, 2.5 u

SA(O ru)L--AS(l rL)-'S(4 ri&)-IS(6 rIa)+S(9 ru)+i~~ 

S011 r tL)+...i

[ru - Hz]

II

S..7 
( ri),S (2, / ' ,iOS2.

I 
A1I

Fig. 3.5o Add(t7cn of the true
spectrum S(f),
At-P.w• tM. e.w-2.t ru. SAto S-A()O The. r a) mfSISuO 1lso$,A" r u)-5{i rtL.)*5( rU) -S( S r a). SA( 2I 10)--.i ru)+${.1 r A)+

+S(' rno. SAP,•S ta)-$42.3 rkAI+SI2,5 r%)+$(i.$ re).

T h N y q u i s t f r e q u e n c ;y f N , t z a l s o o ft e n c a l l e d t h e f r e q u e n c y o f

"addition," since rrom formula (3.27) it follows that the true spectrum

S~f) Is, as it were, complicated by thLe accordlan effect In multiples

of f N' Figure 3.5 shows how the true spectrum• S(f) is added together

with the given f N with transition 
%to S A(f). The same figure also

shows the calculated spectrum SA( ). It Is clear that when selection
is discrete and equal to At = 0.2 s and with a given Sýf), values of
SA(f) will be obtained which are overstated by 30-50% with respect to
the true spectrum. It Is clear that for correct calculation of the
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spectrum SA~f) in the case shown on Fig. 3.5 it i.K necessary to give

f 7.5 Nz; this corresponds to the selection interval Af-tI/ 2I1,v-,O,07 .

The abov.• material makes it mandatory to focuu the mu-it serious
.• attention on th~e phenomenon of substitution of frequencies during

calculations of eneroy spectra from discrete recordings. To reduce
(or, totally eliminate) the influence Of substitution, in the very

earliest stages or the experiment (measurement, recording) it Is

necessary to filter out all high frequencies which may possibly

r exist In the process and which will not inture:;t the !nvestigator

for any reaoori in -:ubsequ.nt calculations. u

b. Preliminary Calculatlon Outline
,nd the Stability of SpectrulSKEvaluations

SFor, convenience we will de,'Ignate Lhe ohtaitned values of' the

random process Uo, Ul, ... , u whicn correspond to u(O), u(At),.

u(nAt) . Subsequently, following the system described in § 1, it il

necessary to calculate the valu-'-s of experimontal coefficients of
autocorrelation (and not the continuous experimental function RO(T)),

to modify these value:-, and then to carry out Fourier transformation

in order to obtain the spectrum. It is obvious that it is impossible

to calculate experimental autocorrelation coefficients for shifts in

time which are different from 0, At, ... , nAt. Therefore it is

convenient to write ROO, l, ... , R Instead of Ro 0 (O), ROO(at), .

rRo(mAt). Here n is the quantity of available values of the random

process, corresponding to T from § 1, while m Is the quantity of

shifts in time with a magnitud-2 of At for whichi the autocorrelatlon[3 ceefficlents are to be calculated. This quantity of shifts corresponds

to T from § I.

If we now carry out Fourier transfor'mation of all autocorrelation

coefficients (the quarntity of which equals ni + 1), it is possible to

obtain smooth evaluations of the energy spectrum for any frequency

between 0 and fj * l/2At. However, it can be shown that in order to
draw in all information included in the process it is sufficient to

calculate only m + 1 values of the energy spectrum - i.e., one value

of the spectrum for ýauh Rr, where r = 0, 1, .. 1. n. The calculated
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v:i uoo of tire energ'y spectrum will be uniformly distributed over the

t',.qi,'ncy ax Is in the band 0 < f < fN with the intervals fN/iU -/2mAt.

For continuous recordings it is necessary first to modify the

cxpurinientalt autocorrelation function R0 0 (T) by means of a certain

I me window DI(T) and then to carry out Fourier transformatlon of ti.

moditled function RA(T). In this way evaluations of smooth value.,; of

tliv energy spoctrum are obtained as the result of passag._ of a true

spectrum of the process S(f) through a certain .spectral oil•iow Qj(r)

(see ( 3 .14)). With transitlon to discrete recordings it turn. out

to be simpler first to carry out the Fourier transformation arid only

then to modify the obtained values of the enerry spectrum. Actually,

since D2 and D3 represent. finite sums of cousines, their Fourier

transforms will be simply sum.s' of the dulta-functions and therefure

the convolution in formula (3.14) Is reduction* to smoothirng with the

weights

0.25 0,5 0,25
0.23 0,:4 0,23 Au

Lm = froz]

Finally the following calculation scheme Is a;sembled.

1. C41culation of experimental autocorrelation functions by the

formula (compare with (3.7))

R V_ a. V+,
Rn-rmj qF (3.28)

fu r r - 0 , 1,.., m, whteret m < n.

2. Calculation of the Fourier transform n rom HR according to

the forimula (compare with (3.6))

r "'--. .€ ~ o I 3 2 !

P,.-At Ro+ .. ReCos F R.Cosra 3.2')

*[Translatorls Note: Original wording unclear. Mlight he a typo
for the vey'rt "•s reduced to"].
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3. Smoothing the valuw,_,: of P to obtain uvaluatkons if thie
eneILey spectrum Uccurding to the formula:i

S, 0.25P, +OS.5P, + o.25P,+1. 1 <r<m

S. UP.5._ + O.5P,

with application of the tlmit window D2 or

S, o 0.54P, + ,054p,
•= $~~~~,-O,23P,_,+O.5IP,+O,2:3P+,, r - ,:

S.1 - 0,54P_, + 0,54P. 3 .31)

tth application of time window -. '['h12 oLbta1ind value.; of S are

related to the frcequencies f r/2rAt, whrrea•; 0 I £ r<fN

SThe dL;tanco, ( the freo,•ric:/ axls) between neight orinC evalua-

t!onn of the energy spectrum equal i/2;:,At. AnalyoIs Qf the ..tabilIty

of the obtained spectral evaluations ini'fer.] tn no way from that

describei in 5 1 and furthermore it is Uu--ed on calculation of the

"equivalent number of degr.eet-s ol' freedom. The auialou, of formula (3.25)

•-r calculation of the e'lU~vulent number oV de-greu.; of freedom '
written in the form

k 2I"

Swhere r' n - I/3m Is called te equivalert rumber of r.oi)t-. . !I'

kz is known and if Table 3.1 i1 then uz.od, it to poscIhlk to determine

the stability of the obtained values of S of -he ener,1 y spectrum.

c. Preilminary "Whitening" of the
True Spectrum

The general methods of calculating energy spectra from equllI3tan-

recordings were described above. Now it is nece:iaary to pause on

certain special problems which, althouuh they do not always appear,

will require strict attention when they do arise.
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Wi will a.isume tliat the curve of the. true energy opcctrum of'

the proce'ss S(f) drops oharply with an tncrea'e in frequency. Then

Lite ýituation explained u. Fig. 3.6 can become extremely complicated.

if tie true spectrum S(I') ha1 Lhe form shown on Fig. 3.6a, during

evaluation of the value of the spectrum on frequency f1 by means of

.pectral window Q1 (f) (Pig. 3.6b) the influence o1f side maxima to the

left of f, grows beyond permissible limits (Fig. 3.6c). Tn the end

It Is possible to find th:ft the calculated value of the spectral

evaluation SA( 1) will relate more quickly to a lower frequency.U than

to the actual frequency fl. From this it follows that it is deslrable

to deal with a spectrum whose magnitude varies with frequency, in

order to avoid serious distortions. To obtain such a s:,pectrum it is

obviously necessary to introduce at a certain stage in the experiment

an operation which would lead to emphasizing of high frequencies and

to weakening of low frequencies. it is matural to call such an

ope~ation whitening, since In the end It Is desirable to obtain a

uniform energy spectrum, which is usually called a spectrum of "white"

noise. It is most convenient to ,r)troduce the whitening operation

at the very earliest stageo; of the experiment (measurement, recording)

6y appropriate selection of the frequency characteristics of the

equipment used. However, for various reasons this is not always

possible and therefor., it 1:3 neces.sary to bleach the spectrum after
th•- experimental data has been obtained.

One method of whitening a zpectrum after obtaining the actual

data Is by compilinC a certain linear sliding comlinatlon whose

frequency characteristic Is such that the res:ulting spectrum becomes

more uni*orm than the initial. Actually, if there arc a series of

equidistant values of the process u = u0 , u1 , ... , us, it is

possible to ccmpIle a sliding linear combination of the type

U1 =U, - CU,-,- PJ-3(3.33)

It can be shown (Blackm;n and Tuk-y, 1.9) that th, -nergy ipectrum

SA(f) of the obtained process uo is connected with the energy spectr'um

SA(V) of the Initial process u I by the relationship

A'(D
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: a) Fig. 3.6. The problem
of "whitening" the true
spectrum, a - sharply
dropping true spectrum
S(f); b - spectral
window Q, (f.) o c-

result of passage of
S(f) through the winduw

-- ____Q (f1U).

C 

c)

where w 2wf and At is the interval'between successive values of

the process.

Expression (3.34) represents a non-negative polynomial of the

Sthird power from co~~� t. By appropriate selection of the coefficients

ta, 3, y it is possible to obtain the desired frequency dependence,

leading to whitening rf the true spectrum.

As an illustration we will introduce the simplest operation of

"whitening by means of' a linear combination of the typeU8 Ut • ---- u, - 1i- 
(3.35)

(where we will oet At = 1). We will note that in (3.35) the values of

U_ Z begin with unity and not with zero. For clarti, we will demonstrate

L6•' graphically that op..ratlion 3,. I/ aItually leads to weakening of lower

frequencies and lintensificat!on of highi frequencies. Por this

purpose we will take two extreme cases: the zero frequency and the

llt
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highest frequency, which it obviou-,ily equal t-. the Nyquist frequency

fI. Figure 3.7a shows values of u which are all equal to +1 m/-/

(;.o., we ire speaking of the zero frequency of the initial proce:3.)

arid alio values of u obtained according to (3.35) and equal to +0.4

m/s.

M/J1)

a

1,)

/ I j1 4 S II

Fli!. 1.7. Effect of the
"whitening" operation (3.35)
on the constant component
(a) and on the high-
frequency component (b) of
the process.

It is obvious that on the zerc frequency attenuation occurs

which equals S,(O)S,A(O)=0,42.(I)--=0,1 6 , i.e., by more than 6 times.

Figure 3.7b shows value7, of uI euqal to +1 m/s (i.e., velocity

pulsations with a fLrequcncy of i -/2At = 0.5) -nd it also shows

values obtained according to (3.35) and equal in turn to +1.6 m/o.

It is evident that Intensification equal to ýA(f.V.)/SAYN)= -- (6

- 2.56, I.e., by more Thaun 2.5 times, ha8 occurred on frequency fN"

Formula (3.3JJ giveon the following relationship for the linear

combination (3.35):

S. (A}7 f -=11 -- O. Ie- I' lC6 -- 1._Ocos f. (3,36)
NA(I)
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In the example presented by Blackman and Tukey (1958) It is
easy to see how such distortions arise and also to evaluate their

order of magnitude. Let us assume that the majority (we will say

999 out of 1000) of processed values in a certain experiwint vary
from -100 to +100 (conditional units). Then, apparently, the standard

deviation o w 30 and the dispersion c2 - 900. If the average value

equals 5 or even 10, it Is quite difficult to determine visually that
it is, in fact, not equal to zero. We will assume further that these

experimental data were obtained for the period Tn - 15 min with a

oampling interval of &t v 1 s. Thus, there are 900 points in all.

The Nyquist frequency equals Ia--- 0.5 Hz, and the distance

(in terms of frequency) between neighboring spectrum values equals

I----•----5.1O Hz, i.e., the band [0, fN] will be broken down into
2T,

900 elementary frequency bands.

The total power included in the process equals the sum of the
square of the average value (the so-called power of the constant

component) and of the dispersion. In the given example Po--=--52+900-
V 2* 925 or 10 + 900 - 1000. It is clear that the power of the

constant component is contained in the actual low-frequency elementary

band (i.c . , in the first band adjacent to zero). And this leads to

a value of the energy spectrum of this band equal to
2-105 i/Hz, while the average value of the energy spectrum for all

of the remaining 699 elementary bands will equal in all only

2.102 1 /Hz. Thu,, tie value of the spectrum in "zero"

will be about 100 times greater than the average on the higher
frequencl- es.

This example shows clearly the situation to which unfiltered

Szero frequencies may lead. When we speak of zero frequencies, we

usually have in mind not only processes with a constant component

(i.e., with a constant, but not zero, average), but also processes

in which slow "drifts" of the average value (a so-called trend) will

be observed. In meteorology it is most frequently necessary to deal

with such processes, when rapid fluctuations are superimposed on
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vastly slower pulsations which play the role of the trend. Au a

rule interest lies precisely in the rapid fluctuations and it is

desirable-to filter out the trend so that its influence will not

affect the statistical properties of the high-frequency component of

the process.

Suich a problem is completely soluble but only in that case whete

the low-frequency (LF) and the high-frequency (HF) components lie

in substantially different frequency ranges which do not overlap

(Fig. 3.9). Actually, if the LF spectrum lies to the left of a

certain limiting frequency f,, while thke HF spectrum lies to the

right of a certain limiting frequency f2 , by constructing a filter

which will pass all frequencies higher than a certain f. and which

will extinguish all frequencies below f#, where , it is

possible to eliminate the trend completely without distorting the

high-frequency component. However, such ideal cases are virtually

never encountered in meteorological practice. The best that can be

counted on (Van der Hoven, 1957) is the presence of a large or small

dip between the maxima of the LF and HF spectra (broken line on

PFig. 3.9). Most frequently even this condition is not fulfilled.

Therefor., in each individual case during experimental investigations
uf any particular phenomena in the atmosphere It is necessary to

develop unique 3pecifiQ methods of combatting the distorting influence

* of zero frequencies (Lumley [?] and Panofsky, 1966).

*o p.

Fig. 3.9. S(f) spectrum with
complete or partial (broken
line) dip between the high-fre-
quency (HF) and the low-fre-
quency (LF) components.

KEY: (1) LP; (21 HF.
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Hero we will point out only the common (and mandatory) method of
eliminating the constant component. This is most simply done by

subtracting from each value of the experimental autocorrelation function

the square of the average value of the investigated quantity. Then

formula (3.28) for calculation of Rr will be replaced by

S .,.+,-3•37)

e. Resultant Calculation System

The calculation system proposed below is not unique or universal.
However, it provides a good illustration of the basic concepts of
the method and will be useful in many practical cases.

Let there be a set of the values of the process uq (q - 0, 1,

... , n) and a separation interval dt = 1. In this case it follows

that one should:

1) Set value 6t = 1; it is ascertained that the true spectrum
of the process, S(f), is reduced for practical purposes to 0 with

a change in frequency from 0 to f 0.5. In the opposite case it

is necessary to reduce 6t in order to avoid the distorting influence
of substitution of frequencies.

2) Carry out the preliminary whitening of the real spectrum by

means of the operation (see (3.35))

(3.38)

(the subscript q varies from unity and not from zero).

3) Calculate the experimental coefficients of autocorrelation

of the whitening process with simultaneous filtering out of the

constant component (see (3.37)):

,; r ''
-- ,+ (3-39)
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for r 0, 1, ... j m, where m < n. If a trend is present it in

necessary to use more complex filters (see Blackman and Tukey, 1958).

4) Carry out Fourier transformation from R' according to the
r

*formula

IttO P:-j R+-2• Rc¢os'.-i--/-,cosruIJ. (3 .•I0)

5) Smooth the obtained values of Pr by means of the spectral

window Q2 (0.25; 0.5; 0.25) to obtain preliminary evaluations of
the energy spectrum:

S; o.5p; + o.5p,.
s;-0.o2p,1+.o, op; +0o25P,+,. 1 I, t, - ,. ( 3. 4l

SS0.2P, O+5P', +(3.41)4' - o'5,M-_, + 075P..•

6) Take into account the whitning operation and the filtering
out of the constant component to obtain the final evaluations of
the energy spectrum (see (3.36)):

!L 1. - -.1.20-

S,•tSAN. ( 3.4•2)1,35-1.20 oo-~ 2%

The evaluation of the magnitude of the energy spectrum S.

relates to a frequency which is somewhat greater than zero (here it
is assumed that f0 a 1/6m'); the evaluation Sr relates to frequencies
r/2m, while the evaluation Sm relates to frequencies which are

.- omewna. lower than fN a 0.5 (here it if assumed that f. = fN - 1/6m).

All of the calculated evaluations have a stability which is no greater2
than the X distribution with 2n/m degrees of freedom (see Table 3.1).
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£ 3. CALCULATION OF SPECTRA FROM
POINT EQUIDISTANT RECORDINGS OF
FINITE LENGTH USING MATHEMATICAL
FILTERS

The procedure described in i| 1 and 2 for calculating the

energy spectrum of a process by means of the Fourier transform of it.

autocorrelation function is, In a certain sense, artificial.

Naturally, it would be better to obtain the energy spectrum directly -

for example, by means of a set of one or another sort of filters,

i.e., without resorting to formal methods. In the case of continuous

recording the procedure for obtaining the spectrum directly does not

cause any difficulties (and in fact it is frequently used). When it

is necessary to deal with equidistant point recordings the ordinary

radio-engineering methods of obtaining the spectrum become inapplicable.

In this section we will show how an electronic digital computer

can be used to realize operations which are equivalent to radio-

engineering filtration and also how to obtain the spectrum of a process

without intermediate calculation of its autocorrelation function.

In general form the filtration operation can be described as

follows:

S(1)-. T,(I- t)u5t9)df. (3.43)

where u(t) and v(t) are processes on the input and output of the

filter, while h p(t) is the so-called transient or weighting function

of the filter. The subscript p designates a specific form of the

function h(t).

The connection between the energy spectrum of the initial
process Su and the spectrum of the process on the filter output Sv is

g~ven by the expression

( 3 .44 )
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where * (f) is the transfer function of the filter, connected with
h (t) by the relationship

((3.45)

Let it be possible to select function h p(t) in such a way that

I0,(l)P has the form shown on Fig. 3.10. Then, obviously, the process

v(t) on the output of such a filter will contain only frequenciei; in
the band Ill' r ], and the energy of the process in this band will
equal

0! Fv• S.- '$(f) d/ -- (. I I,/, S. V) d,

S. ) ( - .. ((3.46)

I From this the spectral density of the energy of the Initial process

u(t) equals

where f, is included betweer f and f If S is changed slowly in
the band [fl' f 2 ], it Is possible to set f' = 3 + f 2 /2.

Fig. 3.10. Ideal band
sfilter.

•.The filter shown on Fig. 3.10 is called a band filter because
-i}: It passes only a certain band of frequencies of the initial process.
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A similar effeot can be achieved by successive application of simpler

filters of low or high frequencies. Actually, let there be a filter

Itp(f 1 )i 2 which passes all frequencies above a certain limiting

frequency fI and which does not pass lower frequencies (see Fig. 3.11a).

Such a filter is called a high-frequency filter. The energy of the

process vl(t) on the output of such a filter equals

=•=I00 ( 1)----J S ,(,I )S, d) . (3.48)

If we now pass the initial process u(t) through a similar filter

SIp(f 2 )1 2 , with a limiting frequency f 2 ) fl (Fig. 3,11b), for the

process v 2 (t) we will have

4 •2 W] A,(/) FS.V). 41(3.4,9)

Fig. 3.11. Obtaining a
) band-filter effect (c)

as a result of successive
application of high-
frequency filters with
different (a and b)

Sboundary frequencies.

badIt is evident that the difference in energies (a2 - 2) will

1 2

represent the energy of the initial process u(t) in the frequency

,band [fl, f2] since from (3.48) and (3.49) it follow3 that
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-- I,), (3.50)

from which

$,1/V 1 1. (3 .51 )

which is analogous to formula (3.47) for a band filter. Such a
coincidence is natural, since the difference between the two high-

frequency filters with different boundary frequencies will give the

effect of a band filter (see Fig. 3.11c). It is obvious that a band
K filter can be obtained also as the difference between two low-

frequency filters. As a rule, however, it is high-frequency filters
which are used, since they make it possible to avoid the influence

of zero frequencies on the calculation results. The procedure for
calculating energy speutra based on the application of successive

high-frequency filters can be realized by means of an electronic

digital computer.

a. Mathematical High-Frequency Filters

We will now examine two pairs of functions h(t), 0 (f), whichhp( p

are most frequently used during calculations of energy spectra. The
sLmplest transient function h (t) represents an ordinary sliding

p
* average

[ I r .. rn1 -- np - • •< 1< -7-.
h(p- (3.52)

[npo - when]

The corresponding transfer function Ii(f)1 2 has the form 4

IIAS9 ,T \=

141,V)0= P -f (3.53')-
I (fW l 2(3.12. Fro

The functions hI(t) and 14l(f) 2 are shown on Fig. 3.12. From

Sthe figure it is clear that jTz(f)1 2 represents a low-frequc.cy

1.21



2a

Fig. 3.12. "Sliding"
average (a) and its trans-
fer function (b). 1 -

high-frequency filter; 2 -
low-frequency filter.

filter with a boundary frequency fP 1 /T (curve 2). It is obviousrp
that the transfer function equal to 11-101i(/)I) will also be a high-

frequency filter with the same boundary frequency (curve 1). The

form of this filter is far from ideal (compare with Fig. 3.11a).

First of' all, frequencies higher than fp are paszed unevenly and,'-p

secondly, frequencies below fP are not completely extinguished. It

is obvious that a band filter obtained as the difference between two

(--I10I()I:J with different fp will have u fairly complex form. We

will note that (I-10,(I)I') filters with different f correspond

simply to different times of averaging in formula (3.52).

The best properties are found In the transient function h2(t),

called the smoothed sliding average (Ozridov, 1 9 64):

2s
TTI +cog- rT

ha). T T r -2- (3-54)

0 npii

2
The corresponding transfer function I€(f)2 has the rorm
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I
f. (3.55)

a The functions h2 (t), 1 2 (f)12 (curve 2) and {I--1(1)I'J (curve )

are shown on Fig. 3.13; (1- I111(1)') is the high-frequency filter with

a boundary frequency f£ 2/T, where its basic dJstinetion from and
advantage over (I-JIýJf)Il) consi•ts in the fact that, it has much

smaller side maxima.

In .zubsequent calculations of the enurgy spectrum we will use

band filters which represent the difference between |- IG(l)I'litcr•
with dif'ferent fr.' Before moving to dL;euoLion of the calculation

scheme, we will show that the distinction between the proposed filters

and ideal filters leads to a requirement for a slight change in the

form of formula (3.91).

The fact iz that the boundary I','i-uencic; of the filters 10,2
and I, pointed out abuv" arid equal to l/T and 2/T respectively,

are defined formally as the frequencies at wnIch the filtero achieve

the first null (see Figs. 3.12 and 3.13). But formila (3.51) !3

written for the ideal band filter shown on Fig. :.l1c.

Fig. 3.13. Smoothed "slid-
a) ing" average (a) and its

trariefer fun ... .. (b). 1
high-frequency filter- 2-
lcw-!'req!cncy filter.

iJ
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Therefore whoa u-Iig a real filter it io ztceu.ary to find a

certal!. cq.uivalerit boundary i -quency whice, is defined as the boundary

frelutncy of1 the eouivalent ideal filter whose area is equal to the

area of the real filt,.,. Thus, to find the equivalent boundary

frv4uency of the real filter it iz possible to writ', the formula

!-''f (3.5C)

wich gives ' -- - for the filter 21T. and I 3=p "r T 47 8- fly

2'or the fl iter 1$21 .

Formula (3.51) is then rewritten In the form j

2 1

whcre

b. Calculation Scheme

All cf the formulas which were written above relate to the case

of continuous recording, since in thi:; form it is easier to manipulate

th.e:m. Tn the calculati.on Lystem outlined Lelow discrete analogs of

these formulas are presentod wlt. application to the treatment of

point equidistant recordings.

Let there bt. a set of the values of the process u , where q = 0,• q

I, ... , n, while the separation interval equals Pt. The length oZ'

the recording is Tn = nAt.

1. 4'e will determine the set of averaring times T entering

into the formula for h 2. The notation h 2  ndicatej that the transfer

function h2 'ill be used (see formula (3.54)); in this function T E TZ,

T-=21At. where I = 1, 2, ... , m. It is obvious that (2Z + 1) of the
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initial process will enter each time into averaging with the given
T,. The maximum averaging time T * 2mAt should not, as a rule,

.oxceed 10-15% cf recording time Tn, in order to ensure suitable

stability of the obtained evaluations of the spectrum.

2. The values of T7 uniquely determine the set of frequency

bando for, which the spectrum evaluations will be obtained:

_ ~3S

In all there will be m values of 6f

3. We will calculate values of v on the output of cach given

filter ho by the formula

J' 4.1 1 +cto t

V. - , , -U,, •1 (3.581)

i
Here . is fixed for each h (or, which is the same thing, for each

Tz), while s runs through the values 1, 1 + 1, ... , n - Z. Thus,

for each T1 we will obtain n - 2t values of v - i.e., with an

increase in averaging time the quantity of values of v on the filter

output will be reduced.

Values of v are obtained on the output of the low-frequency
filter I'1WI, In order to obtain values of the process on the output

of the high-frequency filter {I--IPI2)it is clearly necessary to

calculate the quantities u - v.

4. We will find the energy of the initial procesn u in the

frequency band IP'. id:

_-I]* (3.59)

wihere fN is the Nyquist frequency.
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5. We will calculate the values of estimates of the energy

spectrum or the initial process Uq accor'ling to the formula (sue
formula (3.57)):

S(3.60) ]

The calculated m values of S1 are related tc frequencies:

k+

During the description of the procedure for calculating the
ernergy spectrum using mathematical filters, nothing at all was said

about substitution of frequencies and prellminary whitening of the

spectrum of the real process. This was done because those judgements

relative to these problems which were presented in § 2 are also true

in the case of the application of mathematical filters. The appro-

priate changes in the calculation scheme outlined above are easily

accomplihed by means of the methods outlined in § 2.

The situation is d1ftrerent with regard to the problem of filtering

out "zero" frequencies (see § 2, point d). Actually, the described
method makes it possible, at least normally, to estimate the value
if the energy spectrum at zero, since the method of filter" is lirited

from the low-frequency side by the value fm l I/Tm. This makes it
possible to calculate the spectrum without turning special attention

to the behavior of the process at low frequencies.

* C. Stability of Evaluations of the
Energy Spectrum

Analysis of the stability cf energy spectrum evaluations obtained

by the filter method differs in no way from the analysls presented in

§ 2, point b. The stability of the obtained evaluations will approxi-

mately equal the stability of the corresponding >2 distribution with

k degrees of freedom.
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As Is known, the equivalent number of degrees of freedom is

de.termined by formula (3.24): k

Swhere W is called the equivaleri width and is determined by

formula (3.21):

5 Q,(ft -f)$ S (/)dfS., w~~ ~~.1 =-, z o ,n l.

£: -"I It is natural to consider that when the method of filters is
used the band filter representing the difference (140, I'- IJO11') is an

Sanalog of the spectral window QrM. Therefore the formula for Ws
Sis rewritten in the form A

(3.61)

It can be shown that if 0(f) varies slowly in the band [I•',f•|,
S~then

S~~WS"= - (3.62)

Consequently,

2r. (3.63)

L Thus, if the length of recording Tn and the time of averaging

"T used to construct the given filter (I- -'Ul') are known, it is

pos,11ble to find k from formula (3.63), and then to use Table 3.1 to
fInd (with given reliability) the boundaries of stability of the
spectral evaluation.
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d. Advantages and Deficiencies of
the Method of Filters

The filter method has no advantages in principle over the method

described in 6 2, since neither method of calculating permits the

extraction of information greater in scope than that which is inherent
In the process itself (or in its final r'ealization). However,

lncorrect selection (,f the calculation 3yz.tem can, and in fact

frequently does, entail either a partial loss of information or, the
obtaining of evaluations that are Bo unstable that It is difficult

to work with them.

The fact that the spectral evaluation is obtained without

intermediate calculatioi of the autocorrelation function io a
procedural advantage of the method of filters. Beside:; this, by

using the method of filters the experimenter insures, to some degree,

that he will avoid distortions or the spectrum due to the presence of
zero frequencies.

The basic drawback to the filter method is the nonuniform
distribution of the obtained spectrum evaluations on the frequency

axis. Actually, if the width of the trari-lent function h grows in
p

proportion to T2 (see Figs. 3.12 and 3.13), the width of the transfer

function 10i I is reduced in proportion to 1/Tz - .e., nonuniformly.

It is precisely for this reason that the width of elementary frequency

bands I 1`9, Is reduced with a growth in 1, which means that the
spectral evaluations are calculated over ever narrower bands of

frequencies. A direct (and, possibly, most unfavorable) consequence
of this is the dependence of the evaluation stability boundaries on
frequencies, since in formula (3.63) k depends on T2 . This leads to

a situation in which the first (high-frequency) elementary band 13.

1'2" gives a very stable evaluation, while at the same time this band
is extremely wide (hence the stability) and consequently it Is

Impossible to clarify any particular fceatures of the energy spectrum
of the real process if they are manifested in this band. On the

other hand, with displacement towards the low-frequency side the
elementary bands become ever narrower and the stability boundaries
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are expanded. These deficiencies are not found in the methodl

described in J 2. There the evaluations of the spectrum are actually

distributed uniformly over the axis of' frequencies, while the quantity

h is constant - i.e., the boundaries of stability of spectral evalua-

Stions are constant on all frequencies. Consequently, the final

r 5 4. INSTRUMENTS FOR STATISTICAL
PROCESSING

a. Types of Presentation of
Information of Measurement mesulthe

Recently, in connection with the fact that the volume of incomIng

information grows continuously and that without the use of computers

various types of statistical processing cannot be realized operation-

ally, oý;cillographitc recording methods have begun to be supplemented

by the development of methods ard devices which accumulate information

on measurement results in a form which is convenient for direct

computer Input. Such typest of recording include recording measured

quantities on magnetic tape In the form of an electrical analog or

a digital code, and also recording of a digital code on perforated

tape or punchoards. Machine processing of graphic recordings will
obviously require conversion of the graphic recording into an

S.oelectrical analog or a digital code; this conversion should also be

automated.

We will examine in more detail existing forms of information

presentation during investigationg of atmodpheric turbulence.

At present a graphic recording is the most widely used. An

obcillogram of the studied parameter m rkes It possrdle to obtain

a visual presentation of the nature of the process and to select both

the method of processing and the sections of the recording,:U to be
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subjected to treatment of one sort or another. Exlý;tinw multichannel

automatic recorders make it possible to compare synchronous values

of a large number of simultaneously measured quantities. Any measuring

Instrument u6ed at present can be matched to an automatic recorder

which will guarantee recording of the result without substantial

dli.stortlons. Low-Inertia vibrators used in optical automatic

reorders make it possible to record processes with :'requencies up to

1000 Hz. The ,,peed of the diagram during recording In contemporary

automatic recorders can al:o be varied within wide limits - from 0.001

to 500 mm/s.

As was already pointed out above, the continuously growing

volume of information and the need for machine statistical processing

requires the use of other types of information recording along with

oscillograms. The majority of measuring instruments have an electri-

cal output and the devices for automatic processing have an electrical

input. At the same time it is not always possible to connect the

measuring instrument directly with the processing device. As a rule,

the processing equipment, being of comparatively large size and

weight, operates under stationnry conditions, while the measuring

Instrument should be located in the investigated atmospheric flow.

Under these conditions It [.; sensible to use magnetic automatic

recorders for registration of' data.

Although a recording of measurement results on magnetic tape

is not in itself a visual display, during reproduction under

stationary conditions it makes it possible to restore the primary

information in its analog form. Besides this, the use of the magnetic

recording method makes it possible to change the time scale during

reproduction. Thus, for exampIe, if a high-speeu analog device is

used for processing, by applying a speed reduction of 10:1 it is

possible to carry out complete statistical processing of measurements

made over a period of 30 mmn within a little more than 3 min. How-

ever, the magnetic recording method has its drawbacks. Without the

use of special devices it Is difficult to record and reproduce

signals of very low frequency by means of a magnetic automatic

recorder. In order to avoid this limitation it. is necessary to
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introduce an intermediate information carrier. A sequence of audio-

frequency pulses is usually selected as the intermediate carrier;

this sequence is modulated, for example, in terms of the frequency

of the analog of the measured quantity. The application of frequency-

pulse modulation makes it possible to record signals of very low

frequency on magnetic tape - right down to a constant-component lev,.
In this case, however, the band of frequeencies of the invcstlgatr~d

process wil. be limitedc from above becaise the iow,;it "'requency of

pulse repetition must be at least an order of magnitude greater than

the highest frequency in the process spectrum. The use of a magnetic

memory with intermediate frequency-pulse modulation was cited In

1 1 of Chapter 2 in the description of the method for obtaining

automatically the energy spectrum of a vertical component of atmos-

Spheric turbulence. The works of N. Z. Pinus et al. (1964) and

N. K. Vinnichenko and 0. N. Shur (1965) contain deocriptions of ar

Sexperimental multichannel system of magnetic storage for onboard

recording of parameters which characterize atmospheric turbulence.

The use of magnetic recording makes it possible to apply analog

computers for processing the measurement "e:3ults. However, in many

cases it is advisable to use digital computers (EDC) for processing.

.in contemporary digital computers information is input as a

digital code either from perforated tape (punchcards) or from

magnetic tape. Therefore during the experiment it is necessary to

= have a recorder which will permit recording parametcrs of the studied

process on magnetic tape or on punch tape as a digital code. The
basic unit of such a recorder is the analog-code converter, which
converts the analog of the studied quantity into a binary or binary-

decimal code. An experimental multichannel aircraft device for

recording parameters measured during studIle of aircraft turbulence

in the form of a digltal code on magnetic tape is described in the

works by N. Z. Pinus et al. (1964) and V. I. Chernysh (1965).

L. Graph-Analog-Code Conversion

The application of analog and digital computers for processing

experimental data requires that measurement results be presented in a
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torm which to suitable for cumputer I nput. Since graphic recordings-

cannot bu input directly Into el[ectronic computerzi, ther'e Is a nee~d

for devices to convert thooc-i vecor'ditigni ritc. an electricail anal.og or

into a digrital code.

The work by N. K. V rnn1Qhcnkco andi 0. N. :3hurt ()1-J9 ) contaiiio a

;t .n ~he ; tr( . (;,Lw;t :.i'r tui1 orVicc fcur convers;ion cia

Fgralh Lc reco :'Jlng Into 4111 e : wrlt; ) 'L ojr'-ap1nr ta(

carrying the recordinv travuo].: at a cons,-tant. speed, while the operator,

tracking the path r-)r the curve, trrtcheý- aii index to It. The index

tiA kinemnatically connec;ted with the muvi*nr arm or a pcteritionreter
from whose output tile eiectrlcal, analog of thlt recorded process ts

taken . In the EAS]P-S3 electrrunic analyzt-r developed by thie Vii' nyus;

plant "Schet~mash" the role of thle operat-or is filleid by a television

monitor. This permits a sýUbstantial lncireasu in the o.;cillograph

tap., n;pccd and ellimnatesi. Iutiy opcorator e:rrorsý. The main

driwback of exioting, tu].evl;Ion re-.aoting sýystems, is thle impossibility

ci' treating o,--ci llagrani!; wtth irle! n urvves

ConversiAon of a graphic record~njg 1 muto dig] tat code, as a rule,

is included an 1ntermecdiate ;3auf-u te transiltion from a graph to

an electrical. analog. This: !".-:; ýtarjc. can, 1-P veailzed by one of

che methods d`iscussed ab~ove * Tie UtrraJkg-[col0e ccrrverslion Is usu;ally

bazed on 'discrete counting! of time -aepnirLts, which L-, requl red for

the llinearly Growilnf voitagoL duv-ulcpeý 'r tecnvr unl t to

achieve a value, equAl tce the :;,.rl nLt.udc' o.' L,ýc, anialog v;oltag:e. Te
if magnitude nf tbJz t' i""mrtI;ltrie '::the quanti'ty of

h~gh-frequency pnlýes (freq- e-nsy Isdeeuirý:Ib the requi red

accuracy of converio;1n) ant l rlng Ln a ysorof binary counteros from
the moment e.:hen the !x]. ii ary g~ea or the g~rowing, voltage is

s;witched on up to the morment %-.hen thin .svltg o uie;With thfe

voltage which is an analog, jf thu convrrtedc A r1 in' thcu 1o , y

V,. I1. Cherniish ( 1965) theore ',;: de:c rI t ton of a0 e xpt.-rlmental

F. ~aircraf.'t four-channel :i9.-deczntrAr aei orn 3eQmic:rJuetor53;

mt ust be noted that althouligh :At :resotA, thiere are rain-y exjpe-rimental

de-vices. of various typtus for ;i:~p gthe gah:nigcd
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,nversion, they are either exceois1vely large and llnrellablu or are

not intended for investigation of atmospheric turbulence.

c. Analog Devices for Automatic
a Statistical Processing

Correlometer!3. Anaicy device.-s for computinr the autocorrelation
(or correlation) function are so con rtruetrod a:n to real 'ze the

operations described by the formula (see 'ormula (33.7) [sic)

Rv u, -7 (t). -u(i + dt,

where u(t) is the studied random process; T iin the length of the

recording; t is the time shift.

This formula can be u:;ed tu construct the functional diagram

of a correlometer which is shown on Fig. 3.14. Voltage u, which is

an electrical analog of the studied process u(t), arrives at the
input of the high-frequency filter, vhlch filters out null frequencies

from the process (if any are present). Voltage u, containing only
the frequencies of interest to the experimenter, passes from the

output of the filter to the input of a multiplication block with two

channels - a direct channel and one through a controllable delay

device which accomplishes a s3hlv of voltage (t) by time T - T

Thus, voltages equal to u(t) (channel I) and u(t + i.) (channel Il)
enter the input of the multiplicatlon blo,Žk. A voltage proportional

tO u(t)u(t + I appears on the output of the multiplier; this
voltage proceeds to an integrator whiuh has an integration time

- g'reater than recording length T. Finally, a voltage proportional to

Sfu(1)u(•t+r)dt from the integrator output ls multIplIld in a scale unit

by the coefficient I/(T- -rI) ; a voltagu proportional to the value of
I frý the experimental autocorrelation function R (7I) appears, on the

a output of the device as a whole. Then the delay unit Is retuned to

a new shlft tiMe T = T2 and the entire operation is repeated to

calculate R00 (t). Finally we obtain a set of values R0 0 (T) for

-r - 0, tl, T T , where -t Js the miiaximum shift In tim,? and

ordinarily does not exceed 5-10' of the recording length T.
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U (t%

Fie~. 3. 111 . Uuric tional diagirai (,f c!url''!I m-
uter'. 1 -luw- Frt!q-ucnc~y ft ltev t 2 (I I y

*unit ; .3 -mult 1pi 1i 4 - intifyratnr;
s;cale unitL.

KIy: (1', AnalutL.

F'rom the above de:;crIption of coi'rv'umLeter opurationl It c-lear-ly

* followts that thle t Iinm roqu Ire ( to obt a In ai S- in ýlIe va 1 u(. of the

autocor.relation function iis virtually equal to thu t~ine of experimt:nt

T (cons ldcering that T*trf, This iiearlo that, for example, to

obtain ten values ofr R ',- ) ron: an expertmental r'ucoralUni, 10 mi n

in, length it ii neue.Lsary to zr!p.nd alec-n I. 2 1. Th1-e1efore the anaing

voltage ohould uoually be enitfred Into thu c'rtzloiteter'r Input with a

speed several times graer .han th-2 ;pved of* t~he recor-dlnL during

the actual ext erirnent . The Lne .`f magnuctic automatic recorders doe2

permriit s;uch a timrc , dct o

When speaking of s;pecIC UK nurrclcinutctr circultu It io neceosary

to note the following. Analog cojmputrers whlch carry out filtration,

;nultiplicat.!un~, intc-ati~wcr, ana celirIt nput operaLtions ur,2

well1 known and widely useod in: arnaloir unlt. luor varlous; purpozes

(Kazakov, I'965). it !is onl th:;iyu~tw~hI pte-fI.C f-Dr

correlonetero._ The dvlputof curlIue elauy unit.6 suitable

f~or zr~eating procesoes3 -,hlci, chn'iacter-Lzu aTIos;pher_'C turbulence Is,

as a rule, tl cci to a neu'd "u crnxtrfemcly ;.rrýc, time delays

(up to oeveral tens ;f oeconds) . Such deliayi cannot ur-airiarily tu

accomplished rellably by mtean.; 3f' pu-oly radio equ.ipricrit.

* A unique and promlis ir; rmothioa For obtarinr.1,; lai-i~t time dclays

Is5 that uLsed ir, the' £AS"!-L corrclomcte- from!* the VI L'i~yucý plant

"Schletmash" (FiC,. 3.15). Analog. volt~ait. u,,") In., reco-,rded tvoironously

on)r two track<s of' the iragneotl I %a~po by incans, of I' i; ;dliq hgtead., ZI and
ZII . Then the recordlrjg head; ojf tlhe ir. trick, ZI , Thlftcl over'

the ve~rnier by a certain di stance Atl fr-im- Its Inrit i.a, is t. ion

reproduction the arialoe, v;Ialtae taker: fromn re,:.dlng heash anld
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1K• Fig. 3.15. Delay device using a magnetic
memory. 1 - multiplier unit.

-BII is paoised to the multiplleu unit -and 3imultaneously to recordingý

h!eads ZI and ZIT. Thus there'i t: re-recording over both tracks

(erasing heads CI and CII ermo.ure era,;inri of the pre.eding recording).

"In this case, howevur, the relative po,3ition. of the recordings on

tracks I and !I is changed and tn fact i',cording I is shifted with

U resoect to recurding II by tno time t where v is the magnetic
U

tape speed. By repeating the re-recordlng process in times it is

possible to obtain a shift equal to mT. Using relatively small

displacements of head the ZI (up to 140 ,mm), with this method it is

Siossible to achieve a oubstantiul urift in time, such as is frequently

necessary during calculation of autocorre .ation functions.

d. Spetrometersi

%I
As a rule the autoorrelatlo.n functions ,;hich arc obtained by

means cf analog co!nputers are not used to calculate -,pectral densities,
since this is connected with the problem of converting the autocorre-
1-ition function Into an analog voltage and its input into some new

Sunit. Usually energy spectra are calculated directly by means of

analog devices called spectrometers.

Analog devices for calculatinE; the energy opectrum. (spectrometers) I
are usually consjtructed by the filter ietlhod (see Chapter 3, § 3).
Figure 3.16 shows the functional diagram of a ;pectrometer witi, one

W. filter; the ope-'attng prtnu l.l• of the devlcc can be clarified on
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I4
Fig. 3. 16. Funct tonal d~~aao
a .ipectx'romoter.

KEY: (1) Analuog; (2) Bauid f! Iter';

(3) Watt-eec'ind counter'.

tht :; -jigramn. !,(,t vultaff- U b(2 no e 1 yutrical aria I ug f t he random

pro c:;:zuw.),:wýi-)e z~pectrten (1 ') rMU:-lt LPe f'Ouiid. 'r K;v~lur .

passed Lhruugh an 1-lectr'clc~ 1.I ter p()ýlos3lng the tran:iCer furict ~on
~(±),voltage v ( t ) appear-.; on. the Ltl ter outpult; the opect rum o f t, 1.

vo it age , S (f) its c orinc ct ud w Lt h t h ( : p e ct rur o f theu i n Jt Ia p ro c C.is

u~t) by the relatioinship

S',( W - 141jV) ý,S. (f).

If' recording time oquaý,lu T, Ohe wutt-:;econd counter -standinjg atI
the filter output and accornjp]J I shin wpi qarC detect,1011 and jintegrrat~ioui
ove.-ations will vecord a quant lt;y equatl t(-- f Iv (1)j2dt; thisu quantity 1P I
connected ,,ith thteý spe~ctr'um of' lreirltial Fproc(esf , S () by the

rielationship

r

-r [~ij~ f S,.(f df I T'(f):?S4 (f)df.

A:;, a rule, in reat pCl~ll~ ~ adL lti;'Ith tr'ansfer

* functlon3 $(f) cconcertvatkea 'M a.c~u £'*uem : f,] are

* uLscd (see Fig. 3.1) . In t i.i*a~cte valueý ot' ipectral denusitv of

the Anitial ui'oces., u(t) on thc- rre o<.ciý:ý',, L will equal1
2

To obtaiji th,. entire ý;ec,,1'ur~ cf ;.a iludid pvocesu- in aI ~certain frequency band It 1;; ncesay ovou'I:,elter to ret,ýne
* the characterls'tie ot' the-- fIJter ; ownen .... Uc i' t ~c.: a

* set of such rilter.:, arranged ýn a certain way alo)ng the ax',; -)f

frequencies. In the t*IrLt cas:e thc spectýrai zrialyni. 1: alled

Lsuccesive, s;Ince the valutes of spectral dennl-,ty are laid
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[ ~successively, one after' tunthcx', as the fI'lter eh~uracturintLiC 13
adju;;ted. In theo zccond cane the opectral analy:ýln i; called

parallel, since the valuesO of u;poctral dun:nIty art2 jbtairiod n;iMUI-

taneously on. the outputs of all filterin. Dur'ing Invu,ýtigatlon of
*the parameters which characterize atmoLopherlu tUrbiaLoicoo parallel-

analysio )Lu(trorneteroi are most Prequentl.y~cd Thie fact i.- that

ouccesL ivt! ana) y ,I:ý nat uv~aily -101l-C m y t methaný the. ParLX1'0

* ~ ~~ fr c e s s . Any .1 E c i~n tn .xu i; tr!(.' i:- iXer~ r,r'lc::;l aiL IA,

onince atnioopherlc tui-bulence 1,;rnot a n;tatiorary random'T proce.-o inl

the iotrlut 'Jcfinitiun of this concept (Oeo Chapter 1).

The work by N. K. Vlninichonko and 0. N. Shur' (1ýc6~4) coroitaino ;j

desci'iptlon of an riun!U.tri';Ll opectroinctter l'or pa-'allol anuln.C;w owh.(.h

uses the overload method (1ý:ee Chaptev 2, .1) tu obtain thu spcectra
of ericl inTint i tI. -,it r'ument ,c . 1 led a uonic-frequency

o;pectrometer, consists of' ý2? t''otv Yi* item whilch continuou.--l

tinturoccu a fr:?quericy hand of 1 to 125 !!hý (octav, Is- a term applied

to the hand of frequencies -In which theineu frequency has a rzatft

of 2:1. to thie lowest) . The u-.,e. of magnetic re-cording makcen it pof;:-Jlc

tso investitgate energy spcctra right down to 0.11 lz b)y applyin g an

analog voltage to the spectr'omelter input w~tlh ir~cra'enCd epeed.

T. P.Tvn -92) de~veloped LA a ll-rly n airciraft spec'trom-

eter In w'hich half-uctave ft iteroý cover a f'requency hand fror 0,.00.

to 100 Hz. Thiq Inotrufnent. makc-s it ponhcto obtain ,ne'r(gy

Fpectra directly on board the arro½

'n c a,,i clIu c'Aon '.c <-3 i ",;n c ; rC 'I Cl 7n -c a y1. -t the

ac Curacy of re.-, lJIt; chti - ,2d -,.Ithý .-'C t -. ý I Ct2 Thin analy;I a az

In~1-3, wii! bu base's on ca.`j c.h te o'~2 iinbe of rdog:ue of

freedom k of the cori'enpodidnZ X~ din.t-ritation. Yhe rnumtbor o! egoc

c f fre dcni n de termil.ned; by fo rmul 1 a

where 1!1n the recordic.e, lengtir. and Inthe eluiivaI&'nt wldthl,

determined by fu.,nnula (3.2.1).
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It can be shown (sec (3.61)) that when a band filter with

transfer function *(f) it u:.ed the equivalent width Wt is determined

by the relatlonriship

I--s 1b.M ( 3.61) ,
Waks

It B iS (f)l~df

In the case when the ,,pectrum of the initial procezs changes

little in the frequency band Lfl', j23, which determineo the filter

position, W can be considered equal to the equivalent width
i€(f) I2. Finally, to determlre the number of degi'ees of freedom it

is possible to u:se the V'ormula

k; 2,& 2r,

where 6f is the filter !idtAL.

Having detvevmrined ý! from this formula, one should use Table 3.1
and firnd, with the assigned rellability, the stability of the obtailned

energy spectrum evaluation::. W'hen the filter width equals a half

octave the calculation of .;ta!1[lJty ii particularly clear, since in

this case the number of degeces of freedorm simply equals the number
of half-periods of the lnvestlgatcd frequency in the recording of

the ,roce_.k. Actually, in thi1, vase

k-2 f -

where T*=:-r is the period of the investigated frequency 1. Thus,

for .xample, to obtain evaluatlonrs of the ma;nitude of the energy

spectrum witn an accuracy of +30% and a reliability of 80% it is

* neces:iary 1o have at leaot. 40 ccisplete periods of the investigated

frequt:ncy in the experimiw•,tal recording. For the frequency f = 0.1 Hz
this corresponds to a recordlný t.-nc,.nh 3f approximately 7 min.
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The above-anaiysis indicates the inadvisability of using. :ýpectrometers with very narrow filters. The apparent advantage of

_ the filters is usually wiped out by the p;'act.lcal impoLsibility of

obtaining extremely long experimental recordingo and, as a rule,

* leads to the obtaining of very unstable evaluations of the energy
- 17 .p c~p t r ......

E I
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S [ •
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CHAPTER 4

: SPECTRAL STRUCTURE OF THE TURBULENCE
FIELD

§ 1. SPECTRAL CHARACTER!STICS OF
TURBULENCE AT LOW ALTITUDES

In a number of cases turbulence in the middle and upper tropo-

sphere is determined by the influence of the underlying surface and

S-luo by the dynamics and thermodynamics of the planetary boundary

layer. Therefore it is advisable to introduce some results of

" investigations of turbule;ice at low altitades.

a. Spectral Charactervstic: rf
Pulsations in the Horizontal Wind
Velocity Component

At present the largest quantity of available experimental data
for low altitudes are concerned with pulsations of the longitudinal

horizontal wind velocity component.

The experImental autocorrelation functions obtained by a number

of irvestigators have, as a rule, La exponential or exponential-

osciilato.y character. The latter indicates that wind velocity

pulsations at altitudes are apparently made up of pulsations of a

turbulent character and periodic oscillations. As a result of this,

"bursts" connected with the effect of wave perturbations are frequently

observed on experimental functions of spectral density.
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The studies by N. Z. Pinua and L. V. Shcherbakova (1966) showed

"that in the lower half of the troposphere the spectra of pulsations

of the longitudinal wind velocity component depend on the thermal

stratification of the atmosphere and on the nature of the boundaries

* between turbulized. ayers of the atmosphere. The functions of

U_ spectral density in logar'thmic coordinates are linear .. i.e., they

are described by a power law.

The dependence of the energy spectra of the horizontal wind-

velocity component pulsations or thermal and wind stratification ofI the atmosphere is shown on typical examples presented in Figs. ):.I aurw

4.2.

fl 2-

Ss,-ig ) Q*

' P I j__ t.__0

Fig. 4.1. Typical curves of the spectral
density of pulsations in the horizontal wind-
velocity component.

2
KEY: (1) S(Q)(m/s)2/rad/m; (2) rad/m.

Curve 1 on Fig. 4.1 characterizes the dependence of S(Q) on S2

for an altitude of 500 in above the ground level with indifferent

thermal stratification and a very small gradient of" average wind speed.
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Us 1 JOM4is
lee. o~~•J, a - r*5AJ g'* -j(~..

Fig. 4.2. Typical curves of spectral density/ of
pulsations In the horizontal wind-velocity component.
KEY: (1) S(W)(m/s) 2 /rad/m; (2) rad/mn.

As we see, for scales ranging from several hundreds to several tens '
S of meters the exponeit at 2 equals -1.67, i.e., It equals the

' theoretical value for the inertial Interval.

Curve 2 on this figure characterizes S(O) for an altitude of

10 m, where the vertical temperature gradient in the lower lO0-meter

layer of 'che atmnosphere wa3 superadiabatic and the vertical

gradient of aver'age windspeed .wa-. close to zero. As we see,
the left (low-frequency) and right (high-frequency) portions of the

curve of S(M correspond to the "1minus 5/3" law. However, the right

side of this curve falls In the region of higher values of spectral

density.

Curve 1 on Fig. h.2 characterizes the function S(-) for an

altitude of 1000 m under conditions of stable thermal stratification

S-Lnd a small vertical wind-velocity gradient. As we see, this curve
car. be approximated by two rectilinear segments described by the

power law. Up to scales approximately equal to 3hd m, the modulus t f
o eethe exponent equals 2.83, while for imall scales it corresponds to

the "minus 5/3" law.
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Curve 2 on Fig. 4.2 characterizes S(U) at an altitude of 80 m

during very stable thermal stratification a'id a significant vertical

gradient of average wind speed. At scales from several hundred

meters down to approximately 150 m there are bursts on the curve of

- a. S(O); these are apparently conriected with the influence of short-
perlod o.;cillationo in windspeed caused by the high value of the

vertical gradient of average windzpeed In the stably stratified
atmosphere.

We will turn to a theoretical explanation of the physical natur':

of the described spectra somewhat later (see § 3). We will note thut
for conditions of a stable atmospheric state the exponent can vary ir.

broad limits. This is clear from the data presented in Table 4,1.

Table 4.1. Dependence of the exponent n at S1
on altitude. ____ ___-

_________ C ck•pui 1  1",~ Im i) rw -Fo•" I •l-.

40D-700 9 065 IM 20-2.9 243
70-1200 17 061 0,7M 2,0-3.5 2.50

120u- 1700 6 0,76 0,86 2.2-35 2.63
17o-2500 6 0,48 0,45 2:3--3:3 2.702)OD--MW) I -- -- 2.8 --

05O-4,3o 9 0.72 1.13 2.7--4.5 3.10

KEY: (2) Altitude, m; (2) Number of spectra;
(3) 8(m/s)/l00 m; (4) Range of n values.

On the average the quantity n grows with altitude. This compli-

catts obtaining averaged spectra, which might be regarded as standards

for different applied problers.

Since on the average the troposphere is stably thermally strati-

fied, the average spectra should be clo:3e in shape to the spectrum

represented by curve 1 on Fig. 4.2. Considering that the stability

of a thermally stratified atmosphere will, on the average, gl-ow with

altitude, it is possible to expect an increase in n for the region
of scales exceeding several hundreds of meters.

Figure 4.3 shows averaged spectra for various altitudes in the

lower half of the troposphere. As I, evident t'rom this figure, the
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steepness of the curve of spectral density grows with altitude - i.e.,
the modulus of the exponent as a function of g(A)--- grows with

altitude.

lot)

4-A \

_~I

9210 628 828& Al I

Fig. 4.3. Averaged spectra of
pulsations of the horizontal
wind-velocity component for
different altitudes in the
troposphere. 1) 500 m, 2)1000 m, 3) 2000 m, 4) 3500

KEY: (1) S(Q)(m/s) 2 /rad/m; (2)
rad/m.

b. Spectral Characteristics of
Pulsations in the Vertical Wind-
Velocity Component

The distance from the earth's surface has an essential influence
on pulsations in the vertical component of wind velocity. In particu-
lar, the limiting scale of these pulsations - the so-called turbulence
scale - is bounded by this distance. Therefore the curve of the
distribution of turbulent energy over the spactrum should have a
raximuw at a frequency corresponding to the limiting distance. Other
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conditions being equal, its position 3hould uh.ft with altitude
Into the region of greater scales (lower frequencies). We will note
that Archimedean forces should have a stronger influence on pu -;at ion:;
of the vertical component of wind vulocity than on pulsýations of the
lhorizontal wind speed,

S. L. Zubkovskiy (1963) studied the npectral cl:aracteoril:tic:; of
DuIlations in the vertical wind-vulocity component; t;e:;e pulsatlon:;

Swere measured by means of an acoustic anemometer in:;talled on an

IL-14 aircraft. Flight3 were carried out by day over level terrain
under conditions ol' strong thermal convection. Spectra were constructvdSfor altitudes of 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 2000 m. it was found
that for perturbation scales ranging from 102 to 104 c these spectra

t a•ree satisfactorily with the Kolmugorov-Obokhov "minus 5/3" law.
F Table 4.2 presents averaged char~icterlstics of these spectra.

'Table 4.2. The uxponent n and the
spectral density for the wave number

10-3 cm" as functions of' altitude H.

S0 1.72 6,46 1,00
100 2 1:74 8.31 0,9"2no 19 I .8 4,:0 0,76
.•0 18 1,7 ,5,1 0,80SIOUO 17 1,59 4,07 0,63

-.OU 18 -- 0,0 0 , 11

KEY: (1) Altitude H, n; (2) ,Number of

spectra; (3) cm3/s2.

A tendency to a reduction in S(S)) with altitude is noticeable,
es;pecially above 500-1000 m, where; Conditions of pure convection

rVP were apparently strongly disturbed during the period of' the flight

* experiments.

Similar -esults for the above-indicated turbulent sca-le regions
[ were obtained by P. A. Vorontsov and i4l. A. 6erman (1964), who carried

out measurements on. a P0-2 aircraft equiUped witr, an accelerograph,
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We should point out the very interesting studies carried out by

K. B. Notess (1957). These studies measured all three components of

wind-velocity pulsations. The spectra in the region of scales from

20-30 to 1400 m are approximated well by the "minus 5/3" law. However,

the dispersions in pulsations u', vt, and w' turned out to be

differant.

The article by B. M. Kopnrov (1965) presented data on the

spectra of the pulsations in the vertical-wind velocity component
obtained for the scale region ranging from a few metero up to 2-3 km.

The spectra were measured at altitudes of 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000,

and 2000 m during the day with developed convection above level

terrain. The measurements were made on anIL-14 aircraft with an

acoustic anemometer. Figure 4.4 shows the spectra which were obtainedr in experiments carried out from 1106 hours to 1417 hours on 31 August
1963. As we see, up to an altitude of approximately 1600 m the

spectra are in good agreement with the "minus 5/3" law. At higher

altitudes, where the atmosphere was stauly stratified, the tangent

to the slope of the spectrum constructed in logarithmic coordinates

for perturbation scales exceeding 100-200 m is greater than 5/3
(in absolute value).

A. Burn~s (1964) published data on the spectra of pulsations in
the vertical wind-velocity component measured on a "Canberra"

aircraft during flights at low altitudes over different surfaces in
England and Nort'i Africa. Velocity pulsations were measured with an
anemoclinometer, suppor'ted orb a rod ahead of the aircraft nose. The

pulsation spectrum covered s.cales of pulsations ranging approximately

froum 15 to 2500 m. Certain characteristics of these spectra are

given in Table 4.3.

From Table 4.3 It is clear that the values of the modulus of

the exponent n have comparatively great sc&tter, especially at

altitudes of 60-150 m, but on the average the values of n are close

to 5/3.
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SiPig. 4.4. Curves of the spectr~I.l

rI density of' pu1sation• in the verti-

cal winoi-velocity comaponent (at
various altitudes).
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Unfortunately, there are very few data at present on the

spectral density for scales of turbulence exceeding 2.5-3.0 Km.. This

is connected with the f'act that obtaining reliable data on the

spectral density of pulsations in the vertical wind-velocity component

on such large scales requires measurements over a horizontal flight

scgment no less than 90-100 km in extent. At the same time the

h•rtzontal extent of turbulent zones is, as a rule, less than 100 km.

hesides this, it is difficult to assume that conditions of at least
relative uniformity for which calculations of spectral density would
be meaningful could be retained over a segment of such length.

The results of studies of the influence of the nature of the
underlying surface on the spectrumare of definite interest. According

to the experimental data of Burns (1964), spectral density is greater
over the entire range of scales above hilly terrain than it is above

a smooth surface. This difference grows with an increase in the

scale of perturbations, beginning with scales approximately on the

order of 100 m.

Spectra which he obtained during flights with and against the

flow (wind) differ little from one another. This difference is

particularly small if the groundspeed, and not the airspeed, of the

aircraft is used for transition from time spectra to spatial spectra.

This indicates that at low altitudes S(Q) for the verti~a' ., .onent
of wind velocity depends on the distance between orograph..

inhomogeneities. The spectra obtained by Burns during flight across
the flow differ from those obtained during flights either with or

counter to the flow. This difference is manifested particularly

sharply in regions of small turbulence scales.

Not only turbulencu intensity, but also the determined power

and nature of the spectrum change with altitude. Inparticular,

under conditions of Indifferent or unstable stratification and small
vertical gradients of average wind velocity, the spectral density of

comparatively large scales of perturbations grows with altitude,

while the spectral density of small scales of perturbations, on the

contrary, diminishes. Intersection of curves of S(Q) for different
altltudes occurs at scales or, the order of 600 m.
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A4
C. Relationship Between Spectra of
PYl3atlon.M of the Ver'tical and
Hlorizontal Components of Wind

S'/~e l o c i ty

SAs uxperlmental nvostigaticns show, the magnltudes of thU

iertical ;uid lonltudirial component- o)f vtiocity pulsat on:: depe:,d

the altitude abo)ve the suv1'ace of the earth and on the thermal arid

wind stratification of the atmosphere. Therefore they are subject to

diurnal and annual variations. Talohe 4.4 gives• experimental data

obtained by P. A. Vorontuov (19t:6) which characterize this dependen',--

for pulsations in the longitudinal and vertical components of wind

velocity. He obtained these qata ovwr level terrairi in the middle
latitudes.

From Table 4.4 it i* clear t.Iat-in the -rummer and in the daylli,,ht

hours, independently of the -casrjn, the 'ican square values of

pulsations in the wind-velocity coinponunt, a I and ou aru greateor

than these characteristics for' pulsations of the wind-vulocity
component in the winter and in the evening arid night hours. Besides

this, in the 100-meter atmospheric layer next to the ground the

quantity au grows in the warmr season, while aw grows over ',he course
of tne entire year; at high altitudes, on thc other hand, they

* diminish with altitude. The diurnal amplitudes of aw and au vary
simil ariy with altitude. In the cold seas;on in the entire layer,

riot only the values of a. nut also theýir di:inal amplitudes, diminish

r with altitude (Table 4.5).

STable 4.• also give.; the magnitude of the ratio oa/Ou, From

this table, which includes data on pulsatlin,; in wind velocityV without distinction of toe magnitude of the vertical gradient of

average wind velocity, it is evident tiat even with an indifferent

o, 'hiirmally ui:7table state of the atmosphvre 'e dispersion of
"pulsations of the vertical wind-velocity component is, on the average,

less than that of pulsations of the longliti.dinal component. The
anisotropy of pulsations of the win'd vuloclty component i.s expressed

particularly sharply in the winter, and ai;so in the evening arid night

hours during the .-ammer, when tem:7perature inverilon wit corrmparative'"



Table 4.4. Characteristics of pulsations In

horizontal (u') and vertical (w') componento
of wind velocity.

r3 1- v'IF , l oll_)

00,40CI

I Ten. l nepHo4 ro0s,0 X0.1,1MA ne,2 0 r.A
2 1. 0 0,00 0. 29 0:. 210,07 0. 1 2 I ,21 08 1 I 0 10 6 0 1 0:3710.34
SI 010 ,28 0 35 0 310 ,35 0 .48 0 .2 3 0'7 1 00 0 ,09 0 30 0.30

NO0 065 117 0 '707 ':4 110,3 0,'22 0,4f 0.72 0'.50 03 29 0 31 0,20

0.,2 O 0, 0 0.58 03 t .( 0, 06 100:20 0,49 0,21 (A 10:32 0. 10

200 049 0,7 014 014 0 ,10 0 .10 0 ,26 0 ,41 020 0 609 08092,61 0090

0w0 A)15610:9 03- -210'0 -0,10,2 0,604 112,-.

100 I0,62 0.760o. 56 0.32o,. 0 .36 03 ,042 10,49 ,0 44 0i2031042
0 0750,6 .310320 4 0,.16 1 0 5 0,,W 0.3 03 038

3 00 0,4 1 0 ,7 4 00 0,4: 0,2 0,: 20,3 0,3 0:40

I°i I002- 1,I - 1- -•-I.' --10 1.? I0,9 .9 7 --3,3 1,6 , 0,2 0.3 - 3 4 o -.-5 I-1 1

I0o,3 0 ,440,8 0. o 0,o --Ol I.O 0.4 -,0 0,9 0,5 -0 7

KEY: (1) Altitude, m; (2) Time of day, hours;

(3) Warm season; (!) Cold season.
Designation: M/OU 2 2/3.

Table 4.5. Diurnal amplitudes of dy h and w

M/s. _ _ _

(1) % a.) i-u

2 T to we I me

Tew.oe .. 0:63 1,110 0951 0,j 0,561 0,89 0,7 0,53
So.10o311(0") 0,70 0,68 0:50 0,26 0..26 0,48 0,32 0,19

KEY: (1) Season; (2) Altitude, m; (3) Warm;
(4) Cold.
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small ver'tical gradiunt., of av(:rage wind velucity ar'-e obtevved v-ýry[Ifrequeitly In the considured layer of the atmco:pher'e, While the
L. quantity a /a~ compr18e:8 an avter'age 0.72-C.-7( at noon In the ouul~imc

w
and 0.30-0.36 at midnight J1n the Iuner tin ..,,Inter tYhe valujo 1fut

Lt1e2e times ci' day ar', , ccejivot! Ve1Y, 0.31-0 .52 andr 0.29-u,. 32.

One Jnuýt boar in mind ntihat wt rkwI rri; anld :;mall vei-ttra

* g~~r'adientit of" aVvr age -. Iniw \'ei'ý Ity, Aý e'11 ru t re OvU

can exi.ot, the sign and magnitude ci' the ratio a /a d I ffe.,

o.ubstý-anti ally from the average oharL~te!,isticL; presented In Table Jib

lriveotiguticnls by i!.,. 11. 'Ko.prov (19i)C) ',we hat In the. 6LImme t-
t me In the bottomin ayer of' thQ utrro-.pbere over" level tu,ýrraif and inl= ~ ~~cloudleos weather' the Ln1luw, ot' energy of' turlbulence 10 acmlse

mainly due to the inflow fro!m Erner'gy of aver;1,.r motion. Th u.;, 'or'

-example, at a height of a~uut al ntCr' thcQ Iriflow of' -nor',y from

average motion W iu'w - one or two oi'dev,-s greater than the

inflow of energy due to theL work of' :orroeu ou' huoyariey At a

hieight of' abouut 50 mn the enotCrgy inflowrc are level and at higher
altitudes the infl7cw Of erlirgy due to the wcr? cf buoyancy I'orces

substa~itially exceeds that from avcrafre motion.. (2eriarally , the free-

convectiLon regime i s realIzed in the daylt.I~ht hour:, in ýhe 5)0-20C M

layer. According to Kopi'ovl's ioata, this rt'eg!-ioe lis not. )i1eJi

pure form ac hi gh alt tudec,. in part tu Aar , u: Is i., expresse-(-(.iIn

the fact t!-at the decrease in the lnflo-e. ci er' (11,c to tihe 'ý-r

of' buo;yancy forcus ailt.. altt~iukie ocs 8sostntal r re apliv.

th"-an the decreaseL In the rate o. l-upt"~ of ~u'ue;energy-Fv t

altitude. Koprov cn;dr that the growth in the rol- of' vurtic-a1

diffusion flaws of energy of ti4 i)U11-5.CC w..!-, titode S Loi

fXthils, phenýomenon.

* We will examine in more detaill the relat~oon:;!;p hwcr , and

P a~o with ouns:ideratior of certansnsal uue: f hefni ~ofo
ýýectr.al dens ity' for puuIasl orn -f t' vr~a esti

4.components of wind výoi, s a tated alboveý, il-v r

oilsat-lon eradcj-~er~d on tho r-iturv ofl t; 'i rsi trh j to

oil-1



of' thet. atmosphere, but spectra of pulsations of the vertical component

of wind veiocity at low altitudes al:;o depend on the distance above
the ;'urface ofr the earth. With an increase in distance from the

surface the obs.rved break in the curve of S(O) for pulsations of the
vertical wind-v-locity component, countructed in logarithmic

coordinateL, to shifted into the region of larger scales (smaller 0),
as ,s cl(ar from Fig. 4.5. besides this, as Burns' studies showed,

p.,Ctra! density generally dlminlshv.; with altitude in the small-
;cale rugi.)n, w}tilo tri the retLton cf' large .,ca2,os after the beginning

of the break in the curve or S(1), on the other hand, it increases.
"Thuou, the Increase in the energy of vertical wind-velocity component

p'il:ations with altitude occurs at the expense of the long-wave

portion of the ,spectrum. M4eanwhile the spectrum for pulsations of
the horizontal wind-velocity component haz one and the same slope for
a broad range o, scales and in this case spectral dlensity diminishes
with altitude. For these conditions the ra'sIo betv:en aw and a at

small altitudes hias a characte•litioc vertical profile: up to 50-70 mt,

w < au; at higher altitudes. w > au

2 4
q ,,

',0 -- p -t-- p-a- d

-. -I0" -I 4,~-.-4

__' __ - -•"• - -O" K4
Fig. 4.5. Curves of spectral density
for the vertical (1) aud horizontal
(2) c'omponent.s of wind velocity at
altltudec, of UO m (a), 150 m (b), and
3C0 m (c).

KEY: (1) (m/ns)"'/radm; (2) rad/n,.
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As an example, Table 4.6 presents data from A Durns (1964) for

three flight experiments; during the first twu experiments the

vortical temperature gradient Was 1.050/100 m and during the third

Sflight It was I.1°/I00 m. The wind speed at ground level was 6 and

3 m/z, respectively, while the vertical gradient of average wind spct:d

wa• substantially leu-" trian 1 r.:/u per' 100 n of altitude.

Table 4.6. a /ou as a l'unctlon
or altttude. w u

6() _ _ _" _ _

30 - - 090o
5D ,2.3 1 Ob 1.33300 1.20 1:48 --

PKY: (L) Altitude, m.rn,

We will recall that the data in Table 11.6 relate to scalewi

ranging from tens of meters up to 2500 'neters. Thus, the nature

of the anisotropy of wind-velocity component pulsations changes with

altitude. At present there are no reliable data on the nature of

k-. anisotropy for nlsih altitudes. However, it is possible to asoume

that at high altitudes, especially where stiat,_.ication begins to

become stable, ow is less than a I
As the studies by A. F. Gurvich (1962) snowed, in the lowvst.

layer of the atmosphere tne point at which a break In the curve of

S () for pulsations of the vertical wind-velocity component occurs

will depend on the thermal stratiticatlui of the atmosphere and is

shtfted into the region of large scales w.lith an increase in the
thev'mal instability of the atmosphere. Similar resultz were obtained

by 0. A. Panovskly and P. A. Makkormik (1954) for altitudes up to

10,1 m above the surface. These rtudl,:, showed that not only does the

total energy of vertical wind-velo(T-ty componeriet pulsations in the

low-frequency region increase .w.,ith an, increase in altitude and thermal

instability of the atmosphere, n:;t there Is also a growth in the

displacement of the maximum toward tihe side of lower frequenclen.

Radar studies of the structural ch~racteristllc:; of pulsati-ons of the
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longitudinal and transverse components of wind velocity carried out

by Yu. V. Mel'nichuk (0.966) showed that with horizontal eddy scales

which are smaller' than the height of observations the structural
functions of these components almost coincide. Beginning with scales

whIch are close in magnitude to the value of the altitude of the

obi;ervat'orjs, the structural function of transverse pulu{ationo

achieven saturation,whlle the structural function of longitudinal

puisat Lon:; continue,, to grow. This tndicate3 that the anisotropy of

horizontual pulsations is shifted with altitude into the region of

large perturbation scales.

§ 2. INTERMITTENCE OF TURBULENCE.

SPECTRUM OF THE EXTE.RNAL BOUNDARY
OF TURBULIZED LAYERS OF THE
ATMOSPHERE

As indicated by the results of balloon and aircraft Investiga-

tIjns of clear air turbulence, zones of intensive turbulence of

great extent are encountered relatively rarely in the atmosphere.

In a majority of cases it i. possible to detect only individual zones

of turbulence, localized in space; these move together with the

average flow, where such local zones can arise spontaneously in the

form of "flares." Flashes of turbulence can acquire comparatively

great frequency, increase in sicz, and run together as they move

along the flow. Gradually turbulent zones in the form of spots

arIge along the flow, so that a succession of quasi-laminar and

turbulent regimeu is observed. At a fixed point in space above which

tjno airflow is moving, first the quasi-lamin ar regime and next the

turt:ulent regime will predominate at the beginning of the described

process.

The spontaneous nature of the appearance of, in particular,

microturtulencQ in the free atmosphere was first detected by A. M.
Obukhov, N. Z. Pinus, and S. I. Krechmer (1952) during experimental
investiatlons of atmospheric turbulente or, free balloons.

Under laboratory conditions it is possible to visualize the

region of turbulent motions by the method of so-called shadow
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Iphotography. Considering the spatial scales of' turbulent motions,
this is; virtually impos.-,ble to do in the atmosphere. To a certainI ~degree it is possible to descri~be the geometry of tau'bullzed layers,
in particular at low altitudes, from the degree to which the space

Intersected by an aircraft in horizontal fltght iz filled with

V turbulent puliations. in thts case the most accurate description

can be made If stirultaneous5 measur'ew~ent5 of' -wlrid-vclocity pulcationL3

areý carr-led out by several aircraft at different levLein-. in practtce

flight experiments. are, as a rule, carried out with a zoingle 31 rcraft

and tnerefore the vertical section of thc atmosphere can be obtain-.d

only by "cementing together' data fromn measurements during never'al

differen~t horizontal flights at different -leve-l- between fixed pointo

on the surface. besides this, during evaluaution of' experimental
data on the presence or absence or' turbulitnce in a flow of air it is

necessary to consider the frequency characterilstics and the initial2
sensitivity or' the mea-suring e.qui1pment.

The diurnal variation of turbulence above level terrain Is shown

on Fig. 4.6, which was constructed from daua of' ! light experiment

* on a P0-2 aircraft carried out on 29 September 19L46. Horizontal

!'lights were made at levels of 100, :300, 500, 1000, 1;;00, and 2000 m.

The segments on which airci-aft overload-- recorded by thtj SP-11l

accelerograph were observed are traced on F~ig. 0.6. During the first

*flight, carried out 15 min after' sunrise-, "szoild tutrbulence" was

observed at an altitude uf 100 r., while at higher altltudez turbulence

*was- noted only in isolated place~i In t~le form of flashes. .1n

particular, indi vidual flares of turbuleýnce neerote..d at altitudes

of 1000 and even 1500 m. A similar plctuýre wao, observed during theA

eecond flight. Subsequently, as is cvident, from the figure, turbulence,

developed intensively and by 1100-1200 h it occupied a layer of the

atmosphere up to 500 m; by 12100-l200 h it reached -,00- tii. Th eI

greatest intrensity was achieved at A1400 i, Phe las;t f.Ight, wa.

carried out at 1625 h, i.e.*, 1-2 h bef~ove ;urnset. Turbulence at

altitudes was weak -id the perturbed sect-Jons,- of the !"Low had the

tv 'Ilnitial instrument scn;itivity 0.053 C.
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nature of moving spots with horizontal dimensions ranging from

several tens of meters to several hundred.

#M

2W0 a) b) c)

Sd) e) f)

1000 - -

0 -

0 -W00 3000 0 O0 1000 0 WO0 2iOOM

Fig. 4.6. Diurnal ariation in
the development of turbulence.
a) 0640 h; b) 0830 h; c) 1029 h;
d) 1238 h; e) 1433 h; f) 1625 h.

Thus, during the stages of development and attenuation of the

turbulent regime in air flowo turbulence can he*e an intermittent

character. This same feature characterizes the transition zones
between the turbulized zone and the unperturbed atmosphere. Experi-

mental studies showed that turbulent layers in the atmosphere usually

have a fairly clear-cut boundary, beyond which aircraft measurements

indicate that there is no turbulence. The boundary between the

turbulized and laminar segments of an air flow have irregular

outlines which vary randomly ½n time and space. This stems from the

fact that air can flow freely from the quasi-laminar region into the
turbulent area, while turbulent pulsations can penetrate the auasi-

laminar region of the flow only with substantial weakening on the

path of penetration. According to L. D. Landau and Ye. M. Lifshits

(1953), attenuation of velocity pulsation amplitude during penetration

into a qua~i-lamirnar region of the flow is described in the first

approximation ,y the formula

A.j - Ae+ " ( 4.1i)
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where A 0 is tile initial amplitude of pulbu~tlio velucity; 0 16 theI.wave numoer, invernply propor~tional to the ,,pa',ial ec~lv of turbulert
pulsations; H is the coordinate along the normal to thu! tUv~bulized
layer. From (4.1) it followý; that thc onialler the ýcealu of turbulent

pulsation3, the 3maller tile diatance frorr tne Lurbulized layer at

whirh they, will attenuato. Theref~ore only c*iniparatlvely I~irge-ocalt

turbulent pulsations can penletratv Into thi, dept~i: or the quasi-lam1iinar

region of the flow. ThoŽsc pul.lýatl.ons ,,ruuttLe irve,,'ilro dI7stortI~ori,.*

thc toundary and a sequenice of' tubl~ and q IImnrflow

regimes. As an example, Fig. 24.7 shuws the vertical sctilon of a

turbulized boundary layer' of the atmosphere. Thlis secticin was

constructed Wy the "cmerieting" method fro-iimnealurement data on

aircraft overloads. during f'light3 -'hove c~ er~i~

300

0 1000 2000 3000 4000M

Fig. ~4.7. Ve rt ica I sec t on oaC
the turbulized boundary oar of
the an.pee

T'he degree of i ntermitt~c-ce izt 'Žvaliiated according to the

magnitude of tile tntel'mltternce coefjficlfent - i .e. , from the magnitude

of the ratio (a) of the total horizontal ext.rnt of the2 turbulized

sections of' the flow to the total lengt;th of thz flow intersteted by
t.he aircraft or passing a give~n point. 7t1. ohvious; that the

distribution of the intermittencQ coý-fi'icicnt in altitude depends o~n

the nature of the vertical dlstO.ribatlor of' ali, ternueratlue and thle

average wind speed, while in the 1hound'2r: layer tt also depends on

the distance from the surface. A-0 art oxampie Fig. 14. ,,ho-ss the

curves of intermittence coeffI~cient srIo n;eum1 woas,-

obtalned for conditions . comuu!ratI vely -r:aiI vc-it*ica, temr.ýr'ature



gradients but large gradients of average wind velocity (2 November

1963), curve 2 for conditions of convection (20 April 1962), and

curve 3 for conditions of a disruptive surface temperature inversion

(;l April 1962).

- ~ So $000 1-500tsO •o

Fig. 4.8. Vertical profile of the inter-
mittence coefficient of turbulence.

Laboratory 2tudies show that in free turbulent flows the zone

of intermittent turbulence is significantly deeper than in the

boundary layers. In the boundary layers its depth can reach 0.4-1.2

of the thickness of the boundary layer, while in free turbulent flows

it can reach 3.2 times the transverse dimension of the turbulized

flow region, At present there are virtually no studies of the

geometric characteristics of turbulence in the free atmosphere.

From (4.1) it follows that intermittent turbulent portions of

the flow may exist at times, while at times small-scale turbulence

may be absent. Thanks to this the function of spectral density for

these flow regions should differ by very small values from the

spectral density for a region of small-scale turbulence. As an

example, Fig. 4.ý shows curve 3, characterizing 3(Q) for an altitude

of 2000 m above the ground urder conditions of stable thermal
stratification of the atmosphere (0.680/100 m) and a small vertical

gradient of average wind speed (0.20 rn/s per 100 m). On the figure

it Is clear that the left part of the curve of spectral density has

a slope which is characteristic for conditions of stable stratifica-

tion with a small vertical gradient of average wind speed. The right

portion of the curve has a very steep slope with a very small

magnitude of spectral density for small-scale turbulence. Spectra

having the same characteristic features as that on Fig. 4.2 were

obtained by N. K. Vinnichenko (1966) at very high altitudes (up to

10 km).
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It should be noted that the type o! cujive r,' spe.ctrai denrity
S3(d) depicted on Pig. 4.2 may characterize par.ticular feature:. of a

spectrum of degenerating turbulence in the rinai pc-rlod of deeerIErLa-

tion (see Chapter 1). The greater the wave nui;,hAC. Q, the higher the

rate at which spectral density 3(02) dQinrishe:; in the procesr of

turbulenc, degeneration.

Thus, besides the three baoic types of energy qpectra pointed

out in § 1 and connected with thermal :;tratification, yet a fourth

type I:u observed in the atmusphere; thI:; type is char-inrter'stlc fi,)t'

the region or the boundariec between turbulent layers of the atmos,-

phere or condt_.onsn of deioenerating tu.'bulu:iu. interpretation of

such spectra for turbulen:ce of' the fre.;• atmot;pliere in a clear sky,

when It is virtually imposalble to determine the houndariPs of

turbulent zones, represent!; a very ci)mplex problem.

5 3. SPECTRUM OF TURBULENCE IN A
THERMALLY STRATIFIED ATMOSPHERE

Experimental studies3 of the structure ol' turbulence in the

troposphere and lower stratosphere were undertal:en by the author.i In

1958, when methods and equipment were available ,,.iich, permitted

obtaining energy spectra of' pulsations uof the vertical wind-veLocity

component. The experimental data available at that time had been

obtained mainly :n the u-v,:eu(,t and boundary ayers; of. t.:e ati-ýosp.;. 'r,

where the underlying . urfaoe exerts, an e::;,-nt , 1.• l " '!,i:.iC

The first experimental enu:'.,y --pcctr'a o" ;i';;i;Ier.c turbulnce

w.;ere obtained in zones of the jet strea;:i (Shur, ].9, ,') .

shr)ws a typiea] energy spectrum of pul,3at o of 'if ver'tical wind-

6,speed component obtatried in the jet-stram z,.. A:; I:: evident f.rois

e figure, the spectral curve uconotr,.eled - a !i.ar. thf:i• scai,

can be arproximatea by two roctillrear .:eirieW.3. !s. chl of tone

segments corresponds to the w .:,er law 9,2- , T;e.. nent BC can

S ,be, approximated Ly thc Owe:, a' S(2).-Q- e,, e., it cnrvenzponoa: t3

the Inertial Interval of ti,. :;1;lctrum for. h1. uh tile K rflogol(,J)a ;hev
* f):stulhtA e abot t n '-7stmi lar;v !ttd the t r anc cer a n er Y,_r','.:c ; ca].:

'u - -



to scale without losses io V'ulfilled. The line AD on the figure is

drawn from point A with a slope of -5/3. If the spectrum were to

pass along AD, this would mean that all the energy obtained by

turbulent pulsations characterized ry the wave number QA' being

gradually transferred without losses to turbulent formations with

large P,, would in the end disoipate into heat. Curve ABC passes

below AD; consequently, le-;s energy converts into heat per unit time

than arrtve3 at point A. S;pectru which are similar to that shorn

in Fig. 4.9 are characteristic for the upper troposphere.

: 104 A

.too

SBQ - %

D

C

10-j 10-2 10-f (p 12

Fig. 4,9. Energy spectrum
of turbulence 'vertical
component) in clear air
in the Jet-stream zone.

"KEY: W/) S(f)(m/s) 2/rad/m;
(2) rad/m.

Figure 4.10 shows energy spectra normalized in terms of disper-

•;ion; they were obtained during flights in clear air in a zone of

weakly expressed Jet flow.

The overload method, which was used to cbtaln the spectra shown

on Figb. 4.9 anid 4.1C, gives reliable results only when the intensity

of turbulence exceeds a certain threshold value in the region of wave

numbers to which the aircraft Is sensitive (see 5 1, Chapter 2).
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Fig. 1110 Dseio-nma. -_ eerg

spectra \\trucneI ce) -- i

bo s s~nifspecLhtr cf tuahuen:e in .ccales acr i a

sponding, to segwucnt BC (P-1g. 4.9) will n,)t perý-_ived ty the alncarat

as an over-load meter. It Is obvious that, In tr~osc ca~icoo when the

aircraft a-, a w:-;ole does nut r'riet. to th;evelý)c~ty fluctuations,

by using It as a platforim it 1,- poiis1nibo to irir,,tafl on It more

sensitive instrumnent.' and to ntudy I'luctA;iation,. vim hlow the



sensitivity threshold of the overload equipment. Such measurement.;,
in particular pulsations of the horizontal wind-speed component, were
carried out by the hot-wire anemometric method (Vinnichenko, 1964).

In o•rder to obtain the ,pectrum of the horizontal component in a

broader range of wave numbers (scales), the measurements on the

aircraft were carried out simultaneously by an airborne hot-wire

anoriometer arzd by the Doppler navigation system (see § 1, Chapter 2).

Figure 4.11 shows the energy spectrum of pulsations of the

horizontal wind-speed component obtained in clear air in the jet-

stream zone by N. K. Vinnichenko (1966). From comparison of Fig. 4.11

with Fig. 4.9 it is evident that the spectrum of the horizontal

component has the same character as that of the vertical component.

At the same time the magnitudes of spectral density on these figures

differ by almost two orders of magnitude. In the case corresponding

to Fig. 4.11, the aircraft did not experience noticeable overloads

and only the use of sensitive equipment made it possible to obtain data

on the turbulence spectrum. Figure 4.12 shows spectra of the hori-

zontal component obtained by Vinnichenko (1966) during flights in clear

air; they are similar in character to the spectrum on Fig. 4.11. The

experimental data point to the fact that some mechanisms should

exlst for the absorption of the kinetic energy of turbulence present

in the free atmosphere. This mechanism may be connected with

peculiarities of the medium, that is either with the "absence of

a solid wall " or with temperature stratification. The particular

features of the structure a turbulent flow in a ternperature-stratifled

medium were ftirst pointed out by A. M. Obukhov (1946).

In the work by G. N. Shu.• (1962) the leakage 'f a portion of

the energy of turbulent pulsations is explained by losses in resisting

Archlmedean forces. The basis for this explanation is as follow3.

In the free atmosphere in the presence of stable stratification

with respect to density the kinetic energy of an eddy obviously will

not be transmitted to eddies with smaller scales without losses.

T.n its lifetime an eddy must resist Archimedean forces of stable

stratification. Part of the eddy energy will enter into an increase
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:;ignlficant portion of their energy. The conversion of the kinetic

energy of turbulent pulsations into potential energy should occur ao

.cng a:i :3tratification remainsi stable. In certain cases, as will ho

.3miown below, virtually all of' the energy of turbulence may be expended

on reuiý;tlng the forces of stratification, and the turbulence spectrum

can ht- limited from the side ot' large wave numbers (small :scaleu)

We wll examine certain :uantitative relationships on the La:;i:•

o" the widely accepted ansuitption that in a turbulent f ow eeriuy ½

transferred from large-scale to small-scale eddies.

We will designate losses of energy due to resistance to Archime-

* dean forces per unit time as dE'/dt:

( 4.2)

where v is the eddy velocity; p is density; g is the acceleration of

gr-avity; 8 is the potential temperature. We will have per unlt mas.3

dE£ idE' *

where -o- ,= (V,-y) is the potential tempcrature gradient and Z is the

characteristic dimension of the eddy.

We will assume further that in the region of small Z, as confirmed

by many experiments, tre Koluro~orov-Obukhov law is fulfilled well, and

we wJ!l trace the tendency of the change in the spectral law "minus

5/3" during transition to large t with consideration of the effect

being examined. Then

V ,, = ( ,/) .34 . 10•

Subs,tituting (4.1) into (4 . 3 ) , we obtain

d. .



Exprutision (4.5) defines thie rateof .-V:onvci'.-;lon ,:L' kinetic

e~il'g/t of' t urbulunce into potet; ~liatei H heFo I .t , the.

rlate of' los~s of' kinetic energy .or turbuO oncec pev unit Jrtu*The(

quantity dE /dt characterizes stable utratfitcat ifl'' h I'low :;i a
ce-rtain consumer' of turbulent 3ncorg,. Th :trgcr th re:Wrývr? 01)F t ablt)1 ty, I-e g~reater the quuntlty o, t'IH;$o:: It kiw'g civci

The tota'l rate of. trans.fer of' turbulent enlergy, .;1,.; made u-pr of' the rate of inertial t:'airiej-, niumexier~azly ealto, the dILssipat~Iu.
0rate c, and the rate of 1 u8 oF urbiulent uile.-gy d I, /dt:

let, w Al: expreoss the po tent I *u tepoAl: u c tf:-ll'uuh Uthe a~veraL

temperaturo of the turbulizud layer T ;mdl we will desgnate

2 2

7' 4(T. -- ) (4 .7).

Sxpr'essiori (3) is now rewritten An the f!0111-

(4 .d

R-abicc-ng (L~)to theI.) J3i r;, n0' , yvr

v~oe~i~2

:1 Oct 1+ bi)



II
i.y expre LýIng the scale of I through the wave number, fl. we

I

( v,:' •I - b,•-. ,, (4 .12)

4

Thu calculations used to obtain expression (4.12) are not strict;

however, the conclusion which ensues from (4.12) that there is an

Increaoe in the modulus of the exponent at S in that region of wave

numbers where'stable stratification is influential is in good agree-

merat with experimental results.

J. Lu-ley (1964) carried out a stricter solution of the problem

Uf the 2pectrum of turbulence in a stably stratified atmosphere.

He also proceeded from the assumption that the rate of transfer of

energy !n the spectrun is a function of the wave number 0 and depends

on t'ie degree of thermal stability of the atmosphere. For the

opectrum of turbulence in a stably stratified atmosphere, Lumley

Sobtained the expressioti

S( 7,,7W] (4U.13)

where iA Is the wave number which characterizes the region of

.n(luence of Arciimedean forces.

It ir obvious that (4.13) converts to (4.12) if
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On the baslu of analysis of experimental results, R. bolgiano

(1959, 1962) proposed a model of the energy spectr'um for a otably

stratiftie atmosphere. He proposed that in a certain interval of'

wave numbers the rate of dissipation of' mean :;quare! fluctuatlonz 1 of

-Pec !fI c buoyanc,, forces ha:, an 2ssentlul Influence on the :;Lape o!'

the spectrum. Bolgiano applied the name "buoyancy subrangc" to thfc

!nteerval of wave numbers in which the shape of the spectrum in

"determined by thermal stratJfication.

It should be noted that the buoyancy subrangu, Lt' it exists,
includes scales which fall In the inertial interval with Ind•.fferent
temperature stratification. Therefore the buoyancy subrange Is a

segment of the inertial interval in which, besides transfer of energy

over the spectrum, there is converalur, of part of the kinetic energy

of urbulence into potential energy.

For the spectrum in the buoyancy subrange, Bolgiano obtained the

exprension

(4.15)

A. S. Monin (1962) arrived at the same result. lie proposed tuat in

the case of very strong stability the structure of the turbulent flow

in the buoyancy subrange does not depend on the rate of energy

dissiprlLon, but is determined by only two parameters: the buoyancy

parameter g/T and the average rate of levelling of temperature non-

uniformities, N:

where vl. is the coefficient of molecular heat conductItvltty.
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From dimensionality considerations, Monin obtained

4"

Further, from considerations of dimensinility it Is possible to

uoe the three parameters g/T, N, and c to compile a scale of length

i. J (L4.18)

which has come to be called the Bolgiano-Obukhov scale. For

inhomogeneities whose scale L < L. Archimedean forces do not influence

turbulent moticns. For L > L. the regime of turbulent motions in the

inertial interval depends, as is evident from (4i.18), on g/T and N.

An expressicn for the turbulence spectrum in a thermally stratified

atmosphere can also be obtained by using the interaction theory

developed by Tchen (1953), for which the basic positions were outlined

in Chapter 1.

F. A. Gisina (1966) examined the influence of thermal stratifica-

tion on the nature of the energy spectrum as an effect of strong

interaction of the temperature fields during weak interaction of

average and turbulent fields of wind velocity (see Chapter 1). From

the equations of motion and discontinuity, by averaging and expanding

in Fourier integrals, G0sina obtained a spectral equation for the

enorgy balance which takes into account the influence of buoyancy.

To solve this equation she used a widely-known method. The parameters

Included in the spectral equation were used to compile certain scales

of length on the basis of dimensionality considerations. Partial

solutions were sought for these scales. For the scales corresponding

to the buoyancy subrange, Gisina obtained an expression which

coincides with the Bolgiano formula.

Thus it can be considered to be experimentally and theoretically

established that the spectrum of developed turbulence during stable

stratification of the atmosphere includes a buoyancy subrange which
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L is characterized by a spectral uurve slope which is greater than 5/3.

in the region of large wave number's both the Shur-Lumley and the

Eol.iano-Monln formulas convert, as would be expected, Into the

spectral law "minus 5/3." In the buoyancy subrange the very dependence

S(2) - f(Q) is obtained as differnt; If It itu difficult, by approxi-

mating experimental results, to give preference to one or another

form of presentation for the spectrum of energy, as follows from t~he

v;•,rxs of J. Lumley (1964), R. BoIgiano (1962), and A. S. ilonin (1962),

* the difference becomes extremely substantial for' spectra of tempera-

ture pulsations. Comparative analysis of the two theories describing ;

the turbulence spectrum in the buoyancy subrange Is given in the wnrký.

by A. S. Monin (1965) and 0. M. Phillips (1965).

Phillips showed that both expressions fur the spectrum can be

obtained from the spectral equation of the balance of turbulent

energy. The final form of the expre-e.ron for the spectrum in the

buoyancy :iubrange will depend on certain initial hypotheses. If we

assume that the magnitude of the turbulence spectrum S(Q 1 ) is

determined by the rate of energy transfer to the enviroiiment of 0ll

and that the density of energy consumed on overcorIrirg Archimedean

forces is proportional to the average gradient of bucyancy forces

S[~(y--¥)J. then as Phillips Showed it is possible to obtain an

expreblon coinciding with the Shur-Lumley fovrmula.
kI

If we assume that the structure of the turhulence of a stably

S:tratified flow Is determined ty the rate cf di3:iipation of mean

Soquir'e fluctuations of buoyancy forces V'--- Lp due to molecular.
p

S!ifftosion, an expression coinciding with the Bolgiano-Monin formula

t * i obtained.

The analytical expressions (4.12) and (4.17) arc ouitable for
,•des-cribing the energy spectrum of turbulence in a stabhly 3tratifled

atmosphere. With indifferent stratification the bL.ýyancy forces

equal zero and expre:ssions (4.12) and, (14.17) convert asymptotically
Into the spectral law "minu.; 5/3." With uns;table stratlfication of'
the atm(;phere the expression; (4..12) and (11.17) have no phyr;is al
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meaning. However, on thE basis of simple physical presentations it
Is possible to show that the presence of unstable stratification can

lead to a growth in the energy of turbulence.

Thermal instability, like thermal stability, can act in a certain

inte-val of wave numbers (scales). If the loss of energy due to
resistance to Archimedean forces leads to an increase in the modulus

ol" the exponent (if we present the spectrum of the exponential

function in the form Sgoz$-"), the influx of energy due to thermal

instability will lead to a reduction in Inl; in the case of strong

instability it will lead to a change in the sign of n.

An experiment carried out on an IL-18 aircraft in the Tashkent

region (Vinnichenko, Pinus, Shur, 1965) can serve as a good illustra-

tion of the dependence of the energy spectrum of turbulence on

thermal stratification of the atmosphere. This example is typical

for cloudless weather, the presence of unstable thermal stratification

in the lower half of the troposphere and stable stratification at

high altitudes, and weak vertical gradients of average wind speed.

During the flight experiment, carried out in September 1964, the

weather was cloudless, the wind speed grew from 20 km/h at 1 km

altitude to 70 km/h at an altitude of 9 km, and then diminished;

up to an altitude of 1.5-2.0 km the atmosphere was unstably stratified.

Curves of spectral density of pulsations of the horizontal wind-

velocity component for altitudes of 1, 3, 6 and 9 km are shown on

Fig. 4.13. The low-frequency segmentd (AB) of the curve Su () were

constructed according to Doppler meter data, while the high-frequency

segments (CD) were constructed according to hot-wire anemometer data.

The broken line indicates the insertion of segments obtained by other

methods.

On Fig. 4.13 (H - 1 km) it is clear that saturation of S (u) in

regions of small 0 is clearly evident on curve segment AB. Segment

AB is continued with broken lines to the region of large frequencies

according to the "minus 5/3" law. The experimental curve of spectral

density, CD, lies above this line with a slope which ie close to -5/3.
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Fig. 4 .13. Energy .ipuctra of turbulenc t
(horizontal com.poronto) at altitude's of 1,
3, 6 and 9 kni. Temperature otratification
at i kri (a) is unc-table; at 3 kr: ()
tndiffe'e,,t; at 6 km (c) and )9 ki. (d),
stable.

2
KEY: (1) S(Q)(kni/h)2/(rad/km); (2) rad/ki,.

Such a location of Fegrnent C9 of' the soec.tral density curve can be

explainied by the fact that In tl.e retglun of scaleo from I to 3 km

* there was an Influx of energy due to thermaJ in:;tabsi' ty of the

atmosphere. This effect, wlich was well expressed at an altitude of
1 kin, could be traced almo:t to 3 km altltude.
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At an altitude of 3 km, i.e., where stratification was close

to indifferent, the entire curve of spectral density ABCD corresponds

(as is evident from the Cigure) to the "minus 5/3" law. For an

altitude of 6 km, where stratification was stable, an increase in the

slope of the curve Su (Q) on segment BC was clearly noticeable; this

indicates a loss of turbulent energy expended on the resistance of
turbulent perturbation~s to Archimedean forces. Finally, the spectral

density of pulsationp of the horizontal wind-velocity component at

; an altitude of 9 km has the same nature as S (fl) for an altitude of
u

S6 km, but the slope of the curve Su (0) at this altitude is still

great; this is connected with the greater thermal stability of the

atmosphere which is observed at this level.

§ 4. TRANSFER OF ENERGY IN THE
SPECTRUM AND GENERALIZED SPECTRUM
OF TURBULENCE OF THE FREE ATMOSPHERE

In the inertial interval, spectra differ from one another only

in the level of turbulent energy, which is determined by the quantity

S S-(9)T a (14.19)

We will assume that even if no limitations of any type are

imposed on the spatial structure of turbulent formations (i.e., even

in the case of anisotropic and nonuniform turbulence), in a turbulized

atmosphere transfer of energy from perturbations of large scales to

small-scale perturbations takes place. In spectral terms this meqns

that the flow of energy is directed toward the large wave numbers.

This entails the possibility of determining the rate of energy

transfer in the spectrum c,, as a function of the wave number n. For

the inertial interval

Here energy neither arrives nor is consumed within the inertial
interval, but is only transferred from one set of motions (large

scales) to another set (small scales).
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The lines c = conot, where E1 < anro dupicted on

Fig. 14.14a in the coordlnatc:; .(1) and Q. TI' the function of spectral

density S(f) is parallel to theoe llne,,;, the uiate of energy transL'er

in the opectrum is constant. Segment .C of the opecturum proceeds

parallel to isolinen c. In other words, In the wave-number Interval

-C source and draino of turbbuient uncrigy ar. ai<;ent. On the

segment AB, with an 1nvr(ra;;e iii wawv n',wiher th'. :;;pectra] curve

intersects isolines E:, tr'arn.;l'ertrltr to .ov" -- of evcr irreater and

greatev energies. in thlo Lntuevai of wave numbeux'o unergy arrivcu L,

the spectrum - i.e., in the A -ýB vegion a source of turbulent ernex',':A i
is operative. On the segment CF: the spectral curve Intersects

isolineo s in the directi(or from lui'e r. to small. This means that

in the wave-number interval 2 - P_ k.notc energy of turbulent

pulsations does not transfer from scale to scale completely, hut with

losses - i.e., in the 02 -U region a ecnaur.ez of turbulent energy is
C D

operative.

I .

I 912
[A

I I I

AT .L

lFig. 4.14 Cons- truc t ton
of the function E.

NQ f(.) according to 'Thu
grapr1h of S(N) = '(,

:• ]1',1



The curve of the function c, f(P) is a very convenient form of
4presentation of experimental data in those cases when we wish to

trace the transfer of energy within the spectrum of turbulence; this

curve is ,ihown on Fig. 4.14b. On such a curve both the regions where

energy arrives in the spectrum and regions where energy is "pumped

out" from the spectrum can be clearly singled out.

The difference between the rate of arrival of energy in the

3;pectrum, cr and the rate of dIssipation of energy c can be quite

::Igniflcant, with the sign of this difference depending on the type

of stratification. Figure 4.15 presents curves of Cr and c calculated

from the spectra presented on Fig. 4.13. Since the spectra show

good subordination to the "minus 5/3" law on segments AB in Fig. 4.13,

aithough It is difficult to expect isotropy and local homogeneity on

these scales, the quantity er was calculated from the spectra on the

AB segments according to formula (4,19). The dissipation rate c was

calculated from the spectrum on the segments CD with the same formula.

I-I

lil

IC

' 0 t "O clot ?1 toi

Fig. 4.15. generation rate Er and

dissipation rate c of turbulent
energy as functions of altitude
(from the spectra presented on Fig.
41.13). 2, 3
KEY: (1) cm 1S
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As is evident from Fig. 4.15, c drops sharply with altitude,

•iht•e Er remains practically constant beginning elth an aRtitude of'

-3 kmin In the zone up to 3 km (C - 0) >0, indicated on the figurer
by.; the "+" sign, while at high iltitudes (c - <) < 0; this is

• indicated by the "-" sign.

Thm experimental data on the magnitude0 of P- obtained by A. 6.

* (Xrelnk (1965 .rid by Y,, V. ,c1'n'c;,uk ( 60!) ty adar' methud

uy V. N. ivanov (1964) f'vom muauureincn-t.; on a Lower, etc., rulate

mainly to the lower 500-meter layer of the atmosphere. For comparIL;.•,

wlth the data presented on Fig. 4.15, we will Introduc,_ dat-a obtainLU

by F. K. uall (1961) conceý,vning the dependence of the rate of

dlsipation of turbulent energy E on altitude. Viure 4.16 shows the

curve c- a f(H) per Ball, with oar data with respect co c plotted In

the form of blackened diamonds, Ao is evident from the figure, the

various data do riot, in general, c)oitraudjut orne another, If we

consider that there was aeveloped convection at low altitudes in

the experiment (see the legend of Fig. 4.13).

"V-

''0

-1 1'0 101 , o it, • , O (t

to*' to3 1 0 1

Fig. 4.16. DLL;.;ipation rate c as
a function of altitude, pei, Ball

1961). The large c:"o:;c ; corre-
sponds to dinIpation '-Jirlnig
-eveloped convection. •)ur data
are Indicuted by the black

KEY: (1)
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The reduction in c with altitude does not, however, mean that

the intensity of turbulence drops sharply with altitude. As is clear

from Figs. 4.13 and 4.15, the intensity of turbulence for small

wave numbers (large scales) is reduced extremely slowly with altitude.

As was indicated above, the intensity of turbulence can be charac-

terized by the-quantity E; since this quantity is related to a

certain wave number, it can also be used for the characteristic of

turbulence intensity outside the Inertial Interval.

Figure 4.17 shows curves of e- f() obtained from the results

of aircraft experiments in clear air with stable stratification of

the atmosphere (Shur, 1967). Curves 1 and 2 were constructed for

the horizontal component and curve 3, for the vertical. Curve 3 lies

somewhat above curves 1 and 2, since it corresponds to the presence

of intensive buffeting of the aircraft - i.e., significantly high

energy of turbulence. All curves clearly show a region of reduction

in E (buoyancy subrange). It is interesting to note that for high

tntensities of turbulence the buoyancy subrange is displaced towara

the side of large wave numbers.

•'~t0)

.5 I
lot

.66-. (2Z)

.10" to SO 0F $ a~v

Fig. 4.17. Experimental
functions c - f(P) for

clear-air turbulence. 1 and
2 - horizontal components;
3 - vertical component.

KEY: (1) cm 2 /s3; (2)
rad/km.
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Hegion III is a region of wave numbers in which a powerful

consumer of turbulent energy is operative in a stably otratified

atmosphere - i.e., Archimedean forces of stable kutzat!flcation. The

energy of' turbulence converts to potential energy of stratification, I

,h:l-e at the same time there 1s virtually no arrival of energy in I
the spectrum in the region of wave numbers 03- 4. Owing to lo:;ses of'

vnertjy expended in counteracting the forces of negative buoyancy, the

r'ate of energy transfer E drops with an increase in Q.

Region IV is the clas,;ical inertial interval. Here the spectrumI

in the inertial interval is constant and equals the rate at which the

energy of turbulence converts into thermal energy on the right boundary

Q, - the dissipation rate c.

Region V is the viscous interval, where the energy of turbulence

* oonverts Int6 heat due to viscosity. In this region r drops from

E to zero.

The shape of the .spectral curve changes in accordance with the

changes In the rate of energy transfer in different segments of the

spectrum. A generalized spectrum for a stably stratified atmosphere

is presented on the same Figure 4 .18. In the inertial interval the

,0spectrum is described by the "minus 5/3" law. The inertial interval

is bounded on the right by the wave number 2 corresponding to the

so-called Kclmogorov microscale. As experiments have shown, its

left boundary 114 correspords, to scales of about 1000 m in a free

atmosphere.

While by dei'inition there are neither sources nor consumers of

turbulent energy Ii the inertial interval, and there is only inertial

transfer of energy over the spectrum from large 3cales to .3mall cnL.s,

it*, the interval of quasi-equilibrium both sources and outflows of

energy are operative. However, since e0 -const in this interval, the

..oectrum can be described by the expression

a

(" (4 .20)
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energy in a etably stratified atmosphere. In this case secondary

naxima will appear in the turbulent spectrum in the region of wave

numbers corresponding to the length of disintegrating gravitational

waves.

Disintegrating mountain waves can be another local source of

Lurbulent energy. The mechanism of formation of such waves and the

conditions under which they lose stability will be discussed in detail

in Chapter 6.

The first work on the experimental investigation of the turbulence

spectrum in the stratosphere (Vinnichenko, Pinus, Shur, 1967) was

carried out in a mountainous region precisely because the probability

of detecting zones of developed turbulence is high in such a region.

Figure 4.19 presents two spectra of the vertical wind-velocity

component obtained during experiments in the regions of the Caucasian

ridge. Curve i relates to a zone of turbulence in clear air at an

altitude of 15 km. The increment of aircraft overload reached ±1.0 g.
Curve 2 represents the spectrum of the vertical component of wind
speed in clear air above mountains at an altitude of 9.3 km in the

presence of the Jet stream; the axis of the stream was located at

an altitude of 13 km. The overload increment in this flight reached

+1.2 g.

For comparison spectra obtained above level terrain in clear air

are presented on this figure. Curve 3 corresponds to turbulence in

the jet-stream zone at an altitude of 8 km with an overload increment
up to 0.5 g, while curve 4 represents weak turbulence along the axis

of the stream (10 km) with an overload increment on the order of 0.1 g.

As is evident from Fig. 4.1 9 , the spectral curves above mountains

have characteristic breaks, in contrast to the more monotonic spectra

above level terrain.

During experimental studies of turbulence in different regions

and with extremely different conditions it was far from always
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S~vertical wind-speed component.

+'KEY: (1) S(Ql)(Vm/h) 2/rad/km; (2) rad/km.

++ possible to detect turbulent formations on wave numbers ordinarily

included in the inertial interval. This means that the velocity

pulsations corresponding to these wave nur-bers either lie below the

sensitivity threshold of the equipment or are altogether absent.

Such spectra (with a lml.ed band of wave numbers) aroe of

defiln t• interest and will be examincd separately.
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I 5. SOME PARTICULAR FEATURES OF
EXPERIMENTAL SPECTRA OF TURBULENCE
IN CLEAR AIR

Experimental results and theoretical considerations touching
upon the shape of the generalized spectrum of turbulence in the free
dtmo-phere are, generally speaking, related to cases of develcped
turbulence with a continuous spectrum, containing measurable fluctua-
tions of all scales, including the inertial interval. As a particular
case the spectrum for strong stability of the atmosphere is super-
imposed on the proposed schemes; in this spectrum virtually all of
the energy arriving in the spectrum in the generation region converts
to potential energy of stratification in the buoyancy subrange. We
will examine Just how the shape of the generalized spectrum of
turbulence in a stably stratified atmosphere can change as a function
of the degree of thermal stability and power of the sources which
are generating the turbulence. We will note that thermal stratifica-
tion is only one of the "causes" of distortion of the shape of the
spectral curve.

During strong thermal 'stability of the atmosphere, which as a
rule always occurs in the stratosphere, turbulization of the flow
requires large gradients of wind velocity. The very fact of-the

appearance and development of turbulence in such a medium attests to
the fact that this condition is fulfilled.

However, although the reserve of thermal stability turns out to
be inadequate to prohibit the birth of turbulence, forces of buoyancy
intensively counteract the cascade transfer of energy over the
spectrum. Here three cases corresponding to the three curves on
Fig. 4.20 are possible.

1. With very strong thermal stability of the medium the spectrum
of turbulent perturbations can be localized in a narrow band of wave
numbers (curve 3). In this case the spectrum obtained during treat-
ment of a realization of finite length will differ virtually not at
all from the spectrum of purely harmonic oscillation if existing
methods of machine statistical processing are used (see Chapter 3).
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Such quasi-wave perturbations differ from pureiy wave perturbations

in the fact that transfer of energy in them occurs from large scales

to small scales and then all energy is expended on counteracting

buoyancy forces.

SIR) Fig. '4.20. Three particu-
lar cases of the shape of

~* /~ the tPnergy spectrum of a
/ I ;tably otratified at:no:;-

/ ,phe I'e.

2. WiLh somewhat les ,v thermal -tabillty of the atmosphere or,

which is the same th.ing, with greater dynamic instability, and also

in those case3 when the source of turbulent energy is located in a

region of wave numbers remote from the buoyancy subrange, the spec-

trum of turbulence is found to be significantly wider' and differs

s ubstantially from the spectrum of purely harmonic oscillations.......

(curve 2). However, in this case also buoyancy forces absorb hil"

kinetic energy of turbulent pulsations. .

3. The most fr.equently encountered case is that when a conti nu-

ous spectrum of turbulence exists in which kinetic energy is' trans-

ferred from large scales to small ones. A portion of the energy is

converted intc potential energy, and then at scales where the buoyancy

forces do not play a significant role inertla3 transport occurs in

accordance .vlth the "minus 5/3" law. in the end the kinetLic energy

remaining .in the spectrum'. converts tc heat in the viscous interval(Curve 1 . '.

The;dtfferent variants of spectra which are given oun Fig. 4..20

represent particular cases, of the general scheme shown on Fig. 4.13;
they characterize the distribution of energy .,n the spectrumi of

Vk developed turbulence.
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It is of interest to evaluate the degree of i~otr.picity of

turbulence in clear air in different wave-number intervals.

The ratio between different component.3 of tne vector of velocity

pul•ations was studied experimentally by E. R. Reiter and A. Burns

(1965). They utilized a "Canberra" aircraft equipped with an

anemoclinometer for these studies. Flights were carried out at

altitudes of 8-11 km over Australia. The degree of isotropy of

turbulence up to scales L - 300 m can be evaluated from the fulfillnlent

of the known relationships (Batchelor, 1958)

4

4
Ss, lo-:4.23)

,r Table 4.7 gives data obtatned by Reiter and..Burn3 for a turba4lent
"scale equal to 60_m. As we seemat high wind velocities relationship

(4.23) is satisfactorily.fulfilled for the vertical component, and
poorly fulfilled for the transverse horizonta'l. component. At wind
velcoities of about 80. km/h relationship (4.23) is, hot' fulf.illed.

Tar) l.e 4.7. Ratio between u (0), S (0) and .
u..

S!.,e jib *, tO) 5 ,.

185, , m 2% 167 1,' I N,1

L.27E 1100 .280 ?JS 174. 0:92 1,42
ME 790 256 280 167 1 i60 1"

44W. W10 016 25 8 067 0, a

KEY: ..(I) Flight number; (2) Altitude, m; (3)7; . Flight course, deg.,; (4) Wind' direction, deg,;
(5) Wind vQlocity• km/h.

f .

6 • 6. SONE EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON
THE INTENSITY OF TURBULENCE AT HIGH
ALTITUDES

Experimental irvestigations of pulsations of the longitudinal
and vertical components ut' wind speed oarried out on captive
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(Devyatova, et al., 1958) and free balloons (Pinus, 1949, 1952;
Litvinova and Silayeva,1960), aircrafl (Pinus, 1962, 1963a, 19 64) and

with radar equipment (Gorelik, 1965; Yu. V. Mel'nichuk, 1 9 64 , 1966)

made it possible, to some degree, to study the dependence of turbu-

lence intensity on different atmospheric parameters, altitude above

"the -ruund, etc.

First of all we should noto the presence of a dependence betweenr

the relative Intensity of turbulence '4 and the average wind velocity.t " Data from radar measurements of horizontal wind-velocity component

pulsations in the scale range of'1 00 m to 2-3 km show that with an

increase in wind velocity the relative Intensity of turbulence is

reduced; beginning with a v.6.1bclty c,,i the order ,)f 5-6 m/s it is

independent of changes in the.averagp wind-velocity and, on the

average, comprises40.02.

A similar relationiohip.is.the-function .4, a f((U), obtained from

data of aircraft measurements made with the Doppler navigation system

an.d related to scales ranging.from a few kilometers up to 50-60 km;

the largest va:lue of. 4 is."observed at wind speeds of less than 50-60

km/h. At. wind vgelocities greater than 60.-70 km/h, on the average

*. 0.1.

The connection between the quantity 4 and the average wind
velocity can be used in practice to evaluate the magnitude of wind-

-•Iocity pulsations from data obtained by measuring average wind
vei• ;Iity.

Radar and balloon observations alo made It possible to clarify
the dependence of * on altitude. Although in each individual case

the vertica] profile of 4 has a complex laminar character connected

with the nature of the vertical profiles of air temperature and

average wind veloiity, overall a reduction in !p is observed with

altitude. Table 4.a gives a presentation of these data; it includes

data from balloon obsLrvationJ.
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I
Table 4.8. Turbulence intensity as a function
of altitude

bu.,s.u 0)

gCN;Ctx. 99 3 R 5 bS 47 43 U
46 ... 9.6 5.9 9.2 4,3 1 .5 3,2 2,1 2.6

i4Y: (1) Altitude, m; (2) cm/s.

For ranges of motion scales which are close to the scales of

the radar measurements, the change in * with altitude can be approxi-

mated wii.. sufficient accuracy by the expression
I

I (Hi) - kH_ (4.24)

where H is altitude in km and k is a constant which depende on local
conditions; for level terrain its value falls in the limits 5-15.

Similar results were obtained by Gorelik and Mel'nichuk from

radar measurement data (Fig. 4.21). The value of P diminishes more

sharply with altitude in the lower 500-meter layer of the atmosphere;

In the middle troposphere 0 equals, on the average, 2%; in the upper

troposphere an increase in * with altitude is noted. The growth in 4i

with altitude in the upper troposphere is noted also from data of

aircraft Doppler measurements (Pinus, 1963):

Altitude, km 7 t 0.5 8 + 0.5 9 + 0.5 10 + 0.5 11 + 0.5
Su km/h..... 11.0 13.5 10.8 14.4 8.2

*........... 0.127 0.190 0.165 0.195 0.11

Monographs by P. A. Vorontsov (1960, 1966) give detailed data
on the intensity of turbulence and of pulsations of wind-velocity
components in the atmospheric layer up to a height of 300 m. Some
of these data were presented in 1 1 of this chapter.

We will now examine the intensity ofr turbulence according to

data on fluctuations of the vertical component of wind velocity.

At the Central Aerological Observatory numerous measurements were
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made of vertical motions of air during flights on free balloons

(Pinus, 1949, 1952). Velocity averaged for 6-10 s was taken condition-

•ally as a single measurement. The studies, conducted in cloudless =

•z weat~her or away from clouds, shloe:ýd that the distribution of w with

IJ

altitude had, as a rule, a laminar character. besides this, the

average speed of ascending motions (;7+ )did not always equal the

average velocities of descending motions (w-). As an example,

Table 4.9 presents the results of measurements carried out duringJ

two flights or free balloons conducted•on 12 and 31 May 1949.

S~Table 4.9. Characteristics of the components
;i+ and of vertical motions of air.

awas

4 0 0

1,01 5 .:24 11(A 34 05 0? 7 I 1 . IA 11

;a 43 10 0* 7 2 isFi. 421 hequnit

;• 0 :1 0 0 46 46 1. 0,7 21 300.

KEY: (a) Altitude, kof; () cm/s; 3) Maya.

The first flight was conducted in the presence ef cumulusloo

llyda a Ascending motioens predominated In the layer up to l000 m.
On the average they exceeded I m/s, with the maximum rates reachnf w

2 m/s. pn the layer of the atfmsphere above 1000 m the average speed,"
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of ascending and descending motions were virtually identical, but

here the maximum values reached 1-2 m/s. The second flight was
carried out in cloudless weather in the presence of thick haze up to

an altitude of 2.0-2.5 km. On the upper boundary of the temperature

inveriion layer the average speedo of ascending and descending
motions were less than 10 cm/s; even their maxima did not exceed

18 cm/s. At high altitudes the maximum speeds reached 50-80 cm/s.

It should be noted that in these flights, as in many others,

intensification or weakening of vertical motions had a "flare"

character. At certain moments of time the speeds of ascending and

descending motions achieved great values. On the other hand, over

a prolonged period of time (especially on 31 May) speeds were below

the initial sensitivity of the instrumentation (I cm/s).

In many flights of free balloons the speeds of vertical motions

of the air reached 2.5-3.0 m/s, but on the average they comprised

30-50 cm/s in the daylight hours and 2-15 cm/s at night. Changes in

the sign (direction) of speeds had an unordered nature; however, they

were sometimes periodic, with a broad range of period values. In 80%

of the cases they did not exceed 120 s. It was noted also that

high speeds preserved their sign (direction) longer.

Figure 4.22 shows the recurrence of speeds of vertical motions

for zones with developed turbulence at altitudes of 1000-3000 m,

measured during the flight of two free balloons on 25-26 July 1949.

From this figure it is evident that the distribution curves for w

and w have, in general, a symmetrical character. Similar distribu-

tions were obtained in other flights, although asymmetrical distri-

butions of w+ and w- were observed quite frequently. As investigations

showed, the degree of asymmetry is determined by the magnitude and

frequency of maximum values of speeds of ascending or descending

6usts of air. Iii the overwhelming majority of cases the magnitude
and sign (direction) of the maximum gusts also determine the ratio

between the average values w and .
+
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I
Fig. 4.22. Frequency of
w+ a nd w. according to

balloon data.

KEY: (1) cm/s.

$

S10•

W 0 0 50 rOW'-Ow./C ft.

Table 4.10 gives data )n the average velocities of aa;cendlng and

descending vertical motions obtained from a lari-v serie:, (38) of

flights of free balloons and substratosphere balloons; the mean square

values of velocity a at altitudes are also Included.

Table 4-.10. DistrIbutlon of velocity
of vertical air motions in altitude.

2 M 49,3 2?22 ,0

600)-4I .W0 25,4 22,0 1:15 29 ,6

120- ]160 24.0 24,0 1.00 31,0
1O -2000 36,3 •,06.0 46,1

S2500 -.WO 2,0 "270 0,95 33• I
M'0-4000 --- -- 30,5- -

4000 -MWO .... 34, 6"."OWo- 6ooo - - 29,s
Fv 60M - 700 .... 37,0

-am. kW -- I- 36,0• •I .9). .... 27,0

KEY: (1) Aititude, m; c in/-

From Table 14.10 it is evidernt that in the lower layer of the
atmcsphere in cloudless weather %+ > W_ on the average, arid that this

inequality Is moz:t sharply expressed in the atmo3plicric layer up to

600 m, while in the 1.200-2000 m layer, wE-.

From comparison of the data in 'fables 4.4 and i. tC, is evident

that on the avernge c Vin the lower tropuspherc, especially at

low altitudes.1 189



Analysis of experimental data showed that aw grows with an

increase in vertical temperature gradients and in average wind

velocities and correlates well with the Hi number. According to

the data of Ye. K. Verle, the correlation coefficient between aw and

Ri equals 0.8.

in a flight on a substratosphere balloon carried out on 18 AuguSt

1950 measurements of vertical motions of air at an altitude of 10,1450

meters In an isothermic-type layer directly under the tropopaus• were

successfully carried out over a period of 6630 s. Oscillograms cf

these measurements were published in the article by N. Z. Pinus and

V. D. Litvinova (1962). If the value of velocity averaged over

approximately 20 s Is taken as a single measurement, the highest

recurrence Is found in ascending and descending motions with a speed

of 10-15 m/s, while the maximum values reached 130-150 cm/s and more.

In general, in this flight the velocities of vertical motions were

greater than 50 cm/s in 50% of the cases.

9 0
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CHAPTER 5

ATMOSPHERIC CONVECTION AND THERMAL
TURBULENCE

= • One of the broadest classes of turbulent motions is the so-called

thermal turbulence, which represents pulsatiinn of the vertical jpef:d

of air caused by buoyancy forces (Archimedean forces) which arise

in individual segments of the atmosphere. Thuo, thermal turbulence

is a consequence of the development of' atmo:,pheric convection - i.e.,

the displacement of individual portions of air, cý.ised by differences

in their density from the density of the surrounding air. Below the

condensation level the greater portion of the energy of convection

is derived from the thermal energy of the heated underlying surface.

Convective currents with which clouds are associated obtain a

significant and frequently predominate portion of their energy due

to the realization of the latent heat of phase transitions of water.

A distinction is made between ordered and disordered convection.

The first includes various forms of cellular cir'cilation, during

W which the flow is broken down into regular circulation cells which

have approximately identical dimensions and structure. Sometimes

these cells are closed (for example, Bgnard cell3) and zometimes

they are observed in the form cf parallel band- of ascending and

Sdescending flows oriented along the wind vector or at a certain

angle to It.

*During disordered convection the spatial arrangement of individual

convective flows (elements) haas a more or less chaotic character.
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Outside of clouds tto elements of convection have linear dimensionr

ranging from several centimeters to hundreds of meters, while the

most intensive convective flows inside cumulus and especially cumulo-
nimbus clouds sometimes have thicknesses of several kilometers. It

should be emphasized that during convection accompanied by phaje

transitions of water the parameters of tile ascending and descending

i'lows depend strongly on these transitions. Condensation leads to a

growth In the speed of t le ascending flow and the height to which it

rizes. The evaporation of drops, on the other hand, inhibits

ascending motions but at the same time intentsifies descending flows.

§ . DISORDLRED ATMOSPHERIC
CONVECTION

a. Structure of Convection Elements

Two concepts concerning the geometric shape of elements of

dlsordere. convection - thermals - are most widespread. According

to tht fir.-t of these, thermals represent individual, isolated mas,"es

of air - so-called bubbles. According to the other concept, thermals

have the form of approxi;aately vertical air Jets. At present it can

be con3sldered to have been established that thermals can be formed

and exist both in the form of bubbles and as Jets, depending upon the

thermal and dynamic conditions In the atmosphere and the nature of

the underlying surface.

The hypothesis that the primary elements of convection are

isolated volumes of air was first put forward by P. A. Molchanov and

Ye. S. Selezneva, who identified thermals with large eddies arising

during the day in the upper portion of the bottom layer of the

atmosphere. Later a very s.milar hypothesis was proposed by F. Ludlam
and R. Scorer (1953) and developed by Scorer (1957), B. Woodword

(1959), J. Malkus and G. Witt (1959), and others. They considered
that the leading portion of the bubble has the form of a hemisphere,

while the trailing portion represents a long train of relatively

cold air (Fig. 5.1a). Such a presentation of the elements of con-
vection is the generalized method of particles, but in contrast to it

here the interaction of the rising volume of air with the surrounding
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medium, disrupting the adiabaticity of the prucess, is taken into

account. This interaction it; manlfe.ited In tr, presence of turbulent
exchange of momentum -and-of-o-ther thur-acte-r4tico between-the bubble....-

and the surrounding air. Such a process is most active in the leading

"portion of the bubble. Such an exchange "erodes" the bubble and

during its rise its boundary layer is continually washed away by the

flow into the wake zone behind the thermal.

a) A

Fig. 5.1. Structure of a "bubble."
a) diagram of bubble: A- heated

V mass of air; B - wake zone; C -

erosion layer. b) current line In
a rising bubble (per Levine): A -

circular eddy.

According to the laboratory and the,•retical studies by R. Scorer

and S. Ronne (1956), B. Woodword (1959), J. Levine (1959) and others,

an extremely important property of the bubble is the presence within

the leading portion of the thermal of a quasi-n-•tatlonary circulation

of air similar to a Hill circular eddy (:,ee Fig. 5.1b). This circu-

lation plays a stabilizing role, preventing rapid complete mixing of

the bubble with the surrounding air.

Most frequently bubbles have dimension-, ranging from several

meters to tens of metero. The largest are formed when several small

bubbles flow together. This is facilitated by the fact that the

pressure is somewhat reduced in the wake of the bubble and thermals

arc drawn into the traek of the so-called mother hubblu, r•i.llng



earlier than the followers; the track has an area many times greater

than the area of the bubble cross section.

The acceleration of bubble rise can be described in the-ifrst- .

approximation by the equation

dw __ * -. C-e _ -(L ' , 5 1

i o

where e and 0 are the virtual potential temperature of the thermal
0

and of the ambient medium; K is the portion of the thermal mass

which participates in exchange with the surrounding atmosphere in theJ I
course of a half cycle (K < 1); cd is the drag coefficient; R is

the bubble radius.

A detailed investigation of the process of ascent of a thermal
in the atmosphere was undertaken by C. Priestley (1954, 1955). he I
showed that if -.A- const (the subscript e designates the values of
meteorological elem-nts outside the thermals) and if w = 0, by

ignoring the square term, which is very small, one can obtain the

following equation for w:

dim dw ( +7r)+KtK]o. (5.2)

where KI and K2 are the rates of mixing for momentum and heat; K and

K2 are inversely proportional to the dimensions of the thermal.

Analysis of the equation (5.2) shows that small thermals rise

to small altitude, where they approach the level of equilibrium with

the ambient medium asymptotically. The total distance passed

(characteristic scale of buoyancy) Ln equals

(5.3)

where T' and w are the init-lal heating and Initial rate of ascent

for the thermal.
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Equation (5.2) is valid for large thJormals only if' - <.

In this case a moving thermal first Jumps through the equilibrium

-- level-and--then near it--accompl4r heni darmping oscillations with -the-
perioi

If I >¥, motion is unstable and w increases exponentially.

Thus, while a thermal is located insiue an unstably stratifirni
layer its altitude should, theoretically, grow exponentially. When
the thermal rises to a stable layer its vertical velocity is gradually

reduced and harmonic oscillations appear, near the equilibrium level.

Convective bubbles can be put in the category of freely floating
thermals, since their displacement in the atmosphere is not directly
connected with the terrain above which they are formed. In many
cases the level of origin of the bubblej is located not at the very
surface, but somewhere inside the unsta'.,.y otratified portion of the
lowest layer of the atmosphere; below this layeir stratification can

even be stable.

Along with the type of convective elements described above,
the atmosphere can also contain convective J whose vertical
dimension is 5-10 times greater than their horizontal dimensions.

Although such Jets are typical mainly for the internal portion of

cumulus-type clouds (see Chapter 8), they can also be formed below

the condensation level. C. Priestley (1 9 6 4 ), for example, arrived

at a similar conclusion on the basis of data from synchronous measure-

ments of the vertical velocities of the air w at different altitudes

on meteorological towers. He found that pulsations in w in a broad

range of altitudes correlated with one another; this proves the
Jet nature of the convective elements.
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The theory of convective jets was examined in the works by
Ya. B. Zelldovich (1937), J. Batchelor (1954), C. Prievtley (1954,

1955), A. S. Monin and A. M. Obukhov (1954), I. V. Vasil'chenko (1958),
and others. Both laminar and turbulent jets were studied. --

The base of the Jet can be "tied" to a certain segment of the.
urnderlying surface and, thus, c:an be fixed or can be displaced
togethcer with the wind. The first type of jet is usually furni.-d
above ýstrongly heated ,-egmon!,½t or the underlying surface, only I I thle
wind speed at the ground level Is small. The base of zuch a jet
(convective tube) is, as it were, tied to the source of heat. Such

tubes, sometimes clearly visible, are observed particularly frequently
in the summer above rocky mountain peaks, above forest fires, over
volcanoes, etc. The vertical dimensions of jet:; which are tied to
the ground can reach hundreds or even thousands of meters. It' the
instabi]ity in the convection layer is great, conveccive jets

frequently undergo rotation around the vertical axis in the cl.ockwisQ
or counterclockwise direction. The dust or sand devils frequenlLy
observed in the summer in desert and steppe regions are examples of
rotating jets.

If the wind close to the ground intensifies, convective Jets
first bend in the direction of the wind and then are torn away from
the earth, thus being converted into free-floating thermals. After
breakaway of a thermal the rising heated air i,3 replaced by cooler
air, entering from above and from the sides. After a certain interval
of time this "new" air is again heated and the process of evclution

of a thermal starts over from the beginning. The outlined scheme
show: that if calm conditions are ignored, the convective elements in
the lowest layer of the atmosphere will, probably, sooner or later
take on the form of bubbles, even if' they had the form of jets

beforehand.

Diagrams of the formation and evolution of thermals are shown
on Figs. 5.2 and 5.3.
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I T~q~q&4 ~ uxp.

Fig. 5.2. Rvolutio~l of a "buLble"
(pe'r Cone).

KEY: (I) Warm layer,; (2) Annular,
eddy; (3) War::, -Jr; (4) C(]uh air;
(5) Cold alr'; (6) Annflal- uddy;S ~~(7) Thermal:;; 1,8) fugu•;()

Wake.
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400

°too
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0 1 00 800 10 0 200
Fig. 5.3. Ascent of a th:t,mal with a weak wind (per Woudword).

KEY: (1) Wind
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b. Experimental Data on Disordered
Atmospheric Convection

Otx•ervation data indicated that thermal turbulence which means
also disordered convection - will have a vlearly expressed diurnal
variation. Above land it is characterized by a maximum around midday
ard by a minimum at night. Above seab and large lake.- and swamps the
diurnal variation is reversed. This is connected with the fait that
h !ere ztratification in the lower portion of the boundary layer ia

less stable In the dark hours. Below we will not touch upon the
characteristics of thermal turbulence above water surfaces.

In summer during a cloudless sky after sunrise the development of
convection begins first of all at the very ground surface. Only at
0800-0900 is convection extended over the entire lowest layer of the
atmosphere and begin to penetrate to greater altitude. In the
midday hours thermals are detected up to altitudes of 2-2.5 km, while
Salove tropic deserts the height may even reach 3-5 km. After 1600-

1700 convection begins to weaken, with this weakening proceeding at
different rates at different altitudes. This is explained by the

fact that according to pilot observations several thin layers with
buffeting are usually observed in the boundary layer in the evening
hours.,

Experimental data show that depending on just where the

Instability begins, the lower boundary of the convective layer can
be located either at the surface of the earth or at a certain height
above it.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 give empirical data on the degree of stability
of the atmosphere during the day with active development of convection;
the latter is indicated by the presence of Cu clouds (Table 5.1)
or even CU clouds (Table 5.2) during the sounding period.

These tables show that quite frequently (according to Table 5.2,
in 55% of the cases) the thermal stratification of the atmosphere is
stable in the period of development of convection in the lower
portion of the boundary layer. In this case analysis of Individual
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mum=

Table 5.1. Average vertical tempera-
ture gradient during the day in the
-prhen~e.. of cumu~lus c1o-udzlpr-C"-r- __-

SM. P. Churinova, 1950).

(1 Time, hz (2 r Boun., -,i.u of
T 0.17 0u62n 0.78 050

.8 09 r,.66 0.72 0LW51I0 0.87 0,78 O.A4 O,50

12 1.00 0,66 0.72 0,62
14 116 066 4.S 06416 0',80 0,58 0,00 Oso

Fe m1 r.9 0 ,1 . 0R a o n 0 ,7p a

KEY: (1p Time, n t (2) Boundarien of
layers, fm.

Table 5.2, Frequency (per cent) of
csign of energy Instability

E* E {(r--r)dinp in different laycrs in

ithe presence of cumulonimbus cloudt o

. (E�,: 1) n ies of ae i
71"<0 55 41 I 39 3 :

o ntRemarks. i. R m gas constant; p r and

t a pressure on the bound-

faries of the layer. 2.SCalculations were- made for
• ~cases of temperature sound-
S~ing above different points

in the European territory of :
I the USSR.

KEY: (1) Boundaries of layers, km;
(2) ground.

soudins :o-ws that isothermal or even Inversion distribution of

temperatures occurs on occasion In the lower 100 m. Such a situation

iz; frequently observed In the morning but lis also sometimes encountered

around noon.
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This indicates that it is not mandatory that convection begin

from the surface of the earth, but that it can arise somewhere within

the boundary la __Ntu&11Xn_thls _gaath=_ almen _convection

,hould most frequently have the form not of Jets, but of bubbles from

the very beginning. The cause of the beginning of convection here

may he the presence of a raised thermally unstable layer or the

appearance of local zones of increased humidity - i.e., segments of

Lhe atmosphere with relatively lower density. Spatial fluctuationL;

of mol-ture may be connected with dynamic turbulence developing at

thosu altitudes where vertical shears are great. The role of

humidity in the appearance of convection was considered by N. I. Vu?-

son (1963), who indicated, .articular, that it is greatest over

reservoirs.

On the basis of his experimental studies, A. A. Skvortsov (1947)

proposed the so-called stratum diagram of the development of conv!c-

tLon. First of all (usually in the morning) small-scale turbulence

transfers water vapor and heat from the earth to an altitude of'
50-100 m. Later eddies (thermals) of larger scales are formed at
this altitude; they carry heat and moisture to greater altitudes.

Vertical wind shears play a double role in the convection

process. On the one hand, with a growth in 0 the intensity of
turbulence and, in particular, the probability of the appearance of

large "turbulent bodies" capable of causing the beginning of convection

is increased. On the other hand, as shown, for example, by the

theoretical studies of B. N. Trubnikov (1960, 1064), a growth in 6

suppresses the development of convection. In each specific case the
actual development of convection is determined by the ratio of the

indicated effects of vertical wind shear.

The spatial structure or thermals was studied by W. Georgii,

C. Priestley, H. aufm Kampe and H. Weickmann, Yu. V. Chernov, and
others. Figure 5.4 gives data on the structure of thermal. under the

lower edge of cumulus clouds per aufm Kampe and Weickmann. The

thermals have the form of "sausages," with the vertical speed of the

air being maximum In their axial portion. The fact that within the
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period of 20 min two thermals with a length of about 2.5 km and

width ranging from 500 to 1000 m rise through one and the sanic
"1channel" at an average speed of about P i/-s in clear on the figure.

1. Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of vertical velocities under

Cu with weak winds at ground level; this distrIbution was obtained byV

W. Oeorgii. The complex structure of the w field, character'Jsti', for

discrdered convection, is clearly visible.

(2) 0 C 0 in a (1) Fig. 5.4. Structure of
MU". 1000 2000 3000m ascending flows in a

-, thermal (per aufm Kampe
and Weickmnann). The zone

S, of descending motions is
* shaded.

KEY: (1) Altitude; (2)

10 minutes; (3) Time; (4)
E on the left and W on

/ thUl right; (5) 23 June
'5 1937.

% LO

S20 - I

15513 upw ~~

S2 (5)

According to data by A. Yateo (1953), who studied thermals by
M. • means of gliders, above segments of heated soil about 2 km2 in area

a single thermal 1i3 formed every 5-15 min; these appear most orten

in the form of bubbles. The frequency of thermal appearance depends
on the terrain relief, wind speed, the thermophysical character-

istics of the soil, etc. We will note that the studies by Yates,

P. A. Vorontsov (1940), and others showed that thermals are formed

particularly frequently above segments where the characteristics of

the underlying surface change sharply.
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±'ig. 5.5. Distribution of vertical flows above a 5-km.-long seg- ,
rnent. 23 June 1937 (per (icorgil). a) section from west to east;
•) section from south to north. 1 - descending flow with speed •
greater than 2 m/s.; 2 - - 2n/s <w <O; 3- 0 < w < 2 /s; 4-r

2 t/s < w < 3 rn/c; 5 - w > 3 rn/s. - - -

i ~ The number of parameters which determine the structure of

elements of atmospheric convection include their dimensions, the

distribution of temperatures and vertical speeds of air inside the

thernials, etn. Instrument investigations which permit, with one or

Sariother~ degree of comnpleteness, the determination of values of such

p'arameters for thermals located above the lowest iayer of the atrnos-

phere but below the condensation level have been carried out, for '

example, by D. James (1953), A. Yates (1953), and ,N. I. Vui'fson

(1961a). Interesting materials on the dimensions o1' thermals and

'vertical s3peeds o.' air' within them were obtained by Yu. V. Chernov

(19%). Some data on the structure of the field of the turbulence

S~coefficient in the upper portion of the boundary layer under convection

conditions were obtained by N. Z. Pinus (3.965).

The studies by James and Yates we•'e carried out dliectly under

the tase of cumulus c].ouds. Much broader studies were carried out

by Vul'fson., who made measurements both in thermals 2ocated above

the condens-ation level and inside cumulus clouds. The measurements
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were made during horizontal flight on a laboratory aircraft equipped

with a low-inertia high-sensitivity thermometer, a piezoelectric

accelerograph, and other instruments.

( Figure 5.6 shows the densities of the distribution of probabilLt.-:

of horizontal dimensiono of thermals. Since it was impossible to

determine the shape of thermals durdnL fllghtu on a sIngle aircraft,

the calculation was uarried out in two variants - for bubbles'I (ellipsoids of revolution) and for Jets. As is evident from Fig. 5.6,

M . the horizontal dimensions of thermals vary in wide limits. The

most probable lengths of their diameters lie in the range from 30-•4,

to 70-80 m, but in individual caseu can exceed. theje values by 10-15

times.

10'0 Fig. 5.6. Distribution
120 1 of convcctive flows'

w.ith respect to dirnen-
3sieons. 1 - "bubbles,
2 - et .u

60

S0 100 i50 2003

The relative area or, relative volume of ascending flows equal:;

approximately 0.21; therefore if we assume that the descending

compensating flows are realized outs!dr the zone of ascending flcwz-

uniformly throughout the entire space, their speed should be, on the

"[ average, 4-5 times les:- than the speed of the asce:.ýling flows.

Table 5.3 shows how the parametero of thermals vary wit!i
altitude.

From Table 5.3 It is clear that thermals grow quite rapidly with

altitude in the layer from 10 to 50 m, while above thli triey remain

virtually unchanged. The concentration of thermalu Is reduced

comparatively rapidly with altitude. As compared with the 10-meter

level, the concentration of jets is reduced by I0 times at the 1000-

meter level and that of bubble, by more than 30 timej. The relative

area occupied by the thermals changes appropriately.
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Table 5.3. Change in average dimensions, con-
centration, and relative area (volume) of
thermals with altitude (per N. I. Vul'fson,
1961).

p1aep (4 ,Kau. pmu I5 O u,.hda

(7) (8)p(1  . _ •l___ __ __ __ __ __ __

10 701 42 31 306 112V10 0,50
30 2480 49 37 217 6180 0050
so 7611 5, 4, 138 3180 0,50

ItO 8723 61 46 87 1910 0,44
:)Go 4748 68 58 52 F0 0,32
500 4007 70 61 40 620 0 27

1000 2%3 72 64 29 311 0:21,
'30M) 1400 74 as 29 296 0.20
3000 52 a 74 20 203 0,19

Remarks. 1. Under "dimensions of thermals"
understand lengths of the diameters
of jets or the horizontal axes or
ellipsoids. 2. in is the ratio of
the length of horizontal axes of
ellipsoids to the vertical axes.

KEY: (1) Altitude, in; (2) Number of measure-
ments; (3) Average thermal sizes, m; (4) Con-
centration of thermals; (5) Relative area or
volume of thermals; (6) jets; (7) bubbles; (8)

jets/kin2 ; (9) !/m bubbles/km3 .

Table 5.4 gives data on the amount by which temperatures in the
center of the thermal exceed those outside it.

Table 5.4. Average excess of temperature
(ýT°) in the center of thermals at different
altitudes (per N. I. Vul'fson, 1961).

(1) (?) ""OT,,M

C y .( .. 0.:0 0:23 0:23 0:23 0,15 0,112 0:12 10,I10 0,19o
1ly3,up . 0,54 0,18 0.19 0 18 0.11 0. 1 0,10 0,09 0,17

KEY: (1) Type of thermal; (2) Altltude, m;(3) Jet; (4) Bubble. •

The data in the table were calculated from the results of both

midday and morning'and evening measurements; at the latter times the
height of rise of thermals and their "overheating" are least. There-

fore data on LT at Z > 500 m are understated. It should be noted
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that the dimensions of thermals, their overheating, and also the

height and speed of rise have a maximum in the daylight hour:i.

It is interesting that the Vul'fson data indicate that ascending

W flows are not only warmer but also more humid than the surrounding

air. This is apparently explained by the fact that the dimensions of

zones of nonuniformity of the atmospheric refraction coefficient and

zones of temperature excess vary approximately parallel with altitude

(see, for example, Pakhomov, Pinus, Shmeter, 19%A).

ik Measurement results made it possible to establish the :3hape o0'

the curve representing AT* arid w in a Jet with radius R a.; functlcnz

of altitude above ground level, z, and of distance from the axis of

* the thermal, r. If z is measured in meters, then

.(5.5)

, •. w •Oa.9-Te__ ) •(5.6%

We will note that the form of formulas (5.5) and (5.6) agrees

well with the laws w(z, r) and AT(z, r) proposed earlier by A. S. Monin

and A. M. Obukhov (1954), J. Batchelor (1954), and C. Priestley (1959),

"who considered a theoretical model of spontaneous (1.e., arbitrarily

appearing) turbulent jets.

A comparatively great number of studies of convective flows

have been carried out on gliders. Unfortunately, as a rule these

studies are limited to qualitative evaluations of the width and, more

rarely, the vertical velocity of those thermals within %.hich glider

* iascents were accomplished. The few instrument investigations include
the work carried out in 1962-1963 under tlie leadership of Yu. V.

Chernov (1966).

More than 200 passes through thermals were carried out on thie

L-13 "Blanik" glider, equipped with measur~ný; apparatusi which made

it possible to determine the speed and temperature of vertc:il flows.
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These through-flights were accomplished with the control elements

fixed In one or the plane8 of symmetry of the thermal (the working

hypothesis u.jed was that of the axisyminetrical nature of ascending

flows). The laboratory-glidei' was guided to the center of the
thermal by means of' another glider of the same type. To determine

the center of the flow, thermometer,_. wore inotalled :nthe wingtipl;

cind the dif1ference between thej~r templeratures, AV, was recorded.
Obviously, during paszage of the glider to the center of the flow

itTujjy of the connection between the maximum vertical velocity]

V1 mx ndthermal diameter D showed that w mxgenerally grows with a

growth in D.

Analysis of individual through-flights confirmed the axisyrnmetri-]

the center of the flow, while a loop of descending motions Is usually

observed along with the as.cending finw. Characteristically, in 79%

efthe cases a zone with approximately c~onstant vertical velocities

was observed Instead of a sharp maximum of w on the axis of the ther-

mal. In narrow flows it occupied 10% of the diameter of the thermals,

while in broad flows It t"ook up 32%.

Ht f/vainCt& 1/o-a Fig. 5.7. Accumulated
WO recurrence,- of ascending

- '~-iand descending air flows
per 1 h of fliLeht arid per

F I 100 km or route acaordirg
__ -to dcr-ta from a 196,3 expert-

-~rT- 4~} Imont, In comparison with
results of 1962 studies.
1 rcrrne fflw pt

=7-- 10 n of euroute of, (lowate
from 1963 experiment bas~ed

II on a planned route of 25L46
-- kin); 2 - recurrence of

-- TK flows per I h of flight, 1iF1 tL
liii!j~f~4 --I-(data fromr 1963 -ý!periment

~ *3-3 40 I3 3 A~g.v~ samre (dae: from 1962
experiment, 415.0 h)l. 'i a h; H.mi.~c d.rnax; s.maiG = a.inax;
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Figure 5.7 shows the cumulative frequencies of maximum veloci-

ties of ascending (w a.max) and descending (Wd.max) flows per I h of
flight and per 100 km of route. The increased frequency of ascending

flows noticeable in the 1962 materials is a consequence of the fact

that in this year the flights were carried out by more highly

qualified glider pilot-, better able to pick out the sones In which

w > 0 was observed.

§ 2. CELLULAR CONVECTION

Along with gravitational-shear wave.; (sce Chapter 6), cellular

convection is one of those forms of quaoi-ordered mesoscalar atmos-

pheric motions in which loss of stability is accompanied by Intensive

generation of turbulence. We will also note that while crossing of
a zone of cellular convection aircraft experience variable cyclic
overloads whose influence on controllability and strength of aircraft

and helicopters frequently exceedii the influence of "ordinary"

turbulence.

Although cellular convection is quite frequently encountered
above thu boundary layer of the atmosphere', as yet the accumulation

of experimental data on this subject is inadequate. This is connected

basically with the difficulty of finding convectivc zones only if

clouds are absent from them. Besides this, frequently even in triose

cases when clouds are present it I. virtually impossible to distinguish

bv: externai indications gravitational-shear waves and the so-called

two-dimensional cells which are characteri.ed by bands of ascending

and descending flows which are extenued in tLe direction of the wind

shear vector. Therefore the basic data on the physical laws inherent
to cellular convection have been obtained by means of laboratory

experiments, which show the following.

' 'At ground level ordered convection usually cannot develop due
to the perturbing influence of noriuniformli.ies of the underlying
surface and the strong development of dynamic turl'ulenne here.
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1) the existence of celluilar convection requi'eo that the

vertical gradient of temperature in its layer exceed a certain

-oritiael magnitude which depends basically on the thickness of the

convective layer and the intensity of turbulent diffusion;

2) the shape of the forming cells, their dlmensions, the
dirtectlon of vertical motluniz, in different parts of the cell, und

othei, characteristtic.' of circulation depend on the thi cknus:; of the

convection layer and on the physical proecrties of the air. An
es.s;ential role is also played by temperature and wind stratification

of the atm, osphere at the altitudes where convection is developing.

Convective cell:; are moved along with the wind, while their

characteristics change quite rapidly with time. Observations of
cloudiness arising in the cell zones have shown that the entire cycle

from appearance of cells to complete dissipation usually occurs

within 10-20 min. However, In certain cases the cello may be

ietained for hour's without noticeable changes.

The theory of cellular convection was developed In works by a

number of scientists, beginning with Raylebrh and H. Jeffries;

[Geoffrles]. A detailed survey of the obtained resulL3 can, for

example, be found In the article by B. N. Trubnikov (1967).

In the classical theorry of cellular convection use is made of

tne system of equations of hydrothermodynamics of t~he atmosphere

;.,,lth consideration of the simplified theory of free convection; the

es:sence of the latter lies in the assumption that air is incompress-

ible and its density changes only due to changes In temperature.

Considering, In addition, the speeds of convective motions to be

small as compared with the basic unperturbed state, it is possible by

using the complete system of equations of hydrothermodynamic, of the

atmosphere for a vic'cous medium to obtain an equation for determining

vertical velocity:
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where Pr i-- is the Prandtl number (v is turbulent viscouity of the
X

air, K 13 coefficient of temperature conductivity); V'.=I- 4P.+-j + 4

k- v VO-k Ra-zg is the Rayleigh number (y and y

* are the adiabatic and actual vertical temperature gradients).

Since (5.7) is a sixth order equation, six boundary condition.ru

i In altitude should be aosigned for its solution. Considering that

convection is developed in a layer with thickness h between two free2

surfaces, we assign these conditions in the form

U)l,.0O=Wl,.,•=_aF ,.o~ -&,._

.--o. (5.8)

i The relationships in (5.8), as 1r; easily seen, follow from the

fact that tangential viscous stresses are absent on the free surfaces.

With boundary conditions (5.8), equation (5.7) makes it possible

to describe motion in cells of different shapes. As an example weI nwill examine its solution for shells which have a rectilinear form

In the plane. In this case

%V --,o, W • )o, Mn )Co 02 o,C (_Q,,) P (,,,,. (5.9)

where are the wave numbers along the axes ox and oy

(Lx, Ly are the distances between cell centers) and w"0 is the speed.

at the center of the cell. Substituting (5.9) into (5.7), we obtain

a quadratic equation for the eigenvalues of' n:

a' +. ( 0. (5.10)

where
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It is known from the theory of hydrodynamic stability that the

solution of (5.9) will be stable with respect to small oscillations

If all elgenvalues have negative real parts. According to equation

(5.10), the so-called boundary motion which correspondi to n - 0 and

which separates regions of stable and unstable perturbations from one

another is possible when

(a +r _( a3 Ra5.11)

When h, K, v and T are fixed, equation (5.11) can be used for uniquc

determination of the distance between the centers of cells and that

minimum critical temperature gradient y ip whose achievement marks

the breaking down of the flow into cells.

To find y P from (5.11) we will use the fact that the boundary

regime correspondo to the minimum value of Ra, i.e., uo the condition
d(Ha)27

d(Ia)-- 0 ' from which Ram= --- n' 657. From this
d(a•)4

4' -h 'TA P , -- - - -65 7 ( 5 .1 2 )

and, consequently, for cellular circulation to exist it Is necessary

that the following inequality be fulfllled:

.> k5 7 .T. (5.12a)

If, for example, T - 2501K, h = 100 m, V = = 104 cm s, then

• - Ya = 0.02 deg/100 m.

Formulas (5.12) and (5.12a) were obtained on the assumption that

Coriolus force does not influence the convection proces.:. As

Indicated by L. S. Gandin (1947), Co.ic)lus 'orcc increasus stability;

as a result the development of cellular circulation on the rctating

carth requires a certain large vertical temperature gradient, whIch

follows from equation (5.12a). Also, in this case horizontal dimcn-

soonr of the cells are reduced.
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When Ra p is maintained stationary, each cell represents an

isolated region with independent closed air circulation. However,

as a result of linearization of the initial oystem of equations and

the indeterminate nature of the connection between 9 and nf, theX y

classical theory of cellular convection does not permit unique

determination of the form of the appearing cells or on the magnitude

and sign of the vertical speed at their centers. Therefore these

characteristics were determined by mean- of laboratory experiments.

It was found that where the average speed of flow in the convection

layer does not change with altitude or, which is the same thing in

principle, is equal to zero in it, two types of cells are formed

most frequently - hexagonal (tup view) and round.

The horizontal distribution of w within cells of different

forms was studied in detail by A. Pellew and R. Southwell (1940).

It was found that in the framework of classical theory (without

consideration of the effect of Coriolus force) hexagonal cells

(the so-called B~nard)are characterized by the wavelength A - 3.77 h,

while for round cells A - 2.16 h; here A in the first case is the

doubled length of the side of a regular hexagon, while in the oecond

case it equals the diameter of a circle.

In B~nard cells

V_ It sin 2 3os CO S Y)-

cos(-&y)I (5-13)'

while in circular (cylJndrical)cells,

'In formula (5.13) n -1 ; this corresponds to the baslc vibration
tone which is excited at minImum Ra P. In this case a single convec-

tive layer arises; on its bo-Andarles w = 0.
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where J is a zero-order Bessel function. We will note that if w is

known, by expressing u and v through w in the initial system of
equations it is possible to determine also the distribuition of

horizontal components of air velocity inside the cells.

Judging by data from observations of clouds forming in zones of

cellular convection, horizontal dimensions of atmospheric cells usually

comprise several kilometers', while the ratio V/h comprises about

three. Unique cellular cloud6 (Cu inammatus) can be observed on the

lower surface of cumulonimbus clouds. They have an eroded (tranu-

lation not verified - translator] form with a descending flow in the

center of the cell.

Above we examined the characteristics of convection for the case

when there is no wind in the convective layer or when its velocity

and direction do not vary with altitude. Such a situation is rarely

encountered In the atmospheric layers from h > 500-1000 m. The

question of the influence of vertical shear on the development of

convection has not as yet been finally resolved. Thus, L. S. Gandin

(1947) 6howed2 that if the direction of the wind and the convective

layer remains unchanged (or changes little) but its velocity depends

or, altitude, two-dimensional cells will be formed (Fig. 5.8); these

represent longitudinal bands of ascending and descending motions

ztretched out in the direction of the wind. They also indicate that

if both the speed and direction of the wind change sharply in the

convective layer, cellular circulation clearly cannot arise.

Ye. F. Vorob'yeva and B. N. Trubnikov (1967) studied the
Z;tructure of cellular convection for the case when the wind vector

can be broken down into two components in such a way that one of them

does noL change with altitude, while the vertical profile of the

second has non-zero curvature (uN" #0). Calculations show that in

'Here we are not concerned with large-scale cellular convection
whose elements (as is evident from photographs of the cloud cover
'rom artificial earth satellites) nave horizontal dimensions of
severa! tens of kilometers.

2 Gandin does not introduce strict proof of his conclusions,
Itntiting himself to qUalitattv#? considerations.
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this case two-dimensional cells extended alonv .iiat wind component
whuse curvature differs from zero will be form.i_

Fig. 5.8. Diagram of collular circula-

tion near the upper boundary of laminar
1 -clouds (per V. A. Zaytsev and A. A.I,(dokhovi ch) . hI thlckiieso of clouiý;

,xin -thickne:; Lof the above-cvLud laver
.. o in which cellular circulation la

notIced (100-200 m); h 3 - thicknec.; of

cloud layer in which cellular circula-
tlon Is noticed (50-100 m); h, - layer

' of air in which periodic oscillations
of temperature along the horizontal ua'o
dl tinuiohed (150-300 m) T - heat;
X - cold; wavelength) O Xm.

ln conclusion we will pause briefly cn the connection of cellular

'onvection with turbulence. We car, assume that during loss of

6tability by cells the energy of cellular circulation should serve

as a source of turbulent energy. Since cellular circulation can be

rcgarded as the result of the interference of' several standing

gravitational waves (Haman, 1962), In all probability the stability

criteria developed for these waves (oee Chapter 6) will be valid for

such circulation in the first approximation. This means, in particu-

lar, that the shorter the waves, the less stable they will be.

From equation (5.11) it follows that during boundary motion the

size of cells (a 2  is uniquely drtermlned by Hap. A dlfferenL

piiccture should be observed If Ra > Ra - i.e., y > YMp. In this
K n

Qcase the so-called supereritical regime appear.-; in this case two

oystems of cells correspond to each value of ha. One of these has

=maller X than that found in the boundary regime (Zlerep, 1959). It

it; evident that in this case transition from cellular circulation to

zsmall-scale turbitlent pulsations w is favored. This assumption

re quires experimental checking.
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CHAPTER 6

WAVES AND ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

Periodic motions, including in particular waves and cellular

convection, are one of the most widespread forms of mesoscalar

atmospheric motions. They are of considerable interest both in

themselves and also in connection with the fact that their loss of

stability leads to the appearance of turbulent eddy formations of all

scales. Thus, frontal cyclones and anticyclones are connected with

degradation of waves hundreds or even thousands of kilometers in

length, while comparatively small eddies which cause, in particular,

buffeting of aircraft, apparently arise due to the degradation of

so-called short waves, whose length usually does not exceed a few

kil]ometers and whose dynamics are not affected by the deflecting

force of the earth's rotation.

If we ignore acoustic waves arising due to the compressibility

o1' air, atm.ospheric short waves can be broken down into gravitational

waves and gravitational-shear waves. The first arise under the

action of gravity and develop due to the potential energy of the

position of particles oi' the air, if the latter, for one reason or

another, are removed from the equilibrium state. Gravitational-shear

waves (the so-called Helmholtz waves) are also formed under the

action of gravity, but appear when a tangential break in wind velocity

is observed near the boundary surface, along with a sharp change

(jumpwise at the boundary) in the density of the air'.

'Generally ;peakinrr wave,., can arise also in the presence of- a
d.scontinuity in wind veiocity alone (the so-called shear waves).
however, as we will show below, they are unstable - I.e., they cannot
be --bserved in the stationary state.
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The most widespread type of gravitational waves are waves, formed

during flow over mountains - the so-called mountain or obstacle waves;.

In the free atmosphere a discontinuity in dernsity is observed most

frequently in zones where there is a simultaneous sharp change in

wind velocity; for exumple, this is typical for atmospheric front*,

the tropopause layer, above-cloud inversions, etc. Therefore it i:;

not gravitational waves, but gravitational-shear waves which arlse

most frequently under these conditions; we will pause fir•;t of all

on the description of gravitational-shear waves.

1 1. GRAVITATIONAL-SHEAR WAVES

a. Principal Characteristics of
Stationary Waves

We will pause first on the connection between the principal

characterictics of stationary waves (LheIr length X, phase velocity

c, and amplitude A) and dLfcontinuitieý3 in the temperature or density

of the atmosphere; we will also consider the discontinuity in wind

velocity near the boundary surface. In this case we will lirnic

ourselves to examination of internal wave!;, since waves on a free

E surface are not typical for the atmosphere.

The most substantial results of -,tudies os' gravitat lonal-shoa..

waves are found in the works by D. L Taykntman (19117), 1. Haurwitz
(1951), L. S. Garndln (1957, 1958) and K. Nalto (1966). In all theýýe

l works It is assu d that waves develop as a •'•:;ult of the ii.positlon

o•f small wave perturbations on a basic horizontal flow of an ideal
fluid. Since only short waves were examined, the deflecting force

of the earth's rotation wao not considered d.a,1n5 compilation of the

equations of motion. 1  In addition, the process eas considered to be

[ adiabatic.

'In particular, such an assumption mear.u that the boundary
should be horizontal in the unperturbed state.
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If we assume that the basic motion is stationary and, in

addition, it3. characteristics do not depend on the horizontal

coordinates but vary only with altitude z, the equations of small

o:;cillations can be written in the form

+ + "' - iOS- = _ -

ol" 01

ii 4U ox: V "Y

+, , W,' -- Ow' + ! p' gO +, V,. W, • •

_._ ,4,. +, ... . - 0. (6.1)

The first. three equations of system (6.1) were obtained from the

equations of motion, while the fourth and fifth were derived from

the equations of continuity and the equations of the inflow of heat,

respectively. Here u, v, and w are velocity components; t is time;

p is air density; p is pressure; K 0 C /C is the ratio of heat

capacities; and g is the acceleration of gravity. Lines above the

symbclz designate characteristics of the principal motion, while the

prime s:gns indicate nharacteristics of small perturbations. System

(6.1) ccnsists of linear equations with respect to unknowns (u', v',

w', etc.).

The following boundary conditions are normally used during the

solution of system (6.1). First of all it is assumed that the

components of velocity along the normal to the boundary surface are

identical on both sides of the latter - i.e., there is no mixing

here. Secondly, on the boundary surface the pressure is assumed to

be continuous. Besides thi.s, all functions should be limited at

infinity.

D. L. Laykhtman (1947) df~fined the characteristic- of plane

waves for the case whern the basic flow on both sides of the boundary
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surface is directed along the axis ox, while the potential temperature

e varies linearly with altitude, On the boundary iurface z - 0 wind

velocity, temperature, and the potential temperature gradient all

undergo discontinuity.

The characteristics of the waves were Lougiht in the form

r -
II

S- ) (6.2)

where t is the period; X io wavelength; A il oncillation amplitude.

By substituting ((.2) into the syýýterm (6.1) and by ignoring

infinitesimal quantities of higher order, it i; possible to obtain
an ordinary differential equation for momentum --=pw,:

ga 0. (6.3)

where d -zi: the w.,ave number; c ---- is t!.e phase velocity.

Using the boundary condittons, from (6.3) it can be f'ound that I

; v.(z):=Aexp -- - +2 (C..) i2c.- ~~ z X •
X S5 -. (0) (C U .). . 4)

where the subocripts "h" and "u" relate to iaye-u located below and

above the boundary surface. Tht: connection between c and ,
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deter-mined by the dispersion equation

.(0)-(C - j [- + +as -

..2 (C =,-;r6.5 )

F`rom uquation.; (6.1) and (C.5) it Is clear that vertical

velocities at the boundary surtface, the phase velocity of wave

propagation, and wavelength depend, other conditions being equal,

on the velocity of the flow and the density of the air cn both side:;

of the boundary surface and also on the stability of stratification

of the atmosphere.

In the particular casel wher. B B 0, when the
H

atirophere Is stratlI'led Indifferently on both sides of the boundary

surface, Vrom (6.5) it follows that

(z) A 9$p,(O)(e - u() (6.6)
;v.(,) =-AS2p,(O) (e -- us)e- as a 16.6 )

and 
. (6.6)

P" (o) + (()
Sirj (0) -- g(0) ;(0) is (0) (us -- U

Pu .(0) + i.(0) lN (0) + is.(0)13 -"(6./

Acuording to formula (6.6), the vertical velocities crrinected

wiith wavez; diminioh exponentially with distance from the boundary

surface.

In formula (6.7), which determines the magnitude of phase
v.?Iocity, the firs;t term equals the weighted mean flow velecity as a

whole, while the second de,;cribes the way in which the magnitudes of

In the more geje:a1 case when z - B . 6 0 0, ecluation (6.5)
can be sclved with respect tc c by making us, of tne fact that
3fQ <' 1 .
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air-density and wind-velocity di:iconti:nlit e.s lwnfluonceu the value of

c during transition tihrough the boundary surfacc. it it cleat, thatI the phase velocity is increased with a docrea-e In I - i.e,, with a

growth In wavelength A. It Is not difficult to demonstrate that at

SA not exceeding a few kilometers the phase velocity wi~l not be maorce
than a few meters per second.

It ib obvious that at a riertalr ratio of P, and the dt:;contlnuil.i'-.:
S~~In density a•nd velocity (Ap and Lu) thtý- expre,. .:lor undefr- t!;c r,::,

sign will become negative on the boundary surface; thil moans that

c is a complex quantity. In this ca.,e motion become unstable and

the waves will degenerate. Below we will pau:'e to coneider the

stability of wave;- in greater detail.

If" c 0 0, i.e., if we exarine standing waves, then as i- evident

from the formulas in (6.2) a 85ucin.iouf zone:, of ascending and

descending flows is observed along the boundary soirfacc; the arrange-

ment of these zones does not c!iang, with time TI' TF - -= then

the length of such waves will be

S(6.8)
4 (~17) 4 . - I T 3 (Am)'i

.k.,re A,,=u.-u., %r=r,-rT., rT 18: the tenporaturx in the, boundary

e;urface, while

dini 1:_S•-=-i '-T.+T,

Fr-om formula (6 .) it IL- clear that waveleng.-th ' 'ith arl
Increa;3e in wind discontinuity Au an, with a dec',a:;e I n the

Stemperat-,re d!•contitnulty AT.% •eolidQS t!)l•-, .•i.nce jk(Au)<g (Pýl,3-1O-ýI/.m,

AuAl rn/s) , an increai-e In ther-a! :;tati, Ii ty b.'s tc a 0o duCet 1on
a > U. Under real condltion.s r nor vary fre: hundreds )f' meters

to several kilometers.



K. Ilaito (1966) calculated the pha:;( velocity and amp]Itudes of

plane gravitat ional-zhear wave:; for, two- and three-layer morlels of

the atmosphere under the asnumptlon .hat the density of' the air and

tiiu '.,inti velocity remained unchang.?d Inside each of these layer';.

The assuimptionr that the den.;ty of air 4a one oo another' layer Io

independent of alti tude - I.e., the condit ion -)f quarli-compr(ess1-

vII llV 'if al hZr - I:2 a very roufgh one and, thu: , thc' tlai o models,
less satlufactory than the Laykhtman setup examined above. flow-

ever, it' the layern are ncr very thick the quantitatwive results ,)f
calculations from the quasl-incompreosible model will not contaln

:2ubotanttal errors, while the simplicity of calculations i'epresents

a deflnlte advantage. Figure 6.2 show: the results of calculation

of phase velocities (c) and pertods (T) by a three-layer model

U(!'g 6.1), while FJg. 6.3 shows the amplitudes of gravitational-shear
waves for AI equal to 100, 500, 1000 and 5000 m. The results of
calculatlon, of amplitude Live given individually for the horizontal

and vertical components of perturhations. Four- profiles u' and w'

are given for each of' the values of A,, Iii accordance* .iith the fouxr
value:, of phase velociir:.i (ý-ee Fig. 6.2). The amplitudes are given
in conditional units. In the. case X = 100 m the scale is increased.

Tne degree of increase !F o hown on the figures. The wavy arrows

inLersectin-g the vertical O>tixl 'how the zones where the sign of the

perturbai Ions changod ;harply.

From Fig. 1. 3 It is clear that the amplitudes of perturbations

are ma'imum at the boundary surfac-; the :na 1e' A, the more rapid!%,

they diminish w•th distance from the s urface. Despite the fact ti~at

the height o,' the lower boundary surface H. comprises a total of

170 m, at A = 100 m perturbationF do not reach the surface of the

e.rth, while at A = 900 m they do not reach it at all values of

phase velocities. Thus, the results of the Naito calculations

explain the fact (knewn from observations) that short gravitational-
shear waves are rarely observed close to the ground .;urfaee.

At small A in a narrow zone adjacent tc the boundary surface
the intersection of the latter Is accompanied by a change in the

stgn of u' with an uo1hanging _"rection w' (Fig. 6.3). Analysis of
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by an altitude drop of 60 m (peak-to-peak). Naturally, at large u'

the wave-front steepness will be still greater. Thanks to this, even

in those cases when c is real and, thus, the waves are, as it were,

stable, the wave peaks have a tendency to periodic reversal (like

ocean waves) and to the formation of isolated up-welling with a

* hor'izontal axis, carried along by the common flow. When c is real

the latter remains laminar. Naturally, the described process should

be observed frequently In those atmospheric layers where the "back-
g'ound" turbulence is depressed.

In the models examined above plane waves were studied, while tht.

authors ignored perturbations along the oy-axis. Therefore the peakc:

of waves are arranged perpendicular to the direction of the general

transfer (transverse waves). However, obnervations showed that banda
of :'louds caused by ascending motions in the peaks of waves are most
frequently oriented at a sharp angle to the wind or are even arrangcu

parallel to it. Naturally, in order to explain the indicated empirical

data an effort was made to solve the spatial and not the plane

problem. In this case the perturbations in the wind field are given

Sin the form

uwi - cx p (2. + 2- mq (6.9)

"where ua is the i-component of the perturbation of the flow velocities;

Qx' ,y and m are constants, with fl,= -- , -.-.--. where L and L

are the scales of length in the direction of the axes ox and oy.

Studies of' three-dimensional waves were made in the works of

Z. Sekera (1948), K. Doi (1962), N. F. Vel'tishchev (1965), and

others. According to Sekera, if a thin transition layer, within

wnich the. wind speed varies continuously, is studied instead of the
boundary surface, from system (6.1) one can, by uoing (6.9), determine

the necessary conditions for the existence of waves If only in each

of the layers the vertical wind shear does not vary with altitude.
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(1965), and others. According to Vel'tlshchev, waves form the angle

L,
• • i~y=y -- q2 with the wind, where q., =-- rlg l th~e angle between

the direction of the Isoline of equal phases in the wave (for example

wave peaks) and the ox-axis, while ¢2 ij the angle for'red by wind

direction with the ox-axis:

S - ,• ... L --) j ,J' (6-i•~~~L ( ,, i)• TI[-) +

2I [.--?

where D3 --- is the Dorodni[syn paxsaramter (see • 3), ]

C du z

(here h is the thicknes of' the layer within which waves are formed).

Thus, the mutual orientation of the wave and the wind depends on

the temperature T, wind velocity u, the gradient• cf T and U, theP•T d•U
curvature of their vertical profiles , , , and the nature ct'

the change in wind direction with altitude "- "
dz dzs

Analysis of formula (6.11) showed that the direction of waves

depends to the greatest degree on -"T U. and ý-. while the role
dz dz da-

of wind velocity shear dU/dz is somewhat smaller. We will note that

thl-i conclusion of Vel'tlshchev differs from the result:s of the works
by Sekera and Doi, who ascribe a determnining role in wave orleenilation

*to wind shcar.

?
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In a period when waves were observed an inver3ion layer was

located above the observation region and the wind speed was coinpara-

tively small. Data on parameters of waves and also on the character-

U isties of the inversion layer are given in Table 6.2. Tne azimuth
of the point from which the waves moved was taken as the direction ot

wave displacement.

Table 6.2. Parameters of' waves observed in the period April 1952 to
May 1963 above the California coast.

" ,IV a? VIl 4 Vill 4 IX I X Is X to X 17 V

S. ( ) (3T" .~ T ( -)(3; T." (2) (2)

11woroa (1) Tymaii UIc1o Tyuma Hello Tymall Tymall Tymwn Scm

Cxecwib ,eipa, ;i,'ie(4 1,4 0.0 2,9 2,1 1.2 0,8 0,9 0,?

Hanpa.Limuu. UtPl (5) CC3 C B 3 C 3103 CCB (3 BCB

AMUJTyA, IlyabawA (6)

j(/wrpa, fceiK. (rpOA.) i,0 (210 ) 1,3 (780) 1,2 (1760) 0,5 (3180) 3,2 (2400) 1,4 (2680)10,9 (2820)' 1,6 (2WO)

(8 )Au.HN . 'iG 0,34 0,1M 0,38 0,07 0,43 0,20 0,13 0,13
(9)

;0 mO AetOGUi, mi*ll 1 4,0 7.5 6,5 5,5 8,5 7,5 7,5 11,0

,CaIora, IjceK. (10) 0,0075 0,014 0,016 0,019 ,OUI2 0,014 0,014 0,0096

_uB. oa Nli"Poiui, W (11.

ul.puwam mpdiiUA(12 170 370 300 20 210 18 180 100

Pepiknu rpauuas( 13) 600 570 1190 740 1000 670 670 400

HUCHUe11N11 l noTeI4U4ahb. 6,.0 14,0 20,0 10,6 11,5 17.5 17,6 6,0
NQCHII, ! 4'

hemark. On 16 October 1952 waves were recorded twice.

KEY: (1) Weather; (2) Fog; (3) Clear; (4) Wind speed, m/s; (5) Wind
Sdirection; (6) Amplitude of pulsations; (7) of wind, m/s (deg.); (8)
pressure, mb; (9) Period of oscillations, rmin; (10) Frequency, 1/s;
(ii) Height, of inversion, m; (12) lower boundary; (13) upper boundary;
(Ib) Change in potential temperature in Inversion, 0 C.

SDesignations: CC3 = NNW; C8 = NE; , W; C - N; 3H33 = WSW; CCB : NNE;
L3 = NW; BCH- ENE.

Analysis of the experimental data showed that the phaoe velocltie3

cf waves were close to 10 m/s - i.e., they 3ignificantly exceeded

, the wind speed. It !s characteristic that the magnitude of wind

pulsations caused by the waves was also very substantial, especially
on 27 July, 2 and 16 October, and 12 May. Wuvclengths varied from
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Studio:; vV wave.. In moor Or iUvc aIso bov tri'Id ouL by

[ ~~tr':ic{ni th- tLii::jo 4H, Ii I;:1IV J.'Iti oV ntroti 1 :; ri ;i.K&U MA N( tc]

I 112 tic lt;:uspi'&4'' by' vuwn cr:i'1Iu1: UP' "V ItFI' iIwLI. Suich

u'xvu1Limcflt: w'r'e ( '''nd 'n, wx H. -h 1 and R. D duIO (1957),

* the uata obta~i'I' / '[ I',N a 2n Ir iLa '\'''itflet it

iiUY VOard tliO' "1 ''11 Li' '''I VI ' Q ! '' VW R Wl" I * , ] accd
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shorn waves.
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taken from~ artiftctitl metoorologica1 earth satellites. It nhould,

how-ver, be mentioned that due to iniade-quatc r-esol ution (Loci, "orI
-xample, Kondrat'yev et al., 19i66) s;atullitu phcflographo pr-ovide
data mnainly on comparatively long waves with LA oi 3!veral kilometers,.

"200

P! g. 6.6. To;olines of wind velocity
dclviat~ion:i Au u - u., in a zone of wavues
(per Cooke).

"3tatla'tlcal procceos-iiqj of' the photographsý of e1i'udy -kies fvorn

tne "Tirci10 catelllte- and arialyfris oL' the obti.-inr< >,-,ta carried out

by Vcl 'tisýbchev showted1 thjaLt oiit.ritcally cor.rect !;tr-octural cload

forationo, ave ove 'n approyxiti.ately 15', o' ~ OtC ,wl

; lcu- s trl p (avs ai'c obe(revcd In 13T. o£ e rse.w a r U

curnuius-typ& c loudo cnave a Kind Lotr'ctur.. . Phelc irect ion ,.! tsc har:un

-ioLt fiequiently se !~ncldes .-j'th the wind Jirection in the lowest

laycr, tbet with an increa.-.e In altitude tht w-~ routates tL. the

r rih t w ithý reo p e ,t t o t- st r- ps . In the( 1-11 Un ayoi' the wind'

as:ual , y j 6 de V1 eeC etd from Iw- 11 root11c rn of the otCrl-ip by +I0'.

Generally , empi ri.cai hLIaa re w¶ th the' thcsret teal pr'e~dct 1-)os

Thus; wi th `~i~t~~Iotr;ofcodti~ms.~requtont observat ion

15of tciieraturie gradi~en,;ý on JLhe(ý oz-`;i-r o' 0.7-0 . dejg/lOC in - i .e .

v 1 1; ua~ 1 y adiabatic -:h~l~e w~td :.':3 t :.eat or than thua. wit", a

-;id,atic distrl n;:tIon of claud.; . heslestj: In the, riajlolty cf

ca. Qf1 o ~'':.r ~:.i eIII, ;~7.y
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II
TIhlo parameter des3crtbes thf. tn('1uL~ici, of :;tati ýýLabi lity of,

F ~~~he ati:o.phur'ý )n the (1y riarnIL U tL'-i)j.ilty Of Iluw4:1 It. nn1 hounrlo "y

.. urfacc . Thu Cfr .tica1l W:IIVI.-ILnlth i:, rxprc:S.ed~i through F a-

(... .....

As Ls eviden~t trm1~da(..) A0  t! ih crIt1cal wavrý1engti-

for the cauec of' iridl ffcvcmrt ~L~ f~t~ S 0).

IPVOM equ~'jiC.I/c (b. 1~4 ) it fo] iOWUIL LIh1al a-11ii a Vrovwth in F thce

(.rItical .%avelerigthj lo r'ýcfuccd -. oi .1 .i t ,b If Ian If i:a ty i

c mp r'e,,; -: ec. d 0 cor-cpre.1onIs to 01 C with Rr. Increase in'
I:a c n -ability the dynarni c -;tatIii .ty will tlog'w WhnV<-

-0,~t( .inrt Intailt .;r, - I..e.-, Instuu'llUty. of' perturba-

cion s of all wavelengtns. 'ihe i:*aluir 1;hngý I~ ob.,-erv~ed wh6rn 6T < 0.

L- S . oian"iui al..o ;tiu -11c th(. rle, periuno' w;ave :tab 1.1ity C'ri

hthý direction ýf Fup~a n ~ r :t p p ro x !na to e~oKa~ of Lsuch a

rol1at !o~iish 1-p, 1'.. e xatIv. r ,d i two-du 1aye r '.i v hIch ai1r dei'm It y P'
ara an !;e ý;vzorita . v'bL[ol'ty: u,()cl1

. V r; aa u,

buC.r1:tant i n e ach o t' te 1,;v t2r':

W,-- 1 0 ,1~~ CW 'n 4 j' COSwosr uv -w cs . vw tvrC,, sinfa q1 ,v, :- 14 , Sill T'. 'where

t. r th:! angle,;btq~ w.ldai L. h-; c"X-;:x!I ',I each of

-i th u(' hier1 cu;;o L h e~ h~ velocity ¾

W.r',cu (,X, - d)]) L~ r*e o~( -
+M+9
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Where a lu the angle be~wtween the ox-iixlci and U':dli'%ect1WJlao wv~de
propagutiuri.

Ft-oi for"mula (6.16) It Isý cleav th~at

;Np'~--" u-,!" Cosk -- a -a,. Cos -If.£ . 17 )

1'.12 it; P'pl~L. Ii~ ', i-ae 1:1)-Žtw1 ; " r-I: cL cti On

flows firan the ave nagc 6i xe;!tarti and 'tp I .1-3h angle between this*

a ver~age di roetA on andI thie dIm-cel oio of vwavte pr~opagationr, theni

FOrmula (6. 18) shows-." that I," the hu' Asc ilw: ix celica

I .c . .C = - hen av1r ux tugt li' a-uq (rig tie flow.; ar, thv jqost"

un.-tOte, hll Livý- rig i-i' ,rid Ice l to mhma' ia
;;table (X G).i th(e 0:' IQC., Vn .teb:ic!owt; colrxcicc
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The wind velocity component perpendtcular to the front experience3

comparatively minor, discontinuity; as a r{:tnult the direction of the

vector of the wind velocity difference on both nldeý. of the front i.i

close to its direction. Therefore the appearance of instability Ifs

Sgreater In waves propagating along the front. This means that the

Freatest amplitude should be found foat gu-ti; o! wind in this directicrl.

-n; tlhe preceding chapters we luinted out rcpe-itudly that los:s of

stability ny atmospheric wnveo is apparently accompanied by the

generation of small-scale turbulence. A simil-r assumption has been

expressed, in particular, by 0. Phillips (1967), E. jkeiter and

A. Burns (1965), and by others.

Of intereot in this connection is the example given in the

article by N. K. Vinnichenko (1966), who used a high-sensitivity

hot-wire anemometer (see Chapter 2) In3talled oan nlL-18 laboratory

aircraft for his studies.

The flight wao carried out at 5400 m in a zcne of a slow-moving

secondary front with waves under the axis of the let stream, which

was oriented fromthe SW to the NE. The average wind speed at the

flight altitude comprised about 28 m/s. Close to the flight level

SO0,61 m/s per 100 m; the change In wind direction with altitude

was A-=3,4 deg/CO0 m, and y = 0-63 deg/lO0 mi. At places the flight

Sdwas accompanied by woak huffeting K.nI•-02g.

Figure 6.7 show; individual 6pect.,a of horizontal wind-velocity

component pulsations for the quiet segment of the flight and the

iegment on which buffeting was observEd. Figure 6.8 shows a bit of

* a recording of' the hot-wire anemometer encompassing the end of the

quiet flight segment and the beginning of the turbulent section. It

is clear that, beginning from a certain instant of time, waveýi

disappear and pulsations of wind velocity, acquire a turbulent

character. Flwure 6.7 -,how.- that at scales close to 2 km there is a

sharp iocal maximum on the curve of spectral densilies; th'in is

' apparently connected in it:- origin to the diz-ruption of atmospheric
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orientation with respect to the wind, etc. A change in even one

of' theae f~actors can have a no~ticeable InflUe.no'! oun the reneval
character of the flow over the mo urtain,ý. It 31hould be noted that[ usually both ordered and turbulent perturbatlion.s are observed

[ simultaneously In a flow above niuuntuain... An copecially close

connection i3 observt~d between thern In a free atnmosphere, where lobs

of stability by wave, i!.- uppa!,ently the Trv~jur tiuui-ce of turbiýlence.

a. Charxasteristicj ut' Miourtair
Waves and Their Connection With
Atmoopheric Conditions

Mountain waves represent a particulav forM Of gravitational

* waves which form above mctmtainLs and behind them (FIF'. 6.9) if the

wind blows acrosz, the cbot:Lcle or at an an.,ic close to a right angle.
The length of these waveos i,-r most often clo:-.-, to 10 kmn, although

in individual'. cases it can vary from 2-3 to 25-30 kmn. Oscillations
occur near the~level of equilibrium of the unperturbed portion of

the flow, with the source of' per'turbatio'.1 being the mountain and

the static stability of' the atimosphere playing '.he role of a restoring

force.

r44j

-120 -100 -80 -60 40 -20 0 10 400 60do 100 120 a

(USA) on 1 April 195'j (per Hol-mboe and
Klief'orth).

V The presLence of wind leads; Lo a situat ion in whi-h an air
particle which Is displacod upward by thie rr--untain siriiuit~aný(?l~ly
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baroclinicity of' the atmosphere and tber'efore represented a very

rourgh idealization of the problem, the merit of Kochin''. approach

lies In the fact that he wai the first to use the ussumption that the

Irregularity of' the earth's surface Is not small.

The comupreuizibility of air WaL. firost taken into account in thie

problein of' flow above moutitaino by A. A. Doi-odnitsyri (1938, l~0

*19 5~ 0 Works vevy :,iinllar In %;tatenivrit and Ln obtalnod result_-- xre.

carried out by P. Kine. Copelling not verified - Truiniatorj (1936,

.19Lýl) , by 0. Lira (19~40), and by others. In the enumerated works

'the subjeoct was stationary flow of' a vompreosIble (bar'oclini~i) Idleal

fluid -over -a crest. Equations of motion, the continuity equation't

and.-the equation of heat influx were'taker, ao'tne. Initial equations.

The.. miyatern of these equationg wao linearizecd on the asouniption of

the srnallne s3 of' prturbation3. Introduced by terrain. irregularities

relat've to the- Incoming f~o.Solutlion was .accompliiched by the

method of :short waver) ; Cr'1ol i furce wauýi rot ';akern into account.

Z_ ~It should be noted thet, as. i) crod n t -y n poirited' out (1950), the

lineai' theory is sultable only In tt~e case Yjher, the nc'ight of' the

rnoun~tair.is Ao ieso than the........................L,,pý

* which correspondo.'to tho i"natural frequencY" of teflow. In real

conditions L usiually -doeo nol.t, ex' t :,,1 2 koi. ilowever', ao w.l1 be

shown below., experirnier~tal dJata' corifir~m the c'rre'nitne,.! of the

quialitative conclusoi ons from. lincar' t~hoory Vor hitrher' obstaeles aý;

w'el I

A. A. Dorodnlts,'n clarifi'.' the influence of baroclinicity of

the atmoophere on char'acterl~tics of mountain waves and1 found that X~
depends5 on the par~ameter D'~:

'I. A. Kibell (19L44) ;tudied the propertio.; of a~r flows above
mount~alins by. the long-wavo inetiiod, which made It possible for' hiln tc'
reduce the problem to an ordinary (and even a li~no'ar) differential
ovuation.
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which below will be x e'z'erei1 to as thec L';c:Iz~y tmiaiamute7'.

ThuLf~l i'or'n'duu u AIon Dd bitt ii.~I* by th cu2la~<td: pt

cond~tiont n, =l, 2, 3 -I.K., a :;twn ofi thrwt wave:; (if' diricrreri.

lengt ho' Is formed be~h ind :±Pi di'.

The amtpl-itisci 'or Low "Av' & IniaesiJ with a r'':Itcbiort in y,

VI e.&, with agrowtih Ii p ''I' Liiidy w , i'..t vfi.ooiiP wavu .;yt-wa

Aarid A, gr-w rapidly wi to Li Nopunsuii M~L [ioMtbL'l Of WJAVeo ni

''henafctro .italitat Ivr'ly :jtvisttC ir 10,' '1.t~ur'e 12 Kitopi'niit'

n[ luctce 'ri'' Lh' qua ti taLWQv chu r' trcyL:;tlu:. 'W- 011 itrotectiiat

fin o'rmual (6,200it iolkws-tW wa xVionmay-exi :t only IN; thic Cii'

Pt i U-' I 1e., y~ 0v, chin rows that stratIFAbiOri or the

atmi'osphere 0 sable. QJW- WO Wtit ShL Qit ;Ulh a CUPItUSlI~n

!A courr~c~ r 'mt only whe L '' Wh veulyn An1 V r t rad1an d-iv:tres not

change w ith WA] tude.

'Pt'q wo'k;; by A\. A. linu,> rVL;yn tici Moltr ir;';'ŽstiK~to P a]ls0

pointed towaWt two Pxitr'emr'y 1notu:rcnt pr~i'Ofle't' or l w bovu

mount alms whPich werz to 'ucr con 1 :rrud cx' cxp'ŽrI~renuul da ta - rtotal. o

of' ztxean lines anti the pruescric of uniqtuy 2uuunittflC(

Tie IA 'ot Of' these pr' purtle I I> 01 1", IiI it'' W'. uthat s treamt

* . ~linco ape not pa'i~ll.il to otio :.motitc at all nltituic . Abo-e arnd

2 detabior of ;;troeim ljrt'Ž Mon': 'tat>' roh in the wnvy zvi
and In the averacged Qu w co ri'ospo Iitnr to Li bu as ic' pt ctux* ci' or iw
cvuoundi an (1)8AC iv



I~ ~ ~ Of 1taLtir.)f, the shape3 of thec -urrunt line1;,, are rnJ rl, 'i'('mageo3 of

r ocated above r'egionL; of aocendling rIowL, arid vice ver:-;a (Fig. 6.10)

tile geomnetric location ot' the trmifglui and peak:ý Of wavei: i-ý not.

vertical, but to 3larited a~orw tWhr! flow or -:jgalrot it; thLz can be

[method for determining the altitude of junctlon ourfaces2, within

_the trop'ocphere is de,.crib(ed In tho hook by Sh. A~. Musayol yan (19.62) .

20 2n2*

26 2V 280 __

L 2

tO0i 121'314e 10 12 14 16 1 uI.Fig. 6.10. Lliarr'um of curren' li1nes In
mountain waves, a), per Liva; b) per
Scorer. [L change In teinporature with
altitude; 2 -change in winjd f1).Ped wt
altttude.

[ current lilcl" j-'l
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Vertical flows generat.od by mountalni: c:au.e correuponding

changes in air temperature (Fig. 6.11). Uit thu proce:;s of ascent

and de3scent of air is consldered to be adlabatic, the os6illation:;

In temperature AT are approximately d-termlncd a:;

SAT T -- T. --. C(x, z), (6.2L)

where ý is trie vertical *Ji:placcrrient of ti,e c-Arehjt ].iCLu. 11 is

obvious that the signs of temperature perturbationz and of w will be
opposite, but the altitude of the junction surface in fields of T

and w coincide.

HNoS-1000

6000 ---- --,..----.
-3 4 _ _ _ _ _

©• ~30005000 -4

7

F J000

--- Z 1 10

2000

Fig. 6.11. Pil c f
Isothie-ms above L-.
"Suramkly range, 1]
August 1955 (per :. M.
Shmeter) . The arr'o

.•shows wind direction.

Tihe phenomenon of resonance con,;Jr;tc in the fact that if A is

close to the width of the mountain, the amplitude of the wave (other
conditions being equal) will be maximum and may even exceed the

height of the obstacle. Thus, waves w'.!t large amplitudes may Op

observed over mountains which :re nol, parttcularly high - Cot' cxample,

the Carpathians, Tatars, etc.

2)1.3
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In (6.27) by Ignor'ing thu terin with Y!,wih el : the

inif'luence-)f comnpre. jlbility of' the alt, on the; amplitude of a
perturbation and which becomei; eisential onlriy a', ]arge Iillitudeo,

we obtain

.+-.-(t ) -L 0. (6.2/n

To determidnu JLoot ho-vi the ehanL7,v I, ;J w,,,th z influerice:;' ttic
enaract~eriotics of waveo, Scorer' examined a rldge In a f'low consiotiri:'
of' two layers in each of which Z' c0111-,t,but rP -*r (the subscrintr-

Iad2rlttotelwian IPI- I.Yrj (;P't~1)

The solution. showedr f

ýdthat the existence or;' wVc;r -equir-d that
2

the parameter I be pos-itive Lind be r-educCd with altitude. From
Vo rmu la (6.28). It is clear that. Lte latteL' Jo cauofed moot often by

a growth 1 n U, nince the rangeotc' chan:ge in ~ ihatrncsphere is

much narrower tha:. the r'g oT U. It ichould be noted that from

fornul r 'a l da28 ta folonlwr thatie coccer =A' th . wavesiare

Bp)-;il Inpicpeee during ustable !3tratification, Ifein~ onter sa aerwt

i~nthermic' or Inverszion, dist'ributio)n o.:' temperaturc:; above the

*niooanta~n. However-, wdaves have Lontw. een c!bserved during
irislab Le strati fication in the luwer pnortiomi of thie toope

The amplitudes of ouch wiave:- wevr., as a rule, .-:ýry snail, ,-.h1lu th)e
£ length was comrparatively greal.

According to Scorer, .11:i.'*Io1cngth A I:; included botween a rnaxy2 mu:-,

nd a mini1mum from the T/vau.IIae; rw1Chav;a:'orl

n, ')Tr/I valut," ~~2 In r a c5 r,!o :(,
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Thle factor lhbe - Qb dc~j rih'c., ttic in Wl'lncu )I' tim hoeight :Av'

-. d.(th oft the rango on the aimplltudte c~f di.ýpla'.,ement:; (;I' ciarri~nt

l ines . The higher thIe(- mount ain (I tc t fie l x'ir, 1)., I t he :r't-eattbl-1

the aniplituide. Benidteý thi-N, thle quant ity heý. '- max Ir;n 1; ' 'm

___ v~heri flow occum; ovor a ranf-e. arciiiJlh1t.:ir l~wind :- I opt' L reg'ion

oif lncreanc(1 prc't'nrurc s11;.: ,w1~d~a ~ io*.. on timc 002e -de 1*Io('t

* In a rcýi cn ofC rdaced p'au. a rv'c2u]t cuntc'rfljws .x'iL~c at

ground level behind thu ranre; thezuc are accurnn;&n.led b~y thu Cormationi

*f eddies with a horizfontal oail-, - rutovn , Acýox'dn ooorvto

diata the dimensionb of ouc'i --rotrý; may reuch 0.5-1.0( k~m. Ro to:

are periodically ":;tripped away" .'i-om ti:( :,iopv anti f'ic'at awywith
the flow, while new roturo ari a;-' In th):,I r'pae

Accordiing to J.Fýreh ;ot lc, (Ivl olroor' l)('.LteNi di~t I
behind a ridge lo, nubjec tor to ta hn l'lfl(itHintn' Manner,

as a solid obietacleý wculd to. rýaturaily, in thin cane tihe. "Uf'fti,;,"

-jl dth o." the :ncuflntair -- 1ice ,,ui

Thi( -harac~teristics of mountain wavezn riven above wur'e otill(d
for the case when thle mol.-orn can he coonLidered piano; tChis Cord. tdo

io oatisfactor.ily fulfilled only if waenL Jovelop near' long rang~es

!wjhon-e altitude Lhanges little 1'romq po tnt to point . ""he theory of
tohree-dlImens tonal mountain waven3 ýas 'ec~)diy Scorer(5,

1954 , 1956), 1. A. K thoel Si-%), . 1. -'>;oayeiyar, )6

Wýirtulo (1957), Ye, .':. Pekellai ( 19 66) , and othler:,..Tose

Utcu , e :!~ec that near' -;;or',r'anigC; t!nj 0' [Lc1 y~ a -e mo no 11tI

,lave perturbat.1ons mrln:e not only in tioe vo1't calln hitýrI n 1it , 'ioI)

"t 'olfe d of -,he horizontal c~morm'<tjnt of w~ncl, pOLa' i ~a'fo
the mount~aln and down al or.-; !Iwfow . Iuntuo i 0;0Uý ~ : are al:to
"opined In th(r: field of horizontal woe;th erarto c:' wnd

certurnatlicris on toiese equal.' zor'o. Aklunj- n h thc ;;ýarac-,er-

Lzti tlo; o f ,.a vLes in thje vortiJc -, rI an ar'e aa 1 non; dTu~ di i-:'erent

than during lneflow area-.nd an bwei o;cal' ! n Ii"

proirUt'ý t thle !n~;a~). n rin a',wv' 2iodft;;1

alngt e fle;.. Lut al.oe lŽ;
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* The t-lba-a& ter'1ct I vt' Vl t hQ 1)pro(,')' . :-, Ofi V 1 C ('ow ar'iurid :-'I

obit-,:tale 11. a Cci-fl;-itqutjie-P;r: Ai' ,he fa'ct t(t it bi v-i 1
-iU1 oitjirir

Flow 1;azsti part1.3/ wVtt t Im- ol.:;a~l i t iPact. ly ~rI i.5 1 d c.;

tlti iiuin1i''&r~al Ca LOULLE 1.or7-; of ['cicelt i:, irrw- t I,ai.: to Lhila ;pli1A1it O(

Q V:\t' L. t . !It.' f )2'trn 111-hn athi'011. O11t'1 .h'a or ttri t~r tr tier

s :iLit~o in l1' :1) :ip 1li :, :ii ri:i ri frg".0i

riipld damrping QUowitwA, d':alurn, thu f'lo . T~jI L; jn'ocuxi : tiý-ri; i-
wit hI W a r ow tii in t. ' i e,-a.ita p] L d : ;i o-u hd b e' o h s & r'v e ci

;1bave e leý ,,lope fu, ~''. -:.,Ii Ii oat> In , Vt t of the

o:hLisit a e, IJ i 1,ugji thu I!,, I I: I roit)1e i 1 -id hi tI t; i f tire ohb;;t ac1ti

cldata i-At t~h!at tI,( mc enay :mnd amp~litude of'

In-m;iAr 'a In .ia vee arou L d Ve 1P. Ii V Lw rIllta 1 ii; 1n dy io - .F,( u r na an d

i Ii o I I', I Ca o * I- r ar! t- ILalt

In tia Ir '.'d)ile mrr-IIcc'i--r'-- v -1t:. -'.'ovc, I i calt ;K ri ri'gdtc nd

cte~rg Tii itI( ci 1  ii -c' 1-- I7IIiie (I~ m aInI wtt che fret, tLhat

ith .tivs t 'li te s-tabLil'tv id ;trak V - iIc ait l t o U' nie rcuntal n.
ura-tdr')ps vevy Atronir.I'V - il' -i.r t L-it-rai1ittc fi-u iA

I- iten n,~ L~ . w;: -w I 1 ' 1' t LtrotJ- r:1!1: . L:,', I -cnra' I !I r i:.t

t~ime; ti;l: 1rccn Cu .- c; so o IK -hnelw ct. ori.I,
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influenced substantially by the diurnal variation in the difference

between the temperatur-s of tiLe mour;tain L;irface and tLhe surrouinding

air. If tho mountain is warmer than the air, which iL typical for

rocky peaks during the day, the amplitude of the waves is reduced.

Above roc y peaks at night and above snow durtrig thT day the waves,

on the other hand, are intensifted hecau:se the mountain i; colder

than the surrounding air. Trubnlko,; .allowed that the abovo-indlcated

pattern is confirmed hy the sally variation ýn occurirtnce of lerti cii-

laris :louds located in the peaks of the wavws.

We will pause briefly on the spatial extent of zones of' mountl-u p

waves. Behind a ridge downward along the flow the ampiitude of

waves diminishes rapidly; both theoretical and experimental data

indicate that by the third-fifth wave the amplitude becomes negligibly

o a small.

The hatght of propagation of wave,; even above comparatively

low mountains is apparently very great. Thus, in the Northern

Al ps a number of flights were made in mountain waves on gliders up

to altitudes of 9-10 km; flighto were made above the Sierra Nevaca

S(USA) up to l•-I• km, and so on. These altitudes are nrt maximum.

According to h. Stbmcr (j,,48) even ever Scandinav.a, whe-e the height

"of mountal.ns does not exceed 2.5 km, waves ar.P ,'bs(:rved up to an

altitude of 22 ;m arid even more. I. KX:tass .lq958) [spelling not

ver.ified - Translator] reported observinrc other-of-pearl clouds

sim_.ilar in shape t,; the mountains In 1950 over A:a.ka at altitude:3

1or' i9-24 km.

Unfortunately at present theoretical evaluation or the vertical

dimensions of the w.ve zone is still l mpos.•Ible. This in connected

wlth the fact that the altitude at whlch the calculations indicate

the waves attenuate varies strongly as a function of the particular

boundary conditions relating to the z-axi.:, method off calculating

the presence of the stf atosphere, etc., whi,:h are used in the various,
•. ,-• o rk s.

=__,



An~ WerunI..Lflng r'vthodu A tak<ing I ut" %uct( Lj theV in!1u'IWL' ul

the L.rOpOpauoe oli pc'r~t tat. Iof wavcs into L1he stx'atow;phuru Wa;±

propuou~d by E, Palmn (958) , B. M4. Tr'chulkuv (['00), and nthcrn. Te

ihUWWd MIt~~p~x¶. PVii~ino gVaVit:±tl Cral WVJ.rJn Wltttj thC ZOne of

atmonuphei'~c ioundit'y Kutiares In: oubjc, nI Lu laiwn simi1lar to tth: .I:w=

of .,nmet r ie optic:.~ in p airl.Iclar', undel' pu?'t~a Itt nd IlI C':i:

Tecoeuri. cl.ent ort "trat..;parneey" Car IL hI i t 1(I Iueiu eq4ua i;

hvv0 1:; Lhte ttt1 of iOc idunce.. cif Lh wavu 01; Lhu Li jKapausu~, Whi

Irthe i"Onn" p~t,: .1 and 2 rwI.latw L%; In Ltropos..I;.t and wUratonphuex',

pe"Prti. lyeI . 1hu quarn. ~ yI 0 th ic "refac ti vt .rInuex. c th-2

tmoas. Racarlino to 1. 0 .0~), Lh: vertical. ::oeud uf u..z of the

waQvin countem f ur r.rii th Lro'popue Ca 0 uQ 'tNPU by Wthe

wa-evc furmuasii :Mciv*;'.'t YIL Lypi vaue or i and 1

(I. = 0.82 11km, 1. = 'tjW 5 of Gravlttlua wave normally

I ac (ent on tit zrij ya~ rjA th¾ q it. M . , aihai'I mounial

tV~PaU0V is not, asi ai no] , J.V:s.i Itatly Upaquo> toV tC'(.

b. T'uiulunce rin a Z/otno ou
i'oiyn tal.in Wave.-

A noneQ of mountats' wT ...... can; 1w bokun down into. Ltoo parts.

..................................................................... StON.

Jcs'cor, irtst~n uppu [''ix ;nit! in i vTuv av innctc' rpo uh...
(Aeo. of ithe upge; to~ OW 0; il" isjt Miah '1. ' T >ctiI e rp



lower portion of the wave zone is cliaracturized by the presence of

rotors (see section "a" of this chapter), with which extremely strongI

turbulence is normally connected.

Experimental investigations carried out in France and in the

_ USA showed that within the rotors w goes to 10 m/s; the velocities oF'

niorizontal gusts are also very great. Characteristically "additional"

large (but smaller, than the rotors) eddies are formed clooe to the

rotors; rotation within these eddics does not neccssarily proceed

P around the horizontal axis (see the article by M. Berenger and

N. Gerbier, 1956).

Above the rotor zone turhulence weakens, but vertical and

horizontal turbulent gusts aro observed here quite frequently. Thus,

turbulence was recorded In 20 out of 66 flight-- In the wave zone

carried out by S. Pilsbury (1955) over England. We can assume that

it it generated here by wind shears caused by wave motions in the

horizontal plane; these are imposed on the unperturled wind profile.

tBerenger and Gerbler established that if the wavw zone at a certain

altitude above mountains contains a thin layer in which wind speed

Is sharply weakened, waves will decay into lar.';e eddies within it;

this layer then becomes the upper boundary of wave propagation.

Turbulence also arises In layers where wind speed grows sharply.

?Fiure 6.12 shows diagrams of lee waves with dliferennt forms of the

vertical wind prof'!e.

A: pointed out by M. Dereiiger and N. Geribier (1956) and by

. auttner (195S), the transltion Ci'om v.-ave |notion to turbulent

motion frequently oc:!nrs very rapidly. They connect such a transition

with loss of stability by waves, in particular', tiuils Is indicated

by the fact that it frequently is observed in cases when the waves

are very short (usually A < 2 kin) - I.e., when they are least stable.

'When speaking of Jntensif catlon or weakening of tht wind, we
have In mind (as in § °) the wi..d compontnt nor-al to the ridge.

NL
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c. Turbulence on tht, Lee Side of'SMountain:-

oAtnove we examined tui.bulence arising in the zone of mountain

waves because of loss of stability by the waves. However, turbulei tc
above mountain regions aiz uo more IruqL'oiltly L'vom oth•.r, CQU:eO. *

the.-e the main cause i.; the formation of eddien cn the lhe s;lope a.-;
* the r'es;ult a ' dynamic; Inter:ictfion of tLhe f]iow wath thi, r&elief. The

iritcnslty cf turbuience is ir xased witlh an In-rease in wind otrc'g..-
and with a growth in steepness of the slopes. This ½i.- connected witi,
the fact that both of these factors facilitate convergence of' the winml
above the ridge, thus inc'reas [rng turbuolzattri of the flow running

onto the ridge. Even abotc- such a comparatively smooth range as the
Su.'amskiy, vertical wind shcarm; ari;sing In 1,he convergence layer can
ehceed 5 m/s per 100 m (as shown by A. Kh. Khrgian (1958)). It is

ouvvieu; that such large wind shear- .;houldi facilitate loss of stabilit',
of the flow in the convergence zone.

Especially strong perturbations ar,-se if the flow is incident
n1ot on an individual height, bur. on an obstacl, consisting of a large

quantity of them. In thiL caoe, according to D. L. kaykhtman and
X. K. Byutner (1965), mountains form a unique turbulizJng grid.

rEnergy of turbulence is gener-ated in a layer ranging from a certain
level h up to the peak, while above this turbulence ½S coi,ditioned
basically by downward uiff'uolon of eddies. With St:i. stratification
the energy of turbulence dlmlnishes wtih upward dfJ<'ut:lon o)wrnt to

expenditure of energy on counteracting buoh(yancy forces and a]:o due
to dissipatlon into heat.

Proceeding from ddmensionallty con-sideration;, Laykhtman and

Byutner found that at height z atbove, low mountains the mean squre.
gustiness of the flow U'• i; determined by the formula

U2~-u~'+ q, -) (6.33)

rhere iD 1~.3) s a cer '.;; ri on t l In orl t rr, inr ined ex L .l ,Imental "i J:- I

t;,: ,,haracteri:At sc'iaLe ;I c-id] •.L" arid ,]u p, flrti( t , 1 , Ik.
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the rnuuntainzc , whiIc A IL a pa r'mcLv ha' v Ing Lb 1 dl rdmc: I a mu 1Ly of'

lenigth I; Atdeual

Fz'raa fovrmulaL (6. 31, 1 f Cli I ott 1 t l, van tiC h~. tlt

ilat n.,, I ty C t L1 tb'.au r~'dj~ p2 (...,., ,, .. , 0

r~adlat ton bLx lance. '1'n depeVndercv Onl the lAtter I.- a 1Aisqufceo
the fact that u~tiatlfI e±tlvra o-f* the at.rnuu~plecI conne.cted with I1t;I
U mto ue an:,I that the AltU02t .tcaatUi tN hacunt iiJ

but ion I!; especially gieu t ."Ith Wea2111I wflUd;;, I,; ala; connec1te-d to the
vadiation balance.

T'hernial ct ratl[U cat ion ha:; the grcatec t trill'ut-Hee on turbulence

athuvro mountatns. 'f-olov.t: j u~ heý .:tab lliii t thr greate~r the al1t itude

to h~h od ead.,ffu:A1i ng iliward Can be lifted.

Pie U dimnen:;ui lana of-e ui' u. oxomaphlt tuiba:) elce arc: very

t-reat . According, co(. d Caa (r n -". ','kt:1 1-8,, L96u.Ja, the

v(.t1,-vta1 extent (.f' .uch -.o1t:o calexcM to:ý gui~lt of ti1Lc 0('otaLCle

ty 3-)4 times. The hurlzrl 1e mn;!ai of' turk a ý.A crbcg tons- are

es,-peciaily~ great. Ever; :tbow ru.ount-alw tI-, .-2 km In hI atthey reach71

viasof seoveral 'aura of :1omet,-ru, ] fiI; isjt~ 1ntotl sL he
t'ýct that t.". trun-a Per f j.0uii .,cl:etc- the Ll:.t , t!he-

jý flrj can beo ar-compan! ced iny h1: atIno wsaiI taA~t:

c:ant; dIs t ance, from t:;u a:;ousmt In ;:auzI ft)ý het' . ted on:

t hiiw' i Q iu:u.±u, aru n taib It, U tLI I. itw' i n -W1 I-> J 1 i p :.y' h

t-oll oI "i In. ti a I turba I ter ,, " nea g t Ih 'ike ai eilcmn

U uhlHtinc: W*ric; whi oh canrjlaotat- tili V;. 'C C) ra : I :;ci :c1 d

co~~t. re~ i~ r aphIi IC

S (r i I ' le:; o tac 'i;tu c an L: v h Ii tii nC d '.I ci ct. Ic

a ( ~ r Anaj;2 Lill" uti-idi.) iil 11cl.; 002 (.i:l ,*i'..r



southwest winds at altitudes up to 4-~5 kmi observation of bumping I:;
the rule . Its Intensity 13 epecaiaTy jereat In ;ummer, when stratifl-

cat lan of the atmosphere In th13 laysTv Is c ioorc to indifferent,

Increased turbulence above Yerevan .L,- obvlouý;ly connectedi with the
fact that the high mountains Greatev Ararat (511)6 m) and Little

Ar'arat (3914 m) are located 40-50 km to the 3~3W of' thir: city. The
deformatioin of :routhweost f~~above thein cuo an Ic r-L~ r! the

turtulenc c of the attno,,p!;_re h( !,)% tih-e lev(e 0! the -uprer Cdige of' tI.C

mountains.

Figure 6.13 Ohowo an example oftypical r,,tiucture of' a turbuleriL

zone above mouricainc * Abovo the !cc' 310jlup a ri.:gien of' very intensI vP,

turbulence with w > I') rr/.iJ clearly vi;t~e Ah',Ove and afnide froin

it the value of w graduiillý decreasuo. The. "calm" layers ob!served
tin turbulent zones above level terrain are aboe(nt above mountaino.

Uj- 4

$ON"A 2S . 25 5ON04 16 114 12106j 4' 2' 0' e

Fig. ýKl3. Tux'U-ijut zcn,: hocSuramr-
k-'y Paso nn '? Scpcitem.Ler ~(a

S. M~. Shmeter) . s o 1e j wc,, arrc court-d

in in/s . Vertical mjrofile;~ c~f
ture arid wind are shown in the ri,-,ht.

Regc.on- of coi'oraph'.c turbulence arc :xeddin the direction
of the wind, beine, arr~anGed aijový2~ cLJscte e .sdc (-,' 2

mnount a I n. Thus , a ýinique "turbulent I-anner" --,Jr,-lar tc- the widely
"n"::"banner cl ouds, ". ir Crir;ed behril. the range,,(

ý55
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exceed -3 ln ( Carpautiutri.-, C' irr'a , Trari,,r:Ltiie;1 a, lciiL C'
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(It.9) , 1. Z. Pinusý and S. M. Slimumter, C [.)18) , 2. Ml. Simtr tr' (1915.8,
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Occsioall th shpet f fows tpica for the case < 0h'

Lflows: rotor flow under mountain wavez, characte rized by the preoenice

oflarge ediswith ahorizontal a~,adtrute lwosre
from the Cround up to a level located somemhat h~rhet' than the ridgjt

and characterized by the presence of ccinparatively :;mall feddies ,-ith

axes which arc arb~itrarlily orlonted in ;paicc.

In cone lu3ion we wil'l note that Lurbuluenc.e of ir'ogr'aphic orlg1,.
can be intensified-by thermal turbulecncýý. Thu latter, nay overn

pf-bdominate in summer a~bove vocky a.id Vorpsted m'oun~tains at ml
iUnd speeds. Thermal turbulencý.de ye Iup;; .1r, ibie ii(rniri- hours anid,

conitinuing to develop up ti'midday, 'it continually embraces an ever
thicker layer of the atmoophere. In this ibase its develupment beginL
earlie.st of' all above rocky. niuurtitIlns faicný; the ý-.un, and develop:3

only somewhat later, ah)ove leve I. terrain. area-.

-The upper bou.ndary of the layer of thermal turbkullence i-, elev'ated
abc~ve mountains and Is lower :abtove valleyo. 'Under the iihf .uence oDf
the wind zones of thermal tUrbalence arising above- Mountains are
l:Jiit ed somewhat 'nl the 6irection of flow. Evn-rlrg dampin- 'of'

rcurbulence begins from the ground, but is acconpanleci by the appeavae-ne
at high altit-udes :; ' layoei'e n which tut-bulpricL, -'~l~n harpl
Usual Iy. such layers are locatedl !,her,(. thie :nrtrawdft~ ru.

-rmall1



C'HAPTER 7

TURBULENCE WHICH INFLUENCES
AIRCRAFT FLIGHT

A.-: wa.: polrLte, i ouit 'it-vvu 1,11 (- i 1.1 o " l'i i''q t 1' 11 Lv t-n . "l,u-

I ent zc nO I; accu inpa; i a .i by' ,.. : at I ori.; ir t:; v o,:It , Q oL:;1 C
at.a,,! .a nk , andi ot, Ii Ir ch'avact.crl:;i, c :.xctlon:; h:; : la:': to tIU(:

a:,pe •i eu• u L add it ona! alLt.,''riaL Ing overl ()ad., ;fanltoe t cd r .;

- - .d bUl . L.Ir' oF" ~thu a lcI':il't.
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V ) d" , 1 11211t• LI I' ' ( 1 :, htcv i ill t,- '.',TI t' thI tor, t'' u a

L) tU.buleiioc""..; :c'..' tO .u I .. .. ;I t I .L toi.01 t y (;I

part" (:n o. t

1 1. METHODS OF EVALUATING THE
INTENISITY .OF TURBULENJCE 'WHICH.
INFLUENCES THE FLIGHT OF AN
AIRCRAFT
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other hand, high- fiequer'oy pertur'bationo ),:ad !,o 1;UCh .[Imal oIi ~ j

that they arc virtually unnot iceable. Aoý Ct IgL i ý3 p u vd I i c'Le, I t

u.-;:-,ible fur- Iong'er-perlod gUlot: 01' aIil' tO Caune ;Ut1L~bi ~r
luado on the aircraft. Thui3, for cxample, whi iv portur6h:-Lt lono w A h a
letngth ranging rm1-Oi pt ~4k u to 6-7 kin for' heavy

U I reraft ) t an I nflue'nc e the tin01' ZLI) ZLa-I r. Lvft at o (1

niot ! on, of 1-,upersonic airci-aft I' ylrw; at 'Ittio ofCLi

abovu ivý 1 f' td Iy wave", w'it;,. itl., -t' i r; t" ~'; ? (:

From this Itij clear' thiat Wher! VC ;OpZLk Of the I'll erIL3 ty 0

turbUlencte Luffllcient to CUuseý IMuffetli vije irmuv t uai' I irii md rnr.t

the Intenniity of tur'Luulen(oe_ In general., hut. th: 1.nt,.nn.tly of thwt

portion of' ito opectrumn wh ich lo op(oenitlvfe undur' giver) flight

conditionu. In other word:, , In th to caine ti he .1rtenz: i ty of' Lu'1 int,

of the aircraft can serve an; a rdeasu.e of' tur'bullunoe Intensity. iWe

w.ill note that such an approach 1.,; iwte'n ~ fr the fiv u f

Lith turbulenc~e mrodý,ls linltec above.

"I . Evaluation of the Inteonelty of
b.uffeting

heIncnt ens Ity of buff~'t lng, vw~ch LL eb in orm il 3y dvfi'ntd as thu

j-1 gnit ude of ai rcraft overload I ncrome~crit. , decu;nut only on t-ho

u.gild f turb u eni. pul. nat onn .In wA In vcl ýc 1 ;v :i.:( ým-t oales

lvta,.; u o the ac'ra'Jylia:::1 I ebarl'lerto ''i. .l e a> rplane

x a: 1p e, thlis IS Clear fry:.; ta v.K2V! w!, '.a:¶c Inn

:~~nr'x :;tvevaj-aatlor. C!, the(_ cv~ A:' fe.erca'

L il ,, a 1 ,-c a "t I n 1.o,,'~ inental !!;-.it v.,I:~r: ;

Vs et I Cul -atchav%,ocurL .-:ed tyin ef!ci' 07 1 v''V.- C t

An itn - 1 7)

hec-rc i K the? air' derni,1ty: v ['C!.1 i.t )'2 5a~cia~c )

:ra' ."eight .n LlFh,~ ,tf 1 tv ns22al'r;!. V.'



lhor~zontal flig~ht i = L. We havu al!,cadyv dli~cr--oed therot ci1Ir.

bet~wu-ri w and thu tr~ue oipu,-d of u gu.st in Chapter, 2.

F'va2.uat on of "lie .1ntenfsity of buf'fetitrig (given III Table 7.1)
h'tii fi-cmr 1iratrumriet meas~ureoment ,iata and by the "pecrupt loil" of'

then i-:ew on a four,-mark a;ca I,:, is a cceuptod pr act, Icc.

I Scr: p ,ectrmim (f)tC ulor

For a riumber, of' pract i oal. problem,;Ji I.;L necus nadry to conn ce

We nlueceon flIgl-Ct not- tony of Itle voiolsci tics of I-ucto , hut

also oil their frvequency ci:AtzLtc III thIML cas't It i.s rlecezit~aX'

to re-sort to a st at Istic al pt-esent at Itori r) 1 turbu Leonct (setcontic nc-dul)

awld Lo !ioo( the sp cctral deýnsity of' turbu)LVlen gusto; as U meas~ure of

urbulence littenoity

It' wo regardL an a r m t;a an inlad I Ctoi of'atnsp rctu'u

;-e w crin con:; Ido r that th (Ai 01)rl ~ ' the uo.atnVelocity

ti' ( x) aiVO Inri 111acurpav,12 ofl wi th I.; toii go t :;pcc-1 mid thire Lu i'e

we catn a;i urj( that tht- :iL:.i v(Ane t'y at any Point of' the 1ilight

t rjocoryI; so ntlllyunchmangi ng whlIie the ii rcrufft flies; through

.h~re cho'non,V a pol.ohWho' t he c reltIo onnccc tiunm tetween
:iut ut anaci'wid viu o< Iiea I 11rm -i ase Lhe field ofl

PuoI:atlol ouýi uloc it ur o theý. voCUI he regai'isd au a siatiormavy

in l furr:m raindcm fil d. iacm h aý Field a aal-a - J1!OS 0

X = Vt eýX!st bA. ee the orCf-'ZOnt'al ccor;diloate x awld tin(! t.* We

c~iii L'ort.Iier' rso that uhe pu I..: 3t4ic.r ve-.;2ictv of tie -.','lfl i6s

Ldon i cal for' all uln.;on thie aircraft - I.&., * , ithiri the 1.1m Its f- c

hmý Jlm,2nstoris of the aiircrzaft 1.t npso L;;b le tu jgrr Ic~i~ I- h- defo-ridlenct

fiutatsn t' tne wind vtector componenit on tht: coolrdlmm-Atus.

1--:ssmp InI apparentlyti nbcj more valid4 thIie -- Ilial1lr- t he s- I z c o f

ce uS af . in thlI cz.L;c ',t: pUl. at I 11 veloUC t-, 'L.:;( : vi nd Is

Cw.: -ion oni,, of the ;oori I'r':Ltc Y or time t.

IV,
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KEY to Table 7.1 (Cont'd):

a~titudu and heading. During large rnegatlve ov,,rload:s weightlessness
may be perceived, while during positlv:, ov.rioad.,8 personnel are
pressed against their seats; (20) Piloting Is carried out in accord-''. ance with the manual on flight operation. Jn turbulent conditions
for each type of aircraft; (21) Loose objucts hutr'. to spill about.
Moving about within the cabin can lead to I cssrcnge' liijury .!'assen-

ger 'seat b,•lt, must be fastened. Found 1, :hly unpleasant by major'itY
of passengers; causes .,ymptorms of airs• c!:;'ss nr fatngues the crew;
(22) Violent or extreme turbulence; (2 3) !.;xtr, evic vy sha-)p tur'e of)!!craft, accompaniied bv :;eve:. .- fsr(rs tnrnW ng peop it (t ,I 20'C:

or pressing them strongly to them. Flight L, accompanied by major'
deviations In altitude and heading; the steady-state flight regine I.
disrupted, Variometer and speed indicator readlriv ar,, strongly !
distorted. Position of aircraft in space 1... determinred by. average
pcLition of artificial horizon ,trip. Air'.'raft controllability is,
poor and incorrect actior by thr- pilot Umay cýýcat.e conditions leudlriý
to speed:; which threaten the structure of tihe aircraft; (24) iitoting
in strict accordance wit); the inanual. on :1llght operation under turbL-

Slent conditions; (29) Pas:s.engers may be pulled from the seat and
suspended on the belts, while during po.-;1tlve g-forces they will be
pressed tightly to the ceats. It' the :;noat belts are not !'-tstened
passenge!x's m.±y receive serlous head .i¶urieci and traumas. Sharp
large-scale g-forces cause ailrsickness In the majority of passengers.

If the turbulence of the atmosphere is statIstlcally uniform

aand isotropic, it is sufficient for ito description to know the two

Qorrelation functions R (Ax) and Rw(A:), where the first is theu W
correlation function of pul!cationzi cf the longitudinal wind-veloclty

component, while the second 1,; the correlation function of pulsations

in the transverse component. nri aer od ynamic caleu1atcons It on s

assumed that

R. AL (7.2)

where L Is a certain average .size of turbulent pe2rturbations,

determine, as the distance at which reduct ion of' the correlation

furnction by a certain number (of t i098 occuin mos frequently down to

Sa magnitude half the value at Ax = 9. From the contllul ty equation
it follows that for a thret-dlirncstonal vector field th!e connection

r stween t he cc r'elation fuunct ons for' the lonti I tudtinal ;nd tr'ailsvers(i i

compor,!rits of ' .:1J Velocity . us tLioi: lhas; tho" !orr (C , for

example, Lard u and i, J'si t: , I It;9

[-

[~2 6'5



I.he re for'cI

Thv I'olluwlrng sp(c~tt, . Oflit.' correL;Pord tu vrlZt.0
Vu'o-iotmi~(7? anid (7-4):

whr Q 1 the wave number.

TA' we LASU1iriL thatý tui'bo~lCnCC if, l.;otrop ic, 3LOrltlt~y akn
th- longitolturlnai. co 'mel ~tt ir or urn' t. on 1.:; dun cr1 hod !-y Ut he xpI'es:; Ion

Ig'/

* urblulent energy disnrlpatiorl and C i:; '.;11VL vi-.;,AIi JInncun l*on Ie.;s

ctjnz-tant haavinr., the orJ,!r ul' .mlty . Illowevur,, tha:;-,;;cxpt~on TmaGi,-

above that the lun-itudinal -cc~rrelat, ori 1'urictita) I exp,')rientlul

ý;atls factori ly zip.proxlrna-tc<: , from 'lc th :Že.Taalrt vlo2w,

experimental correlatlcor, I'uriotionio outatred fvom the reraftl.

W,ýhen formula (,V. 6) j.,- uor; d to "c~CVWd~he c ýjry,' 2pc truln;

po] sations3 olf the vertical alivei veloci(ty* componncat I ii varlIou:, typo?.;

of av*Latlon calculation:,- the :,cale of nb omL 1!1 ¶,rn~e a,;

R,=~ (A~x) d(Ax) (( *

01', wilhcontirtlr P(.),



L.-'2 JR,,(.x)d(Ax)-=2L., 78

LUanid L14ch~aracte~rize the linear' d~imen(,nLIu of' tl~e rot-ion within

which a highI correlation of puL:,ation:;. of Vloa.ý velocity exis~ts; trioy

iar". ca lleýd tlij longitudljnal anid tran:,,vvr;-o .1rotegi',al 2 20) e! of Vh

Along w~th a 6inipk x'oiation-.-hip of thi. (7t.2) type, for prautl I%

utilization of' data on atmoiopheric toi'bolence during ,iolutlon of'

certain aviation proble-ms It !i~ ricesý;ary to k~novw the funptlonal

fram of the autocorreipt'ion lfunctilon. N. 1. ba1,li (ýuce J. Taylor,

1965) propo:;cd the followingr funetctriol f'orn: for, a family of' norrma liz'

autocorrelation f'unctions;

R. (A-v [(1.f' )!] K.(-) (7.9)

where a and ni a:-e parameter's which Iteterrminv 1.1hc f'orm and scale; Kn
-s the Beo&sel function oi' an imaginary argiumenLrt ot' tl- second kind;

(r, - 1)! io a gamnma function when n. lj not a wholi.: positIve number.

By substitutIng expi-eý-;ion (7.9) Into 1(7.',') and (7.3), we obtain~

tiie ioilowIng expreszions for the ItutegraL aieof tirbuience:

( 2) -a (7.10)

and try. t-rdnsve-ov autccor-rciation, t'u.cticri

* ~~R (.I I 02 [2K. (v)-+K. -)1('1

T' 11 (Ax) and H, (aix) are known, Lv uo:;ing, thu Y"ol:rier tvnaniform

*It is possIble to find the exprcoir Lon or thk. fui-xtoiion f* ;poctral

density:

4'fL
. ( 1)1 .12



whe re

L- (n + I)('

'Tl uIL ili u tturbulence .;p'ct ruin i:; (I L Utt riMrtd by 0 ly t'WU ,Liant I tI ; -

L o ýi the pti 'uint .-,' :t.

I na k. c ocdy namic-, , 1 r p; i:. i -! uL ul ýL, (.O IirJ1 't1 iI Cr U LU

correlation functions and tlhe I'urictionu1 of' .pectral deriity are
considered: the Dryden model, ['or which n 1/2, and the Kirm~n, f'or
which n - 1/3.

For the first model,

L a. (7.14)

443L (7.15)

2 a7 I I + 3(2r.!L)2 1.- ' 7 .16 )

while for the second model

(-- )'
____• 4' • _,_t 7

II + a2' (I,339L). 12I6

S .) -s t 2. (I ,3g9) U (7.18)

11 + h2x(1,339L) 9)21
II÷I 2r. (I, ,339L) 0 i1 -i

It should be noted that autocorreiation functionr: dscribed by

Ifor.u.Las (7.2) and (7.4) correspond to the Drydeni model. Tihe Kz'lrmn

model, for which n = 1/3, covrltlec L.,,th the model for which the
"mlnuo] 5/3" law Li, valid. Therefore forwula.3 (7.18 )-(7.1) satis-

factorily decribc turbuluri, nctlorto for condltion:; of I ndlfferent,

thermal :itratlficatlon of the atmosphcrc,

26I



Formula.- (7.14i!)-(7 .19) arf- widolY u,,ed (I r, acrodynjam'c iiaI 2u it, ~L
it .jIuli , however, he e-mohatoized that J11 Ohe :ed theY are appt'ox.1 1ate

and cannot completely replace the actual :;pLetra OF atmooo1het'Ic

turbulence.

To un-delr to use expvýýL;iori ('f.19), whlln lA rli the jp. ctral±

dur,; ity of pc i:sat ionrs of the vori teal ~ ~-V~ ~V('~pf~lIn
varlous r.ractic:;a1 prob lemc; "t. I :, neco.- I r'y I-) kr.w t.'crvj ~I '

magnitude L of the Licale of' turbuleiice. Tnio qiuant~lty has bccr13 determined Ly many inveetigatoro by approximation of the emnplreoal
functions of spectval density thi-ough expreiiýLor (7. 10) arnd by

oelection of the ccexre.-Tonding value 3C L iii UACa.e I'()) ebC C~ULVI

As studios have ohown, 1enc for' pulea-tioris of the vertical

wind-velocity component trent.-rnll ailw wih altitune: in the atrriou;-

rph~eric layer up to a holjxht of 300-500 in. Above a ,iinoothi :;urface and

inr conditions of indifferent or urus;tab I thýermal strutification the

scale L, approxim~ately equal,; thu altituide above- the Surface, while

above a )r'oken surface It 1:, approximately dou!ble the altitude; In

both cases; the mean square deviationi eonxpriucc about ?5-30% of' the

average valuie of L. The Ir-dicater! treperd(Žnee oF L or)t alt~tude above

t h e surface of' the earthi, asý indicated by exper-Imerntal data, cannot

be extranoilated totttdq.xedlr;3059i. At h-igh ailttude.;

't;e s~cale of L varie.s in ;ielimits and deo~~rtua cornlIpex

dependence on the thermal and wind stratiflieatton of t-e atrmosphere.,

Experimental ntudies of tur-bulenct- on 'Ui;and 1-1-18 aircraft

made it possible to establish tentattvo intervals of the magnitude

ofseta est orsodn o1uftn0o sarerart ith

the "minus 5/3" law Is alwa-ys real 1,zed - e'tric r'eiion If

wave nucroer;; ý. > io0 rari/im. in th IL- ca:rý !n. a ri tou( eva a t te the

Iln n l;t t;, of aircruft tsr Kreit Li:iri '~t Ld~ -2t t.

!rttervai-; of values; of speotral den-s ii.;:. f A:rý erie 1t;rl:br'-I

I: 6



Pci I I L Y D. !)pe title 11cs. )'~ htl":)

I' C ) tr Q 0Urdk~

C.2a(1)u ~..4 -10-1 2 -100
y~iCpcIjj,q j, (2) 2, 100-- 4 100
CILUbnall 1 (1 6i 4 1UD - 101

o' Iftt 1.111, d (4) > 101

(2 Wo 1'r a i<;' ~ ii.i

Mo~derate ; ( )Strwig L

E;xtreime ; ( (; $(L) (m i/f) -/( vaid/kir).

52. CHARACTERISTICS OF TURBULENCE
IN THE TROPOSPHERE AND 1N THE LOWER
S T RA TO S PHlE RE

1 n rt.cent year,3 It mniry c.-untriez; US22$, A , i avid Can ioia,
*arid, otrier.; ) a gre~at Uloa I 1 I Lunt'lor U(--l. r LucncJ~d 'r thi'2 sti tudy

c,,!' t orb ulencu ai3 "A 4. I fu C' lVcrLtf g .Ti; tcio aoZ)

p ract tca, I go ic I c a:l cLcta L a vc(id£ I. gt. .ae ty . .n

Lu'U,11, by ii: 1ILo II aF.":'I oe ind icatuvr: it hlas bLi Con pus :1 P1 u

(3 511 1a hw Inr thu nriecci i np r o tTyIr oI et

dilgorderly i :io. i on; of a~ 11 i tn LI : :A ~: k7-, t

Inal ad-Jit)od ~jtinaui' n:trocnt, t:L. )tc.a (0u a aI :toc

cclo11c tcoj from~ or'I3 :lc!,cd &i1 air I ncr3

Certainly, rilrnt ntll:hn-!Fe tle- e~o~c; fP U

c hall' .1 An thc- caoe :I^ contilnuou3 rocordiý,gL of rla'ointzuts A

i ia, r. d r-w b ack 1 n v I suLL1. Ic) ,i' vn tl)n s I s ti c uIl'. Ju Uc;., vy i3 ov u Iouat Io

Ical pecullari t 1n os and i'i I j,) 1. eperiLence of t, Pc. naI rcra ft c re it 1
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T1able 7.3. Connection between
the intensilty of turbulucncC a.-
eval.uated by pilots and fg-forcuo
UCtlrng on the airplarit.

< 0,2 71 24 5
S0253 40 7

02-4.5 - 78 22~0.5 - too10

K Y (1) g-force Inc r-erunen 1r,
fractions of g; (21) Purbulence
in'tenisity as evaluated by plt
(3) weak; (4l) moderato; )
se trig.

With aircraft overloads riot exceeding, 1).2(!, I.e., during Oveak

buffeting (see Table 7.1), pilots frequently evaluate turbulence at;

moderate (2?4% of cases) or even a,. s~trong. Tii 221" o' ',he cases ptilcA.s

evaluate atmozpheric turbulence ~'.'th g-fOT-e.1 of' 0.2-0.ý- - i.e.,

moder'ate - as strong turbulence. Thu3 visual ab:;ervationus, as a rule,

load to overstated frequency of rioderate arid strong turbulernce. .
In orci'Žr to obtain reliabl data on turbulence lne upper

t.-oposphero, N. Z. Finuo and S. N. Shntoo (19)6?) utilized the r'esults

of 3pecial rez~earoh Vlight~s on TlJ-lOh, Tb-iS, and !L-283 airra'ft,

along with accelerogratms from numerouz; schedul,ýd fgh3onl aircraft

of these types. During pvocessinC* thcu;e segr'ient-s ,)f tne recordingj

a.-hIch were distorted by maneuvervlnig of tht- lror'aft wt.re elii .inat-od,

We wilexamine the, partic~lcar featUres; A' the ver'tical di :;t-i-

bution of' turbulence and certain pairameter.; of turbuleiiL zcones

1. Frequency of Occurrence of
7urbulence at Hi1gh Alittudes

*With respect to the nature of turbulen-ce, the frequeý,ncy of' 1to

rL -courrence, etc. , the tropos~her-, cani I-, di vile-1 Into t~he Voll:in

Aa ay e rs lower (0- 2 kip.) , m Ildd 1i (2-C 6o K and tinp :e r ( 6 -10 ke). t I.

;1lso possilbleý to examine the tropospher-eý and Ltr~al o:3phcr'ceŽaleN
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VIo-c Fig. I, ,rz t rB: t~uý Uvrom dat a 0 1 ! rI'e val' ub:;rVVat lo II

AtIr' clea'r' that th(e 1&lui'ii~cy o F ttirruilt:ýncc L;e PiUX~IMur III WI ' lower.

-layeyr of1' t he ti-opot phe "eu andii mln1ITIMe ill t.hu' Wi diii. t rupo3 p here

uhooquen t~ftly IL. growe: w ~ttn :pproaoh Iho thne uooa: r to tho level

w th maximui.- wird vuIiuJýit-, IN02 n(.? I U MU tIU Ii I; VVUlUCrI Iy ()I' I iii!'!eti riv' I'

fu I.d :It ;1 K ttud-Z: of -1 wkn, (. I.e fht-. Vvoi a ,n(ctl ,-nni, I a':; 1 -O

jj U2! ~ US;, (U-2 iata);
do ''3W mtddl I C 'ti
4tuiles 1) - o c 1 1

~.'. over th o Nunth'tl.Pt art tic.

0 t0 2,) 30.%

it shaulid Lit nioted t i;: .. hrn ve r'-i.ito of'- do onloXn 1 
i rc quency

:t' tunnr-ule.~ce af!'ec~t! n. de¶ý.: on ;a! t- t] t

iOt and 'l' n~a't. a_' aFt nae: 1 L0 v,:

t:1 t ur'n uijoc :,o ru F:,,'cqik-r:ti yI n1 1 n i f'ro I I~ I ; 'ann lctni, 1' I ,r
and t niI- lt.' uden; . Tbis vdr ;on 1 .,'qvhso;

ninie qiuantity; of' c1.v';. eaiJ:; e(Uourt~n¶ by :I]ci ;'Crt'ct silocalI

ýior n. .'bion---ie 7. I.; I vo:teav: dnr~tei or, i~ I fi,,,, I1 Lh ane L c

I~c c'lden. 'n;;, th: ;iZ1 intin.'rof k at. avcrapge

crc s c'~-F~c'crr 5 r t> c: r q: w,; runi t l y t hanr.



'Fi~r. 7. I~nti ty Of' OVeVr-
loudýs Con cwl 1i..r ud b:, at :e raft

Ilocal 1 t nc C.. ) hor't 1*1 rim,:

vion aid Ailtude .- f p1 otci: ;IIx-

cl-aft t'l1Fht,. ___

Alma I¶mus VmW. 3.Jeot*

KEY: I1 A 11 r-oUt; (e PIg
-- duration ,h ; ('J) T,3 .1 gIL a3t itude,

M; (0~ LUC:il ;(5 .hn,;C
Long .

Turbu'Lcnt zo;i~n the atrouniere'-1v uoný clirrLr ~* yIha-uact.

that their horizontal extent i.,, many 1tIp.uie 1'-r'eatLI than th!elr thick-

neszs. Therefore it is laalikely thai. an a~rc!'aft -WIL! 1t-netrate a

turbulent zone during horizontal. V--ight Lhu- ciurn,,-, v.ortic L probiliv

of the atn-osj:,ere (Inc lu.1inF of !,-,h of :c~i aircraf't or during,

*deoccnt for' landing) i~enldcs th.li , onc i:hnou d conoi'ic.rr that durtiifr

a cli-.mb and descent t!ie -'ai2aa. IL''it ircraft ]a'r~.wa

lowier thani t~hat , urini- h1or'l wonta- f.

Accornding to iual-a comp I.Le b"!- *a inaIt L:r ~
wao encountered *"-,' time,: moru frequently by i;,Cedulod J-OiaIr'i3f
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Aircraft mneasuremnent., carrie~d out. above the USA (Colson, 1963)
also showed that turbulence Is motit probable In thu :ftratosphc'rv In
the period January-March.

gusts). Outvlde or' storm clouds aircraft overloads rarely exceed

overload increments. (An) v'eachirig ±1.5 g. H. 11. Bindon (1952)

described the case. of an experimental flight in a clear turbulent

zone of Canada at an altitude of 7.3 km in which An 3 g3 During
this flight many measuring Instruments were rendered Inoperative.

In the USA a case wao recorded ini which the rudder fin and elevator
of' a "Boe~ing B-52H" aircraft were damaged wheri the planie entered a

turbulent zone in a clear- sky ab~ove a mcmintainous region.

At altitudes of 8-12 kin In the middle latitudes over the USSR
no cases were noted in which the magnitude of' An was greater than

+10g during flights on a TU-104I aircraft in a clear atmosphere.

The re.sults of these Investigations (Pinus and Shmeter, 1962) are

given in Table 7.7. Even the. g-force increments reaching +1.0 g were

observed onily in individual cases.

Table 7.7. Frequency of tur-
bulence intensity (in %) in
clear air at altitudes of
8-12 km in the m'.ddle lati-
tudes.

JM+ 622) +6 (3) 6(t) 6 0) 6

11.7 5,7 5,6 0,4

oome idea of the dependence of turnbulence lntrensity on altitude

and weather condition6 for- US territory can he obtained from Fig. 7.3.
This figure makes it possible to evaluate the probability of exceeding

a given magnitude of a 1 Conol~dering tuirbulence to be very weak if'
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a < 0.5 m/s and to be strong when ow> 2.5 m/u, we can draw the
following conclusions on the basis of Fig. 7.3.

10-' o -

W'

$ - '- - [% .

0 I I

10 - - - - * $ ICO.

Fig. 7.3. Distribution
of dispersion of pulsa-
tions of vertical wind
movement velocity. 1 -
clear weather; 2 - wool-
pack clouds; 3 - thun-
derstorm clouds.
Designation: m/cem -•!rm/s.

With an increase in altitude the probability of values of

ow e 0.5 m/s grows. Where the probability of such values of ow Is
about 70% in the atmospheric layer 0-3 km, for the layer 9-15 km it
grows to 93%. Extremely strong turbulence (cw > 4 m/s) has virtually

identical probabilities in the 0-3 and 3-9 km layers, but it is
"• "substantially less for the 9-15 km layer.

In clear weather the probability of flights with oa < 0.5 M/s
io greater (50%), while under thunderstorm conditions it is, on the
other hand, least (z20%). With the same value of the probability

distribution function the quantity co Is double the clear- weather

value for woolpack clouds and approximately triple that value for

thunderstorm conditions.
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Similar results were obtained (Kulik and Sakach, 1967) for the
territory of the Soviet Union (Fig. 7.4). From this figure it is
clear that for ow > 3 m/3 the probability distribution function in a
zone of thunderstorm.1 activity is approximately six times greater than

3that in turbulent zones above mountains and is 3'10 times greater
Lhan that in a cloudless sky in turbulent zones of jet streams.

Plow)
100

5 3

5- -

0 2 4 * ewae/ce

Fig. 7.4. Distribution
of dispersion of verti-
cal air movement veloc-
Ities. 1 - thunder-
storm clouds; 2 - above
mountains; 3 - in the
jet-stream region.
Designation: M/ceH
n M/s.

Data on the intensity of turbulence in the stratosphere are of

special interest. From Table 7.8 it is clear that in the 12-21 km
layer strong turbulence is observed most frequently at altitudes of

15-18 km. Judging from the number of turbulent zones, this is where

the greatest frequency of turbulence is observed.

c. [Vertical] Thickness of
Turbulent Zones

Numerous observations have shown that turbulent layers in which

effects of turbulence are not.ed on aircraft have comparatively sharp
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boundaries. This can apparently be explained by the fact that

turbulent conductivity is small on the boundary of perturbed layers

(Gandin et al., 1955); this is characteriatic for completely or nearly

completely unperturbed regions surrounding a turbulent zone in which
W aircraft experience hufrreting.

Table 7.8. Frequency and Intensity of turbu-
lence in the stratosphere above the USA (Col-
son, 1 63). ___ _.__, _ _,__ ,

SKE: i ) Altitude, kff m (?)pNo. ofl~I9W~ flighs;en

-T1 (2 X01I 104 9O NOM~~~.1.119
-VO AM_ L-i1~I I

12-16 ab 21 27 3.29 2-4.4 2$S,R 4.8
15-18 139 71 1.35 1.90 -20, 21.9 5.2-
18--21 M2 7d 142 1.02 I.18:7 12.9 2.4

.KEY: (1) Altitude, kin; (2) No. of flights;
(3) No. of flights in turbulent zones; (4)
Turbulent zones encounte'red; (5) No. of zones

- in one flight; (6) Intensity frequency, %.
I

The data on the thicknesses of turbulent zones presented by
different authors are quite close. Figure 7.5 shows curves of the

integral frequency of thicknesses of turbulized layers for different

latituu-. over the territory of the Soviet Union. The same figure I
shows the curve of frequency of thicknesoes of layers at altitudes of
5.5-13.5 km over Canada (Clodman, 1953). It is clear that with a

drop in latitude the frequency of relatively large thicknesses of
turbulent layers increases. Where a thickness less than 1000 m is

observed in apiroximately 70% of cases in the southern latitudes of

the Soviet Union, in the middle and high latitudes this value is seen
in 85-90% of the cases.

" We will note that data from American investigators indicate
that the thickness of turbulent layers during flight in clear air
at altitudes from 3 to 15 km is, as a rule, less than 300 m. More

recent studies carried out on the U-2 aircraft showed that the thick-

ness of turbulent layers in the stratosphere above the USA comprises,

on the average, 500-1000 m. Certain authors (Press, Schindler, and
Tompnon, 1953; Clodman, 1953) consider that moderate and strong tur-
bulence is, as a rule, observed in layers of great~er thicknc,;o than
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0 9 00 *00 600 800 WOO 7200 1400 16O 1900 2000m

Fig. 7.5. Integral frequency of differ-
ent thicknesses of turbulent layers.
1 - northern latitudes; 2 - middle lati-
tudes; 3 - southern latitudes; 4 -
Canada.

weak turbulence. Others (Shmeter, 1958), on the other hand, arrive.

at the conclusion that the more intensive the turbulence, the less

the thickness of the turbulent layer. This question requires further

investigation. Apparently, these connections depend zubstantially on

specific conditions of the formation of turbulence in a free atmos-

phere.

d. Horizontal Dimensions of
Turbulent Zones. Structure of
Turbulent Zones

The determination of the horizontal extent of turbulent zones

is connected with well-known difficultles, since the aircraft may

cross them in different directions and at arbitrary distances from

the center of the horizontal section of' such zones. Besides this,

"* . [ up to now the precise shape of the horizontal section of turbulent

* zones is not known. Certain authors indicate that in jet streams

the turbulent zones are extended in the direction of air flows: their

length is greater than their width.

Analysis of accelerograms made it possible to determine, along

with the intensity of turbulence in each flight, the horizontal extent

of the turbulent zones and the nature of turbulence on their boundaries.

It was found that at altitudes of 8-12 km turbulent zones of two types

are encountered: solid (type I) and Interrupted (type 11).
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Interrupted zones consist of several local solid turbulent

segments between which aircraft flight is calm. The number of local

turbulent segments in turbulent zone6 of type II varied from two to

seven, but in 79.5% of the cases it did not exceed three.

The frequency of continuous turbulent zones in the middle lati-

tudes (31.8%) is approximately half that of solid zonen, (68.2%).

As is evident on Fig. 7.6, in the middle latitudes the horizontal

extent of turbulent zones of type I (A1 L) is less than 60 km in 83.3%1 of the cases and is greater than 100 km in only 7.5%. The distribu-

tion of horizontal dimensions of local turbulent zonnŽs in turbulent
zones of type II (AL) is virtually the same. Specifically, in 86.6%
"of the cases these zones are less than 60 km in extent, and they

exceed 100 km in only 6.6% of the cases.

I Fig. 7.6. Integral fre-
NWquency of horizontal dimen-

sione of continuous turbu-
lent-zones (1) local turbu-Slent zones (2), and unper-
turbed zones (3) in inter-

Srupted turbulent zones.

LL~J

S *o0 80 AL,,M

Curve 3 on Fig. 7.6 characterizes the total frequency of hori-

zontal dimensions of calm segments (AIL) located between turbulent

zones (AL). Comparison of this curve with curve 2 on the same

figure shows that the quiet segments most frequently have

greater dimensions than the turbulent sections.

The conditions for the appearance of interrupted turbulent zones

are as yet not clear. It is possible that they are connected with

loss of -,tabllity of atmospheric wave.s. or that they refl,.,rt p-rticular
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features of the intermittence or degeneration of turbulence in

turbulent zones. One way or another, the turbulent zones of large

horizontal extent are most frequently of the interrupted type.

Analysis of accelerograms made it poosible also to reveal two

forrari of rise of intensity of turbulent buffeting on the boutidF.res
of turbulent vones:

a) when the intensity of buffeting .on the boundary of the zone
is no less than moderate;

b) when the intensity of buffeting from the boundary and into
the depth of the zone grows more or less smoothly from very weak to
weak or to moderate.

In the first case the entry of the aircraft into the zone of

atmospheric turbulence in clear air is noL only unexpected, but" is

also sudden; the crew must make rapid decisions concerning measures

to guarantee flight safety. In the second case the crew has more
time for preparation to meet the moderate or strong turbulence ahead..

In the middle latitudes the frequency of sudden entry into a
turbulent zone with moderate or strong turbulence on the boundary

equals 3.6%.

We will return now to the horizontal dimensions of turbulent

zones. As is clear on Fig. 7.7, the length of turbulent zones varies
from several kilometers up to 400-500 kin and more, although they

usually do not exceed 60-80 kma. In the middle latitudes of the USSR

the dimensions of turbulent zones uere less than 100 km in approxi-
mately 72% of the cases and were greater than 400 km in only 4%; in.

the southern latitudes the corresponding values were 68% and 10%.

Thus, the horizontal extent of turbulent zones, like their thickness,

grows with a decrease in latitude.

The horizontal extent of turbulent zones encountered during U-2
flights in the stratosphere above the USA was less than 30 km In 70%
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Fig. 7.7. Integral frequency of the
magnitude of horizontal extent of
turbulent zones. I - USA (upper
troposphere); 2 - USA (stratoisphere);
3 - USSR, middlc latitudes; )I-
Canada; 5 - USSR, southern latI.tides.

of the cases and greater than 100 km in only 0.5%. No clear dependence
of horizontal dimensions of' turbulent zones on altitude in the
stratosphere was established. In general turbulent zones in the
stratosphere (altitudes of 15-21 km) above the USA are apparently

shorter than those in the troposphere. Thus, a value of 70% integral
frequencj in the upper troposphere corresponds to turbulent zone
dimensions equalling 60 kin, while in the stratosphere the value is
30 km for the 70% level. If wc assume that this relationship is
stable and reliable, it can be used tc evaluate the horizontal dimen-
sions of turbulent zones in the stratosphere abve other geographic
regions if we have data on their dimensions in the upper troposphere.

e. Life Exp'ectancy of Turbulent Zones

An important characteristic of turbulent zones is the duration
of their existence. Experimental studies of the "lifetimes" of
these zones require continuous tracing of the evolution of turbulence
within them. Sucn tracing is hampered by the fact that under cloud-
less conditions turbulent zones cannot be distinguished visually and,

in addition, they move along with the flow.

To determine the duration of existence of turbulent zones It is
usually necessary to carry out multiple flight.s between geogr;iphic
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control points. This permits determining the survival time of

turbulence in a flow of air between thene points; thi: factor

apparently depends both on the variability of the turbulence and on

the dimensions of the turbulent segments. These data are extremely

useful for evaluating the applicability of forevanta of turbulence

duration from data on pr#eliminary weather reconnaissance.

Figure 7.8 shows the results of' ohiervation:" of turbulent
.atmosphere carried out by N. Z. Pinus and S. M. Shmeter (1962) on

May 14, 1960 between Nizhne-Tambovskoye and Yelabuga in the Far East.

The wind was almost perpendicular to the line Joining these points.

*,Observations at 7200 m were carried out in the course of I h 40"min.

Since wind speed at this altitude was 85 km/h, a flow with. a "length"

of 145 km-proceeded between these points during the observation

period. During this time, as is evident from Fig. ?.8, the nature of

turbulence and ito; distribution between the control points were

virtually unchanged. Observations..at 8200 m were carried out with

a break In time equalling 2 h 116 min. The average wind velocity at

this altitude was 120 km/h and a flldw 366 km long ran between the

control• points; as we see, the nature of turbulence was strongly

variable.

iO vat' 28 mm 10 Yee. tPeaU
20'ue

Qvc44Mi A*U .--- WW/Vl~M--- 07w.22mmv4 W
JON" •+

N. 1200M

JO M $ xm

Fig. 7.8. Nature of turbulence during repeated

flights of an aircr-a+t between points.

• KEY: (1) Nizhne-Tambovskoye; (2) Yelabuga.

•.Designations: '-ac. h; MIIH w rin.
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According to experimental data presented by V. N. Barakhtin
I •i(1963), at altitudes of 8-10 km the turbulent regime can aometime.

remain unchanged for 2L4 h or more.

Observations made with radlosonden equipped witli overload

attachments can givc; some idea of the "Illt',tim," of UurbuloncO over
specLfic points. V. 1P. ely.vayev et al. ([,i14) caArir.d olt Lseveral

series of launches of such radiouundei at lauveh Int.u 'va"l of I to 3 h.
It was found that the probability of 1,liv-&r|aLbfLty of the turbulent
state of the atmosphere in the course of' an 1h4--.-' In Lh 8-12' km layer

is on the order of 80-90%. In the courxv- . . ia. the middle

and upper troposphere the probabllity th' ? --- ituaton"

will remain unchanged equals 6U-75%; at n}rr " e- ("2_20 kin) thou

value does not exceed 50%. For time t _reit >t• r hant 6 h ihiz
probability does not exceed 50% at virtiunly all atltItudes.

Close to the. tropopause and the lcve.l of. the tropospheric maximum
of wind speed the probability that thu otate of' the atmosphere will
remaln unchanged turned out to be equal to 70%.

53.. TURBULENCE IN JET STREAMS AND
IN THE TROPOPAUSE ZONE

If we exclude from consideration flight in clouds in the upper
troposphere, the highest frequency of buffeting and the maximum over-
loads are observed in jet streams and close to the tropopause. It is
here that observations of the so-called clear-alr turbulence occur
most frequently; encounter with CAT is the mo:;t dangerous for the
pilot, owing to its unexpected nature.

We will pause first on buffeting in jet streams. Since buffeting
differs indifferent sectors of these streams, we will present a
brief outline of the aerological structure of the Jet stream.

a. Frontal Structure of Jet Stream,?

The results of Inireý3ti.iatlons of the aerological structur.e of

jet. ;treanms carried out on thr: ha:bi ct' ater.a1:; frt' mt,.•n.1atd
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aerological observations have been generalized by V. I. Vorob"yev

(19660), E. fBe-ter (1961), V. A. Dzhcrdzhio and N. V. Petrenko (1964).

in a number of countriec special flight studies of Jvt streams

h av. also beent carried out. Principal re•'ulto from these are outlined

in the works by R. M. Endlich and C. 3. McLean (1957, 1965), K. C.

Brundtdge and J. L. Clodman (1962), N. Z. Plnus and S. M. Shmeter
(1962), and J. Briggs and W. Roach (1963). -n particulair, In the
USA experimental studies were carried out in thu project "Jet Stream="

(Endlich and McLean, 1957, 1965) on two aircraft (B-29 and 1-47)

equipped with instruments recording the temperature and pressure of
the air, aircraft g-forces, and also Doppler installations for

measurement of wind speed and direction.

The experimental data showed that in the lower latitudes the jet
K streams have. a frontal structure. In the upper troposphere-the front,

called the jet-stream front, separates warm air from colder. It is
outlined well dropping downward from the. tropopause to an altitude of
5-3 km. The axis of the jet stream is located in warm air, in the
sector between the frontal surface and the tropical tropopause.

The horizontal and vertical wind-speed gradients on the cold

(cyclonic) side of the jet stream are greater than those from the
warm side. Ini particular, the horizontal gradients of wind velocity
are approximately 1.5 time:i greater than on the warm. (anticyclonic)

side. They are reduced along the horizontal on both sides from the.

core of the jet stream.

A broad complex of experimental studies of Jet streams was

carried out in the USSR (see Pirius, Shmeter, 1962). The studies were
carried out on TU-104 and !L-18 aircraft equipped with instruments

for recording wind speed and direction (by the Doppler method), the

temperature and pressure of' the air, aircraft g-forces, and angles of

pitch and bank.

The flights were carried out over the European territory of the

Soviet Union, the Far East, and in Middle Asia. They were made most
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frequently acrosn the jet stream, with each experiment accompl!shlng

4-6 horizontal passes through the Jet stream, each having an extent

of 300 to 500 km. The data obtained on tumpierature and wind measure-

ments, along with radiosond materials from observations at aerological

points located along the route of the experimental t'lbght,, were used

to construct vertical section3 of the atmo.;phere.

The studies showed that even in the middle latitudes the jet .

streams have a frontal structure, where it is possible to examine two

models of Jet streams. The first describes a jet stream which is

connected with frontal activity encompassing the entire thickness of'

the troposphere.- i.e., from the .tropollause down to the eurface of

-the earth. The second model differu from the first in that the Jet

stream in it is connected with frontal activity which is distinctly

expressed only in the upper half of the tropoophere. In particular,
the experimental studies showed that in the' upper'troposphere in the

Far East the transition zone between warm and cold air masses act.i as,

a.front which is clearly expressed due to the Freat horizontal and

small vertical temperature gradients. The upper portion of this

front is adJucent to the tropopause in a zone of discontinuity or

of a sharp slope of the latter, while the lower part is usually

traced down to a level of 400-500 mb. A front connected with a Jet

stream which corresponds to the second model may have different

slopes to the horizontal. In the. ar East Jet-stream fronts have :t

slope 'o the horizontal ranging from 1/225 to 1/150.- 1; is interestinL

that when the slopes are small the front Is extended oo that its'

lower portion forms an almost horizontal layer with a temperature

inversion.

From Fig. 7..9, which presents an aeraged vertical cross section

"" of a jet stream, it is clear thdt even In the middle the horizontal

contrasts of.temperature in vhe frontal zone connected with the Jet

stream reached 2.50 per 100 km. The Isoines of relative vuloclty

are also most compressed in the zone of the front, a., can be seen
from Wig. 7.9. Wind speed diminishes by approximately 50% in the laver

3-4 km above the axis of the jet stream. The horizontal contrasts

in wind speed on the cold side of the jet stream are larger than those

on Ohe warm side,, where in pleneva]l th,.:V arte not partliuiail ," great.
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1'4'g. 7 .9. Verti1cal cro•,,-• section
S•of a Jet o tream. i - ý,tream ax.1s;

2 - isotherms (in degrees); 3 -
&relative isotacs (in %).

Empirical data (Pinus, 1961) showed that the change in wind

velocity with altitude under the level of maximum wind speed and also

above it can be described by the exponential function

(7.20)

where z 'is the height of tne level with maximum wind velocity uO.
0 0

The change in wind velocity In the horizontal plane relative to the

* jet-stream axi* can be de.scribed similarly (Pinus, Litvinova, 1965):

U,- -. . " (7.21)

We should note that in a numnber oel cases, particularly on the
anticyclone side of jvt streams, wind .ipeed diminish-s linearly with

distance from the axis or from the velocity maxLmum. liowever, thi.s

dot-s not destroy the generality of the approximation, since expression

(7.21) can be written approximately in the fornm

• .~~, =-. u,-(O -- S:, D. (7.22)

if we limit ourselves tc' the first two terms of the expansion of the

quantity exp(-6j1yj) In the ievies. Such an approximation introduces

an err'or not ex.:eedinb, on the average, 10% when jAyl does not exceed

__00 kin. The quantities a anid 8 are given in Table 7.9.
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Tabl ".9. Averaged values o!' a
and S. _

rloA ocuo cTpy 12 1 01314 -
Haa cuiac p 13 0.12=C UlNlAOHI gxoA 'TOlpO-

SP. -- 0.00150

CTOpo, U CYPYN - 0,000W

KEY: (1) Region of ,ttream; (2)

Below the jet axis; (3) Ahove
the Jet axis; (4) On the cyclone
Lide of the jet; (5) On the
anticyclone side of the jet.

We should point out that the quantity 0 depends on altitude,

growing with approach to the axis of the stream from below and
diminishing above the Jet stream.

The jet streams observed in the Far Last are close to the model
constructed by Endlich and McLean (1957, 1965) from materials from
the "Jet Stream" project.

Twin jet streams are often observed in the lower latitudes. In
this case the axis of the second jet is located to the south and
above that of the first. Fronts connectea with these :treams are well

expressed in the temperature field. The complex of Jet streams of
this type, frequently observed over Middle Asia, was studied in detail
by V. A. Dzhordzhio.

b. Experimenta- Data on Turbulence
Causing Aircraft Buffeting in the
Jet-Stream Region

Studies of the frequency and average intensity of turbulence

affecting aircraft were carried out by N. Z. Pinus arid S. M. Shmetere

(1962) with consideration of models of the cross section of the jet

stream. In these studies the frequency of turbulence was calculated

ns the ratio of route in turbulent zones to the total length of the

route traveled by the aircraft with a horizontal section of the jet

stream at the given level, while the average intensity of turbulence

in the perturbed zontmi was calculated from the formula
2 U 9



C4

(7.23)

where OW Ij the intensity of alrrPraft buffeting in scale marks;

1' iL3 i•he number of' case:* Ou' buffeting of given inten.)Ities; 6();

wa:i taken as equal to unity, 6(2) equal to two, etc.

Figure 7.10 glves the frequency of turbulence In different parts

uf the Jet stream. The i:oltneo of frequency corresponding to 50%

cover a zone in the cold portion of tho Jet stream between the front

and the polar tropopaune. Turbulence frequency diminishes most

rapidly on the warm side of the jet stream, where at as little as

200-300 km from the front It does not exceed 15%. An increase in

turbulence frequency (up tu 30% anld ,,1urte) lt' observed above the front

in the warmn part of the stream.

The segment of mo-;t Intniiv-ve turbulence Is located below the
axis of the jet str'eam close to the f'Vont, where " =1.6-1.8.

ZN

FiZ. 7.10. Frequency (%) of turu u-

lence and average intensity (In scale
marks) of turbulence in a jet stream
(cross section). 1 - :;tr'eaw axis;
2 - f'requeny; 3 - averag3e inten.sity.

It should be noted that in the warmn portion of the Jet stream

the drop In turbulence inten.sity along the horizontal occurs less
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sharply than the drop in frequency. This means that in spite of thek ' fact that frequency of turbulence as a whole in this portion of the

jet stream is not great, turbulence of jignificant intensity can be

observed here. The data on aircraft inveatigations by V. Briggs

* (1961) indicate that above England the greatest relative quantity of

cases with strong buffeting of aircraft was observed below the axis

in .he cyclonic portion of the jet stream and above the axis in the

anticyclonic portion (Table 7.10). Similar results were obtained by

V. N. Barakhtin (1966) for Siberia and the Far East.

Table 7.10. Frequency of tur-
bulence (No. of cases) in
different parts of the Jet
stream.

'4rn" op1SMOa ?fw" 4

(2)

lmm so (4) 0 1

46 2
KEY: (1) Part of jet stream;
(2) cyclonic; (3) anticyclonic;
(4) Above the axis; (5) Below
the axis.

According to studies by J. K. Bannon (1951, 1952), D. S. Jones

(1954) and E. Chambers (1955) buffeting of aircraft was observed in

75% of the cases on the cold side of the jet stream.

N. I. Davydov (1959) showed that significant turbulence is
encountered in regions of greatest vertical gradients of average wind

velocity under the tropopause and above the front on the northern

periphery of the stream.
A

The described distribution of frequency and average intensity

of turbulence in d.fferent portions of the Jet stream cross section

can be disrupted by the Influence of mountain relief. According to

studies by N. S. Gel'mgol'ts (1963), the most turbulent portion in

jet streams above Kazakhstan is that located above mountains.

Analysis of the distribution of turbulence in jet streams when their

warm part was located above mountains and the cold part ahovi, level
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terrain shows the presence of IncreaBed turbulence in the warm
portion of the jet stream; however, this is always less intensive than

on its cold side.

It is clear that one should expect an opposite nature of turbu-

lence distribution in the lower stratosphere on levels above the axio
of the jet stream, where the anticyclonic portion of the stream is

Lsimultanreously the cold part.

The spatial structure of turbulent zones in jet streams above the

USA as constructed by Endlich and McLean (1957) in general agrees
well with data on turbulence obtained in jet streams over the USSR.

c. Turbulence in the Region of the
Tropopause and HIear the Level of
Maximum Wind

We will begin by examining peculiar features of the distribution

of frequency and average intensity of turbulence in the zone of the
tropopause. The presence or absenue of turbulence and also the
Intensity of tur-bulence weredetermined individually for layers located

below and above the polar and tropical tropopauses on horizontal
segments 25 km long In the layer 0-500, 500-1000, and 1000-1500 mr
below and above the tropopause. Figure 7.11 shows the distribution
of frequency arnd average intensity of turbulence in the region of the
polar and tropica! tropopauses obtained by N. Z. Pinur and S. M.
Shmeter (1962) from data obtained in experimental studies irn the
Far East. It is clear that the distribution curves for these types
of tropopause are not identical. The frequency of turbulence in

the 1500-1000 m layer under the polar tropopause equals 70%; in the
1000-500 m layer It is 67%, and in the 500-0 m layer It is 69%. Above
the lower boundary of the polar tropopause in the 0-500 ri layer the
frequency diminishes to 57%; In the 500-1000 m layer it drops to 20%,
and then a tendency to growth appears and frequency equals 50% in the
1000'-1500 m layer. The average Intensl;y of turbulence under the
tropopause is maximum in the 500-0 m layer, where 6 a 1.45; above the
lower boundary of the polar tropopause turbulence intensity equal'
1.0 in the 0-500 m layer. while in the 500-1000 m layer it grows to a
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value of 1.5 with a aubsequent drop to 1.0 in the 1000-1500 m layer.

A. A. Resihchlkova (1064) obtained approximately the unme'varlation

rin turbulence distribution relative to the polar tropopauje for the

European territory of the USSR.

• •M KH

S~Fig. 7.11. Dlutribution of
•o frequency (a) and average • ;intensity (b) of turbulence In

S~~the zone of the polar (1) and • ;
S~~tropical (2) tropopause.

SWe will now pause on the dlsitingul'shing features of the variation
S~in frequency of turbulence in the region of the tropic tropopause. !

From.Fig. 7,11 it is clear that in the 1500-m layer underneath the [

j A-

tropopause the frequency of turbulence d oes not change and equals

38i. Above the lower boundary of'e tropopause it diminishes to
17t In the 500-1000 m loyer, and then grows slightly. The average

intensi~y of turbulence below the tropopause equals 1.2-1.3, while

above itl lower boundary 1.0. A similar distribution of turbu-i o
i uflence in the zone of the tropopause was obtained by V. P. Belyayev

ret al. (1965) for the aoscow region; they used radyosondes equipped

•i ~with an overload attachment.

SThe data obtained by N. F. Gel'mgol'ts (1963) Indicates that
above Kazakhstan in an inversion-free tropopause turbulence generally

Sdimi,,nishes with altitude. In an inversion tropopause turbulence

weakens sharply. On its lower boundary and approximately 500 m above

and below it there are maxima of frequency and intensity of

turbulence. owh
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Such a difference In Lre dILstrlbutlun of frequency arid average

intenwity or turbulence Ioi' the polar and tropic tropupauoe may, as

*i we will see below, be c(mrirectud with peculiarlties In the vel'Llcal

* dl-tvibutlon of teripvratu,,u and the average wind velocity and, in

ptIjtiicu]ir, with the dl1Tereric•- In th.e ratios between the altitude o f

the t.c(popaiL::ie and the: alt;Itude Of thU lvwel of Irraximum wind velocity

In thu rni.dd]e anid tr-opIcal, lat.ttu,_en.

We will now examine rig dlatributlon of' turbulence with respect

to the level of maximum wind speed. Thlo distribution is shown on
Fig. 7.12 for the region of the Par East. Curve I on this figure

, characterizes the. averart; irten,;lty of turbulence 0, while curve 2

represents the average inten;ity of turbulence with account taken of

the frequincy of c:almr fligihto and IL calculated according to the

fu rmu ula

4

•" ,,=,o(7.24)I

0Here •(0 is a calm fligh•t arid F,0~ is the nomber of such flilghts.

Curve 3 on thi-t figure caracte-Vize0 tihe frequency of turbulence

which i-; sutff'icient to affect the alrcraft. As we see, two layers

of the atmosphere in whlimh tur'bulence has the maximum frequency and

greatest average .ort•:nsIty can be noted: one is below the level of

maximum wind 3peed and the other isrove it. If we accept that

only turbulence with an 1ntrt.-. Itty l > I.0) noticeably ini'luencer.

f'light condition.;, it J, posoible to evaluate the average "6hickness

of the turbulent layer; th•i• can be called the effective thickness

under the level of maximum wind and above It. From Pig. 7.12 it is

clear that for the Far Eant Region the offective thickness below the

level of maximum wind is approximately equal to 1.0 km.

Presently available experimental data have made it possible to

study. turbulence only in the layer locat~od below thre level of maximum

wind velocity. Au yet the accumu.ut.-ort or experimental data on tur-

*,bAlence ahove thisi; level • ," iaulqiate.
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&Sam
a Fig. 7.12. Distribution
f of frequency (3) and

- average Intensity (2 and
- 1) of turbulence in tile

zone of maximum wind.

-a

"$0 Zo 40 &go Wto•

On the basis of information on the distribution of frequency and

average intensity of turbulence in the tropopauze region and in the

region of the level with maximum wind velocity, it in possible to

construct three model- of the distribution uf turbulence with respect

to the tropopause: a single-layer, two-layer, and a three-layer

model (Fig. 7.13).

S•rig, 7,13. Model of
a)1/J turbulence distribution

in the zone of the

tropopause and of the
d)_ S level of maximum wind.

The single-layer model of turbulence frequency distribution is

typical for cases of weak winds in the tropopause region, with which

the tropc spheric maximum of wind velocity is barely expressed, if at

all. In this case the layer with maximum frrquency and intensity of

turbulence is observed only under the tropopause (Fig. 7.13a).

The two-layer model characterizus a 3ituation in which the

altitude of the cropopause (1) and the level of maximum winid (2)

(Fig. 7.13b) almost coincide or in which the tropopause is located

* above the level of maximum wind (Fig. 7.13c). In the first case a

-'.ingle turbulent layer can be observed under the tropopause, along

with intensified influence of the Jet stream; in the second case It

is in the layer of the tropopause and is conditioned by the influence

of the Jet stream. In the second case (Fig. 7.13c) the turthulent
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layer directly under the tropopause is intensified by the Influence

of the Jet -ýtream.

The three-layer model of turbulence frequency distribution in
the tropopause zone is typltal for canes when the level of maximum
wlr d Is loc:tted above the tropopau:,e (Fig. 7.13d). In thin caue two

turbulcnt. layers are arranged above the tropopause and one beneath it.
1.oth of the upper layers art, caused by the influence of' the jet

?I

Therefore statistical data on the difference Az between the

altitudes of the tropopal,,fi and of the level with maximum wind A

velocity are of considerable.' -est. Figure 7.1A shows curves of
tthe integral frequency of th, -ntity Az for the Moscow and Leningrad
regions. From this figure it is clear that in the Moscow region In the

spring, summer, and fall cases in which the tropopause is located
auove the level with maximum wind velocity predominate, while in the

winter, on the other hand, cases below this Tevel are dqminant.

Certain numerical characteristics are given in Table 7.11.

44
I00

-u -• -2 0 2 * OAZNM
Fig. 7.14. Integral frequency of
the difference in altLtude between
tha tropnpause and the 2evel of
maximum wind. n - surteer, 2 - fall,
3 - winter, 4 - spring, 5 - annual
average for Leningrad.
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Table 7.11. Frequency (5) of the difference
between the altitude of the tropopause and the
altitude of the level with maximum wind
velooltz (Moscow). __

Or........... I 59,
Ca=6 (41..........I1V1' *
3Una 451. .......1 t 54

KEY: (1) Season; (2) Spring; (3) Summer; (4)
Fall; (5) Winter.

From table 7.11 it ts clear that over Moscow the tropopause
iii located below the level of maximum wind in 33-34% of the cases in
spring and summer, in 39% in the fall, and in 54% of the cases In thai
winter; from this it follows that the three-layer model of distribu~ion
of turbulence in the tropopause zone should be observed quite

frequently above Moscow in the fall and especially in the winter.
V This is solidly confirmed by data from radiosond observations withi(

overload attachments (Belyayev et al., 1965).

We will note that data presented by V. I. Vorob'yev (1960)
indicate that above Leningrad the level with maximum wind velocity
cver the course of the year on the average is located below the

tropopause in 68% of the cases, coincides with the tropopause in 10%
of the cases, and in 22% the tropopause is located below the level
of maximum wind velocity. As we see* over Moacow the frequency of
cases when the level with maximum wind velocity is below the tropo-

pause it close to that given for Leningrad (with the exception of the

winter period).

In those cases when the level with maximum wind velocity is
located below the tropopause, the difference in their altitudes for
the Moscow region in spring, summer and fall does not exceed 3 km

in 48-54% of the cases; when this level is located above the tropo-

pause this is true in only 20-29% of the cases. on the average the

wind velocity maximum Is located in the +3-km layer with respect to
tropopause altitude in 74-82% of cases in the summer and in the
transition seasons, while for winter the figure is 54%. We will
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riote that Vor.ob'lev'a data Indicate that over Leningrad the level I
wltp. maximum wind velocity Is located in a layer ranging from 2 km

t:ow the tropopause to 1 km above it In 830 or the oases.

S4. CONNECTION OF TURBULENCE
ArFECTING AIRCRAFT WITH THERMAL
AND DYNAMIC CONDITIONS IN THEATMOSPHERE .

1. The• "s,:Ibility of Using the
ich±ai'•d•un Number A3 a Criterion
of Turbutunce Sufficient to Affect
Aircraft

In recent years many works have appeared concerned with the

study of the dependence of turbulence sufficient to buffet aircraft

on various characteristics of the temperature and wind-velocity fields.

In particular, it has been found that aircraft buffeting behaves as

I a function of vertical and horizontal gradients of average wind

velocity, rotation of the wind vector with altitude, horizontal

temperature gradients, Richardson number, etc. According to data

presented by C. S; Hislop (1950, 1951), buffeting of aircraft was

;,'er'vwed during vertical gradients of average wind velocity exceeding

2 2 m/a per 100 m altitude aAd with horizontal temperature gradiento

excee•di•g 50 per 100 km. Similar results were obtained by I. A.

Klemin and N. Z. Pinus (1954), whileYu. V. Kurllov(1960) concluded
that in the upper troposphere turbulence is most probable in the
presence of vertical temperature gradients in the Interval 0.6-1.00
per TOG m and with vertical wind-velocity gradients exceeding 0.5 m/s
per 100 m of altitude. As regards horizontal wind-velocity vectors,
according to Hislop'8 data turbulence was observed at 5 m/s and more
per 100 km; D. Jones (1954) reported observation of turbulence at
11-12 ,,/s and more per 100 km. According to data provided by A. A.
:•hihIkovw (1964), at gradients greater than 17 m/s per i00 km the
frequency of aircraft t-uirbulence reaches 75%, while at smaller
gradlents it drops sharply and comprises a total of only about 5%.

Trn tniiy works the Richardson number Is used for evaluating the
"u,.,'Dulent state of the atmcsphero as a condition causing buffeting of
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aircraft. In the work, by I. A. Kl~min and N. Z. Pinuis (1954) It wa.

found that weak buffeting of aircraft i• observt.,d when 0.5 .<i < J1

while moderate and strong turbulence occur' when Pi < 0.5. Many

foreign researchers have arrived at approximately oimilar criteria.

* Thus, for example, J. Bannon (1951a, b; 1952) corioiders that aircraft

turbulence is observed when Ri < 4; ... ,-i.rmoto k1 95 6 ) glves a fJjgure

Ri < 3.5; Sasakl. (1958) give-, Ri 2.65, and M. Berenger and J. Hehs.3at

a (1959) give R1 < 5.

W. aeorgii (1960) evaluateu the nature of the motion and intenr,.i!.,

of turbulence by means of the Richardson numbWer as follows,: RI - I 1:_

a quasilaminar flow; 0.5 < 'Ri < 1 In weak or moderatc dynamic turbu-
lence; 0 < Ri < 0.5 isn modevat.,o or strong dynamic turbulence, and
Ri < 0 is thermoconvective turbulence.

B. Briggs (1961) studied 105 cazies ol ;;trorig turbulence in clear

Sair in the upper troporphere over England and found that in 70% of

the cases turbulence was recorded with RI < 0.5. In 80% of the cases

of strong turbulence, horizontal gradientu of average wind velocity

exceeding 8 m/s per 100 km were otserved along with such extremely

Ssmall Ri values. Investigations cirried out hy R. Endlich and R. L.

Mancuso (1965) showed that the vertical gradient of average wind

velocity and the Ri number are the best indicators of turbulence

� sufficient to affect aircraft. As turbulence indicator'n, both of

these parameters give approximately Identical results when compared

with data f'rom observations of aircraft buffeting. This may

apparently explain the fact that in the absence of clouds in the

upper troposphere the vertical temperature gradient changes within

comparatively narrow limits and therefore changes in the Ri number

are determined mainly by the contribution of vertical wind-velocity.

*shear. D. Colson indicates a satisfactory connection between the

probability of turbulence in clear air and the values of Hli numbers

of vertical gradients of average wind velocity (1963).

The determination of the critical value of the Richardson number

for evaluating turbulence causing buffeting of aircraft was also the

-ubject of works by M. V. 'avarina (1959) and by M. V. Zavarina and
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M. 1. Yudin (1960). For thir purpose they utilized data of simul-
taneoua sounding of the atmosphere with radiosondes and LI-2 aircraft
(up to altitudes of 5-6 km), carried out at a number of points of the
aerological network of the USSH in cloudy weather.

The curve Ri - 1 Is given on Fig. 7.15, constructed by Zavarina
l'er a two-year series of aircraft and radiosond observations in Minsk
(April). As is clear from the figure, with large values of the
vertical temperature gradient y the greater part of thtu cases with

aircraft buffeting remain to the left of this curve. If we draw the
curve Ri = 4 on the figure, nonetheless many cases with buffeting
remain on the left. This is a result of the. fact that during calcu-
lations of Ri number for evaluating turbulence in clouds it is
necessary to use not the dry adiabatic, but the wet adiabatic tempera-
ture lapse rate [gradient]. The curve Riw - 1, constructed for the
case when the moist adiabatic gradient is inserted Into the formula
for Ri instead of the dry adiabatic rate, satisfactorily separates
the cuse with aircraft buffeting in clouds from the case of calm

flight.

I00I

1o1.'S 64

o" o- •. • ,o .

Fig. 7.15. Deniarcati.on graph (Minsk, April 1953 and April

19514).Cloudless layer with turbulence (1) and without

(3); cloudy layer with (2) and without (4i) aircraft turbu-lence. [10 /ce - m/s; V = wa .0 G300



We will note that there is no great difference In the upper

troposphere between the values of the dry (10/100 m) and moist adia-

batic temperature gradients (Table 7.12).

Table 7.12. Values of the moist adia-
batic temperature lapse rate.

( 1) ( 2) , ,. , -

C_ __M 0__ no_ _

-. 00 0,9"6 0,9m 0,0' 0,"S
KEY: (1) Temperature, OC; (2) Pros-

Ssure, mb.

To evaluate the success of application of the Ri. number in

diagnosing the presence of buffeting of aircraft, M. V. Zavarina ue'td

the coefficient of correctness of alternate forecasts proposed by

A. M. Obukhov (1955):
* i QI -. (x+N). (7.25)

Swhere a is the relative number of unsuccessful forecasts (diagnoses)

of the presence of buffeting, while B is the relative number of
unsuccessful forecasts'(diagnoses) of the absence nf buffeting of
aircraft. It was found that the correctness coefficient varies from
0.68 to 0.86.

On the other hand, some investigators did not find a satisfactory
correlation between Ri number and turbulence affecting aircraft,

especially for the upper troposphere in a cloudless sky. Thus,

according to N. I. Davydov (1959), the probability nf buffeting of

aircraft in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere is identical
for large and small values of the Ri number. C. S. Hislop was also
unable to establish a reliable dependence between aircraft turbulence

and the value of the Richardson number. I. 0. Pchelko (1962) and

Yu. V. Kurilov (1960) reached similar conclusions, although they did

indicate that there was a low probability of' aircraft turbulence with
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large Ri numbers. We will note that in a recent work (1966) carricd

out according to the program of the World Meteorological Organization,

1'chelko gives data concerning. the fact that moderate and strong air-

craft turhulence exists at altitudes of 6-10 km above the USSR in
70-75% of the cases with HI values In the limits 0.0-4.0 and in 35%

of the case:o when Ri K 1. Results obtained by several authors are

-1Lv-ri An TabLe 7.13.

Table 7.13. Frequency ( o) 'f Lubulence a., a
function of Richardson number.

(1) (2) '1w s s'.* o pmo
Armpi o. _,o .o ,

A?. I ~ 0.1-4,0 1 { 0 >10

H. A Kaemo.. H. 3. "HK)c (19a4) 6O--O 50 --
I0. H. K.3p9,,, 11I%)1 (4) --. . 9
Al. firPa4Ae it ý s 0q595) (5 ) 75-g0 ..
t. r. i1.w,,,o q1962) (6 i - . 31 12

E. K. Bp... (1963) (7) i4 3 -- "6
A. A. P'iu mioks, (1964) (81 76 W 13
A.1 B. 3aipiuia (I9581 (9 I Ku4~qlIuInesT onpa3.1 aesocTm (10)

no o0yxoay 0.75
KEY: (1) Author; (2) Richardson number; (3)
I. AL Klemin, N. Z. Pinus (19514); (4) Yu. V.
Kurilova (1960); (5) M. Berenger and Hel.ssat
(1959); (6) I. G. Pchelko (1962); (7) Ye. K.
Verle (1963); (8) A. A. Reshchikova (1964);
(9) M. V, Zavarina (1958); (10' Coefficient of
cop'rectne:s per Obukhov 0.75.

The main reason for the great scatter of data given in Table

Y.13 is the fact that turbulence, as was indicated in Chapter 1, is
nri; unlouely connected with the Ri number. Besides this, when the

FL numun,!r is calculated fropt network aer'ological data it is necessary

* Lo take into 'accournt the large errors Inherent to measurements of

%.,!ind speed and direction, cspecially In the upper troposphere and

lower stratosphere. For thI.s reason the errors in Hi calculations can

:-&c~h 200-300% (Shmeter, 1.57)

An extremely impor'tarnt circumstance whichi carn lead to erroneous
values cf Ri Is incorrec:, selection of the thickness of rie layers

Suz'IirF 2alculation of' twe val]ies of vertical gradients of temperaturc

and average wind -',lacdty eciterIng Intn the magniuide of Ri (ZavarLna,

19591 Pinu3, 1960). When analyzing available experImen.al data on the

* 30.')
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dependence of frequency and intensity of turbulence on Ri it is also

necessary to consider the fact that in a number of cases reaearchers

had at their disposal materials which were characterized by inadequatef"

* synchronization of aerological observations and observations of air-
craft turbulence. The separation of observations in time sometimes
exceeded 3 h. Besides this, frequently the point of aerological
observations was separated from the region of the flight by 100-200 kmn

* and more.

£
Al.)ng with this, the results of calculating Ri are very noticeably,

influenced by the variability of temperature and wind in space and in
Stime. This influence is strong even in those "ideal" cases when

turbulence, temperature, and wind are measured on one and the same

aircraft. In the given case the measurements of T and u at different
altitudes turn out to be asynchronous. It Is known that the tempera-

ture in the region of the Jet stream at any given altitude can change
by AT = +20 in an hour, while wind speed can vary by Au - +(2-5) m/s.
*lThe Ri number is very sensitive to such thme changes of temperature

and wind speed. We shall demonstrate this cn the following example.

Assume that at some moment of time the difference between
temperatures on two levels located I km apart equals 7OC; the difference.-

in average wind speed is 8'm/s, and the average air temperature in

the layer is 230 0 K. The RI nimber for this laver equals 2.02. If we

now take the variability of temperature and wind speed on the upper

level as equal to the quantities given above, it Is easy to compute

values which can be obtained under the condition that the time o1'

measurements on the two levels differs by 1 h. The results of such

"a calculation for Au - +2 m/s and AT = +20 are given in Table 7.14.

Table 7.1 4 . Ri as a function
of changes in wind (Au) and
temperature (AT) on the upper
level in an hour.

0 .02 3..36
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Thus, with a true value Ri 2.02 the values of' this number
I

obtained from measurement data can turn out to be completely different:
from Ri a 0.43, when (according to Klemin and Plnua) we can expect
modelrate or even strong buffeting of the aircraft, to RI 1 6.00, when
thL fllght thould, in general, be calm.

N. Z. Ptnu3 and S. M. Shmeter (1962) used materials from flight

* ,-xperitnunt:- (arried out in the Far East to compare average data on

aircraft buffeting in Jet streams with average values of Hi number.
The dry adiabatic temperature lapse rate was used in the calculations
for cloud-free layers, while the moist adiabatic gradient was used for
cloudy layero. In the majority of calculations the horizontal tempera-

ture gradient was used tn3tead of the vertical gradient of average wind
speed. The Ri number was not calculated for the region of the tropo-

pau'ý-e.

,Figure 7.36 given the distribution of average values of Ri
number on a transverse vertical sectton of the jet stream. From this
figure and .f'rom Fig. 7.10 it i:ý clear that in the zone where .6 > 1.8-
i.e., where on the avur;ag, aircraft buffeting was close to moderate -

UR! '< 1. In the cold portion of the Jet stream, where 6 < 1.8,

I < Ri < 5 To the right of the'Jet-stream axis, where 6 ( 1.4,

"values of Hi Crow quite rapidly.

I'-

-2 (PLO
see ... /,00 200 0 2?00 4,00 SW SQ•

Fig. 7.16. Distribution of
average values of R1 on a vertical
section of the jet stream.

Figure 7.16 6how.s that by using th? Ri number it is possible to
obLa.!r, th,- background of turbuiience distribution in the zone of a jet

ttreaii,,, but riot the detail." of it.ý distributlon which are clearly
VI'-bLe o!! Fiv. 7.10.
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D. Colson and H. A. Panofsky (1965) undertook to evaluate clear-

air turbulence by means of a special turbulence index* They eonsidered

the average magnitude of the energy of pulsationr of the vertical

wind-velocity component, E'=--2•, to be the principal quantitative
2o

characteristic of turbulence intensity. The expression for E' It

found from considerations of dimensionality under the assumption that.

E' is uniquely determined by the vertical scale of eddies X and the

rate of arrival of energy

411 K( ,z, + r- ' .(7..26)

where a is a quantity somewhat greater. than unity, characterizing the

fact that hydrostatic forces directly influence pulsations of' the
vertical wind-veloc.ity component, w1iej'.:. wind 'shear gives rise to

pulsations of. the.. longitudinal wlnd-velw , component; the energy of.
these pulsations will then be redistributed a:rnong all the components.

"It is further assumed that K T-r•;:.XE'. As A the" thickness of the

turbulent-layer Az is used, while -T- is replaced by Ohe ratio of

finite differences. As a result theauthors obtained tho expression

"On the basis of evaluation of empirical data it is assumed thas

The quantity J E' is taken as the Index of clear-aIr turbulence.
Colson and Panofsky found the characteristic values of J for turbu-
lence of various intensities over the territory of the USA; these

"",lues agree satisfactorily with experimental data on aircraft

buffeting.
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D. L. Laykhtman and Yu. Zh. Al'ter-Zalik (1966) proposed a method
for uulng aerological data to evaluate turbulence causing bur~feting,

of aircraft in the free atmosphere. They proposed that the turbulent
flow io stationary and uniform along the horizontal. The average

spatial scale of turbulence.was evaluated in terms of the magnitude

of' the "mixing path" In the Prandtl-K•rm~n sense, while the role of
therma] utratification of the atmosphere was assumed to be similar
to the role of' the vertical w1nd-velocity gr-adient, ther the known

K•rmdn formula can be generalized for the scale of turbulence:

d(2% - di: (7.28)

i " di - '
(where K 0.4~ is the K.'rindn conotant) to the case of a thermally

stratified atmosphere Oy ou.lacing (-d) In (7.28) by the function

where o is a iantity eqlal to the ratio of the coefficients of
turliulent rnlxirw for hecat and momentum.

""If we l£nore turbulence diffusion, the connecti.on between the
cinotic energy of tur-uierjc,:, the average turbulence scale, and the
vej:,tjca- dlstrit)utlor, of vwInd velocity and air temperature is described

Iby the following equations:

K*-,=O, (7.30)

K -I(FV., (7.31)

I:=... r (7.32)

where K is the coefficlent of turbulent mixing; E' is the kinetic

energy of turbulence; c is the rate of dissipation of turbulent energy
into heat; c and £ are dtniennionless constanto equal to O.046 and 0.37,
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respectively. 'Me donstant 2 Is connected to the Kdrmdn constant by

the relationship X=2=,*.

If the vertical distribution of temperature and average wind

velocity is known it Is possible to obtain the principal characteristic:;

of turbulence:

E.O 0,.5 ctJ 2 ,V (7 .34)

where

•lu 0.35)

Calculations by U. L. Laykhtman and Yu. Zh. Al'ter-Zalik with

formula (7.34) are confirmed by data from experimental studies.

b. Connection Between Turbulence
and the Divergence of Horizontal
Wind Speed

During theoretical consideration of turbulence in the free

atmosphere it is usually assumed that the flow is uniform along the

iorizontal. Actually, as we have seen, in a Jet stream the horizontal

mradients of wind velocity are substantial and very variable. The

fact that many researchers ignore the role of horizontal wind-velocity

gradients is based on the fact that the latter are at least an order

of' magnitude less than the vertical gradients of average wind velocity.

S. K. Kao and A. H. Sizoo (1966) used materials from flight

experiments carried out above the USA during the "Jet Stream" project

* to study the dependence of the frequency of turbulence of different

intensity on the sign and modulus of the divergence of horizontal wind

S • velocity (the so-called plane divergence).

The following expression was used for calculation-, of plane

divergence:
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+ -(7.36)

where z is altitude; v, it wind speed parallel to the jet axis, and

V is the speed of wind normal to the jet axPs. The quantity Avn Was
ob.ained from data of the aircraft Doppler navigation system, since

the flights were carried out across the axis of the Jet stream; Av..

wuo cal ui:,tod from data of network radio wind observations; As and

6n ucvre take:n a:3 equal to 5:5 and Ill kin, respectively.

it was found that turbulence frequency (P%) as a function of

plane divergence of wind velocity can be described by the exponential

funotion

P-a - . (7.37)

The parameters a and b depend essentially on the Intensity of turbu-

lence (Table 7.15).

Table 7.15. Values of the parameters
a and b and uf the range of change in
the magnitude of plane divergence Vz.y

as a function of turbulence intensity.

Itt.-Irc"4 tA w )p') I.#.Vh * b I. tV

00 . 0 -16 +26• •'lt~ lll~lN• • . . . . 6,8 ;,1) • 0 i __ -- 8 ...8

" cpL*.i. • . . . . 19,00 4,3, 10 .- 0 2.

KEY: (1) Intensity of turbulence; (2)
Weak; (3) Moderate; (4) Strong; (5)
Average.

With an Increa.:e in the Intensity of turbulence the magnitude
ul' the parameter a it reduced, while parameter h, on the other hand,

grow:.. Beslde3 this, with an increase in wind veloclty convergence

(V,.V<O) th, intensi..t.., of turbulence buffeting the aircraft grows.
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c. Certain Synoptic Conditions
Which Favor the Development of
Turbulence Sufficient to Influence
the Flight of Alrcraft

Charts of the baric topography of different levels are used by
many investigators to clarify the particular features of the pressure

field ur the wind-velocity field at which the presence of conditions

favorable for the development of turbulence sufficient to influence
aircraft flight is most probable. In this case it is most essential
to clarify those regions in the fields of pressure or of wind velocity
where clear air turbulence can be observed.

I. 0. Pchelko (1962) considers that favorable conditions for

turbulence development in the upper troposphere are observed in the

cyclonic portion of the Jet stream and, mainly, to the left of its
axis, where in his opinion the dominant role is played by horizontal
-.ind shear across the flow; he also considers that favorable condition i

can be observed also in the zone of divergence of current lines,

accompanied by anticyclonic curvature of the current lines where the.

horizontal wind shears are directed along a flow. Moderate and strong

turbulence is observed if the horizontal gradient of average wind
velocity on short segments Is greater than 50 km/h per 100 km.

I. G. Pchelko's article (1966) gives data which indicate that in

the cyclonic part of jet streams moderate and strong turbulence is
observed most frequently w'th comparatively small horizontal wind

shears (less than 10 m/s per 100 km) but with comparatively large

vertical shears (over 0.8 m/s per 100 m) and considerably less
__ frequently with large horizontal shears (over 10 m/s per 100 km) and

small vertical shears (less than 0.8 m/s per 100 m). According to
* , this work, in the anticyclonic part of jet st,"eams moderate and strong

turbulence is observed with small horizontal and vertical wind shears

(less than 10 m/s per 100 km and 0.8 m/s per 100 m). At the same

* • time, according to A. A. Reshchikova (1964), who processed materials

Crom the flight experiments conducted on an aircraft equipped with a

Doppler navigation system, the frequency of turbulence with ,:ni
shears smaller than 60 km/h per 100 km does not exceed 9-13%, whereas

at larger values of shear it reachev Y5%.
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We should note a contradiction in the data of many researchers

concerning the dependence of the frequency of t ,ulence which
interferes with aircraft flight on the curvatur, )f isohypses and

divergence of the lines of flow in Jet streams and al - about the

characteristic magnitude of horizontal wind shear. To a considerable
oxtent this is the result of differences in the procedure used by

the different author: for analysIs of charts of baric tope ohy and
no,;pari, oi with the data on aircraft buffeting. Furthermoru, some
authors use data on wind obtained on the comparatively thin aerological
network, thanks to which the averaging during the calculations of the

horizontal wind shear is great, whereas other authors use the data of
airborne measurements which allow calculation of wind shear for
relatively short distances, comparable to the horizontal scales of
turbulent zones. According to Reshchikova (1964), turbulent zones in
most cases are observed directly in the zone of large wind shears.

Cases are encountered in which turbulence is observed in zones with
small horizontal shears (in a zone of strong winds) in immediate
proximity to sections with the large shears. Naturally, the data
from the aerological network are not always suitable for evaluation

of the magnitude of horizontal wind shear in a zone in which turbulence
causing buffeting of an aircraft was observed.
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CHAPTER 8

TURBULENCE IN CLOUDS

Turbulence is usually more strongly developed in clouds of any
type than in the surrounding atmosphere. This Is connected principally

with the fact that indifferent or even unstable temperature stratifi-
cation is frequently observed in clouds, especially cumuliform.
Turbulence in them could also be intensified by the great horizontal

nonuniformity of the field:3 of air temperature and density which Is
characteristic for these clouds.

On the immediate upper edge of the clouds turbulence is intensi-

fied by a sharp local increase in vertical temperature gradients

owing to the cooling of the air occurring here due to evaporation uf
cloud elements; at night cooling is also caused by radiation. Besides

this, in this layer there is sometimes strong rotation of the wind,
which facilitates an increase in dynamic instability of the flow.

I 'inally, one should consider that turbulence Is one of the

main cloud-forming factors; owing to turbulence clouds develop most

often in the zones in which the general "turbuenrt background" is
elevated.

5 1. TURBULENCE IN STRATIFORM CLOUDS

4 Until recently the intensity of turbulence in stratiform clouds
was determined basically in terms, of the g-forces experienced by

aircraft during flight - i.e., according to data ori the intensity
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of buffeting. Table 8.1, based on materiuls developed by N. Z. Pinus
(1960), shows tile frequency of buffeting of high-Lpeed aircraft in
vurious clouds.

Table 8.1. F~requency (in %) of aircraft buffeting
In clouds of different types.

St fr.: Si: Sc Vs--As Ac Ci; C1; C; rR3 YTo'IIcIIIa 4iOPMU
34.0 30,0 29,0 34.0 40.0

KE~Y: (1) Without exact definition of' form.

Very similar data were obtained for St and Se clouds byI

*Ye. G. Zak (1938) arid for clouds of the upper layer by S. M. Shmeter
(1960); by Shmeter's evaluation, in particular, the frequency of

sky at the same altitudes.]

In the overwhelming majority of cuses the speeds of' verticalI
air gusts (w T) in stratifUi'M clouds do not exceed 2-3 rn/s. For
example, according to M. Watson (1967) inside Ac they do not exceed
2. 2 r/s. According to his data the magnitudes of wT depend on the
vertital gradients of temperature and wirid within the cl~oud layer..1 Howevor, if a deep inversion Is located above Ac clouds the turbulence
at thel(ir upper edge is weakened.

individual gusts with a velocity approachIng 10-15 rn/s can he
observed In z:tra~lform clouds above mountains and in intensive jet
streams.

The must intunsivc Lur~bulunce ilo observe:d with the greatest
frequency near thu b.oundarles )L' the cloud layer, especially If'
these boundaries are urieven. Within the cloud layer turbulence

Intensity depenids on the otructure of' the cloud. In clouds which are

nifiiorm In density it usually Is not great. If tnie clouds are
oiptically nonunifor-m i-- .~ If' more and less dense segments
alternatu within them -tht, Intensity of turbulence carl be substantial.



It should be noted that in very thin clouds turbulence is usually

the same as in the surrounding cloudless air.

Up to now no systematically organized data have been published

011 the frequency of gusts of different magnitudes in low-level and

high-level stratiform clouds. Table 8.2 presents data for high-level

clouds obtained during flight studies carried out in 1959-1964 by
S~S. M. Shmeter.

Table 8.2. Speed of vertical gusts wT In
turbulent zones within Ci and Co

w? N/Cew ......... < .-2 2.1--A 4,1--S >6I. (2)
IIoatopmemoc-b. % . . . 42 38 16 3 1

KEY: (1) m/s; (2) Frequency, %.

The length of segments within which w > 4 m/s does not exceed

10 km. Segments with w 2 m/s can have a length up to several

tens of kilometers. Occasionally the size of perturbed zones is

close to the size of the entire cloud field, but usually this is

* observed only near the upper edge of strongly heated Cs.

Table 8.3, taken from the article by Yu. V. Kurilova (1960),

shows the relative extent -of perturbed zones in clouds on the bazis

of buffe tLng data.

a. Coefficient of turbulent exchange
tn stratiform clouls

During studies of turbulence in low-level stratit'orn clouds

jubstantial attention has been paid to determining the coefficient

)f turbulence K in them, since knowledge of this quantity is

nzecessary for theoretical calculation of the cloud-formation process.
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Table 8.3. Relative extent of' segments with buffeting within clouds.

).tNi TqlC1k ii O

(56
• Ac. Ag IIL1UWue~w VV 7,37 :•.0,2,

Ac, As c.ionuwo 7JO 21,0 A0,5,

CAi, cc Il 29,8 .. 0,22

Cu, Sc No6 395.6 :-.O.82

KEY: (1) Type of clouds; (2) Total length of path in clouds, kin;
(3) Length of segment with buffeting, km/Z; (4) Greatest overload in
fractions of' g; (5) solid; (6) In layers..

M. P. Churinova (195I ) calculated K from data of pilot-balloon

observations, using the formula proposed by D. L. Lriykhtman (1952):

-- Ig I (,U M - .)•' + 1.'212
,~(8.1)

where I is the Corlolis parameter, e is the natural log base, Ug is

the speed of the geostirophic wind, and u and v are components of the

velocity o' the actual wind. 'flible 8.4 gives the results of the

calculations.

As is evident from this table, the coefficient of turbulence

within clouds is approximately 20% greater than that in a cloudiess

sky.

L. T, Matveycv (1958), M. A. jerinan (1963, 19 6 4 ) and V. Ye.

fiinervin (1966) calculated K In c.[ouds in different types from data

on g-Cor'ce increments of alrcraft. Thrý calculationz were carried

out by the Lyapin'-Dubov fornmula:
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where b is a proportionality factor depending on the? aerodynamic

characteristics of the aircraft; T Is the aver-aged time of retuntiu•i

of the sign of the g-force increment (An); A -A ; V is the speed

"of the aircraft. Tables 8.5 and 8.6 show thp results of the c:,'culatic~ný.

Table 8.4. Average value of turhulence coefflicient K in the frictc¶.r-
layer.

~ I
.(6) I ' , .SC ,jel 20.,2 10.0 2,5,"' +• •:•"31 3""rm 7 21,2I 13.0 2 ,, "4•

SC 20,9 13.0 I.Naab - H3 13,3" 3..
3111 43¥ .17.8 13.,3 56-

KEY: (!) Type of clouda; (2) Season; (3) m2/s; (4) m/s; (5) Number
W,. of cases; (6) Summer; (7) Winter; (8) Cloud-free.

Table 8.5. Frequency (in %) of d~ffer'ent values of turbulence
coefficients in clouds (per M. A. German).

_ ( (uia 1,CI -K,,I. . 4, h M. C;1

*.Lp• MI Cleft.

__"__ I + + "+_

Tvn..an no 0.13 y ro 1Iit e (•)

341.0H s3.2 11.9 11,9 7,1 2,4 2,4 42
Ac 0.,2 0..' 12.5 125, 2.•4, 25:,0 12,5 16

lo100 10`01 :0 20. 1.• .AA• I00 I.-. ' 0,0 I1, "0 ~ V- 00 +
Ni 1.9 7.7 1) 6 19.3 25.0 2.5,0 1., - 52

4 . '4 11.0 .37.1 37,1 7,4 27

Xo.c u.iioc nolyroAWe (5)
Ac 1- A , ,3 I.. 1-,2, 42,0 5.3 -- 19
As (.1,7 27,2 9,1 1. 3I
No .127 I.ji ;3IN 12.7 9,1 ;n 29
SC 4 13.14 10.1 2J.U 43,3 20,0 ,3.3 3o

"K".Y: (1) Turbulence coefficJent, n2,,.s; (2) Type of cloud.,; 3)
Numnter of cas es; (4) Warm hial" of y':ir; (5) Cold h!alf of .,'.
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T:~b le. 8. 6. A vuiaeqýt aji~drn;axirnui, UO Fk 1nfI/ iU ~~

Ten.-ioe noa.yroaiie (11)

Cmimteh .. 31 8 GN M 1 48 1 St 28 .1' A A. ri11mam l)
104-41v Ju I0 IV ~ 89 id s 35 4 3 34 M. A. rj.xg.- 17

a1102tot na.1 y rt':ime 1Ul
('5~c1If)e 1 . 15j.3 31 -0 R) 20) 8 M, A. "vpUmaH

(6 AtiicI4.Lw 791 82 66 3.5 38~ .1 4 .. A~. Irgpwan(

( [ It!"itId cLooudL; (2) Uut1d- clioud., at Joo ailt udfe o1' (k!1) ;
(3) Autliov; (14) Wavii half o f' ;:9:)r; (5) (\v'v~age.; (6) Maxtimir.; (7)

M. A. Ger-man; (8) Cold hiallf of' year'; (9) L. TI Ma tve-yev.

V. L). Lltvinova ai-d V. i. 21 layevaj (196C.) calcuiated vaucc:;

of K I'vmor data obLaint'(i by mema:;uxing the pu1n_-LLlanS of' Vertical all-

V- Loity Un Vree balIlouzi~. T'he val ue, ulf K w uas found accor-dinig to

Ih' T. Haebcg 'rmuI

whe I i*v,'!%(ze :,!meo ( .tumm tof' tht. sign of the puisatl-.. tu
.cjty!i 1.; tlit m:Ie-ir squaivc opetI of vertical Fs

7t. was, W'unjGi tal hi; 2t-Sc val uecs ol K lie wi 1.hin the l~ri.tt6l

F'rni the abU;JlJ I,,. L.; c'ioa hat. i.1 ow-Icvt:"1. tr'at~l*Ur-M a I otJL

thia '.a,,e 'of K der ivtW by di t'('crrit. author':; d,) ,ot agree with onQ
;j,:. r mai n vca~:3ori f01- t 114ý1 1:S he MU1m t ii 1city 0!' ~Cac: I' r

a trosphe ri e tLIVbrUHrie du~e to which ekdlo c'; of' dirl'crent dlrnmviiu;lola;

(L) pav-ml' '.iirte in cxtAhatijge with 1ki-li, r ;pvcl Pie orm.luini

r~j p'~c'~;~o:rmgIi 'fm'urt i o k, 1 K(L). Since the usc of'
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different methods of measuring w results In data rulating to differunt

segments of the turbulence spectrum, the values of K which are

computed with their aid do not necessarily coincide. Di Iferenoes

in the measurement procedure should also be taken into account.

Thus, when pilot balloons are used the measurements are conducted
during ascent - i-.e., approximately along the vertical. Measurementui

on free balloons are oarrled out for the entire period in one and

the same volume of air, i.e., it is not spatial but temporal fluctua-

tions in w which are determined, etc.

During analysis Of K values calculated with respect to aircraft

g-forces one should take into account the following special features
of the method of measurtng the g-forces. First of all, as was

indicated in Chapter 2, an increment in overloads is caused only by

comparatively lar'ge eddies, whose size is comparable with the size
citf the aircraft. Secondly, the low threshold sensitivity of ordinary

accelerographs causes filtering out of gusts with w < 0.3-0.5 m/s.

Finally, in the third place, because aircraft overloads arise only

in zones with it.tensive tr.rbulencv. the values of K obtained with

'respect to these forces characterize not the level of turbulence

on the average for an entire cloud, but its intensity in turbulent

zones within the cloud. We have already indicated that the extent

of such zones in stratiform clouds In the general case comprises less
than half their lengtn, which means that the turbulence coefficient

averaged for the entire cloud should be much less than indicated in

Tables 8.5-8.6.

. • We will now examine the variation in K within clouds along the

vertical. Examples of K-distributlon in low-level stratiform clouds

are given on Figure 3.1. Inside the clouds the magnitude of K changes

comparatively rapidly with altitude, where it is maximum at the edges

of the cloud. Especially large K are encountered at the upper boundary

of the clouds wi',h a heaped upper edge. ff stratified cloudiness is

* observed, K will be sharply reduced in the cloud-free intervals.

f As the studies carried out by T. A. Ti;itovich (1959) and A. A.

Reshchikova (1960) indicated, a picture of this type is typicaj not

only for internal clouds, but alf•o for Ns-As frontal cloud sl.steins.
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4000 2000

JToao /Z tape o 5"• 1

Fig. .1. Vertical pro'I Lt; of' the cocfficient of turbulence (per

M. A. German). a) Sc, 20 February 1961; b) Ns-As, 211 January 3958;
c) Ac, 23 January 1958; d) .:;, 3 March 1961.

KEY: (1) M2 /S.

The vertical dltLillbuL kun of the intensity of tne turbulent

exc~arnge in stratifor'ru cluudi e.' be tilu~tvted also by the vertical

profiles of' spectral dunoutlut; of turbulence. Figure 8.2 shows
examples of suich prof'.l1c. I.nkun frum a icle by A. S. Dubov and

10. A. German (1965).

J000't. -

2000 /7/7 / /7

20000

1-7

to 0 - 0 - t0" ioU , ' 1 0, $ /;"(

r"Ig. 82. Vertir'aal ipi'lle- oI spectral densities of turbullence
(per A. S. Dubov and M. German) in Sc aid Ac.
1) L 250 tit, 2) L = 75)( m, 04 l, 1000 m.
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Values of K also mhange rapidly in the ho•rizontal dlirection;

this is noticeable from the structure of buffeting zones, which are

characterized by the fact that inside the cJouds perturbed and

unperturbed segments alternate with one another in time, with the

transition from zones of buffeting to oegymento of cailm flight

occuring very sharply. Measurements ohowtil, for example, that, clo:ik,3K X K
to the cloud boundaries and (o - horlzorntal coorId [nte) can

exceed 0.•-0.3 m/s.

§ 2. TURBULENCE IN CUMULIFORM CLOUDS

One of the characteristic i'.+:atures of cumr.lif'orn cloud;s to thu

presence within them arid, uometinieo, clo..e tQ thcm of exceptionally

strong vertical and horizontal turbulent gusts. The scale of the

gusts can vary in extremely wide limits, so that inside the clouds

turbulent eddies with a cross occtlcn in cumulus cJouds ranging from ]
several meters to several tens of meterti, and in cumulonimbus clouds

even hundreds of meters, can cuexiý;t. If we consider convective

(mesoscalar) vertical flows to be also elements of turbulence,

within Cb it is possible for elements or' thermal turbulence to exist

with transverse dimensions reaohing several kilometersi.

a. Turbulence in cumulus clouds

The turbulence in Cu hLm.-Cn Mret. cuoudz Is basically thermal;

dynamic instability caused by large flow-velocity gradients begins I
to play a significant role in the form:vitlon of turbultrice only ;t

the boundaries of thermals, an area for which lthese gradients are

characteristic.

The largest elements of turbulence in clouds are thermals.

"Their cross sections can sometimcs approach 2-3 km in size, although

N. I. Vul'fson (1961a, 19611) indicotes that the probability ofE.,' appearance of such large thermals tr small; this quite clear from

1Fig. 8.3 and Table 8.7.
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Tub I.u i-1 . C11;tlge with altitude ot' convvuti on
paramneter;~; In Cu hum.-Cu med. clouds.

2 O 201) .59 56 LK) 1KJ0 03,51125MN -P K) M 741 9.1 1:70 0.6:OX) I20 ý,O 7 74 59) MM, (1,7235WX 1700 j Iihi N2 16 636 lite340V 7-M0 III UNI IM lUa 76
4,'A) ~10E Ii 314 2 2W 0.77

flerarku: mo z; the vatlo uf thle aize of' the
hovizontal iiXes of theinial-o to theL
vv;- 1 .1 ., i xeot . It IL; .Lusurlied that;

Sk a b ubb e wil11 h:ive the form ur uri
eli 1po-A u'J 01 t~1t.-olLton

KEY: (I) "i~ighl; al~tit-udu, m; (?) Djimemnsions
of' LhurmainL (avt.'rug(?) ; (3) Coricerntr'ation of'
thernmals ; ( 1l) lRel'atve al-ea (volume) of'
asc.mlidRg flowu ; ('5) above the earth; (6)
ahove the of'e '. hu- (LIoudo; (7) jut;(8

I~ubbe~:; 9) k1e., :'; (10) .1/rn Lubbles/km13 .

* ~~The horizontal 0l;w1u Iu';a Lhei'm~ais, R, vary with altitude
* according to a Iinear, Jaiw. Ff''r exanhmpie., "or a -jet

I? -w27 +0,015z. (8.4j)

where z Iz a i~tidtd in jft!u~i-exu Countled upwards; from tuhe base of the
clo u d. The vertical veloc~lty at any point of the Je't up to an
altitude comnprlsillg at"JUl, 2/3 Of t;he thlckneos of' the clouds above
the base is determined by the relationi~hlp

:t;; 0.02:' (I - (8.5)2.

where r is the cmlstance fi'o!ni the, axi.-. of the jet to the given point.
Ac.ooordlng to N. I. Vol.'lfrin'3 d~ir-t, aroutA the peaks of the growing
CLIMnxlus clouds there IF, a r(C.1zatlvciy broad zone, of descending compeni-
sation flows whose speed .1, oc.vecall times legs than the speed or'
ascent of' air 'n t~he thcrima-lI;.
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Fig. 8.3. Size distributirn of con-
vective flows in clouds (1) and outside
the clouds (2). a - jets; b - "bubbles."

Studies carried out in the USA on the structure of vertical

turbulent gusts inside cumulus clouds showed that on the average

the slope of the spectrum S(Q) inside them cor'responds to the "minus

five thirds" law; the mean square velocity of gusts was found to be

1.16 m/s. As is evident from Fig. 8.4, the probability of

encountering vertical gusts of a given velocity inside cumulus clouds

is 100-1000 times greater than in clear air. Thij difference grows

with an increase in w.

•, .fl•4,U1kM ( 1

Fig. 8.4. Probability of encoun-
tering vertical gusts of a given 10"

, magnitude (per Steiner and
Rhyne). I - outside the clouds; 10'S2 - in Cu; 3 - in Cb.14

KEY: (l) gusts/km; (2) w m/s. O*"

IFI

32i •o"0 5 10 1$ wj.A/lCk
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Th struc tur'e and uiut.rib ut. Eon oil' t'wb uletit zones 3rounld c umuti,.iu
cloiuds have been studied ronly fur tridt-wlijd Cu (Ackerman, 1958).
According to these st~udic-u, thie arva ol' the turbulized zone aruund
trade-WIrid Cu i:; -i. 1ti.:) grouter thati the avea of the cloud at thtc.

:3atie LltI tude. In thi It; Ow.e turbo~ EcOL 1,neis tiiu:,t frequtritly
u; ;yniitrIc.ai and Il.; uxtolldud alonig Lilt- VeOt f Verticafl wi1nd shevai'

(H ~. ) [lis, d uvl~ij 379 e': In:W' /U c olod:; (Ackersnan

observed a symmzetrical. perturbed Zone Iin only 27% of the ctrseo.

P'ig. Ii. 5. DIaitribution or'I

turbuience in the zori., )F -'

curiulus cloud (per, Ackotriin) . %
At-ruw indicates the divoct [on of
the wind shear vector-. I-
boundary of' cloud; 2 -bouundary

of turbulent zone.

According to Ac.kvrmnan'- datai tuivbtilence dto.velopo,, most strongly

ahead of' the cloud while J. Mu1lkus, (J94l9) Indicated that it is more

devel .oped behind the cioul1 (ro 1stV- t v.,L tht! diirfection of 'the wind[shcar vector). Such a dvktverf.-nee- in opl.:iion may poosibly be explained

hy the 'Pact thau M4alPku. I now hi.' oncluiu~o rjF for' wo~lueate and strong
turbulencL', while Ackeriiiim corcdeia'J 4 UnUiaienio1e without, rUSpect to

The Ackerman uýtudles ali~o jlhowed that as, clouds "age" the

or ~dimension~s of their turbul ent vnones uont~inual.Ly Incruase (es;pecially
behind Cu). Even atfter the cloud hias cumnpiet.ýIy evaporatud the

setgienit of th., atitosphere whore It was-- located up to this point remairiri

moure perturbed than tht; e,,izrvoaidliig air - IL. urbulent zones live

longer than the clouds with wrLhthey are, ass~ociatvd. Wc will note

thaL similar data were obtained by V. A. Zuyt--nev and A. A. Ledlokhovich
(196i) for 'Cu cong.



__ ~~20.2~a(

5 r

. 10

p ~5.0

=b . . . .. L - x"

Fig. 8. 6. Speeds of vertical motion of air within
Sthe peaks of cumulonimbus clouds (rer S. M. Shmeter

arid V. I. Silayeva). a - growing cloud (2L4 July
1.964, near Klyev, flight altitude 8650 meters,
height of upper edge of Cb 10-il kin); b - mature
cloud (14 August 1961, near Vororiezh, flight

Saltitude 10,700 meters, height of' upper eage of
Ob approximately 12,000 m); c - beginningi of' stage

* of dissipatiun (8 August 1964, near BeloU Lake,
flight altitude 8,500 1, hcight. oi upper edge
Cb approximately 12,000 m).
KEY: (1) w, m/s.

Sb. Turbulence in cumnulonimbus clouds

Most frequently L < 200 In wil.thn cuRIulonlinbus clouds, but

viesoscalar flows with cross sect.or;.u; cxcý.eding 5-7 km aro also
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ericountereod. Narr~ow Viowsu wiLil 1, < 0. 5-1.0 km have the nature uf

olhur't-uyele turbuieril. gusiu f'or' which magni1tude and zign of' velocity

Vai'y rapidly with ti1me. Tfhu moot chiiuact~uristlc feature of' such

GU';6 to . Lt(e uni f'UP11 pro;r~ýUli ty oJf as~cendiLng and descending rnotirxI6

')1 :01. jrgeS Q1' C lOUd dQýýO .upmcnt.

toec :I':I~t'~':L~o riie'en :.' :c';oocal. r' .'Jows; are di f't'clorit.

10)-1.1 kin, whJ le ve.]oci ty AliariguzS cutripa,'atively lo iwly with time,A

r-'Laliniir ItG 'otgli 1u',A~'i' I rtji utv:; . Thu pl-'udonrilnanit directio1n

Of SU(Af'uW deperidr Oil Lth1. Litagc_ Ur ClOUd deVC!lopIrIE.I~t (P'ig. 8.C6.

Wi thin growling c iouds nizoiltily t.cniIrig f loiws ~:Pz obour'ved, At the

CIII of thfe in;Atur'v at ge IifCV' cvloJiiimeW. :tolt~rdiiig 1'i ow., are r'etained

irtiun ly Ln th- Lik)RIri rmi!'tiort 11' 0i,2 v loud, whil. AI r ir' iouJ f req uently

descends III I to alnvIl. IInrol iy * III tLhe ulucay 311age tile an;uendirig

I1es6,,oCL1alai 1101146 vi x'u:i I Iy Jil;tippe;ii'. 'le -usctmdlHrig arid d-s cendirig

31&±lax iiwý Zupi'c.jL21t. h i.'Llrciv of, I 1V.Ct eii.C ulati on arid,

In the enid, they di ii i LJ 0i'. 1,o 11U ['I'iiil)iCIJ'HCi'IJLC of'

Lthe cloud - At Iiic'i lot, it I 'u d-wai.i:!vt conteit; .1iii~~tiity arid niature,

o1 l, pI .. ;Lu o* . i.; , [ra 1 'roir 10i14. .UVertical 1Ulowo

Inn Lie ci('uid: ~ ~u iuz,.1 tj Lii, ' Icýul~t Ul' UtLuaLL Impi.jo t.ion of' :;hrt'-I

Pel'!(t "l(~tLI')U lU I ti) IM 'i IIit`-';OjCaJ.Ur' 1'loW.;

t..e ptN-!3eiWi(- i-Ilt iii co'' :4 TIUOJ-st'i4 
(3110ry heat. so-urce create'd

Dy1;h I. Ii n!. I yev c ondl' ii:aI~tm J otUw, ton Va p :(i' cc uv' ng Lns ide thie c louU

Leualo Lu ;± 1.1 tuao ui. ri Lii whicI c 21riccrn to of' c onvl.' i o ln appa t( n i._Ly hjavc

tile FLWur 01' jm-3 . I".jr tfY.itople~, H. Biyer's and R. br';harnt avrrI'ed .it]

thlo conclunLen-i un tht: )i : f r'o t~;o arialyzluig data frozn

Ii~ ultarec~ 01 itcI:; C 1. oof Cu 011. nd Cb atI dl £ fCOIL t; ev(-IL

wi.th several Up rci'a l..

j). VOn ncg' Ijt ( .a :;tcu , 'ul'r e xamp.le , 1.ii, art io'ci by Ar derimse,

196?l,) Comipi led Wi; Ca Cfl the-. ciI o )i, the cathi OrC a ClptiL ly U:1*.'10(111

r';Iiced Irsis d t: a CI), YJ0 ) 1 n i ,u~v e .1 1_,0 b e, W tile opeod of' gro wvathl af'I

thuae i'x of the clouid. A I, L-u egri I tric latter 4wa-io loca LU~l kin



higher than the base of the Cb, it was found that dith growth of thc,

cloud at w > 2 m/s the speed of ascent of the apex correlated closeiy

with the tension on the cable. This is easily explair.ed by assuming

that both the balloon and the apex of the Cd were located inside

one and the same ascending Jet, pe:ietrating through the entire clou,.

The most detailed information on musoscalar vertical flows of

air inside Cb was obtained by H. Byeru and R. Braham (1948, 1949).

t Tables 8.8 and 8.,9 present data obtained by these authors on the

vertical velocities of mesuscalar flows of' air inside Cb, compiled

from materials from flights through 747 a.,cnnding and 339 descendiri,

flows.

Table 8.8. Frequency (in %) of' velocities of
ascending flows In Ctb at dilffhrerit altitudes.

,'0t. 1630 .S .O MWo ;9rJ I 1.5 L IM

Q AOpIAI (3' .r;*ivu (41,

0 O - 0- 2,0 : 2 1:7 2.1 79 16C 12h 0 84 1 1~~4,~) 1, 34,7'Io .1, 4 M 0 36,6 ')9,1)-"t5.0 -1.6lf 2., "-1,6
6,10.-g.15 P .0 i ti , 15 35 28,8 35.5 1 8,I. 22'-' -',8 2 0

9.15-.12,20 1I 6:9 'J:4 13,4, 4 L.ý2, 61220-- .1'5 ,339 8, .,, : .7 :H 7 57
15- 2.X-I i..30 - 5,8 0-- 2,9 " 2 ,( .5,7
18,30-21,35 -- - -o. 91 i3 09 -
21 35.-2-1 10 1 0.0 0,¶ .T. 24,4o--27,4S .. . ..
27"45--'i3O . I - - - 09 - - -

""q4,¢o c.y'a, .'.,s 38- 87 103 101 176 '12 l1M 1 015 61 '538

KEY: (1) Velocity gradation., m/i; (2) Altitude, m;
(3) Florida; (4) Ohio; (5) Numberr of cases.

The average diameter of ascending C'lows turned out to be cloe

to 1.5 kin, where the figure for descending flows was 1.2 kmn. The

maximum width of both was 12 kai. The Investigators did not succeed

in detecting a definite relationship between the rl1iht a]titude

and the width of mesoscalar vertical flows.
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(E Y) (l x d i ( 1, U i ) Uu1u 'c) V c ju l 1.tY g x ad u ~l on i, ir/ O :; (; A lt i t u d e c, mi;

In gruw irg uluu'ds Nucurdid g iiuw uW vu ubs;er'Ved t1vo~lgic Ut theA

-nLlre tliickneou or Lhiu M~ud. Jti thu growth it' CU iolunl they

weaken frirst In tho lower' hQVi and rlthu" In the upper'. In the lower

porltioil oif fliutpt 'a liwdi des cendinrg FlIow:; poedorriirrite; In the opinturn

ur the uyers: arid birrar;', thuy aLI' c~iusud Uy h tin: rvtainmrnLt of air,

by' part Ic uo or Va lIng OaVI p'ULLLA'M :Ilk als o by wonting of the aIr

ao the reui t wV avutpwrNOr J r

Wie w 1.11 note t~hAI iL.u ii;'). rnV-.c errn o uLd Ie indtioIcate tha t max.rimumn

va !ues ret w mray~ U.- mutch; i;lavt ';ai Lhuje shiow" Ii" Tables 83..8-.9..~

t.; Tharrni;roU:tr jS(:t1O':,ilyi , 19641 ) shiowed

N r'ceaul~ng tW 'a :./r'l. 1. ioinmff j(1963) showcc that In very'.

t~hik uuuir~l 0"rImbur Q':1 rw. mr. rimpalhi 10 (I1/:;.

6. K. OuaVIizu . Sh . Bluhtlrrihvit ., aind '1. 1P. Lapcheva

C1965~I) S;tudiedirirnoei MuSlar VVwi' 1ai r '1uw; : innue cu cong. and Cb,

* on trisig bbanIoocd p~i Ju hlli iL coii-; 01 t XaUr c'iorn a*i; [iu;nlve

radar targeta . Thie PjW ori r Lu (:i:enrL) or 3u:;e aipil ot balloon

'lre value of w..M.1 unn: evialan~id under the assumptirrton thnrt oni

the average the air In %ie Mud inc 51: 'wI uni than rhe suu'rounding;
* I ~~air and ntvtLiflcati (C lo ''!IL)rugI ' ciiittblo.cI'.



was ucceptud ao the vertical opeed of the air'. In the opinion of' t~htIauthors the relative error in int.asuriiig w did not vxceed 30%. Twenty-
rour series of measurements Were carried out, The observations showt.i
that the speed of the ascending flow Inside Cu cong. and Cb Quluds

from which precipitation had not begun to fril. grows from the base'.

of' the cloud to Its middie or the portion Jurt bfel-ow thL2 top, after

which It diminishes. In 'U, Iorom which rain was 1ýligdescending
flows were observed allong with Lhe ziwcuridirie Flowz;; heiPO the v;aluoLs

c)f W, were similar in both flows. Thu largest values of wa

comprised 20-25 rn/s.

N. S. Shishkiri (19614), (j. Ma.Ikus and It. ""cover (1955), C. Ande;'.i

(1962), and others car'ried out appr'oximate- eva]uation of* the speedo

of vertical motions close to thýe upper edge of Cb in terms of' the

rate of change of altitude of the latteur (W ) The most significant

results were obtained by AW-nd.rol, whio determnined w cby means of

sterophotography of Cb tops. Consildering the osc±12.lations ofw

F ~ to be a random process, he applied methodo of' statistical. analysis

* to the obtained dlata.

According to Anderson, the rate of' Cb grwh-which mean ... ..

the vertical speed of air at the top, ol the (!Joud -fluctuates-

constantly.. Besides high-frequency oscillat~ions with a period of

l-,) minutes, w.c is subjected to low-frequeincy, ulmost sinusoidal,

oscillations with a period oV 1-l mi~nutes. A6 Is clear from

Fig. 8.7, the osclillations wit~h a per-Iod close to Id minutes have

t.he maximum energy. Anderso Iosdr ta th ihfequency

roscillationsi haive a turbulent origin, whil 1c he low-Crequency

oscilliatiuns arv connected with the stability o(' stratification of

tht: air surrounding toe cloud.

A-ccording t~o R. Douglas and V. HitchfCod' (see, F'Or exa;:pie(,
the article by C. Newton, !963), fluctuations of w., are P-nI nr'urn In
riature Cb and, btýsikdes this , tho lar'gel the cloud the rmsa.1Icer the

fluetu atic~ns. On this bash-!ý; ?Newtun prpoedtat. l1arge psati ors

Spellling of namps not ver'1iliu: - Transi;ator.
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In w. are ObSerVUL] U11iY dJuring treeL Coriveoluir.); In pui-tiCUiLa, 1,11.:

is confirmed by tile QbSCzVVUL].Lun1 of' Internal Cu. With the developmeriet

of' f'orced convectioni cornnected with the ao~curit of ait' ahecad oX' the~

,o Loud, the ascending curvent becomes, more stable. Na~turally, the
"itc-itdyirig" 21 flect of' forre.,d convee Lion t:; maxialum In 11atur'o CU,

when thle druneL of cold sub-cl1 ud alt' - anid thus; forlced conivoction ahiQcad

jl' tho Cb - becom g'eoieJ A solrrewhutt. (HI TIveutt o~tlilo wii ,

e xpro s .ied by P~. Enud >ui ( .1Th j) , who' ui co:ic~krL;'s l uctua.iohi()f1 Ili the!

rate of growth of Cb Lo be caused by puriodic penetration of' new

thernialb Into the cloud.

P~ig. 8.7. Spectrurm of' vec t~lca.
velocity o01 the Cb top (per
Anderson).
ceu = seconds 3

1011

107

a . Mesoocalax' vertLica.1 I' own" In the,
neighborhoods of" Cb

-.n 19 59 -19 65 , a uv I ri L, g! i.gt- on a Tu-. oh 14 Iabu r a t 0r y a Ir Cr'a1't

MI >hr.ator car-ried out , o lcd std ol oth e structurc of' toie

f ie. 1.d (,. ' rieowusco acar vevtta mC cijit'onb Ii! the. nel ghbohiooJu of'

CumuloInlrthuE CIOC~IdS. 'Pabies, H-.iG and 8~.1! gl~ve daota on these f'-lows
at a distance of 0-1 kmfin~ tra he side surface of the upper half of
miatuImo Cb and in a Luyci' LOO mu thick ýjbove Iia

Prxoin the tables U Is; ci our, that In mmthe n ghohodSof' -b

tops we most Frequenitly I trWd jw! ;1 ir/, ..! hit i. 7. t Ouehocr I .nt a!

dimerisI-)ns if des cendin rm 'lWs ariC grcmiter- tlmon thmunrf or the asconidl ni

IfluWEI.



Measurements of w ii prucipitation below the ba-se of Cb .4howed

that here the average speed of mesosca.lar vertical fPow:i i1 close to

V 3 m/s for ascending flows and to 4 m/c for descending flows.

Table 8.10. Frequency (in %) of cpuedc a!' nmejoUcaIJr
vertical motions, around the lpper hall1 of ("b.

4(

0 1(I Vb Of 0 2 2 1 .

Y~Ctom b 60 Z.j 1 0 2 e.1

4,Table 8.11. Frequency (in 1) of ho-izontai dimensions

• of L of inesoscalar yert'ilal flows around 'Whe upper hallf
S~of Cb.

_ _- (' h.

Iiit c A oa W ~ii e n n T nx Box oti&i fluI3KH

f iaa C b 6 1 91'2 . 0 w 19 '29 'n 15 -4 1

CocCb! 66 28-5 ~2 I

•. ~C~ov()O . 6 8 2 6 - 1 8 I• .31 21 27 4 0O -

KEY: (1) Segment; (2) Descending sIFowz; (3) Ascending
mflows; (4) Above Cb; (5) Beside Cub.

Figure 8.8 shows the spca tical sructure of r n uscalar vhrtical

Sflows In different portions (b.f' the u rl" mature Cb The diagrams

Swere rconstructed without; dlstortior:,: the re]latlve I.lne!'. scL~es-
•- of each of the segments. The .-ngth of the '-

•!' the Cb in the appr'opriate direction wao sellected, as the unit,""
' disr0ance. 329
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Fr'omr I-igure 8.8b it Is Ileur that ahead of' the2 upwlndi edge of*

mature Ob the aocending flowui are localized. Their ;.,veragc vulo,.Ity

() v.aries here from 0.5 to 1.5ý-? ni/.u. Ascunding motions with

IWI ý 1 ni/s are observed only In u nmr~vow band adjacent to the silde

boutida", cif the cloud. 1in thls case t~he segmneri withi w < 0 behind

the tte' edge Is tiv to- a,, lo ng a., tijat .in fi'umt of' the wi ndwar1d edge.
L 1ý (.haraterluti Iv hat thw stgr w cl~tg pE-r'Lodi (:ai~ IY uLInmI

the c-ioud, with the lungth of* a wave being CIUsc to the "diamcLe. "

of' the cloud.

* ~A region of' Lscending flows 'Is located Inside tne cent~ral portion

9-f the Cb Lop; the average speed of' these [1lowsi Is loboe to 1 ni/u.

a) )

V,,

F-1g.~ 6 8..Aeae ett. eoi u nazleocnu(,n~~-
CIO~S. Nmbes inicae avrag sped i rn/. -i -aoeC
t,- ,-sie he opan wihi It I- dtr~tcatonlln:;6eprain

.'gm nt wii Pf i~ rn..in ; cl u ;3 -d rc~ n o, i
motin (octo ofrelaivev~flciy o' a~); - sginnt. or hic

ther aiD norelltle l,,ta o
33(



Descending motions predominate above Cb. Their speed is

especially great above the center of the cloud and behind it on the

lee edge. Here air settles, even on the average, at a speed exceeding

U rm/s.

A significant portion of the under-cioud zone i3 occupied by

descending flows. Their highest speeds, with w - 1-2 m/s, are

Slocalized in the central porion of the region of preLipi.ation.

I' ~ The descending motions change to ascending motion3 :.n ,'runt of thu

lee edge of the Cb.

The overall structure of the w field bes.ide Cb.tons is remninisc..ri'
~ of the picture observed during flow over niountaine with lifting of

L the air on the weather slope and the system of waves downstream.

Descending motions on the side boundaries of' the clo'id are probably. - *

connected with the cooling of the air which occurs here duringV evaporation of cloud elements.

Beneath Cb the descending flows are connected wtih falling

v precipitation. This is confirmed by the coincidence of their areas
and by the fact that the maximum velocity of descending flows ia

observed precisely where precipitation is strongest.

Ascending flows near the lower portion of Cb are probably caused

in part by convective lifting of air from the underlying surface,

and partly by dynamic lifting of air at the edge of the dome of cold

* under-cloud air as the cloud travels.

e. Short-period turbulent gusts inside Cb

The first systematic investigatlons of short-period vertical
L air gusts inside Cb were carried out Oy H. Bycrs and R. Brahan

S(1949) in tLe USA. Since out of the various characteristics of

perturbed motion of the aircraft they measured only g-forces, instead

of true velocities of vertical gusts they determined only the

r effective velocities W

N 331
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Table 8.12 shuws tne frequency of maxiii.um values of lweffl
according to results of meaouxremrnts during flights in Florida and

Ohio. The intensity of turtil'lence was maximum in the middle (in
altitude) portion of the Cb, i.e., where the velocities of mesoscalar
"ascending flows were also greatest.

The horizontal scales of gusto varied from 8 to 270 in. Durin g
the measuArements the spectrum o0' gust sizeo wao •tutoimatically cut
to 8 meters.due to the inertia of the aireraft/accelerograph system.
The limitation of sizes of turbulent gusts to a magnitude of 270 rn
has a conditional char:acter,. ince gusts of larger sizes are related
by the author's to the class of mesoscular ascending flows.

* Table 8.12. Frequency of maximum effective velocities

1w eff inside Cb. o fetvi wM
• .~~.5.. .1-0-3.6 n,-. ,1o ,-;t I pumos

1.2-2.4 32,5 32.1 31,6 31,0 29,0 7053
2.4-3,6 18,2 i4.4 17.1 17,1 15,1 38WA
3.6, 4,8s 6,3 8,2 7.4 7.4 ' 6,7 157
4,9--6,1 1.9 3,1 3.3 2,7 2. P. 3a

- .3 1,6 3 1.3 1,1 0.7 22R
7,3-.N,5 n.5 0,3 0.3 0.3 0.5 70

5-98 -- 011 0.2 0.2 0.1 319.p---11.0 0.1 0.1 O:1 -- 10
">I .0 0,2 -. . - 6

06.tee mn.'ismecinu ,'1,"V ., "IM 6003 4111 30?13 2*2 30
vopwltos (2)

KEY: (1) Altitude, kri; (2) Total quantity of gusts;(3) lWe~ff m/s.

The results of later investluatlons of vortical turbulent gusts
and measurement of theitr velocity during random encounters by
aircruft equipped with accelerographs Inside Cb s;how good agreement

with the data of Byers and Br'ahum. Thus, data collected by R. Steiner
and R. Rhyne show thatý the mean nquare eff'ective velocities meas;ured

during flights in Cb with jet aircraft at altitudes of 3-7 km over
t1ne USA Pell within the limiLs 2-3 n/s. In Juni 1962 during flight
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inside a Cb by a "Meteor" aircraft (USA) iw efl =11 rn/s was recorded,

while on a "Northrop" aircraft a value of 14 m/s was registered.

Apparently, larger Weff are rarely observed'.

Table 8.13 shows the frequency of maximum vertical gusts in

the 0-500 m layer below the upper edge, of Cb according to the data or

V. S. Aleksandrov, 1J. I. Silayeva, and S. M. Shmeter' (1967).

Table 8.13. FrequoncN (in %) of maximum velocities or
turbulent gusts inside, the near-apex portion of Cb.

( 2) II &.IIpp a"'-'w" I €•• . ' /fl,,,

CtA341 P-.wtus Cb

73 2 0 I-+ 
'(5)II 

I;IK11 3K.1M1 M- 2 712

POC V O W1441u,•e, .C. 73 2 1"

KEY: (1) Vertical velocity,r m/s; (2) Stage of Cb
development; (3) Growing and mature; (4). in domes;
(5) in anvils; (6) Decaying.

From Table 8.13 it is clear that even directly under the upper

edge of growing and mature Cb the vertical velocities of turbulent

gusts exceed, in the ovePrwhelming majority 6f cases, 2 rn/s. We will

note that in clear air the frequency of such velocities is 10-20 times

less.

During six crossing of Cb at a distance from the upper edge

greater than 2 kin, carried out during the Shmeter studiies, it was

found that here gusts with IWefti- > 5 m/s always exist, while in growing

and mature clouds the value can reach e-Jen 1 effI > 10 m/s. The

maximum speed of a vertical gust, equal to 12 m/s, was recorded on

F 'indications encountered irn the literature ccncerning the
presence of vertical velocities exceeding 30 m/s inmýIde Cb relate
not to turbulent, but to mesoscalar vertical flows.
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24 July 1964 while crossing a thundercloud in the Klyev region at

a level of 8 km - 2-2.5 kin below the vpper edgtv of the Cb.

The measurements showed that inside CU vertical gusts of one

intensity or another are almost always observed, on an extent of

more than 3/4 of the diameter of the cloud in the flight area. Those

cases in which none were observed related exclusively to approach

to the peripheral portion of the anvils uf dis~sipating clouds, but

at a depth not exceeding 20-30 m.

A characteristic feature of turbulent zones inside Cb is the

fact that the velocities of' vertical gusts vary not only along the

vertical, but also the horizontal. In clouds consisting of a single

convective cell the gusts are maximum close to the cloud axis. If

the Ob contains several cells the horizontal distribution of w is

more complex. Although in general the velocitles of gu.sts most

frequently diminish from the center of the cloud to its lateral

boundaries, olveral partial maxima of 1Wrj are observed within Cb;
these are locatea inside the mesoscalar vertical flows or on their

boundaries. The main maximum is usually connected with the cell

inside which the miesoscalar vertical velocities are greatest. Thus

there is apparently a corne,.-tion between mecoscalar and turbulent

motion inside Cb. According to American data, the coefficient of

correlation between maxintmium veIceities of turbulent gusts 1w I
and the vertical velocity of mesoscalar flows !w.1 equals 0.b2 + 0.02

for the entire r -nge of :W i. According to materla1s gathered by

S. M. Shmeter, when Iw I > 5 ,./s the mutual correlation between

IwT. M and 1w weakens.

In the opinion of. byers arid Brahum (19119), the dependence of

IWI onjw KI is a conseque. -.e oif the fact that turbulent eddies are

generated close to the boundary of mjoscalar jets, where th-e horizontal

gradients of vertical ali, speed arc great. Subsequently, thanks to

the "natural" horizontal spueds, the eddies ca:n be dix.placed into

other portions of the Cb.
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It should be noted that the described dependence of 1W. M1 on

IWKI is characteristic only for growing and mature Cb. Within

decomposing Cb the quantity Iw I frequently diminishes much more

* rapidly than IWT I.

r The characteristics of vertical turbulent gusts inside Cb were

* •examined above. At present there have been vertually no measurements

=made of horizontal giasts. An exception is the work done by R. Steiziiin
iand R. Rhyne (1962), who used a special airborne inclinograph to

,measure horizontal turbulent gusts along with vertical gusts.

= According to their data, the mean square velocities of horizontal I
and vertical gusts inside Cb differ from one another by no more than

P. a few porcent. The spectral composition of the two types of gusts

is. also similar. Thus, turbU.lence is practically isotropic inside

Cb. I

f. Turbulence in the vicinity of Cb

Table 8.14 presents the characteristics of vertical turbulent 1
gusts above Cb based on materials of 263 series of measurements.

W' With elevation above the cloud the speed of gusts diminishes quite

rapidly, so that with an altitude greater than 200 m above the clouds

Lhe probability of IWTI > 2 m/s comprises less than 4%, while

lWyl > 5 m/s is about 1%. A certain growth in the intensity of

turbulence at heights more than 400 m above the clouds is apparently
not directly connected with the influence of the clouds, but is a

* consequence of intensification of turbulence under the tropopause.

The speed of gusts is greatest above growing clouds. In the

mature stagn above the dome portion of Cb the characteriutics of

F turbulence are virtually unchanged as compared with those in '.he

stage of cloud growth, while above the ridges of the anvil turbulence

is noticeably weakened. A unique picture is observed above dissi-

pating clouds. Ordinarily IWT I < 2 m/s above them, but nonetheless

the thickness of the turbulent zone remains the same as above mature

('-b or may even be 3omewhat increased.
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Table 8.14. Speed of vertical turbulent gusts Iwr m/s
above Cb (per Aleksaridrov, Silayeva, and Shmeter, 1967).

(2) niWf.MIwl .i, lid Cb.

34l ¢• 5oU 5'-" 66 e•l":" J :' 3 I OU€" lU I ,Co..*1 • { |

).l-27.0 43 31 I 1
2.O IN 0 0 01 4

-5.O 0 0 4 0

KEY: (1) Height above Cb, m; (2) IwTI M/S.

'Il
• ~/-

/ N /

/ ",

/ N.

/ N

Fig. 8.9, Location of turbulent zones around the apex of Cb with
respect to wind (per V. S. Aleksandrov, V. I. Silayeva, a.id S. M.
Shmeter). I - direction of outer vind; 2 - turbulent sections.

The arrangement and length of turbulent segments in the 0-200 m
layer above Cb are shown In Fig. 8.9. A segment was considered to
be turbulized if the mean square vertical speed on it (a ) exceeded

w
I m/s. The contour of the cloud i., depicted ir the form of a circle.
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When the individual data were united the linear dimensions of

specific clouds and their turbulent zones were reduced to a common

scale. The orientation of turbulent segments is given with respect

to the direction of the wind vector at the level of the cloud peak.

For the sake of clarity, turbulent zones which coincided during

"different passes were plotted at a small angle to one another..,.

broken lines are used to separate the "weather" and "lee" sides and

the regions located parallel to the wind vector. It is clear that

the arrangement of turbulent zones with respect to wind is asymmetric;i,

and, in particular, the frequency of turbulence and the length of

turbulence zones is greatest behind the "lee" side of the Cb.

Intensification of turbulence behind the "lee" half of the Cb is

caused, most likely, by the effect of wind flowing around the cloud,

a subject which we have already discussed above.

Table 8.15 gives S. M. Shmeter's data on the frequency of

velocities of turbulent gusts at a distance of no more than 1 km from

the side boundaries.

Table 8.15. Frequency (in %) of absolute values of
maximum velocities of turbulent gusts (m/s) to the
side of Cb.

S( • ) rP.A.u.u CK.joport. NleeM. -• z

S(4) 1an;e~pell.as C,I ,ooa 14 6 0 1 1

88 9I Ir.•.~•,a.€oo,

CTopoM "h APS.1a.11'"hie 4 1 7 26 6 14py . .O. .O. . B9 6O

KEY: (1) Velocity gradationo, m/s; (2) Lower'half
i " of Cb; (3) Upper half of Cb; (4) Weather side; (5)
o ~ Lee side; (6) Sides parallel to the wind.

SThe total probability of turbulence' along side Cb was found

S.to be less than that above the cloud; this is due to the fact that

t ''C
'T) hstieis case poa'a 0.5 14s can tettvl be 10sde~ to2

[S~ ~~vn toEY: l (1)Veocity radaetiondtos .nc 2 oe at

of b;(3 Uperhaf f C; ~)Wethesie;(5



measurements in the U-500 m layer above the upper edge of the cloud

were used above Cb (Table 8.14), while the measurements of wT beside

Cb (Table 8.15) were made at distances from the clouds reaching

500-1000 i.

g. Coefficient of turbulence in Cb

The high level of intensity of turbulence inside Cb leads to

the development here of active vertical and horizontal turbulent
exchange. At present, however, data are available only on the
coef'ficient of vertical turbulent exchange K in Cb.

N. Z. Pinus (1963), Pinus and V. D. Litvinova (1962), and

S. M. Shmeter and V. I. Silayeva (1966) calculated values of K from

data on aircraft g-forces, using formula (8.2).

Table 8.16 gives the average values of K and various portions
of the upper half of Cb according to the data of Shmeter and Silayeva

(1966). To ensure statiotlcal reliability the calculations were

carried out only for cases when the length of the aircraft path
inside the cloud (i.e., the length of the turbulent zone) exceeded

10 km. In the majority of cases it equaled 2.0-30 km, with gusts

whose horizontal dimension does not exceed 600 m being considered
as turbulent.

Table 8.16. Average coefficient of turbulenceIn different portion of Cb.

_ _ _ (3

k 04/ceh(. 215 146 95
41.CAO 1, 13 4

KEY: (1) Inside the peak; (2) On the upper edge;
(3) On the side edge; (JI) K, m2 /s; (5) Number of cases,
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I - Analysis of materials from measurements made during individual

passes showed that the quantity K iE maximum in mature Cb, inside

which it may exceed 500 m2 /a while it is minimum in the end of th(.utg of Cb decay, when X is usually 15m2/B

N. P. Tverskaya (1964) evaluated the quantity R inside Cb from

data on temperature and wind sounding in the Leningrad regions;

<K was calculated by the L. T. Matveyev formula:

1231P-16I )-00 (8.6)

where U is the viocdity o'.othe, wind; 0 is the vertical-wind veloci, "

gradient; y and y are the real and adabatic vertical temperatur'-
gradients. It was proposed that if the quantity of Cb exceeded 8
scale marks and if their altitude exceeded 8 km, the radiosonde

would be located inside Cb during the course of its entire ascent

in the troposphere. It was found that K grows rapidly with approach
to the upper edge of the Cb. Maximum values of R, as a rule, exceeded
100 m2 /s and sometimes reached.300 m2 /s. Thus, the general laws of
change in T with altitude and the'order of magnitude of the obtained
Squantities turned out to be close to those given in Table 8.16.

In large Cb containing several convective cells there is no

monotonic diminishing of K with approach to the edges of the cloud.
The field of X in them has a complex spatial structure formed as the

result of mutual imposition of "individual" K fields in. the zone of
individual cells. A substantial role is played by the fact that

turbulence in different cells inside one and the same cloud will have

different intensities; besides this, the dimensions of the cells are

riot identical. Since new cells can grow around the periphery of the

Cb, the maximum values of K are sometimes observed close to one of

the side edges of the cloud.

h. Statistical characteristics of atmospheric
turbulence in the zone of Cb

Spectral analysis of the atmospheric turbulence inside Cb has

been undertaken only in the last three-five years. In the period
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1960-1961 laboratory aircraft in the USA carried out several crossings

of Cb at altitudeE ranging from 5 to 13 km. Measurements were carried
out at subsonic and supersonic speeds, which made it possible to

construct spectra of atmospheric turbulence in a wavelength range

of 30 m to 4-5 km. About 70 spectra of turbulent gusts for segments

inside Cb and their vicinity were calculated by S. M. Shmeter and
V. 1. Silayeva.

The use of data on S(O) to deLcribe turbulence is advisable

only in those cases when the process can be considered quasi-stationary.

First of all this is necessary in order to ensure that the individual
spectrum has physical meaning; secondly, the quasi-st ationary state

of turbulence over the extent of each stage of evolution of the cloud

is required in order to obtain evaluations which are not random but
which eharacterize the level of turbulent energy typical for the given
period in the life of the Cb. Studies have shown that although the

total life cycle of development of Cb occurs within a time on the

order of onu-two hours - i.e., quite rapidly - it is only in the

initial stauge of growth that the cloud characteristics (in particular, I
turbulence) change rapidly. During the remaining lifetime of Cb

such changes are sharply retarded. For example, the means clear rate

of turbulent pulsations, the average velocity of mesoscalar vertical

flows, and their dimensions ordinarily change by no more than 10-15%

in 3-5 minutes; this makes it possible to consider the process 1-1 be
quasi-stationary. This is even more valid for an interval o0

minutes, typical for the segments of time for which individual spectra

are calculated.

Figure 8.10 gives averaged spectra of the vertical velocities

of air, S(Q), for different segments of the Cb zone, while Table 8.17

presents average and extremal values of S(il) for different linear

"scales of L.

The first group includes data on the magnitudes of S(R) in clouds

below the lowest edge of the Cb, while the second case includes data

for the side edges of the cloud. The third group includes data for

the 0-200 m layer above the cloud, while the fourth relates to the
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level inside the axial portion of the Cb located at a distance of a

few hundred meters under the upper edge, Vinally, the fifth group

unites data for the levels Inside the Cb located more than 2 km below

the upper edge of the cloud.

30

Fig. 8.10. Averaged spectra of \
velocities of vertical motions in "
a Cb zone (per S. M. Shmeter and
V. I. Silayeva). 1 - inside the
central portion of Cb (four cases); ?oV---A-
2 - inside the near-peak portion r
of the Cb (17 cases); 3 - above
Cb (18 cases); 4 - to one side of -
:-b (18 cases); 5 - under Cb (10cases ). 2a .VKEY: (i) S (m)/s) 2 /(rad/m); ,0'- I

(2) 0, rad/m.

Comparison of spectral densities averaged in terins of all cases

of flight in the given portion of' a Cb zone for which individual

spectra were calculated shows that both the absolute values of

S(Q) and their change with a change in L in different segments of the

Cb zone are different. The spectral density of vertical gusts Inside i

the central portion of the Cb is 10 and more uimes greater than that

on the circumference of the clouds and even than that within the near

peak portion of the Cb. The difference between the quantities S(P)

in all the portions of the Cb zone Is comparatively small. Charac-

teristically, it increases with a growth in L.

As is evident from Fig. 8.10, with a change in L the slope of the

curves of spectral density is also changed. T;ius, on the segments

600 m < L < 1000 m in every place except the subcloud portion of
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the atmosphere and the internal portion of the Cb there is a sharp

reduction in Itg t I (0 - is the angle formed by the curve of spectral

density with the abscissa),' Inside near-peak region of the Cb and

to one side of Cb on the segmeyit L < 600 m and 1000 m < L < 3000 m

tg 4 * -5/3. We will note that this is evident also on the majority

of individual spectra. Within the central portion of Cb, Itg PI <_ 5/3

for all the considered value3 of L.

Table 8.17. Values of S(g) (m/s) 2/(rad/m) in different
portions of Cb zone.

I. MoAcb 1)

$.0 3 14 03 90
$. =7 30 215 Boo

2. C6,ny Cb (2)

S4 19 153 10l
SOO. NI 7 27 34

Sulu 20 40 100 1,5

3. Ha Cb (3)

3421 14)8 218
$M.1" I 8 12 13
Sous 21 77 350 50

4. 8 npeoepllwimnA ilacT Cb.

3 6 26 0 220S.U. 1 7 16 44
S.,, 10 44 Me0 730

B. RHyTpi1 Ut'liTpa.1bIXOA wicmn Cb (5

S 11 80 2300 M 430

SO," 4 40 3I0 -275
SW.I 280 5180 4150 7400

KEY: (1) Under Cb; (2) beside Cb; (3) Above Cb; (4)
In the near-peak portion of Cb; (5) Inside the central
portion of Cb.

rlHH m naRC max
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The spectral density of vertical gusts above Cb and--below them
with L < 600 in changes with a change Ii 1, In app.,oxitnate obedience

Sto the "minus 5/3" law. At gust scales greater than 1000 m the slope

of the curve S(O) grows sharply.

As was pointed out in Chapte' 1, >a change in the slope of' thte
S(0) curve may be connected with a change in the rate of energy

transfer along the spectirum in aocordanue with the range of scaies -

i.e. , either with the accumulation of turbulent energV here or with

acceleration of its consumption. The fact that Itg @j < 5/3 Insl•,:

Cb may be due to the instability of atmospheric stratification, while

the growth in curvature of the spectrunri at L > I km in the above-cbfll'i

segment is, on the other hand, connected with an increase in stabiitLY.

This type of atmosphere stratification in a Cb zone is evident from

Table 8.18.

, 1a)t2)2 a. A41..

4,2,r . ... JJ #- J -- 2.7

Sos
we #1

Fig. 8.11. Change in spectral density with tieo etcl()a"
horizonital (b) turbulent gusts ½nside Cb (per Stelner ,and Rhyne).

* 1~, 2, 3, 1•, 5 - number of successive passes; a - niean square velocity.I)/

S, --



Along with 7, Table 8.18 presents the mean square deviations

froin it. There were no data on the magnitude of V inside Cb, since

nu vertical soundin6 of the atmosphere inside the cloud was carried

out. Wc can assome that here yti <a - < Ya Ya arid y ea are adiabatic

SradiLnts in dry and saturated air).

Table 8.18. Average vertical temperature gradients
y deg/100 n in a Cb zone.

"" 0.65±0101 I 0'80+-0'13 ,0Og±0'03

* KEY: (1) Under Cb; (2) Beside Cb; (3) Above Cb.

Clarification of the curve S(ý2) in the subeloud region segment
is more complex, since in this case stratification itz weakly stable

and also the curve S(Q) is the same as with strong stability.

* Among the possible factors causing a deviation in the shape of

* the S(3) under Cb frum the "minus 5/3" law, we should cite in the

firit place the influence of the underlying surface on the character-

istic- of t+:rbulence ii: t, 0-. layer. This conclusion follows from

* the fact thet the altitude of the base of the Cb usually comprises

_-1.5 km abuve the gr'ound - i.e., a quantity cloje to th- dimensions

lo turbulen;; formatiuns when • < 102 rad/m. It is clear that the

degree nf influence of the underlying surface on turbulence depends

on the roughness of the surface, wind velocity, stratification of

the lowcst atmospheric lyer, etc.

Data on S(S) in those cases whe'i the "minus 5/3" law is fulfilled

permit us to evaluate the rate E of dissipation of turbulence energy.
2 3

inside Cb E * 20(00 c2/Pi while along the side edges of these clouds

E• = i0 Qm 2 /n. It is impo3sible to k.alculate c for the above-cloud

and subcloud segments because of the tact tlat when L > 1000 in in

them the "rinus 5/3" law iý: not fulfilled.
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We will move now to consider the changes In spectral density
Of gusts in different segments ef a Cb zone with tima.

Figure 8.11 shows spectra of velocities of vertical and horizontal

air gusts Inside a mature Cb; these data were obtained during Vi'vo

su'ccessive crossings of the rloud in a period of 34 minutes. Data

are also given on the mean square speeds of gusts for' each crossing.

A noticeable feature 1I the comparatively small time varlabilfty o'

the spectral characteristics of turbulence insidethe Cb. This

should be particularly emphasized, since In this case the measured

variability of S (n) and S (0) should have been substantially gruatv.
w u

than the actual valueý because of the impossibility of guiding the

aircraft over the precisely identical route on successive passes.
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CHAPTER 9

LOCAL STRUCTURE OF THE WIND
VELOCITY FIELD

b 1. LOCAL HETEROGENEITY OF THE
WIND VELOCITY FIELD

* IThe vertical cross section of a Jet stream constructed from

radiosonde data gives an idea of the distribution of average wind

veloclty in this stream. A more det;ailed picture can be obtained by

using data from more frequent measurements of the velocity and

direction of the wind made by means of Doppler equipment installed on

an aircraft. Sucti studies of the wind are of' great interest since
the spatial mesoscalar variability of wind velocity and direction will

naturally lead to a high degree of variability in vertical and

horizontal wind-velocity gradients - i.e., precisely those parameters

which render the greatest influence on the development of turbulence,

especially at the altitudes where the atmosphere isn, in genpral,
. :;tably stratified.

- Experimental studies of the local structure of the wind field
(Pinus, Shmeter, 1962) have shown that local maxima of wind velocity

are observed in an a.lrflow against a background of general transfer

ofr air at a certain average velocity. These local zones represent

flattened streams of various sizes. In a number uI' cases large local

zones bounded by a common isotach in tie horizontal plane or on a

vertical. section of the atmosphere uonslst of a series of much

smaller zones with maxima or minima of wind velocity. Figure 9.1
shows clearly that within zories bounded by thu 130 km/h isotach three
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extrema with velocities of 1110-150 km/h are obsuerved. In this

particular case the horizontal dimensions of local heterogeneities

equal 10-50 km.

1 _l. i e L 110

1 30 1, 1

L 0 50 to0 ISO 200 250 kwa
SFis. 9 1 Isotachs constructed

f rom data ol tained by measurements
every 15 s of a fl•ght.

It should be noted that local spatia] changes in wind velocity

do not always correlate with the opatial changes in air temperature

and also that as a consequence the explanation of the appearance of

perturbations in the wind field with scales of several tens of

kilometers cannot always be found from the concepts on thermal wind.

It should also be noted that during crossing of these heterogeneities

turbulence sufficient to cause buffeting of the aircraft i1., as a

rule, observed.

Flight '!xperlments showed that such heterogeneities in the wind

field are observed mo.,t frequently in the region of divergence of

airflows and in the small-gradlent pressure fluids, but are not

observed -' convergunce zones.

As we know from aerodynamIcs, even an insignIificant compression

of the flow has a stabilizing influence or, laminar Vlow, and with
other conditions being equal the critical Reynolis number Re turns

K•r
out to be greater than for a noticomprecsed flow. With weakly

expanding walls, on the other hand, turbulent flow arises with small

SRe With an increase 4 the angle of wall flare of a wind tunnel
ora reverse flow arises and hr%1akawa,., from the wall; occurs; breakaway

does not occur simultaneou--ly fro,-: 1.,oth walls, but only from one.
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Theoretical consideration of stationary notion of' a fluid between
two plane walls sloped toward one another at angle a was carried out
by G. Hamel (1916).

The equations of motion for a flow of this type in cylindrical
coordinates (r, z, €, where $ is the angle between the axis of

symmetry and the radius-vector r) have the following form:

S... .e + 02_'__ + I Irv
coriaes(,z * hr is th nl btenthxso

+ A OL 7'(9.1)
r Or

"+ 0 O (9.2)

& , 0. (9.3)

During the derivation of these equations it Is assumed that motion is
uniform along the z.-axis and that v vr - 0, while vr - v(r, 0).

By introducing the function

on the basis of (9.2) it is possible to find that

SoJ, 12 d. (9.5)

and from this

2-- U (,) +(r). (9.6)

Now, substItuting (9.6) Into (9.1), we obtain the equation

dl + 4U + 6M2 e• (•.(9Y
(9.Y)

As we see, the left side of equation (9.7) depends only on €, while
the right side depends only on r - i.e., each of them is a constant

Vuantity which for conveinience we will designate as 2c0. From this
it follows that
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P M (9.8)

f (r + Const. (9.9 )

From (9.6) and (9.9), we find that

V (2u -- c) + const. (9.10)

Further, multiplying the left side of equation (9.7) by ut, after
integration we find that

m?" +.2ul + - 2c,u -2e, 0. (9.11)

and from this, that

S2yV F--;--•- *, -I-~+ (.2

The constants cl, C2 , and c 3 are determined from the boundary condi-

tions on the walls:

u(* .)=I o (9.13)

and from the condition that an identical quantity of fluid (gas) Q

passes through any section r = const per unit time:

QP S vr dT.6pv S u dtp. (.S-- I -- ,$

If Q > 0, the fluid flows from the apex of the angle, i.e., there
is a diverging (diffusor) flow; if Q < 0 the is a converginS (confusor)
flow.

Solution of the system (9.12)-( 9 .14) for Q < 0 shows that at
* large Reynolds numbers the flow In thu confusor differs little from

the potential, while the Infl.,ence cf viscosity is manifested only in
a very thin near-wal) layer, where there is a fairly rapid drop in

Svelocity from the value corre'spondLng to the potential flow down to 0
immediately on the wall itself.
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In the case of a diffusor with (Q 0 0) a diverging flow symmetri-

cal with respect to the plane * - 0 ic possible for a given angle a

only at Reynolds numbers which do not exceed a certain maximum value

Remax. If He - ReI > Remax, the speed in the diverging flow has a

single maximum and a single minimum and motion Is asymmetrical with

respect to the plane 0 = 0. With a further increase in He number,

when Re > Re 1 > Remax, the flow contains a single minimum and two

maxima of velocity, symmetrically arranged with respect to the plane

0 . If Re - ®, the number of successive mrnnma and maxima grows

.. without limit. It should be noted that even when Re = Remax the

motion is unstable and turbulent conditions arise.

With application to atmospheric conditions, the Re number (as

shown in Chapter 1) is not the determining factor and therefore the

described mechanism is inadequate to explain loss of stability in

diverging atmospheric flows. For atmospheric conditions it is

necessary to construct a different theoretical model, bearing in mind

such facts as the characteristics of the transverse profile of the

flow, vertical motions, and the baroclinicity of the atmosphere. The

creation of such a model is for us a matter for the future.

Laboratory studies have shown that Instability of a diffusor

flow Is the greater, the smaller the roughness of the diffusor wall

surfaces. With application to the free atmosphere this means that

segmernLs with d!verging flow may have several successive -iaxima and

minima of velocity in both the vertical and horizontal profiles of the

wind. The presence of br'e;ks (inflections) in the wind-velocity profile

is an important factor' in the disturbance of stability of the flow and

its turbulization.

§ 2. ENERGY SPECTRA OF MESOSCALAR

TURBULENCE

Measurements of wind velocity and direction at high altitudes in

the free atmosphere with Doppler navigation syostems have mado it

poss;ible to detect local heterogeneities in velocity fields of wind

having a turbulent character, and also to obtain data on the statlstical
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characteristics of mesoscalar turbulence (Pinuo, 1962, 1963). Such
K itudles so far have been successfully carried out only in the upper

troposphere and the lower stratophere.

In the work by N. Z. Pinus (1962) empirical. structural function.

* of wind-velocity pulsations were calculated from wind-velocity

measurement data on horizontal segment,- 200-300 ki long. Selection

of segments of such length was conditioned by the need to ensure a

csufficient quantity of wind-velocity measurements for statistical

calculations with a minimum time requirement for the flight experiNU1:'

for which it is possible with a known approximation to consider thc:

field of velocities to be stationary.

Curves of the structural function show that with an increase in

Ax there is an increase in -2*. Values of the structural function
exponent obtained in this case (with approximation of empirical data

by the expression a2,-=-A(Ax),) had a scatter ranging from 0.2 to 1.5.

Figure 9.2 shows curves of the integral frequency of values of the

exponent n with respect to materials from observations over regions

of the European territory of the USSR and over the Far East. As we

see, cases when n was close to 2/3 were observed i•,ot frequently. In

approximately 25% of the cases.n was less than 0.', i.e., the growth
in a2u with an increase in Ax was comparatively s"' w; in 30-20% of

the cases n was greater than 0.8. However, as 's ,:vident from Table
9.1 (which gives the average values n at high alti udes), on the

2average the dependence of a u on Ax was close to tiie "2/3" law.

.,Fig. Q.2. Intei-ral frequency of

100 the exponent of the structural
function. 1- 1960; 2- 1962.

0

0,2 0,4 0.6 0,8 7.0 7.2 '.* 1.**
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Table 9.1. Parameters of the structural func-

tions of fluctuations in the horizontal wind-
velocity component.

noi 0,o . I646 0,61. I 0.61 0,611,
KM 16,9 17,4 18,3 19,2 18.6

KEY: (1) Altitude, km.

2Analysis of experimental data showed that a growth in ca with an

increase in tx proceeds as a rule only with respect to a definite
* characteristic value (Ax),1 p. When Ax>(Ax),,p the quantity au either

does not grow or its Growth is retarded and it varies around the

average value a~. Figure 9.3 shows the curve of Integral frequency

(.%X),,O while the average value Iax),xp at high altitudes is given in

"Table 9.1. From Fig. 9.3 it Is clear that in approximately 70% of the

cases the characteristic distance was less than 20 km; in 47% of the

cases it was less than 15 kin, while in the remaining cases (Ax),ap

reached 45-50 km.

so-

S20

0 10 2030 0 o0rhr)*.
_j

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.,0 SOIAXtl :•, "

FriPg. 9.3. Integral frequency
(Ax)×. 1 - for the hori-

zontal component; 2 - for the
vertical componont of wind
velocity (per Yurgenson).

It is interesiting to compare the characteristic ucale of pulsa-

tions in the horizontal wind-velocity component with the characteristic.
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scale of A2x for the vertical component. The latter can be obtained
from data on aircraft overloads during flights in a turbulent atmos-

phere. Figure 9.3 shows a plot of the curve of integrul frequency

(024,s,,0. obtained by A. P. Yurgenson from aircraft g-forces during
flights in -l turbulent atmosphere. From comparison of the curves of

L: integral frequency (Aix),ap and (A~x),,p it •Is clear that thy are ident.i-

cal, but ) for the vertical component Is an ordtr uf magnitude
less than . for the horizontal component of wind velocity.

The circumstance that the exponent of the empirical structural

function corresponds on the average to the "2/3" law serves as
evidence that on the average tht.: spectral drnsity is describea by th!.

"minus 5/3" law. As studies have shown (Pinius, 19641), deviations
from this law are connected with the nature of the thermal and wind
stratification of the atmosphere. A theoretical consideration of the
dependence of the characteristics of the local structure of the wind

field on thermal stratification Is the subject of the work by St.

Pan'hev (1963).

Studies by S. K. Kao and Ii. D. Woods (1964), carried out with

materials from theAmerican scientific research project "Jet Stream,"
Sshowed that the energy spectra for the longitudinal and transverse

components of wind velocity are cloce to one another In shape and that

S(•)•-2,2 The magnitude of dispersions of wind-velocity puisations
turned out to depend on the angle between the ruling direction of

V airflow and the direction of flight along which the measurements
were conducted. These d.fferences are evident trom Table 9.2. The

dispersion of pulsation velocity was greater during flights across the
F flow than during flights along it, and it was larger for the trans-

verse component as compared with the longitudinal component during

flights parallel to the flow.

* Thus, experimental studier show that quasihorizontal hetero-
geneities ranging in length from several km to several tens of kilom-

eters are observed in the free atmosphere. Their appearance is
apparently connected with heterogeneity of the field of average wind
velocIty. As was indicated in Chapter 4, the• presence of these
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!~I
Table 9.2. Characteristics of wind pulsa-
tions.

c5"w s IJ l Cw ,t.wrb sirIs, Ahnciepcapa ny.nT(h4alNetad

(3) ( 1) 4, (2) C 2"e.iU,€ MMtea4.|ltI..fasc.Ir t nIOJiwi -. . . .

lip d11 finn'cpcM• ,t~ia lli,, lLi I fln # J,~qwa

nlginncpc iior .' ,7 " 62,3 6,9 2.6 2,

KEY: (1) Average wind speed, m/3; (2) Dis-

persiun of pulsation velocity, (m/s) (3)
Direction of flight; (4) longitudinial compo-
nent; (5) transverse component; (6) Along the
flow; (7) Across the flow.

heterogeneities is not always accompanied by high-freqUency fluctua-

tions in the velocitj of wind with significant Intensity, H. Mantis

(1963) also established the presence of significant fluctuations in

wind speed in the region of mesoscales, according to data of' studies
of the motion of balanced automatic balloons. In the majority of

flights either high-frequency fluctuations were weakly expressed or

a specific minimum was observed in the turbulence spectrum on the
* segment of the spectrum between large and small "eddies."

5 3. VERTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF
WIND GUSTS AND THEIR SPECTRA

Above we examined the statistical characteristics of wind-

"velocity pulsations and their change in the horizontal plane. The

vertlcal. distribution of wind-velocit,! pulsations is of no less

interest. If sufficiently detalled data on the vertical distrlbution

of nuch pulsations are avallable, it is possible to use them to

obtain correlation and spectral functions, as is donv for the horizontal

and timed distributions. Although such a vortical dietribution of

wind-velocity pulsation, ,•n only tentatively be considered to be the

realization of a random process, norethelesz the spectral decomposition

can have a completely determinefd physical meaning, permitting clarifi-

cation of vertical scales of' pulsations in wind velocity and of the

spectral distribution of en(:rgy In these pulsations.
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Below we will call such spectra energy spectra by analogy with
the spectra of real random processes, implying in this name the physl-

cal meaning indicated above.

Energy spectra for small-scale pulsations (from a few meters to
S a hundred meters) were calculated by V. N, Koziov, N. Z. Pinus, and

L. V. Shcherbakov@ (1965) according to data from mea.surements of wiid-

velocity pulsations during ascents of automatic balloons equipped with

special apparatus. They calculated autocorrelation functions for thet

atmosphere from ground level to an altitude of 10-12 km in layers 1 lku,

thick. Analyuis showed that the following expression is the best

approximation for these empirical autocorrelatlon functions:

C(Iz) a'cos I&z, (9.15)

to which the following spectral density correspounds:

S( 17 • ( -4. 2 +• - (9.16)-
A S Aar

Vertical scales of perturbations A z, defined by the radius of
correlation corresponding to R(Az) = 0, vary from 10 to 350 m. In

62% of the cases they were less than 100 i1, and in 16% of the cases
they were greater than 200 m. The quantity a also varies in wide

limits - from 0.005 to 0.15 r- llowever, in 89% of the cases its

value ranges from 0.005 to 0.05 ;-l. it was also found that the
intensity of turbulence u'2 and the scales of pcrturbations &0z grow

with a reduction in Ri number. The drop in relative intensity of

turbulence , with altitude is, on the average, inversely proportional

to the square root of altitude.

At present no data are available cn the vertical distrlbution

of large-scale pulsations. S. K. Kao and E. I-. Sands (1966) preient
data on th', spectra of mesoscalar pulsations of wind velocity for the
atmosphei: 'r y ground level up to a height of 50 km. Thf-ey utili zed

the resultý " 210 ý'ockct cxpevlments', whiich were accompanied by

measurement- f wind velocity. Thuy calculated spectra for soales

ran-i ng fro-.. * to 50 km for each verti cal profile ý,f wind vlonity,
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using the procedure described in 6 2 of Chapter, 3. Thu calculatiuri.

were carried out separately for the zonal and merldional comrpon,-ntu of

wind velocity. The individual spectra were then averaged with rf.-peCt

to suasons.

T:ble 9.3 gives the values of normalized spuctral data for

d f'erent wave numbers w, while Table 9.4 glveo the magnitude of

dispersions of zonal and ineridional comporient:; of wind velucity I11

the different zeasonu.

Table 9.3. Seasonal. values of spectral density of wind-velocity
pulsations. Sel! 

(P) " 1 tuS (3) A,. (5)) 0re[e1

S.(-) Io $.(----3.--------O-------1---------1(w) 1, 'I I

0,02 50 140,36 175.44 82.80 31,60 24.88 36,00 21,72 46,84 9

0,02.5 40 132.,0 69.40 94,&2 33,32 29,88 32.8.1 42.36 41,80 74,81 44,34
0,030 33 ,3 I)0,80 593,64 98,04 35,36 35,04 28.56 62.12 36.52 76,05 40,0'2

0, avi 28,5 86,84 49,56 90,88 37,88 39.80 24,72 77,84 33,00 1 75,34 36.29

0,040 25,0 65,16 41,10 83,%. 40,76 43,52 22,48 86.92 32,44 713,9 34.21
- ,0'A 20.0 .38.48 3U.06 64,32 46. 16 40,313 Z%26 79,68 40,9'2 57,21 136.40

0,060 16,6 35,0i J.3,60 36,52 47,48 42,72 38.12 47,32 53,16 40,40 39,09

0,070 14,3 35,00 32,20 21,36 40,84 30,44 49.72 21,60 51,24 29,•9 143.,
0,080 17,5 24.04 24. U 25,48 28,92 31,76 47,80 21.52 33.24 2,5,go 33.66

0,000 it.I 11,00 Is,% 21,16 10,12 28,12 33,80 26,80 18,72 21,77 22,65

0,1|0 10, 7,08 15,00 6,60 14,64 23,56 19.28 17,84 17,08 14,27 17,21S0,12 8.:3 olq 10,00 3,80 11,76 13,50 10,28 2,00 11.44 6,.56 10.87

0.14 7.1 3,6•4 10,04 3,&1 ,03 3,36 11.68 6,88 6,36 5,13 8.29
16.3 8, 32 .12 7, 8,72 9,16 1,32 11,44 4,37 9,02

0,20 5.0 3,52 7,64 1 ,68 4,01 4.,•4 j 692 5 , 2,74 6,52

0.25 4,0 0:72 2,52 2.08 4,84. 2,44 3.24 2,12 2,72 1,84 3,33

0,30 3,3 0.92- 3,00 0,6 1 4,52 3,68 3,24 2,48 1.64 1,93 3,10

0,35 2,8 1,24 3,36 0,10 2,60 1,20 0,84 0:62 1.24 0,78 1,5N

0,40 2,6 1,40 2,8 0,%6 1,60 1 , 0,60 0,40 1,48 1,01 1 fM

KEY: (1) Winter; (2) Spring; (3) Summer; (LI) Fall; (5) Full year.

The cuv'veL; of' spectra] dunn] ty of pulnat.un- .,f the zonal and

muridional components --V wind veloeolty have approximately Identical

form and can be descrilhed Ily thu puwe.r law S(w) w,- In thte opinion

of Kao and Santi;, thu -pectraL density In invereoly pi-oport;:onala to

the square of the wave numbp.r w, but from Fig. 9.4 it ]1n clear that

the curves of S(w) can be approx.1Mat.ed, with equai ju:;ti'lcat Aon, by

the expresrsion S(w)=w,':, and by the cxprQMiolon S(w)-W- 2 ,•.
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Tuble 9.4. Sea:3onfl value.; of
2, P

u arid v' in m/uL3
S(1lu) ,p.o . I v'; H'

3H..a () 73,62 2.y , 0.39
fBek a (3) . , 5, 61 '2O.W 0,37
Am,, i ý4) . . . 2306 18.67 08,M
OCC¢Ib 5 . .) 48,68 24.09 0,49
roA (5601 250,4g. '23.32 0,46

KEY' (1) Time 01' yeall; (2)
Winter; (3) Spring; (4) Summer;
(5) Fall; (6) Annual

t 100"-1
10' 700cu mm*

t00. s0 20 10 5 2 ?1Lot
.Fig. 9. N ,o r, rn 1.x,l ed : p c -

tral den, I .. c pu I;al; Ion:;
"of zonal (I) und ineridional
(2,,2) componcnerit o' %-;.ind
veioo'lty.

In conclusion we shotuld not.- that Ta ,It 9.3 presonts, data on
normalized spectral densi t,'y Lor',cale; up to 50 kin, bi!t tle magnltulos

of 3pectral denzity are sufNP:LuI:rIt.ly t,. I able only Lip te• :•tdeS On
She order of 20 kim, 'Threfore "-, shouldi not. . .pute pai'm ,;Icular

significance to the maximum In the r'ejio.. olf low fr,'quencles on the

curves o' spectral denwity.

C,
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S4. ON THE LOCAL METEOROLOGICAL
MINIMUM OF ENERGY d THE TURBULENCE
EPECTRUM

It wau ;hown Ir: Chapter 1 that the magnitude off spectrul dcno Lty

grows with a reduction in C'i'equency. ITr the inertial interval th1i

dlf,,.-n~cnce J:3 described by the "min.nu' 5/3" Law. T'l re.i ion of thl,:
c: 1JC; 1u aI�(ljacent to tht' i.nertlai a l nte rv il on tLi lol -t'requncricy :;;

uCunI.;Lin-; t, IJLL:.t:C purt. ¶ori ol the k.inetic enerrgy of' 1,rbulcrrt no. 00 .

Thi3 portiton of the spectrum contains the energy maximum correapunding

to a certain interval of scales of turbulent motiona• - the so-called

energy-carrying range of the spectrum of atmoopheric turbulence.

At present there is as yct no theoretical description of' the shape

of the function of speutral dunioity for thIs region of the spectrum.

The low-frequency region adjacent to the maximuni of the energy

spectrum on the side of' lower frequencies has been studied to a still

lesser degree; it depends essentially on the conditions of appearance

of turbulent condition= In the flow.

a1. Envorgy Spectrum of Wind-VelocIty
Pulsations at Low Al.tltudes

An effort was made to calculate the spedtrum for lcw altitudes

above the surface in a wide range of frequencies in the works by

J. Van der' Hioven (1957) and V. K. Kolusnikova @rid A. S. Plonin (1965).

F,:gure 9 .5 qhows the ,necmrgy ,;pect:rum (in the cor•diinates fS(f),

log f) for pulsotlons of' thc horizontal wind-velocity component ill
theinerit o feqt~r~es3 -3

the Intervl of fr'equencies from 10 teo 10 l/h, obtained b~y Van
der Hoven (1957) according to data from meNsurements on the 125-,i

meteorologLical tower in bcookhaven (USA). This spectrum wa:; calculated
for eight overlapping intervali, who•e characteri:tics are given in

Tuable 9.5.

From Pig . 9.5 it! I c.I.Car that this spectrum ha:; tw.;o nia4ma: a

main maxima belonginJg !,., the frequeocy (' C f -2 t/hl arid a second

maxima at F z 6,]01 I/h. There Is a partlal maximumn at approximately

I' z 10 i./h. The maxlmuimi in th;uý uce-cailed syn(ptFc region (r ir-'
I/h) 1 s c.cn:ht 'toned by the pa:,ý...a• - of ]arge-.-:calie. a C .;ys tem ,
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10 °' 1 10 700 1000 I/iac

S100 10 1 0.1 ao8 0,001 Yoc

Fig. 9.5. Energy spectrum of pulsations
of the horizontal wind-velocity component
(per Van der Hoven).

Designations: ccm S; A,jiu h.

Table 9.5. Intervals of the :spectr'um
of pulsations of the horizontal wind-
velocity component.

Da ma. I ( fl nVM.z I(, n..,

() (2 ) (3 WF
• ~ ~~~~OmeOB Pkeelw l•rssg 06.18M;T VA|ITOT. 111iIC

106 10.0 Necua 5 ame 6) 7.I0'-4.2-
I1R 6,2 1 .a"'. 7) M 3.54 -0"" 1.10-3
108 42 Am*(8) .i Mac. (9) 10-2---1
O( .2" ac.(9) W . l I--3100

12K 32 75 cck.( 11) 8 - U-'-2 4-10191 30 1 1 5 . - lot 10'
91 1 .'2 J 3. 100-9. -10

KEY: (1) Altitude, m; (2) Measurement
period; (3) Averaging period; (4) Fre-
quency region, 1/h; (5) month ; (6)
days; (7) day; (8) days; (9) hourvu;
(10) minutes; (11) second,;.

while the maximum In the micrometeorological region (f z 6.101 1/h)

is caused by small-scale turbulence of dynamic and convective origin.

The most significant feacure of this spectrum is the deep minimum

(trough) in the mesometeorological [local] iegion (f = 2.10-1-101 1/h).

According to Van der Hoven's data (1957), thlis 'eature io typical for

many series of measurements. At low altitudes this: trbuhh Is smooth

in the presence of convection. L. R. Tuvang (1962) established that

the spectra of air-temperature pulsations have a similar character

at low altitudes.
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At present there is as yet no theoretical ex.pianatlon of the

appearance of the mesometcorologlcu] rinimum in the spectrum. We
will pause on a qualitative explanation of thio phenomunon. Studies

of the statistical characteristics uf' atmospheric turbulence are

hased on considerations of the fact that the atmosphere is a dynamically

uistable system and that periodic wave motlono exist In it conntantly.
IT t hen;, motions, in turn, become unstabie, motions of u turbulent

natu.re arln;so. Thus, turbulent motiono arc the rue-ult of the. .o-cat.ed

secondary instability of the atmosphere. The synoptic maximum Ks

caused by the secondary Instability of large-scale dynamic procesnes
in the atmosphere, connected with the difference in solar heating of
the polar and tropical zones and also with the difference In the[ nature of the underlyinC surface (continents, oceans). in the
process of "crumblinS" of eddies, trann er of turbulent vnergy occurs

from this maximum along the spectrum from large scales to small ones
until the energy of turbulent motions dissipates into heat. In the
small-scale segment of the .spectrum of turbulence there can be
generation of turbulence energy due to hydrodynamic instability in

the wind field, especially in the planetary buundary layer of the

atmosphere, and also thanks to the thermal instability of the atmos-
phere and the degeneration of short gravitational waves in the case

when they lose stability. These local influxeo of turbulent energy
can form a second maximum in the energy spectrqm.

The scales of turbulence to which the sedond maxim-,,• of turbulent
energy applies depend not only on the nature of the vertical profiles

of wind velocity and air temperature, but also on the distance from
the surface. In particular, since the vertical scale of turbulent

perturbations caused by thermal instability of the atmosphere grows

with altitude, with a gain in altitude there should be a shift of the

maximum of turbulent energy into the r-ion of lowcr frequoncies.

On the other hand, since thermal stability of the UPir inreases with

altitude, on the average in the troposphere the role of thermal

factors causing the appearance of the second maximum Is weakened.
In the mid~dle and upper troposphe.re, except for tho zonvs of the
tropopausc and cases oV' t1he presence of jet streams and atmospheric

fronts, there ar• no dynamlc condi tinns for direcut grencration of
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turbulence in the mlcroscale region. Therefore we can assume that

in the free atmosphere there is no mandatory presence of a maximum

of turbulent energy on microscales or the connected phenomenon of a

mesometeorological minimum of energy in the energy spectrum of

•7 I atmospheric turbulence.

b. Energy Spectra of Wind-Velocity
I . Pulsations in the Troposphere and

the Stratosphere

The greatest amount of published works contain the results cf'

expevimental studies of turbulence in the boundary layer of the
S atmosphere, while data on turbulence in the free atmosphere are

substantially fewer. Besides this, these data touch only on individual

segments of the spectrum of atmospheric turbulence. For example,

Wan Chang-chin (1960) studied the time energy spectra of pulsations

p of the horizontal wind-velocity components on levels from 700 down to

50 mb for two points on the territory of' the USA. For this purpose

he used radio wind observations carried out in the course of a year

and made once a day. The synoptic maximum of energy in the spectrum

of wind-velocity pulsations is well defined by these investigations.

Spectra of pulsations of the horizontal component of pulsations

[sic] of wind velocity obtained by S. K. Kao and I1. D. Woods (1 9 64)

for the Jet-stream region give, as we have seen, an idea of' the

particular features of energy spectra only in the region of mesoscales.

-N. Z. Pinus (1966) in recent years carried out studies of spectra

ranging f.-om synoptic scales down to scales of several tens of

meters. For this purpose he used radio wind observations and also

aircraft measurements of wind made with a Doppler navigation system

and with a hot-wire anemometer. The aircraft meaLzurements made it

possible to obtain unidimensional spatial spectra of pulsations of

* the horizontal wind-velocity component, while the radio wind measurv-

ments provided time spectra. The h.pothesi of "frozen" turbulence

was used during comparison of these oipectra.
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rhe work by Pinus (1966) gives spectra of S(n) of pulsations of

the horizontal wind-velocity component for the 500, 300, and 200 mb
levels. The low-frequency portion a of the spuctra was obtained from

materials of sounding carried out four times a day (1964-1965) and oy
special two-week (1960-1961) series of radio wind observations carried
out every 2 hours; both were accomplished in Moscow. The middle

portion b was obtained from aircraft measurements using a Doppler

navigation Liy,;tem, while the h!gh-frequency portion e was obtained

from data of aircraft hot-wire aneMomC. ,or IiouOurements (Fig. 9.6).

300,,

toI

•: • S~~O'" " I

to 
SA

1' .2

4J4

LO ? _L - i i I

,0-* ,7-j 10- 10- to, to,. ,o,
100" 10 j YO-2 10-0 1O0 101 104 QiP

Fig. 9.6., ,pectral density of' pUlsations 'of the horizontal wind-
velocity component at vrar Ious altitudes. I - Jan. 1965; 2 - Jan.1961; 3 -28 Dec. 1964; 4 -2. eh. 196- . -

Feb. 1962; 7 - 29 Dec. 1964; 8 - 13 Feb. 1965; 9 -9 Feb. 1962.
-H,•a kmn/h; pa•,/i rad/krii. "
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Segments a, b and a of spectra of atmospheric turbulence ohoulo,

Sapparently, continuously transfer from uiaeroucales to middle scales

Sand then to microscales. The Junctions or these segments of the
* spectra can be only tentatively assigned by the author, since the
a. spectra a, b, and c were obtained in different regions and not

• imultaneo u.sly. Even in one and the same experiment the indicated
breakdowns of the spectra (as regards aircraft measuremermts) had no
overlaps in the area of adjacent frequencies. The irnpo.isibility of
overlapping in the wave-number interval i:.-3 rad/km is connected with

particular features of methods of airborne Doppler and hot-wire

anemometer measurements uf wind velocity (see Chapter 2).

SInvestigations 2howed that at all altitudes the spectral density

- si() is increased with a reduction in Q and that the dependence of
S(R) 6n Q may be described by apower law. On the average the

eAponent for segments a and b turnedý out to equal -5/3" From this Ji.
follows that the spectrum in thee,wave-numbor bandt;from 10-3 to .100

rad/km at the 500, 300 and 200 mb altitudes obeys, the "minus 5/3" law;
this means that in"it the'rate of unergy transfer along the spectrum

is constant. The level of turbulent P.nergy in this interval of
frequency naturally cepends in each case on the intensity of the

source of turbulence energy.

Speetou'w seement c in the wave-number interval 1-10 rad/km had

Sa slope at the 500-mb level which was greater than that according to
the "minus 5/3" law and, most impoprtantly, it was located in a
region of lower energies than would he indiciLed by simple extrapola-

tion of segments a and b of the spectrum into the region of larger

S. •wave numbers. It is possible to assume that at the 500-mb level in
th- region of these wave numbers some ,ort of additionul energy source

g existed. This was, possibly, gravitational waves, undergoing destruc-
tion, because of loss of stability.

E
Since the thermal stratification of the atmosphere Is stable at

the 500, 300 and 200 mb levels, generally speaking one would expect

the presence of a "drain" of turbulent enerkgy at the:;e frequencies.

-Acually, Judging by the nature ut "•h- sipectrum, at the 500-ibh levei
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this drain was more than adequately covered by the Influx. of energy,

while at the 200-mb level balance apparently occurred between the

influx of turbulent energy from some external oource and the drain

of energy caused by the utabic thermal stratification of the atmosphere.

Analysis of these energy spectra shows3 that the mnaximumr of

tuirbulent energy at; the 500-mb leve.] t.,- relaterd to a wave number of

about 310 0 rad/km - I..e. , to scales on tho order of' 2'.0r m. '1o

* micrometeorological maximum was detected in spectra for high altitudes.

There is one more extremely Important circum.,tance which should

be noted: at the 500-mb i~vel the energy in the region of' the micro-

meteorological maximum is tens of times less than In the region of
2 2the so-called synoptic maximum, where it comprises tens- of m /s

At the 5ame time, the data compiled by Van der Hoven (1957) indicate

that at an altitude of about 100 m (Fig. 9.11) the encrgy in the regions

of the micrometeorologi.,cal and synoptic maxima Is virtually identical

and equals a few m /S2

While at present the troposphere Is represented by a considerable

[ ~quantity of experimental data on the fine structure of turbulence-

data covering different meteorological situations and relating to

different regions of the earth - the quantity of such data available

for the stratosphere is as yet; omall. Therefore a mnajor' problem at

p'reiient is the accumulat'ion ofexperimental ressltz, wh'.:;inmust then.
subseuentl be ystematized.

We cn, crtailyattempt t bancraneautoso h

enegy itutio inturbulence In the stratosphe-re by Indirect

Two erie ofexp'erimentu (summer and winter) were carried out

in 1966-1967 at the C.ýntral Aprological Otrbervatory In the Khar'kov

region (Vinnlchenku, ?".nus, Shur, 1967). Each 5erios was; continued

for one month (July arid Januavy). in the Lucur.-e of thc month repeated

i* I launchings of radio.-onmdes were made at. Intervals at' 2 hours C160
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launches per month). In the same area and at the same time flightJ

were made on a laboratory TL-18 aircraft equipped with a Doppler

navigation system, hot-wire anemometer, and other scientific apparatus.
Eight to ten flights (2-3 flights per week) were made in the course

Sof the month. The flights were carried out over hor zontal areats

200-250 km in extent at altitudes of I to 10 kin.

The raw experimental data were s•ubjected to statistical procu.- inr.7

on electronic computers in order to obtain the •patial enorgy spectra

of the measured parameters. The hypotheaiz of the "frozen" nature

of turbulence was used to obtain the spatial spectra of winu velocity.

While the use of thi's hypothesio is widely accepted in aircraft

investigations, during the prooessin{, of radiosonde data its applica-

tion is a formal operation. Furtnermore, while radiosonde meaouremeiits
A L were carried out continuously throughout the entire month, the

* " aircraft flights were made only every 2-3 days; therefore the airborne

measurements cannot, in principle, cover all situations existing in

the course of the month.

Up to an altitude of 10 km the turbulence spectra obtained by

the method encompassed virtually all -;cales from several thousands

of km down to hundreds of meters. Above 10 kin, where no synchronous

aircraft flights were carried out, only macroncale spectra from

radiosonde data were obtained.

Figure 9.7 shows experimental spectra of pu23atlons of the

horizortal wind-velocity romponent for July 1q66 and January 1967.

The macroscale spectra are given for altitude:; of 5, 7, 9, 12, 15,
and 18 km, while mesoscale and microscale spectra are given for

altitudes of 5, 7, and 9 km.

The macroscale spectra for the troposphere and the stratosphere

on Fig. 9.7 lie so close to one another (differing by no more than

a single order) that it is not really po-osible to make any distinction

between them. Obviously, one should expec.t that the mesoscalar and

microscale spectra for the stratosphe'le also woAld rict differ sub-
:;tantially from one another. Despllt- the uic of' a com.,aratI'evty
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15 greater than that at rniallo.r' wave numbors, exet.ed(nir It In absolute I
pvalue by 5/3. Thia is vopeel ally clearly noti ceable for' July. TIf we

proceed from the idea of cascadeŽ tranofer uf onergy Prom smialler wave

numberu to larger one:;, It- should be noted that In the upper tropoSphere

anid, apparently, in the Stl-iatospherer t~here. to, litteriuve dralning (.)I

tui-bulence onergy towaird the wo.rk 01' counteracting voc of negative

h uoy,,no~y . On waLve numhc.r'u gv-,atu r thui;! 10' racl/kmn the :;(tatter of

vxpeirimental poinU., reache.3 -orevs of' makgn Ltude for July and 2

order's of magnitude for January. Such a large scatter' o1f microscale

spectr.- (as compared with menoscalar) is apparently explaineod by

peculiarli es of the local otruuturec of fI'ne-scale turbulence and theI

fine str'ucturC Of thU temperaturre and winrd prof tle:i. F'requeritl.y
cases can be obs;erved n tii1 fIreec'tri 1lrie ,.' It exlc tn'
has an intensity below the threshold of' oueni ttvity of the hot-wire

anemometer' 0-v5 cmn/s)

Ten'tative intervali. of thm: magnitude olf ;puctrai lenislty corre-

sponding to buffetinig ol ani altier'aft at di fferent I ntermsities are

tentatively plotted On Pig. 9 J7. A.; Is evidenit from the figure,

only a few values of spectral density an the cmi cro,-caleu fall within

the zone close to the boundlary of weak arnd moude'ate buffe1ting; this

coincides with reading:; of' the aircraf't accelerogr'aph Installed oni

thv IL-18.-

The considered txpur.irmertal data rnonf.Irrn that turbuc Thee energy
m~ay not only be transferred along thecc ::otruim duo, to a ca.ýCade

inechani on from sinal Icr wave numiLjer's; but mia,-Ks arrivC !nl the
spectrum due to local (with m'e:sptiot to wave numbers) souurce.". of

instability (decaying gravItational wavco, orogriaphy). ;ince they

are operative at comparati"vely largu wave Dubr;, It-,; na'~.ui'a'

that In the presence of such :suurct.?; w,2 can expect. an Incrcanse in

intensity of turbulence in the appropriate vegiron, of wave numibers.

In these cases the onei'gy ; pe trumr il' tUrbulence in the

tropoaphere and thaýt in the ;t:ar~pi i'Lcay h;1v- a ccnd

maxirmum of spectral den:-ity and on:ly theon wi 11. th,: 1;penotrum have

the co-n-alled meimeer oIctrmir nirni.

3Ue



S~However, most frequently in the upper troposiphere and, apparent].y

in the stratosphere the effect of drainage of eneregy expended on

counteracting negative buoyancy forces should ho inanli'czted anid the

"- slope of the curve of spectral density in thl,- •r,,eIon of .,cales of

Sa turbulence should exceed 5/3 in absolute magnitude.

Certain concepts on tho possible frequency of ipectra with a

secondary energy maximum in the specti-um arc provided by data on the

frequency of turbulence causing buffeting of aircraft (see Fig. 7.1).

In particular, for the upper troposphere in the middle latitudes

above the USSR it comprises about 121, includinig that with moderate

and strong turbulence (see Tables 7.2 and 7.7) - about 6%.
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